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INTRODUCTION
This first and trial issue of the RESEARCH DIGEST results from the Urban
Planning Research Group's October 1953 meeting, chaired by Henry Fagin, at the
Detroit ASPO conference. Louis Wetmore is chairman of the Group, but was unable
to be present, T.J. Kent, Jr., volunteered the services of the Department of
City and Regional Planning, University of California, and Donald Foley found
himself temporary editor. On behalf of the Group, the editor wishes to acknowl-
•^ dgc the helpful communications from the following persons, who took the time
to send information about the research activities of their respective schools or
agencies:
Howard K. Menhinick, John A. Parker, F, Stuart Chapin, Jr., Martin
Meyerson, Herbert Gans, John W. Dyckman, VJilliam L. C. Wheaton,
Gerald Breese, C. McKim Norton, Henry Fagin, Louis Wetmore, Pteginal
Isaacs, Glenn H. Beyer, Arthur T, Row, Jr., Paul M. Reid, T. J. Kent,
Jr., Charles R. Dunann, George Duggar, and Marybeth Branaman.
In a number of cases, research projects are in the planning or in the request-
for-fund-5 stages; we hope to be able to report on these projects in coming issues,
The editor assumes the responsibility for compressing or slightly editing a few
of the abstracts.
We realize that there are many projects for which we have no DIGEST entries.
Some of these have, for example, already been indicated, at least by title, in
the NEWSLETTER ON URBAN PLANNING RESEARCH, the most recent issue of which was
distributed by Louis Wetmore in Nov. 19^3. Perhaps a somewhat different set of
universities and planning agencies can be covered in the future.
FUTURE ISSUES
Present plans call for a second issue about the first of October, preceding
the next ASPO meeting.* To meet this deadline, abstracts must be submitted before
September l5, 1951i « They should be mailed to Donald Foley, Department of City
and Regional Planning, University of California, Berkeley h, California, It is
hoped that at next fall's meeting of the Research Group a new editor for the
coming year will volunteer or be selected.
Based on experience in editing this issue and on some suggestions from con-
tributors, it is suggested that in the future, abstracts conform insofar as is
feasible, to the following rules (subject to modification by the members of the
Research Group)
:
'"' A letter from Louis Wetmore, received after this above proposal for an
issue next fall was already in print, suggests the alternative possibility
thp.t something along this digest idea might be integrated with the JOURNAL
OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS. This whole matter should be discussed
ty the Urban Planning Research Group and by other key persons. Further
announcement regarding the DIGEST'S future will be forthcoming.
1.
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1, Each abstract to start td.th
TITLE OF PROJECT
Main investigator(s)
Status of research and publicntion (i.e., how far along the rosearch
is, when and in what form publication is expected)
Agency conducting the project, along with sponsoring or cooperating
agencies
(This format vras followed in the present issue.)
2, Remainder of abstract to be in paragraph form, with major headings in-
serted and underlined within that form (as was attempted in the present
issue). These major headings should follow this general pattern, sub-
ject to such modification as might be desired by contributors.
Research Problem .
Previous Relevant Research (if this appears to be important).
Hypotheses (if any)
.
Method of Study .
Major Findings .
3. Copy to be double spaced and each abstract not to exceed two double
spaced pages.
h> Most Master's theses or student reports to be summarized in not over
tvro or three sentences. Doctoral dissertations or particularly im-
portant student reports (for example, major group projects) to be re-
ported in greater detail, approaching the format of nonstudent projects.
Reports on student theses and reports to be encouraged.
5. Name of contributor to appear at conclusion of abstract and in future
issues this to appear, perhaps in parentheses, following each abstract.
It is suggested that the Urban Planning Research Group, at their forthcoming
meetings, discuss the desirability and feasibility of continuing the DIGEST, the
possible scope of such a DIGEST, and the breadth of audience that is envisioned.
Eventually, sponsorship and financing questions might also be faced.
'lis "IQ fi/fffi".
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1. UND USES THAT REQUIRE A CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT LOCATION
Amall T. Connell
Now being initiated
Thesis J MCP, Georgia Institute of Technology
Problem . To classify land uses according to those which are appropriately
located in a city's central business district and those which would be more
appropriately located elsewhere. To recommend procedures by which land uses are
accordingly appropriately allocated,
2. RAILROAD PROBLEMS IN URBAN PUNNING
Edwin H. Folk, Jr.
Now being initiated
Thesis, MOP, Georgia Institute of Technology
Problem . To evaluate the present and probable future role of railroads as
part of an integrated transportation system, especially as related to urban
development. To identify planning solutions leading to a railroad network best
suited to urban requirements. To suggest means by which plans to this effect may
be implemented.
3. PLANNED INDUSTRIAL AREAS
Logan A. McKee, Jr.
Now being initiated
Thesis, MOP, Georgia Institute of Technology
Problem . To study the problems of plarjied industrial areas, such as might
be established in decentralized locations in the years ahead for defense and
other reasons.
h. APPLICATION OF SELECTED SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS TO CITY PLANNING
Arthur A, Mendonsa
Now being initiated
Thesis, MCP, Georgia Institute of Technology
Problem . To identify and to develop selected ecological principles and
concepts which will contribute to the planner's understanding of community life
and its relation to the community planning process,
5. PROBLEMS OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
William H. Quails
Now being initiated
Thesis, MCP, Georgia Institute of Technology
Problem
. To identify the problems of the central business district and
to determine their nature. To present planning approaches to one or two of the
most critical problems.
/ BUILDING HEIGHT AND COVERAGE REGUUTIONS IN EGYPT AND THE U. S.
Kamal-Eldin S. Shehayib
Now being initiated
Thesis, MCP, Georgia Institute of Technology
Problem . To study and analyze the zoning and building regulations concerned
•'•.ip.rT
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with building height and coverage in Egypt and in the U. S, and to determine the
extent to which U» S. experience may have useful application in Egypt.
7. SAVANNAH RIVER URBANIZATION STUDY
Stuart F, Chapin, Jr., and others
Completed in Jime 1953; final report being prepared for publication
Conducted bj'- the Institute for Research in Social Science, University of North
Carolina, under contract with the Division of Housing, U. S, Housing and
Home Finance Agency
Research Problem , This was a study of urbanization in a predominantly rural
area occurring as a result of the building of the Atoiaic Energy Coiranission's multi-
billion dollar installation in South Carolina.
The broad purpose of this two-year study was (l) to record growth and physical
change as it occurred in the affected towns and counties, (2) to observe the steps
taken to alleviate the pressures of change and to control and direct change, and
(3) to develop from the experiences in this area urbanization guides which
appeared to have transfer value for other areas similarly situated in the future.
More particularly the study was concerned with the extent and character of
population changes, how the new people were housed, how towns, counties and state
agencies met demands for expanded community facilities and services, and what
planning measures were employed and what measures were needed to alleviate the
urgent problems of the arcs.
Methods of Study . The nature of the original assignment, the size of the
area to be studied and the limited staff and financial resources, from the begin-
ing dictated an elemental descriptive approach to the research. While controlled
research into the dynamics of urban change was not possible, the study offered an
unusual opportunity to obtain an overview of urban change telescoped into a
relatively short span of time. It also provided a framework for formulating a
series of hypotheses to be tested in later controlled studies elsewhere
.
Results of the research are based on an integrated series of data collection
operations carried forward simultaneously from mid-19^1 through the late spring of
1953. One of these was an interviewing operation. Employment, population, housing
and limited attitude data were assembled in three separate but related interview-
ing projects—one a sampling of an evacuation community on the site of the new
plant, another focused upon sampling in the seven close-in South Carolina towns
surrounding the plant site, and another aimed at sampling the trailer population,
A total of 1,291 families were covered in sampling interviews. Data were punched
on IBM cards, and selected machine tabulations made for research analysis.
Another major data collection operation involved a series of iirban land use
surveys. These supplied measures of physical growth and development in commu-
nities and provided data on subdivision activity, distribution of new housing,
expansion of retail business and service activities and generally the degree of
dispersion and concentration occurring in new settlement patterns in relation to
the old. Still another project involved a continuing series of traffic surveys.
Employing mechanical traffic counting equipment, cordon counts were made at the
perimeter of the plant site and around key communities of interviewing activity.
These data and a series of manual passenger coimts provided a control for
population studies and gave a picture of the new traffic patterns created by the
building of the AEC plant.
Other continuing data collection activities included an interview coverage of
federal, state and local officials in charge of programs in the plant-affected area
and interviews with selected civic leaders in the "rim" communities. Structured
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interviews wero conducted with mayors, city clerks or other officials of toxims
in the area twice during the two-year period—partly for the purpose of obtaining
forinal attitudes toward changes occurring in the area and partly to keep tab on
expanding or receding influences of the plant construction activity. Continuing
informal unstructured interviews with officials of federal, state and private
agencies were held throughout the two-year period.
Findings . The changes in the Central Savannah River Area have been dramatic.
At the peak of construction in early September 1952, an estimated 65 - 75jOOO
persons had come into the affected areas of South Carolina and Georgia.
Approximately 10,000 families were housed in trailers (popiilation equivalent of
roughly 3iijOOO), About PjCOO new housing units were built, some 5,000 acres of
open country became built up, and approximately 77 miles of new streets were
opened to serve these new developments. More than 5,000 persons resident in the
plant area were relocated. Two "new towns" had been founded and boom conditions
prevailed, particularly in the form of land speculation, subdivision activity and
business expansion. This growth and development in South Carolina occurred with-
out benefit of general town and county plans and adequate planning controls.
Federal aid to the area has been substantial, although some recognized needs
were not met because of an insufficient appropriation of funds. As of May 1953
some $16,000,000 of federal funds had been expended for schools, water and
sewerage systems, police and fire protection, a hospital addition and access
highways. Under special mortgage insurance terms, 3,850 new units of permanent
housing were "programmed" and built.
Some of the more general conclusions brought out by the study are as follows.
With regard to future family evacuation procedures, a more positive and syste m-
atic family removal program utilizing a properly experienced and staffed
relocation counseling service is clearly needed.
With respect to future operations of this magnitude involving the building
of giant defense installations in rural areas, a national policy on defense
housing and community development is long overdue. The eft-repeated pattern of
"hit and miss" federal activity in this field indicates that a federal policy
and standby legislation are long overdue. Both policy and legislation should
aim to define limits of federal, state and local responsibilities in the provision
of housing and related commimity facilities and services, and should provide for
the necessary authority and machinery to insure that growth and development occur
according to sound principles of town planning and local finance.
8. SOVIET CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Maurice F. Parkins, Research Associate j Alex Peskin, Resaarch Fellow; Barclay Jones
Research Assistant; Barbara Forbes, Assistant to the Project Director; and
others
Completed September 1952; resulted in a typewritten report, 75l pages, "An
Examination of Soviet Theory and Practice in City and Regional Planning,"
which it is hoped will be published
Conducted by the Institute for Research in Social Science
The Basis of Planning in the Soviet Union . In the Soviet Union, city planning
operates within the framework of national and regional socio-economic planning
and includes city building. The plan for the development of a new city or the
reconstruction of an existing urban area reflects the objectives of national and
regional plans and includes a program for construction which is concerned with
all aspects of development. Long-range general plans prepared for the development
of a specific urban area include the building programs for the physical development
of the area as indicated in the long-range socio-economic plans of the region and
'iC V
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country. They include project plans, building plans and working drawings.
The Soviets have been building and reconstructing their cities for the last
35 years. On the basis of state ownership of land, the means of production,
and the bulk of urban housing, they have been able to exercise complete control
of urban development. After bold experiments, which were not always successful,
they have developed highly organized methods and techniques for city and regional
planning. Reports of observers indicate that, with a few notable exceptions,
their planning theory is well ahead of actual achievement.
Objective s and Use of Material . The objectives of the survey were to study
the location, growth, and factors influencing the pattern and extent of urban
development in the Soviet Union j to oxainine the organizational structure of city
and regional planning in relation to the general planning structure; to determine
the scope of city and regional planning; to set forth the methods and techniques
used in establishing the design requirements for the various aspects of city and
regional plans; and to discover the nature and interrelationships of the city
planning profession.
Method of Data Collec ti on and Analysis . The greater part of the material
for the study was gathered from Soviet publications, including textbooks, manuals,
surveys, and magazine and newspaper articles. The Russian collections in New York
and Cambridge were consulted. The major source of material, however, was the
Library of Congress. Much valuable information was obtained from articles which
were photostated and microfilmed, A number of Soviet professional and technical
journals and newspapers were obtained by direct subscription. In addition to these
Soviet publications, a nuraber of articles have been published in English during
the past thirty years by observers and students of the Soviet Union,
The basic source for materials was "An Interpretative Bibliography on Soviet
Planning " which had been prepared at Harvard's Russian Research Center by Mr,
Parkins before he joined the Institute staff.
All Soviet data are highly dogmatic and questionable as to reliability.
Hence they required cautious treatment, reading between the lines, and a knowledge
of the Russian background. It is believed, however, that the research team
uncovered sufficient official data to present a reasonably accurate picture of
the main features of Soviet city and regional planning theory.
Findings ,
1. The Soviet national planning program has had a profound effect on city
development. It determines the pattern of distribution, and the location, size,
and character of major industries. This provides the Soviet city planner with
data he needs to estimate the required area for the industrial zone and gives
him a basis on which to determine the area requirements for all land uses in the
city. The Five-Year Plans have attempted to place definite limits on the size
of cities according to their planned industrial productivity. These plans have
predetermined the nature of cities and the growth of their industries; their needs
in terms of educational, recreational, cultural and administrative facilities;
their population growth, housing demand, and need for public services. Such
information provides the Soviet city planner with a specific program on the basis
of which he can anticipate the extent, character and timing of urban and regional
development,
2. Regional planning in the U.S.S,R. may take in large areas such as the
South Crimean shore (6l8 square miles), or it may be concerned with smaller areas
such as a network of small cities, workers* settlements, and other urban centers
with a radius of no more than three to six miles. Each regional planning area
serves a group of related industrial enterprises.
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3. The general plan for the development of a metropolitan area is based on
the proposed population and economic development of the city. It provides for a
green belt aro\ind the community; municipal, industrial, and agricultural enter-
prisesj warehousing and marshalling yards; water supply stations; sewage disposal
plants and collective farms which supply dairy and vegetable products to the city,
k» The general plan of a city sets up a program of construction and provides
for a rational distribution of the city's territory into zones for residence,
industry, transportation, open green spaces, and communal facilities. Tho
execution of the general plan is accomplished by priority stages tied in with the
national Pive-Year and annual plans.
5. One feature of the general plan of a city is the residential population
distribution plan. The residential density selected for a city will influence
its size, building coverage, type and height of structures and their location.
As a general rule, six residential density zones have been established for Russian
cities, depending on the size and character of the community. The density and
accompanying height of buildings in these zones decreases in concentric fashion
from the center to the periphery of the city.
6. Although observers report that vdth a few exceptions Soviet urban areas
are still in a relatively primitive state of development, the research team vras
impressed by the progress made to date in developing city and regional planning
methods, techniques, and procedures. Sources indicate considerable research
activity in the development and use of new building materials, although it is
apparent that there is still much to be desired in terms of quality and workmanship
7. Soviet architectural forms are dictated by ideological concepts and
centralized control. No new styles or experiments beyond the pseudo-classic style
are permitted. The result is a monotonous repetition of uninspired architectural
forms throughout the country.
9. URBANIZATION IN METROPOLI'mN AREAS AFFECTED BY THE BUILDING OF URGE INDUSTRLIL
PLANTS: A CASE STUDY OF ACCELERATED URBAN GROVfTH IN LOWER BUCKS COUNTY
Robert B. !H.tchell, Director; Gerald Breese, Field Director in Charge of Research
and Reports; and others
Data collection completed July 1953j report to be published in the near future by
the Institute for Urban Studies
Conducted by the Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania, with
the cooperation of the Bureau of Urban Research, Princeton University, under
contract with the U. S. Housing and Home Finance Agency
Research Problem . The study attempted to measure the effects of the con-
struction of a very large industrial plant (U.S. Steel Corporation's half-billion-
dollar Fairless Works) in a semirural area on the fringe of metropolitan Phil-
adelphia and Trenton, The objective was to develop guides and generalizations
about rapid urbanization and industrialization that might be useful to other
areas undergoing similar processes in the future, A more specific purpose of the
study was to observe and analyze the needs that arise for housing and related
services, to record the steps taken to meet these needs, and to develop' conclusions
and some recomiriendations as to actions necessary and most effective in creating
and preserving a good living environment.
Relation to Previous Research . This study parallels a similar project
(Abstract No. 7 above). It also adds to the systematic study of "boom areas"
conducted during World War II in Willow Run, Michigan ("Willow Run" by Carr and
Sterner); Seneca, Illinois ("The Social History of a War Boom Community" by
Havighurst and Morgan); and Norfolk, Virginia ("The Hampton Roads Communities in
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World War II", edited by Ronald Marsh).
Hypotheses . The study did not pursue specific hypotheses, but measured the
scope' and amount of change in various aspects of the area including; Population,
Economic Base, Land Use, Housing, Community Facilities, Health and Welfare,
Government, and Planning and Development Regulation. Three subsidiary studies
were also conducted to elaborate certain elements of the major study, (These are
reported below as Abstract Nos. 10, 11 and 12.)
Research Methods . The basic method, used in the study was to set up a number
of indices which would measure change in the above mentioned subjects, establish
a baseline, and then gather data to establish statistical seides. Since the area
did not have a fact-gathering agency of any kind until 19^2, data were gathered
from various private and public agencies. For instance, population estimates
were made from utilities company records and dwelling unit counts, a generalized
land use map was made in the field, and various special surveys were conducted by
means of mail questionnaires and interviewing. The various statistical series
were then analyzed, comparing them with the base line data (as of 1950) and in
some cases with census data from 1930 to 19hOf in order to establish trends and
note long range changes in the area to which the present boom development could
be related.
Findings. Perhaps the most important finding was that many of the changes
that have taken place so far are the results of the suburbanization of Philadel-
phia and Trenton industry and population, rather than the construction of the Fair-
less Works, The main effect of the Fairless plant construction so far has been
to add 6000 people to the labor force, and somev/hat fewer to the resident popula-
tion, (and the consequences of this addition on housing community facilities, etc.)
but thus far few other effects have been felt in the area. Despite the development
of the steel plant and the two new communities of Levittown and Fairless Hills,
over 75^ of the Critical Defense Housing Area is still open land, much of it yet
unzoned and uncontrolled. Consequently, Lower Bucks County can still direct its
own development if a master plan and planning controls can be developed and
implemented. Most of the problems in the area concern the provision of public
facilities to serve the new population. Since most of that population consists
of families with young children, construction of new schools is the major problem.
Lack of experience in dealing with boom conditions, anachronistic municipal
boundaries, lack of financing and borrowing power, and of necessary enabling
legislation, has hampered the efficient provision of these facilities. In some
cases, the private developers, pressed by time, have constructed needed facilities.
Evaluation of Study . The study indicated that continued research over at
least the next five years wo\ild be necessary properly to determine and evaluate
the effects of the new developments. More intensive study of the processes of
change, and of the role and effectiveness of the planning agencies is also
proposed. The significance of the study to urban planning research lies in its
contribution to the literature on rapid change, in its measuring the expected and
unexpected effects of new industrial and residential developments on an urban fringe
area, and its analyzing the social and economic contexts in which planning takes
place.
10. LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL CHANGE: THE REACTIONS OF A SELECTED GROUP TO INDUSTRIALI-
ZATION AND POPUUTICN INFLUX
Marvin Dressier and Charles Westoff , University of Pennsylvania
To be published in "Social Forces"
Conducted as a special study under the previous study (Abstract No. 9)
Research Problem . Attempt to discover, through interviewing, the attitudes
r> r.r
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toward changes in Bucks Coiinty on the part of 8l of the top leaders of the area.
Findings , Although some of these leaders looked favorably on the changes in
their roles as residents, homeowners or fathers, they favored and supported the
changes in their roles as community leaders. Businessmen bankers, lavjyers and
county government officials were especially favorable, but local government
officials, whose workload and troubles were increased manifold by the boom, tended
to look more unfavorably on the changes. Some apprehension was felt that the
newcomers to the area ( of. the steel workers) might be different in class,
religion, ethnic background, and political attitudes, but the expectation that
they xifould be homeowners determined the generally favorable attitude towards the
newcomers.
IL TRAILER PARKS AND TRAILER RESIDENTS IN BUCKS COUNTY CRITICAL DEFENSE HOUSING AREA
Don J. Hager, Princeton University
To be published in forthcoming issue of "Housing Research"
Conducted as a special study iinder larger urbanization study (Abstract No, 9)
Methods . This study surveyed 15 of the 3ii trailer parks which were set up
in the area as a restilt of the nevr developments. The survey provides data on the
nature of the trailer camps, provision of facilities with the camps, character-
istics of trailer camp operators, number of trailers, characteristics and attitudes
of trailer residents, etc.
Findings . Most of the trailer residents are young families, with young
children, who work in construction jobs all over the country, and prefer living in
trailers with their families to hunting for housing each time they move, or having
to live in rooming houses. Most of them earn high wages, and enjoy trailer
living. Their trailers are modem, complete with television, showers, and toilets.
Trailer parks are snail communities with a strong espirit-de -corps, and an active
social life.
12. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR SOCIAL ^^LFARS
Hertha Kraus, Bryn l^lawr College
Main conclusions to be incorporated in the larger urbanization study (Abstract
No. 9); further publication for a social worker audience under consideration.
Research Problem. To report on adult education, health services, family and
child welfare services and religion in. lower Bucks County, based on observation
and interviewing by a consultant professor of social work.
Findings
. The study shovxs the absence of health and welfare facilities in
ttie area before 1900, partly because such facilities are i:i5ually associated only
with urban areas. Since the new developments, county leaders with the help of
professional community workers from neighboring metropolitan communities have begun
to set up such facilities and an overall community service organization.
Recommendations for planning and implementing further such facilities are also made.
The new communities of Levittown and Fairless Hills have been active in set-
ting up their own adult education and recreation activities, and with the help of
the Philadelphia Council of Churches, organizing and building churches.
The study also surveyed citizen participation in community activities general-
ly and found extensive activity in the new communities, although less in the
existing ones. A survey of clubs and organizations in the latter showed only a
few which had incorporated lectures or discussions on the changes in Lower Bucks
County in their meeting programs.
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The main conclusions of the study will be incorporated in the main report.
Separate publication of data of priimry interest to social and community workers
is now being considered.
13. ECONOMIC DEVELOPi^NT ANALYSIS FOR INDUSTRIAL LAND AND FACILITIES •
John W, Dykman and other staff members
Two-year research program just initiated
To bo conducted by the Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania,
\inder contract with the Philadelphia City Planning Commission.
Purpose of Study . The aim of the study is the determination of land require-
ments in terms of location, amount, and quality of services needed by the indus-
tries which current planning considerations deem most suitable to the future
development of the metropolitan area.
Research Problem . The main tasks of the proposed research will be: (1) to
examine the extent to which industrial development of various alternative composi-
tions and characteristics might contribute to the total economic development of
the area, under varying national economic conditions} and (2) to consider those
policies affecting development and locational decisions which will help insure a
favorable rate of economic growth, minimize costs of development to the developer
and to the community at largo, and reduce future dislocation or relocation
problems
.
Relation to Other Research . This study would be one of a series of research
projects into problems of application of research to regional planning in the
Philadelphia area. The Institute has, during the past year, developed a proposal
for a comprehensive study of the economic future of the region.^ A detailed pro-
gram for the first phase of this study was prepared by an economic consultant
retained for the purpose. Further, the Institute expects to tindertake a continu-
ing series of studies on the growth of the region, and has been developing
relationships with specialists in related fields within the University, with
private and industrial econoriiists, and with other universities. Thus, the study
of industrial development is expected to contribute to a longer range program
undertaken with public and private agencies concerned with total regional develop-
ment.
Research Methods . Design of the research methods to be used in this project
is currently in process. At this time, it is not possible to state the particu-
lar techniques or sources of information to be employed, or the major hypotheses
to be tested,
lil. REGIONAL ANALYSIS: STATE SOCIO-ECONOMIC REGION II — THE TRENTON- CAMDEN <i
METROPOLITAN AREA
Gerald Breese
Being published by the sponsor early in 1951j. under the following titles: (l)
"Regional Analysis—State Socio-Econoitiic Region II — The Trenton-Camden
Metropolitan Area" and (2) "Basic Data Assembly in Planning for State Socio-
Economic Regions" (a supplementary 'how-to' manual for the technician charged
with the job of doing the basic work)
Conducted by the Bureau of Urban Research, Princeton University, under the sponsor-
ship of the New Jersey Department of Conseirvation and Economic Development,
Trenton, New Jersey
Research Problem . To prepare a prototype analysis of one of the eight
socio-economxc regions of New Jersey, showing what types of data are necessary
and what steps must be taken in each socio-economic region in preparation for
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actual planning and development operations on regional and sub-regional levels.
The Trenton-Camden area was used as an example.
Relation of This Study to Previous Relevant Research » Although the state had
long ago been divided into these socio-economic regions, virtually no study or
planning of them had been undertaken. The limited literature on this subject was
carefully reviewed (especially that on regional planning, and the work of Bogue,
etc.).
Hypotheses . Centering around the nature of planning for socio-economic
regions and the requisites for such planning.
Methods of Data Collection and Analysis . The State department staff was used
part-time in the period 1952-1953 to assemble and map, under the direction of the
Bureau of Urban Research, the necessary data. These materials were then analyzed
by the Bureau and the report prepared. The work involved drawing upon very
diverse sources of information, weighing the value of each, and coordinating the
whole
.
Evaluation. The study has the usual faults of any such job done for a govern-
mental agency that has an over-worked staff. In particular, it is regretable that
out-of-state areas closely related to Socio-Economic Region II could be studied
only in limited detail. Being a prototype, the intent was to show at least one
way in which the analysis of socio-economic regions within a state could be under-
taken as a prelude to, and as an integral part of, such regional planning.
5. COMPARA.TIVE ANALYSIS OF LARGE METROPOLITAN AREAS '
Gerald Breose
Study in progress
Bureau of Urban Research, Princeton University
Research Problem . To analyze and compare U, S. and foreign (especially
European} metropolitan areas with particular reference to the following points:
(1) the structure of large metropolitan areas
(2) the types and distribution of functional areas within these centers at
various periods in their history (i.e., the allocation of land use in
cities of different types and at successive stages of their growth)
(3) the daily journey to work and the resultant distribution of daytime
population involved in points 1 and 2 above.
The most recent studies somewhat similar to the one described briefly above, but
different in many respects, are those by Dickinson on the west European city, and
Taylor on urban geography.
6. DAYTH'E POPUUTION IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS: AN ANALYSIS OF CITIES OF *
DIFFERENT SIZE
Gerald Breese
Study in progress
B\ireau of Urban Research, Princeton University
Research Problem . To ascertain and to attempt to explain the variations
among size and characteristics of daytime population in cities of different sizes.
One or more cities in different size groups will be compared in an effort to
determine what changes are observable along a continuum of cities between 100,000
and a million or more popiolation. The most recent studies related to this subject,
some published and some available only in manuscript form, are those by Chapin,
I-Iitchell and Rapkin, Breese, Foley, etc.
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17. THE PUNNING OF URBAN HOUSING ENVIRONMENT: SELECTED RESEARCH PROJECTS BASIC
TO URBAN HOUSING
Gerald Breese
A complete revision of an earlier manuscript, now in progress
Bureau of Urban Research, Princeton University
18. JOURI'IEY to work IN NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES •
Glenn Beyer and staff
Study completed; manuscript prepared and being circulated for critical review;
probable publication in booklet form during 195U.
Conducted by the Housing Research Center, Cornell University, under contract
vd.th the U. S. Housing and Home RLnance Agency
Research Problem . To study the patterns of the journey to work in commun-
ities of different sizes and different types in the northeastern region of the
United States for the purpose of determining any possible implications with
reference to both housing in fringe developments and the urban labor supply.
The study has a number of major parts: World Iflfar II experience; post-war
studies related to the journey to work; studies in three different types of
communities in New York State undertaken specifically under this project; and
implications and conclusions.
Method . The work under the Housing Research Center was undertaken by
specialists jointly in the Department of Regional Planning in the Cornell College
of Architecture and the New York State College of Labor and Industrial Relations
located at Cornell.
19. HOUSING AInID HUMAN VALUES
Glenn H. Beyer and Staff
Study completed; manuscript being revised following preliminary review; publica-
tion by Russell Sage Foundation in late 19Sh or early 19SS
By the Housing Research Center, Cornell University, sponsored by the Russell Sage
Foundation
Research Problem . In essence, this is a "housing livability" study. It was
hypothesized that if certain social values of families could be met in the housing
they obtain, they would be more satisfied with that housing. The study identifies
these values.
Method of Study . A unique feature of the study was the fact that social
psychologists and architects collaborated. A staff of sociologists and psycholo-
gists worked out a theoretical approach to housing livability and their theory
was translated and applied by a group of architects. The field study was con-
ducted in Buffalo, N. Y,, where 1,000 wives and their husbands were independently
interviewed.
20. PRACTICES AND PRECEPTS OF MARKETING PREFABRICATED HOUSES
Housing Research Center, Cornell University, study that has been published by the
U. S. Government Printing Office in 1952
Research Problem . To analyze the marketing and distribution problems of the
prefabricated housing industry and to set up some principles of marketing for the
industry.
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21. FARM HOUSING IN THE UNITED STATES
Glenn H, Beyer and staff
To be published as a monograph by John VB.ley and Sons late in 19$h or in 1955
Conducted by the Housing Research Center, Cornell University, under sponsorship
by the Social Science Research Council in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau
of the Census
Research Problem . To provide an interpretation of farm housing data from the
1950 census and to make those data more useful to the public. It will make a
number of comparisons between farm housing and urban and rural nonfarm housing.
Of importance to urban researchers is the fact that the study devotes con-
siderable attention to the "open-country" houses occupied by families whose heads
commute to an urban area for employment.
22. SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN URBAN TRAFFIC
J. Douglas Carroll, Jr., A. T. Row, Jr., and staff
Study in progress
Conducted by the Detroit Metropolitan Area Traffic Study under sponsorship by
Michigan State Highway Department, Wayne County Road Commission, City of
Detroit, Detroit Regional Planning Commission and Huron-Clinton Metropolitan
Authority in cooperation with W. S, Bureau of Pablic Roads
Research Problem . To determine seasonal variation, if any, in urban traffic
and to devise means by which the figures from a basic study can be seasonally
adjusted in the future. In other words, the problem is to devise a procedure by
which an origin-destination study can be kept current.
The study proposes to assemble data on urban traffic variation and to work
out a seasonal index concept, so that short volume counts can serve as the basis
for periodic revisions of traffic figures.
Relation of This Study to Previous Relevant Research . Very little work has
been done in seasonal traffic variations in urban areasj most of the work in this
field has been carried out by state highway departments in rural areas. It has
previously always been done on a count basis and never, to the knowledge of the
study staff, by using the home interview technique.
Method of Study . Home interviews were conducted at 3,i;80 dwelling units
during the period August - December, 1953. Re-interviews will be conducted
between February and August, 195U.
Traffic counts are being made at 10 permanent stations. From these,
seasonal patterns, if they exist, should appear. The permanent stations are
estimated to count about 10^ of the metropolitan area's vehicle trips. Nine
counters will be placed for short periods in other locations to measure traffic
flow generated by areas of different land use. These counts can then be compared
« with those from the permanent stations to determine weekly differences, if any.
23. TRAFFIC DIVERSION TO AN EXPRESSWAY .
J. Douglas Carroll, Jr., A, T, Row, Jr«, and staff
Study in progress
Conducted by the Detroit Area Traffic Study (see Abstract No, 22 for sponsoring
and cooperating agencies)
Research Problem . To develop a basis for assigning traffic to a new express
facility. It is planned to relate the following variables to diversion:
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(a) Time ratio: the ratio time on expressway to time via the best alternate
route
(b) Time differential: the absolute gain or loss in minutes via the express-
way compared with the best alternative route
(c) Expressway time: percent of total trip time on expressway
(d) Distance ratio: ratio of distance via expressway to distance via the
best alternative route
(e) Length of trip: from origin to destination; on Expresstray.
(f) Expressway distance: percent of trip distance on expressway
(g) Ingress distance: distance from origin to expressway
(h) Trip pattern: pattern formed by the spatial relations between the
expressway and the origin and destination of a trip
A minor objective is to relate diversion to the following variables (for example,
separate time ratio curves by age of driver):
(i) Age of driver
(j) Sex of driver
(k) Trip purpose
(l) Time of day: peak vs. off-peak
A third objective is to develop attitudinal, perceptual and behavioral correlates
of expressway usage or non-usage:
(ra) Attitudes: reasons for using or not using expressway; attitudes toward
speed
(n) Perceptions; comparisons of distance perception with actual facts;
comparison of time perception with actual time runs
(o) Behavior: reported maximum speed
Relation of This Study to Previous Relevant Research . Several curves have
been developed (see "Traffic Assigwnent," Highway Research Board, Bulletin 61,
Washington, D, C, 1952), based upon a time ratio which indicate that the
automobile diriver increasingly chooses the express facility over the city street
as his time advantage increases and conversely will choose the city street as its
time advantage over the expressway increases. By making a study in Detroit, we
want to determine the reliability of such a curve for our own planning purposes.
Further, we desire to measure, if possible, the effect of certain other factors
beyond time per se.
^lethod of Study . Presently it is hoped to develop three independent estimates
of diversion to existing local expressways, using:
(a) A special home interview
(b) Roadside interviews on a major expressway
(c) Roadside interviews made at the cordon of road parallel to and including
an expressway
Some of the data have already been collected: 3,000 interviews have been
made on the John Lodge Expressway; the external study, completed in Oct, 1953
>
collected data from roadside interviews on the I1H.II0W Ptun Expressway and arterials
parallel thereto. In the immediate future 500 households located in strips per-
pendicular to the Willow Run Expressway will be interviewed,
2I4. RELATION BETWEEN LAND USE AND TRAFFIC GENERATION '
J.Douglas Carroll, Jr., A. T. Row, Jr., and staff
Study in progress
Conducted by the Detroit Area Traffic Study (see Abstract No, 22 for sponsoring
and cooperating agencies)
Research Problem
.
To determine the character and volume of traffic generated
by major land use types. It is proposed to develop a set of coefficients which
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can be usod to project future traffic for zones. Although designed purely for
application to the problem of developing a master transportation plan for the
Detroit Metropolitan Area, the material should provide some valuable new material
in the field of urban planning research.
Relation of This Study to Previous Relevant Research . The only research
specifically in this field was done in Pliiladelphia by Robert Mitchell. This
report is not yet available to us.
Method of Study . The traffic data will be available on IBM cards showing
the conventional 0-D data such as mode of travel, time, trip purpose, and origin
and destination by census tract and block, by zone, and by grid coordinates.
Land use data is the basis of zoning for traffic analysis. Ten categories
have been used;
Single-family residential
Two-family residential
Multi-family residential
Retail and Office
General business
Light industry
Heavy industry
Parks and open space
Public and quasi-public buildings
Other and unclassified
The study area is divided into six (6) sectors and the Central Business
r>istrict. The sectors represent areas of development served and/or influenced ty
&
major radial. The sectors are subdivided into units of distance from the City
center defined by three (3) mile rings. The resulting unit is then subdivided
into land use zones. Thus, analysis can be done by sector, by distance from the
city, by land use type. Since the block is the smallest unit that can be used
bacause of our methods of coding, it has been necessary to designate the pre-
dominant land use in each block. Blocks are then accumulated into zones.
If card space permits, the land use of the block will be punched into each
trip card and an income code (median for zone) will be punched into cards with
origins or destinations in residential zones.
The purpose of the study is to develop a set of coefficients which can be
used to project future traffic for zones. Although designed purely for appli-
cation to the problem of developing a master transportation plan for the Detroit
Metropolitan Area, the material should provide some valuable new material in the
field of urban planning research.
25. EMPLOYMENT TREI^DS, 1914 2-1951, IN THE NEW JERSEYJ^EW YORK-CONNECTICUT METROPOLITAN
REGION
Research completed; report to be published shortly
Conducted by the Regional Plan Association, Inc., New York
Research Problem . For many years the New Jersey-New York-Connecticut Metro-
politan Region has been experiencing an increasing suburban growth of business
and industry. This growth, often characterized by the word "decentralization",
is interpreted in various and sometimes conflicting ways. To some people it means
that the central city as well as the older outlying industrial cities are losing
economic activity to the relatively undeveloped urban fringe. Other persons,
denying that there is real decentralization, believe the central areas have
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simply reached a stage of maturity in which their volume of business activity
will be maintained at a relatively stable level while future growth will take
place immediately adjacent. Still others affirm the growth of both inner and
outer areas, but interpret decentralization as the relatively faster development
of the more open outlying districts. V/hich of these ideas is soundest remains to
be determined.
Former studies conducted by the Regional Plan Association noted declines in
some industries and increases in others. Whether in sum these changes meant net
losses or gains for the different areas of the region was not determined because
of the lack of comprehensive data. Accordingly, the present study is addressed
in part to this aspect of the problem. Besides measuring changes that have
occurred, the data developed in this study for the first time enable a general
inventory of the current distribution patterns of most kinds of business activity
in the region.
Relation to Previous Studies . Previous studies in the New York Metropolitan
Region have been based largely on United States Census data and therefore have not
covered the entire gamut of emplojTnent, This study (for the first time since the
publication of the Regional Plan volumes in the late 1920' s) presents virtually
the entire economy since the employment survey includes forestry and fishing;
miningj constructionj manufacturing; wholesale and retail trade; transportation,
communications and utilities; finance, real estate and insurance; and services.
Hypotheses . Underlying the study is the hypothesis that population distri-
bution and the distribution of many economic activities have an interdependent
relation; and that in order to project the future distribution of population
throughout a metropolitan area it is necessary to have an understanding of trends
in the distribution of employment.
Sources and Methods . The employment estimates in the study are based on data
developed by the employment security agencies of the New York and Connecticut
State Departments of Labor and the New Jersey State Department of Labor and In-
dustry in connection with the administration of unemployment insurance and employ-
ment service operations. A number of adjustments were necessary to eliminate the
incomparabilities in the source data and to obtain employment for all firms hir-
ing one or more employees since the covered employment includes only firms employ-
ing four or more. The figures were put thro\igh all the statistical jumps and
hoops we could think up in order to discover what they meant,
SurrjrPry of Important Findings . Two outstanding facts are established by the
study. First, an enormous volume of business and manufacturing activity was
added to the New York Metropolitan Region in recent years. Second, new relation-
ships are emerging among the parts of the region. The age-old concentration of
employment in central city areas is slowly but steadily being counterbalanced by
substantial numbers of new jobs in the environs. The study shows which things are
continuing to seek central locations and which are tending outward.
Evaluation of the Study . As a result of the study, we are convinced that
changes are under way sufficiently drastic in their implications for the future
planning to warrant more thorough and costly study. Consequently, the next step
that we look forward to is another study, more comprehensive in time and coverage,
to discover, industry by industry, the locational needs now operating or likely
to operate within the next quarter-century; and a forecast of the likely levels
of economic activity and future population in the region.
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26. THE URBAN GENERAL PUN: A STUDY OF THE NATURE OF THE URBAN GENERAL PLAN AS ,
DETERMINED BY THE POLITICAL AND TECHNICAL FUNCTIONS THAT THE PLAN IS INTEI'JDED
TO PERFORM
T. J. Kent, Jr.
Study in process j to be published in book form
Departinent of City and Regional Planning, University of California
Research Problem . Ever since 1927 when Secretary of Commerce Herbert
Hoover* s City Planning Advisor;^ Committee published the Standard City Planning
Enabling Act, there has been widespread acceptance of the idea that every city
should have a comprehensive general plan that could be used to guide public and
private physical development activities. But because of the lack of practical
knowledge- as to how their basic ideas concerning the duties and powers of the
planning agency that they described in the Act would work when put into practice,
the members of the committee were unable to define in exact language the functions
that the general plan was supposed to perform in municipal government. The Act
was not clear enough on this fundamental question to lead to one generally ac-
cepted interpretation of the minimiim essential elements that the plan should have,
in a technical sense. And similarly, the language of the Act was not clear
enough to lead to one interpretation of the form that the general plan document
should take to best serve its political function as a statement of public policy
that could be readily understood and used by the citizen planning commission and
city council members in judging the merits of specific capital improvements. As
a result of this understandably uncertain situation, there developed, during the
period of relatively slow expansion of the field in the fifteen years that
followed, the emergence of several different general plan concepts based on dif-
ferent assumptions as to the political and technical functions that the plan
should perform.
During the years since the end of World War II a great wealth of practical
city planning experience has been gained. Most of the major cities throughout
the United States have had permanent and well staffed city planning programs
since 19U5, and many have succeeded in developing effective general plans to
guide their physical development. With the publication of official documents
describing these general plans it has now become possible for the first time to
compare and evaluate the different concepts that have been employed. Consequently
it seems worthvhlle for an attempt to be made to discover vhether or not the
practice of the profession has reached that point at which a generally applicable
^
theory of the functions and nature of the urban general plan can be formulated.
Hypothesis. Anyone familiar with the difficult task of establishing an ef-
fective city planning program is aware of the vital necessity of developing in
the minds of the city covmcil, the planning commission, and the citizens general-
ly, a clear understanding of exactly what the major elements of the general plan
are and how the plan is to bo used. And an urgent need for a firm definition
the general plan that can be reasonably applied to all urban communities exists
in connection with the administration of state and federal public works programs:
a steadily increasing number of these programs require the completion of a general
plan by each community before individual projects can be financed and constructed.
This need can only be satisfied by the members of the city planning profession
after they recognize its importance and, based upon their own knowledge and ex-
perience, succeed in reaching agreement on a common definition of the functions
and nature of the urban general plan. The present study is based on the belief
that the profession is now in a position to begin a serious attempt to reach
accord on what might eventually become the accepted standard legislative def-
inition of the urban general plan, and it is the purpose of the study to test
this belief by submitting a complete description of one interpretation of the
functions and nature of the urban general plan to the profession for consideration
and debate.
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Insofar as there is a formal hypothesis that can be statod in a study of
this kind, it might be expressed as follows: First, the political and technical
functions that local legislative bodies desire to have the urban general plan
perform can be spelled out in definite language and are generally similar in
democratic, self-governing urban communities, and second, these general plan
functions dictate the essential elements of the plan itself and the content and
form of the official general plan document.
Research Methods . Firsthand experience in San Francisco and Berkeley over
the past several years is being drawn upon, and major conclusions as to both
functions and nature have been and are being tested in graduate student studies
and thesis work, A great deal of experimentation is going forward in several
city and county planning offices in the metropolitan San Francisco Bay Area.
VJhen unusually significant results seem to be obtained, the experience is ustially
recorded in a graduate student thesis.
An attempt is being made to obtain and comprehend the most significant pub-
lished urban general plans and to understand the "settings" within which they
were developed and arc being maintained. A few selected European examples will
be studied in 195il-5$ and, if feasible, the final statement will include a
chapter or appendix on significant differences and similarities betvjeen United
States and certain European concepts of the functions and nature of the urban
general plan.
General plan definitions included in texts, (Local Planning Adm,, Bassett,
etc.), in existing local, state, and federal legislation, and in regulations
(such as the HHFA definition of the "General Community Plan") are being reviewed
and considered.
It should be understood, however, that the study is not thought of primarily
as a survey or as a research project in the usual sense. Its value in the last
analysis will depend on the rightness or wrongness of the author's interpretation
of the requirements imposed upon the city planning profession by democratic,
self-governing comraunities.
Summary of Important Findings . The study has thus far led to the conclusion,
which seems important, that general plan functions and nature are firmly defined
by the requirements of democratic, local self-government, although these re-
quirements are very seldom described in writing, and, therefore, that a standard
legislative definition of the urban general plan can be formulated.
Next Steps, Significance, Shortcomings . Work on the study has been underway
consciously since iJanuary, 1953. A great deal of work was done between 19h6 ana
1952 in an effort to define the minimum essential elements of the urban general
plan from a purely technical point of view. The findings of this work will be
incorporated in the study now being made. If the present study is successfully
completed and published, it will enable the profession to consider at least one
complete description of a suggested standard legislative definition of the urban
general plan. And if the profession can finally agree on a common definition,
it should make possible the kind of advance that the 1927 Standard City Planning
Enabling Act did with respect to the duties and responsibilities of the city
planning agency.
The main shortcoriiings of the study are likely to result from inadequate
knowledge of the theories and trends, both desireable and undesireable, of dem-
ocratic local self government. Also, the study may turn out to reflect a pro-
vincial concern with a subject that may appear unimportant to city planners else-
where. And finally, the initial statement will probably not include a complete
survey of historically significant and contemporary general plan definitions.
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although it is planned eventually to include such material.
INDUSTRIAL ZONING IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AFEA
Charles R. Dunann (and Roy S. Caneron, during earlier phases)
Field research and analysis completedj draft preparedj to be released in report
form by end of 195^
Conducted by the Department of City and Regional Planning, Universitj'- of Calif-
ornia, sponsored by the San Francisco Bay Area Planning Directors Committee
Research Problem . This study is an attempt (a) to assemble and correlate
existing industrial 'zoning provisions contained in the 205 zoning district
definitions of the 70 zoning ordinances in effect in the Bay Area in 1951, (b)
to develop a classification system for describing and delineating in a comparable
form the overall pattern of districts zoned for industry, and (c) to nap the
pattern for this metropolitan area according to the classification scheme devel-
oped.
For purposes of the study, industrial zoning has been defined to include all
zoning for land uses primarily involving the extraction, production, conversion,
processing or servicing of goods and materials. All Bay A.rea commercial zoning
districts have been included in the study and classified according to the indus-
trial uses permitted in them. The area of study is that generally defi,ned locally
as the metropolitan area, composed of nine counties, containing 70 municipalities,
comprising 7,fi52 square miles, and a 1950 population of approximately 2,^50,000.
Each of the 79 jurisdictions is responsible for its own zoning legislation.
More specifically, some of the study objectives have been to:
1. Develop a classification system that could be used to define and de-
scribe the various types of industrial zoning districts in the Bay Area.
2. Compile lists of industrial uses considered to be of a similar intensity
of use, according to the majority of zoning district definitions speci-
fying each of the uses.
3. Map the overall pattern of the classified industrial zoning and its
relationship to other types of zoning so that any community in the Bay
Area may observe the relationship of its industrial zoning to the over-
all pattern and to the zoning in any other community.
h. Provide the basic industrial zoning Information that would permit an
analysis of the relationship between industrial zoning and industrial
land use,
5. Ascertain whether the industrial zoning classification system could
be modified or adapted for an industrial land use survey in the Bay
Area.
6. Ascertain and define problems indicated by this study dealing with or
related to zoning that require study in the future.
Research Methods . The 70 zoning ordinances in the Bay Area provided the
data. These ordinances contained a total of 205 definitions of zoning districts
permitting industry, and a total of 509 industrial use terms, A correlative
analysis of the 205 definitions was made according to the industrial use terms
they specified in order to establish a set of seven "common-denominator" cate-
gories ranging from light to heavy industrial use intensity that could be used
to classify and to map each district.
Summary of Important Findings. There is great variation and often consider-
able ambiguity in the methods 'of defining uses permitted in industrial zoning
districts. Inconsistencies within and among ordinances point up the need for a
more rational means of defining the uses for which districts are established.
In a large majority of cases a district designated for a given intensity of use
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will be defined to permit all uses of lesser intensity, including corranercial and
rnsidential uses. More recent ordinances indicate a trend to provide mutual
protection, especially in not permitting residential uses in heavy industrial
districts. One serious problem that faces much of the urban fringe area is the
lack of any precise zoning. In some instances there was found to be no zoning,
but the usual circumstance is to blanlcet large areas in an unclassified or in-
terim zoning district which has permitted residences to develop in areas better
suited to industry, and vice versa.
28. CHANGING RESIDENTIAL PATTERNS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS '
George Duggar and Wayne Daugherty, with the collaboration of Davis HcEntire
Most of analysis completed; to be published late in 195ii as one of a series of
Census Monographs based on the 1950 Census
Undertaken under sponsorship of the Social Science Research Council's program
for "Census Monographs", financed by the U. S. Bureau of the Census and
conducted by teams of researchers drawn in part from the Census Bureau and
in part from others under personal service contracts with the Council
Research Problem. Can the most generally accepted concepts about the growth
and change of residential portions of metropolitan areas be subjected to statis-
tical measurement and analysis, using chiefIj"- the concepts and data from the
1950 Census?
Relation to Previous Research . The leading ideas concerning the growth and
change of residential areas, as the authors read them, are largely in the form
of ideal types rather than hypotheses. Where they are in the form of hypotheses
they have been subjected to empirical study chiefly by reference to maps rather
than systematic statistical data, and where studied statistically, chiefly for
single metropolitan areas, and iri.thout much reference to the possibility that
they grow in different ways in different periods. Certain of the theoretical
ideas may have been elaborated too much and may have been too vaguely related to
the notion of "filtering down" and to a wide range of policy questions. The
authors take the concept of "localization" or "concentration" to be common to all
the work done so far, and seek to classify different forms of localization and
concentration and determine which of them held during the 19iiO-50 period in
metropolitan areas of widely different characteristics.
Hypothesis
. That the whole set of ideas about the geographic, dwelling, and
occupancy characteristics of new dwellings will be found to hold true in some
metropolitan areas but that the metropolitan areas are so different in some
characteristics as to require the abandonment of single generalizations in favor
of a classification of residential areas, and possibly a classification of
metropolitan areas.
Specifically, residential areas of varying percent now will be found to differ
systematically in respect to the characteristics which we associate with differ-
ent kinds of residential construction agencies—public housing, public war hous-
ing, tract builders, and small-scale builders. Statistical areas known to be
dominated by such building programs will tend to differ most, and metropolitan
areas with very large amounts of housing built in one of these ways will tend to
differ from other metropolitan areas. The characteristics include value, tenure,
and race of occupants.
Data. Primary reliance is placed upon census data by census tract (and groups
of enumeration districts outside the tracted area) in three metropolitan areas
chosen, among other reasons, for their great differences in size, regional loca-
tion, site characteristics, economic base and growth rate: San Francisco-Oakland,
Atlanta, Flint. Brief study is also made of all 91 metropolitan areas having at
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least ore city of 100,000. To census data is added measured data on distance
from the CBD and on area.
Sununary of Findings . The findings are at present incomplete. Some do not
lend themselves to summary other than graphic summary, but the finding of perhaps
greatest policy significance so far is the frequent failure of the new, outlying
dwellings to have values equal to the older, or to the closer-in houses. VJhile
more often of better condition, of pure-white occupancy, etc., the new do not
seem to have the universally higher values which would justify generalizations
such as that central cities have more difficult financial problems than suburban
areas.
Evaluation . In terms of future research, the study as developed so far
indicates that the statistical measurement of residential localization is not
impracticable, and may make possible a valid classification of residential areas
and of whole metropolitan areas in terms of the characteristics of their residen-
tial areas. The study points to the need for others to try this, again using
identical techniques to examine several metropolitan areas.
29. CENTRAL CITI PROPERTY VALUES IN SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
Paul F. Wendt
Ftesearch report recently published by the Highway Research Board as Fart h of
Special Report 11. Available from that agency, $1.35 per copy.
Conducted under the joint sponsorship of the Highway Research Board of the
National Research Council, National Acaden^r of Sciences, and the Real Estate
Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of
California
Research Problem. This study reports on long-term changes in the central
business districts of San Francisco and Oakland and changes in downtown property
values in these cities from 1920 to 1950, The report is part of a broader in-
vestigation of urban decentralization as it has been influenced by transportation
and parking factors in the San Francisco Bay Area.
An introductory review of central city land value theory points up the fact
that there are conflicting viewpoints on the status of downtown districts, few
of them being supported by systematic study. Further, important decisions on
public and private investment affecting our central areas are being made on the
basis of broad generalizations unsubstantiated by well-organized facts.
Research Method . To measure market value changes in the central city prop-
erties of San Francisco and Oakland a sampling technique was employed. The
boundaries of the central districts and various sub-districts were determined
with the aid of committees appointed by the presidents of the San Francisco and
Oakland Real Estate Boards. Sample properties within these areas were then
selected by project staff members.
Sales and ownership histories of the properties were then traced and their
income and expense trends analyzed. Building cost influences in the downtown
areas were studied, and land values (apart from improvements) were estimated
over several time intervals.
Important Findings . It was found that the central business districts of San
Francisco and Oakland have common characteristics. Both districts have been
well-defined in their approximate locations for over a half century. There has
been a strong tendency in both cities for the central business district to re-
main compact, a tendency influenced in large measure by the confluence of major
rapid transportation routes at or near the center of the shopping areas. The
'tittil'.
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study concluded that in San Francisco the improvement of transportation and park-
ing facilities in the vicinity of the central shopping district in recent years
has undoubtedly contributed to the strength noted in property values in that
area. In Oakland the junction of mass transit routes in the center of the main
shopping district appeared to have been an important factor in maintaining
values downtown.
Data examined in the study failed to reveal any weakness in the market for
centrally located downtown property in San Francisco or Oakland. It was con-
cluded that several factors appear to have acted to hold business and maintain
values in the central business districts during recent years. For example,
older buildings, which may be fully depreciated on the books of present owners,
represent attractive investments to prospective new owners, since tax laws permit
new ovmers to establish depreciation charges based upon purchase prices.
Phiture Plans . Extension of the project is currently planned for more inten-
sive sampling and extension of the sampling to other cities in the San Francisco
Bay Area.
30. HOUSING MARKET STUDY ,
Sherman J. Maisel
Study in process
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University
of California
Research Problem and Method of Study . The first portion of this three-part
study deals with real estate market statistics which will be used in the develop-
ment of a price index and the extent of mortgage and deed activity. Data being
collected and analyzed include type of house, age of house, land use, sale prices,
and type of deeds. Assessors' and deed recorders' data are being used for San
Francisco and the surrovinding area. It is contemplated that the method which is
being developed will be usable on a national basis.
The second part is concerned with the niimber of households in an area and
will attempt to determine why the number of households has been changing. This
is being accomplished by gathering information on which the number of households
depends—number of people, age and sex of those persons, rate at which marital
status changes, and the amount of doubling of families. This phase is being con-
ducted on a national basis employing Census data.
Part three will answer the question "Who buys houses?" The characteristics
of families who buy, their age, number of children, and income are among the data
being catalogued. This problem is being studied on a national basis and for
California using Federal Reserve data and Census statistics.
31, URBAN GRCWTH AND STRUCTURE
Marybeth Branaman
Study in process
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Uni-
versity of California
Research Problem and Method of Study . The purpose of this study, now in
process under the supervision of llarybeth Branaman, is to provide a physical
description of the urban core of the San Francisco Metropolitan Bay Area~namely
San Francisco and the urban East Bay—to accompany recent studies of central city
land values and trends in economic activity and transportation.
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In addition to providing a historical survey of major land use trends in a
large metropolitan area, it is hoped that information will be gathered which
will permit an evaluation of existing theories of urban growth. Factors which
have brought about that growth are being determined, and an attempt is being
made to detect those trends which appear likely to shape future growth and
structure.
To date, basic land use data have been mapped for the urban East Bay from
1910 to 1950, and information on the economy of this area, industrial development,
subdivision activity, etc. has been compiled. The graphic presentation for San
Francisco is well along. It is felt that valuable experience in techniques for
such analysis and useful information on city growth has been gathered from the
project thus far.
32. THE LOCATION OF HEADQUARTERS OFFICES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA '
Donald L, Foley
Just startedj estimated to be underway until about June 1955
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Univer-
sity of California
Research Problem and Method of Study . This study is designed to enhance the
understanding of the spatial organization of the San Francisco Bay Area in
particular and of metropolitan areas in general. Major emphasis will be placed
on analyzing the locations of Bay Area headquarters offices controlling the
operations of large business, industrial, governmental and other organizations
within the nine-county Bay Area. The single most important question to be asked
will be regarding the concentrative and the dispersive forces that influence
where a large organization will locate its headquarters office within the Bay
Area,
The study will combine an initial extensive survey, designed to identify and
to inventory certain features of all of the 1,000 or so large organizations in
the area, with a subsequent intensive study of a few selected headquarters
offices (particularly in downtown San Francisco) so as to analyze the spatial
linkages that make their locations appear as optimal to their executives,
33, CHANGES IN LOCATIONAL PATTERNS OF SELECTED ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES IN SAN FRANCISCO-
OAKLAND AND LOS ANGELES METROPOLITAN AREA CITIES
David A. Revzan
Study is nearing completion
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Univer-
sity of California
Research Problem and Method of Study , This is a study of locational change
of various types of businesses. It is based on analysis of classified directo-
ries. In general, the analysis involves two phases: (l) /addresses of firms are
listed as of a given time and then spotted on maps by classification of business.
(2) The growth of business areas is analyzed by type of business.
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EDITORIAL NOTES
on behalf of the Urban Planning Research Group, sponsors of this RESEARCH
DIGEST, and the Department of City and Regional Planning, University of California,
with editorial responsibility for the calendar year, 195^> 'the editor extends his
hearty thanks to the various persons who have generously communicated abstracts or
items of information. In this issue, the initials of contributors follow each
abstract.
******
It was agreed earlier this year that primary responsibility for editing this
DIGEST or for working out an appropriate equivalent communication medium during the
coming year would go to the University of Pennsylvania and, particularly, to
Martin Meyerson. Since he has also become Research Editor for the JOURNAL OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS he is in a position to explore various alternatives.
A letter from Meyerson dated September 9 (which most of you have undoubtedly also
received) suggests that a special session "for the faculty members in the city
planning schools and for related research personnel" be held in the library of the
Fine Arts Building, University of Pennsylvania, at 10 A. M., Sunday, Sept. 26,
preceding the ASPO meetings. He proposes that joint educational problems be treated
during the morning and, following Louis Wetmore's suggestion, that joint research
problems be discussed in the afternoon.
******
A letter from Glenn H. Beyer, Housing Research Center, Cornell University,
following the issuance of our first issue, informs us that the "Glenn Beyer and
staff" authorships were in error. We regret the error, and are pleased to list the
correct authors here:
Abstract l8 (p. 12) Journey to Work in Northeastern United States, co-directed by '
Thomas W. Nfeckesey, Dean of the College of Architecture, and Leonard Adams,
Director of Research in the New York State College of Industrial and Labor
Relations.
Abstract 19 (p. 12) Housing and Human Values, co-directed by Thomas W. Mackesey
and Glenn H. Beyer.
Abstract 20 (p. 13) Practices and Precepts of Marketing Prefabricated Houses,
co-directed by Glenn H. Beyer and James W. Partner, formerly assistant profes-
sor of Marketing in the School of Business and Public Administration.
Abstract 21 (p. 13) Farm Housing in the United States, Glenn H. Beyer assisted by
J. Hugh Rose, U. S. Bureau of the Census.
* * * * * *
Dennis O'Harrow has informed us that ASPO has received "a long list of thesis
titles prepared by Eleanor Belling for the Federation of Student Planning Organiza-
tions. This list is intended to bring up to date the list of thesis titles that
ASPO published back in 19*4-9." It is assumed that this will be published in the
near future by ASPO. This will supplement our rather meager reporting of recent
theses.
Donald L. Foley
111

3U. PROCESSES OF CONTROL AND URBAN LIVING
Urban Studies Committee
(F. S. Chapin, Jr.. Chairman, Charles E. Agger and Frederic N. Cleaveland
(political science); Milton S. Heath and Carolyn Recht (economics); Daniel
0. Price (sociology) and John A. Parker and James M. Webb (city and regional
planning)
.
A project of a continuing interdisciplinary program in urban studies. Institute
for Research in Social Science, University of North Carolina
Research Problem . In the course of a year's series of seminars this Com-
mittee has been in the process of defining an urban studies focal area for re-
search and education in behavioral science. Its initial concern has been In
identifying an approach which might serve to relate heretofore randomly developed
and uni -disciplinary research activity in the urban studies field and give direc-
tion to a multi-disciplinary program in this area on this campus in the future.
The Committee has tentatively identified as a focal area for initial inves-
tigation; processes of control and their consequences for urban living patterns.
Four sub-areas have been singled out as offering promise for specific research
investigations within this general focal area: (l) Controls relating to urban
development, (2) trends in urban development subject to control; (3) value
systems in relation to development controls; and (h) behavioral patterns in
relation to these controls
.
Method of Study . Monthly seminars. (FSC)
35. THE PLANNING FUNCTION IN MEDIUM-SIZED CITIES
Seward Weber
Master's thesis, 1952
University of North Carolina, Department of City and Regional Planning
In medium-sized cities with firmly established planning programs the planning
agency is usually organized in one of two ways: the staff is attached to the
commission; or it is a municipal department, under the chief executive, with
certain responsibilities to the commission. This study examines the structure,
programs and relationships found in planning programs of both types. A general
survey is included of programs in twenty-two selected cities throughout the
United States, and a more intensive examination is made of three cities in North
Carolina. (JAP)
36. A RE -EXAMINATION OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD THEORY AS A PLANNING CONCEPT
Shoji Maruyama
Master's thesis, 1953
University of North Carolina, Department of City and Regional Planning
This thesis examines the many controversial aspects of the neighborhood
theory and finds little substantial relations between the criticisms and the
Neighborhood Unit as a physical plan. It concludes that the basic plan concepts
of the Neighborhood Unit are sound, and that many of the aspects that have
given rise to controversy are peripheral. (JAP)
1.

37. A METHOD FOR RELATING POPULATION DISTRIBUTION TO A CHANGING ECONOMIC STRUCTURE
Michael Cabot
Master's thesis, 1953
University of North Carolina, Department of Cits'- and Regional Planning
This thesis develops a method for forecasting the future population of local
areas aimed at relating population forecasts to regional and national economic
trends. Using previously prepared estimates of the future production of the
nation, it determines how this production may be expected to be apportioned
among the various regions and finally to the local area for which u forecast is
wanted. Then utilizing estimates of ftiture output per worker on a successively
national, regional and local basis, it apportions estimates of future national
employment to the several regions and finally to the local area of interest.
It finally expands these estimates of future employment in the locality being
studied into population estimates. (FSC)
38. SELECTED PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS OF RURAL AREAS EXPERIENCING INDUSTRI-
ALIZATION AND RAPID URBANIZATION
John C. Gould
Master's thesis, 1953
University of North Carolina, Department of City and Regional Planning
Identification and description of major problems which may be expected to
arise when large-scale industrial operations are located in predominantly rural
areas. The thesis is based \ipon two years of field investigation of activities
in the area of the Atomic Energy Commission's Savannah River Plant. (JAP)
39. TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYZING THE MAKE-UP AND VITALITY OF THE URBAN ECONOMY
Franklin B. Skrivanek
Master's thesis, 195^4-
University of North Carolina, Department of City and Regional Planning
Many new techniques for analyzing the urban economy have been developed in
recent years. Most of the new ones are not ready for general use because the
necessary data are not available. An evaluation of these techniques proves
difficult for lack of a theoretical frame of reference. However, the thesis
summarizes available techniques for describing the make-up of the urban economy
and the general economic health of an urban area. It conclvides that a fully
satisfactory evaluation of these techi:iiques cannot be made until a rigorously
tested theoretical framework for urban economic studies is developed. (FSC)
UO. ASPECTS OF TliE URBAN SOUTHEAST: AS RELATED TO CITY GR0V7TH, DEVELOPMENT AND
PLANNING
Martin J. Rody
Master's thesis, 1954
University of North Carolina, Department of City and Regional Planning
The Southeast is increasing in urban population twice as rapidly as the
total population of the region and twice as rapidly as the nation's urban pop-
ulation. The counties with urban populations in excess of 50,000 increased most
rapidly over this period. This phenomenon led the author to believe that an
emphasis on county planning, rather than city planning, was needed. (JAP)

3.
kl. ANALYSIS OF A REGIONAL ECONOMY: THE ROLE OF HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Harry S. Coblentz
Master's thesis, 195^
University of North Carolina, Department of City and Regional Planning
The planner is concerned with knowing how his city stands in relation to the
region. He does not have the time or resources to make a full economic base
study of the region, hut needs to have an adequate description of changes, trends
and developments in the region. This study proposes an analytical tool- -the
use of a public utility (which in itself has been responsible for change) as an
indicator of regional economy. Hydro -electric power is the utility selected to
describe the Pacific Northwest Region in terms of its economic life, and to show
the efficacy of such a method of analysis. (JAP)
k2. A PRELIMINARY DEFINITION OF THE THEORY AND USE OF "GREEN BELTS" AND "COUNTRY
BELTS" TO DELIMIT THE SIZE OF URBAN AREAS
Mary G. McLean
Master's thesis, 1952
University of North Carolina, Department of City and Regional Planning
If cities are to be limited in size, then the physical entity which marks
their limits must be non-urban. The green circumscription, an annular piece
of rural land which delimits the size of the ui-ban area it surrounds and pro-
vides amenities and produce, is the emergent device. In Great Britain the use
of green circumscriptions is supported by law. In the United States concern
over urban size is cofrently augmented by strategical considerations, but the
green circumscription is still a nebulous concept. (JAP)
lj-3
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EASIWICK HOUSING MARKET ANALYSIS '
W. L. C. Wheatou, University of Pennsylvania; Ernest M. Fisher, Chester Rapkin,
Louis Winnick, Columbia University
Present work program provides for the design of a project to analyze the market
for housing in the Philadelphia area with emphasis upon the market for
12,000 homes in the Eastwick development area.
Project is sponsored by the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority and is being
carried on by the Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania
with the cooperation of the Institute for Urban Land Use and Housing Studies
of Columbia.
Research Problem . To determine whether housing market analysis- theory has
been developed to a point where it may be reasonably applied to the specific
problem of determining the character of market for a large development involving
3,000 acres and 12,000 homes located within a larger metropolitan market. In
the process it will be necessary to analyze the metropolitan market in terms of
effective demand, the sub-markets for minority groups, and other competing sub-
markets. Since the development period will cover 5 to 10 years a final problem
is to develop techniques for long-range demand estimates or methods for annually
revised market estimates.
Previous Relevant Research. Project involves a determination of the appli-
cability of the theories of Fisher, Rapkin, Blank, Winnick, Maisel and others
to a practical problem in city planning.
Method of Study . Present project is limited to research design. The ulti-
mate research program will involve a variety of researches and techniques. (WLCW)
l(,-
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UU. FORECASTING POPULATION FOR Tlffi NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REGION
Henry Fapin and staff
Preliminary forecasts completed, will be putlished shortly
Regional Plan Association, Inc., Nev/ York
Research Problem . To develop and to apply a method for forecasting popula-
tion for this metropolitan region in the face of very incomplete knowledge oi"
certain key factors
.
Major Findings . A preliminary set of forecasts by counties for the twenty-
two coanties of the New York Metropolitan Region have been produced. (lIF-DLF)
k3. HOUSING ADEQUACY IN SUBURBAN AREAS
Henry Fagin and staff
Findings to be published in several months
Regional Plan Association, Inc., New York
Research Problem. To study those portions of the metropolitan region which
lie outside of the central cities already covered by existing public housing
policy and program.
Method of Study . Special tabulations which were purchased from the Bureau
of the Census and field interviews were used. (HF-DLF)
1+6. A COMPARATIW STTJDY OF THE CBDs OF NINE MODERATE SIZED CITIES
Raymond E. Murphy and J. E. Vance, Jr.
The project is completed and the results are being published as three research
papers ("Delimiting the CBD"; "A Comparative Study of Nine Central Business
Districts"; and "Internal Structure of the CBD") in the July and October,
195^^ and the January, 1955^ issues of Economic Geography . The three papers
bound under single cover, together with a detailed table of land use in each
of the nine CBDs and a bibliography, will be available from Economic
Geogi'aphy in January or February, I955, at $3-00
Conducted at Clark University, School of Geography, under contract with the
Geography Branch, Office of Naval Research
Nature of the Project . This project had, as its principal original
objective, the development of a standardized method of delimiting the CBD of the
American city. To accomplish this end, the central areas of nine, moderate-
sized cities were mapped in detail. These cities were Worcester, Nfess.; Grand
Rapids, Mich. J- Salt Lake City, Utah; Tacoma, Wash.; Sacramento, Calif.; Phoenix,
Ariz.; Tulsa, Okla.; Mobile, Ala.; and Roanoke, Va.
The project, as it progressed, went much farther than delimitation. The
mapping in the nine cities formed the basis for a technique for delimiting CBDs;
it also furnished the data for comparisons of the nine CBDs. The purposes and
results of the entire project may best be summarized under the titles of the
three articles in which the results are summed up.
"Delimiting the CBD" . In this, the first article of the series, the tech-
nique for delimiting the CBD is presented. This teclrmique is based on land use
by blocks. Certain types of establishments --permanent residences, governmental
and public buildings, organizational establislmients, industrial establishments,
wholesaling, vacant buildings, vacant lots, and commercial storage --are con-
sidered "non-central business" in character. All others are regarded as

"central business". When a block averages one floor of central business and
when 50 per cent or more of the floor space in the block is in central business
uses the block is included in the CBD. Blocks that are noncontiguous to the
main cluster around the peak land value intersection are excluded; and blocks
in such uses as a post office, a city hall, or a park are included if surrounded
by, or adjacent to, blocks that meet the other requirements mentioned.
"A Comparative Study of Nine Central Business Districts" . This paper begins
with a descriptive section in which the character of each CBD and the background
for its development are discussed. This is followed by a systematic treatment
of the size of the CBD, the shape of the CBD, and land use in the CBD- -based
upon the work in the nine cities. Among the conclusions are the followings:
(1) the size of the CBD is best measured by the total floor space at all levels
devoted to "central business" uses. (2) CBD size varies with incorporated city
population more closely than with that of the urbanized area or that of the
tributary market area of the city. (3) CBD size varies from city to city in
proportion to number of employees in commercial activities, as reported by the
Census; this relationship is so close that such data might be used to estimate
the central business space of a city that had not been mapped, {h) The
theoretical outline of the CBD seems best to approximate a quadrate cross; the
theoretical shape of the CBD is that of a modified pyramid. (5) Railroads and
rivers are important barriers to CBD expansion. This barrier effect, in the
modern city, is reflected in a belt of non-central business uses, so that the
CBD rarely reaches a railroad or river. These are samples of a list of twenty
conclusions or generalizations
.
"Internal Structiure of the CBD" . Tlie third and concluding article of the
series deals chiefly with horizontal and vertical variations within the CBD.
Charts are used to present, for a succession of belts surrounding the peak land
value intersection, the land use at the ground floor level, at the second floor
level, and for "upper floors"; and the attempt is made to explain the variations
in use on the bases of land values and other factors. A generalized description
is given for the CBDs of cities of the size range covered in the project. (REM)
hi. THE USE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE DELIMITATION OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT
Marylin C. Kelland
Master's thesis. May 195^
Clark University, School of Geogi'aphy
To determine the degree to which air photo interpretation could be substi-
tuted for field work in outlining the CBD according to the technique proposed
by Murphy and Vance (described elsewhere in these abstracts.) Independent
analyses of the air photos of the central portions of three cities gave results
close enough to the delimitations based on field work to suggest that, ordinar-
ily, the CBD, as determined from air photos, would show a total of plus and
minus variations of some 25-30 per cent from that based on field mapping. (REM)
kd. THE COINCIDENCE OF CERTAIN TYPES OF ESTABLISHMENTS WITH THE EDGE OF THE CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICT
Lane J. Johnson
^fester's thesis. May 195^
Clark University, School of Geography
To determine whether certain types of commercial establishments tended to
mark the edge of the CBD. As far as could be judged from one city, Worcester,

^iass., the tendency for such concentration is not great, though supermarkets
appear to form a fair index of the edge. The general conclusion was that
instead of certain t^-pes of establishments concentrating at the edge, the
boundary is marked by the beginning of the occurrence of certain types which
are generally absent from the CBD. (REM)
k^. A STUDY OF THE FUNCTION OF MARLBORO, MASS., AS A BREAKING POINT CITY BETWEEN
BOSTON AND WORCESTER
William F. Kane, Jr.
Master's thesis. May 195^
Clark University, School of Geography
To determine the special characteristics of I'ferlboro that reflect its
"breaking point" character. Marlboro was found to lie almost exactly at the
theoretical breaking point between Boston and Worcester as determined by an
application of Reilly's Law of Retail Gravitation. In retail structure, in
occupational profile, and in its relatively static population, the city reflects
its independence and, at the same time, the fairly even "pull" of the two
larger cities. (REM)
50. A RESEARCH PROGRAM IN URBAN RENE17AL
Reginald R. Isaacs, Walter H. Blucher, John M. Ducey and Jack M. Siegel
This report may be made available by A. C.T.I. O.N. late in October or early in
November, 195*+
Conducted as a joint activity involving various schools and persons under the
sponsorship of A.C.T.I.O.N.
Research Problem . This study reports on necessary research on which to
base policy and program of A.C.T.I.O.N. in the promotion of urban renewal.
Method of Study . Three kinds of research are proposed for the atcention of
A.C.T.I.O.N.; research for the reference function, stopgap and immediate
research, fundamental and longer -range research. The study is being carried
out on a short-term basis by a group of consultants aided by experts and tech-
nicians, (rri)
51. MASTER PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUERTO RICO PUBLIC HOUSING AND SLUM CLEAR-
ANCE
(student's name not provided. DLF)
Ph.D. thesis now underway, to be completed Post-June, 1955
Harvard University, Department of City Planning and Landscape Architecture
To analyze problems faced by Puerto Rico and their solution through a
comprehensive planning and urban renewal program. (RRl)
52. THE PERCEPTUAL FORM OF THE CITY
Gyorgy Kepes and Kevin Lynch
Study now being initiated, to be completed in 1957
Conducted at f^Iassachusetts Institute of Technology, Division of Urban and
Regional Studies, under a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation
Research Problem . Study will be made of the form of the city as perceived
by the various senses, the eye in particular, and the relation of this percep-
tual form to the needs and satisfactions of the individual. The objective will
I ic
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be to suggest criteria and teclmiques for the design of the urban environment,
and to develop methods for expressing and analyzing city form.
iNfethod of Study . The work will be carried forward by an analysis of the
existing visual environment in seD.ected parts of the city, studying both the
visual elements, their interrelations, and their effect on the observer. Use
will be made of motion pictures and sound recordings, among other techniques.
This analysis will be paralleled by design research, adapting visual
principles to the scale of the city, and by the development of new design
techniques . A series of seminars on the staff level, bringing in leaders from
fields other than design and planning, will also be conducted in order to guide,
stimulate, and broaden the work.
53. UNITED STATES - PUERTO RICO ECONOMIC PJILATIONS
Walter Isard
' Research now in second of three years
Conducted at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, sponsored by the University
of Puerto Rico
Research Problem. This is a study primarily of economic interrelations of
metropolitan regions. The basic research is concerned with:
1. projecting the economic and industrial growth of the major metropolitan
regions along the Atlantic seaboard, primarily the Greater New York -
Philadelphia - Baltimore complex, and along the Gulf Coast. These are the
areas of the ffeinland with which Puerto Rico has closest bonds and in which,
g-reatest natural advantage;
2. identifying the input requirements of these metropolitan regions which will
increase substantially and which at the same time must be imported from
elsewhere;
3. with comparative cost and market area analysis determining from the above
input requirements those which could be imported from Puerto Rico, and
hence determining the tj^se of export industries for Puerto Rico where sub-
stantial development and expansion is ecoxioraically sound and desirable;
k. attempting a meaningful breakdown of potentially new industrial locations
in Puerto Rico by urban-metropolitan region (San Juan_, Ponce and Mayaguez)
and studying Island industries and service trades whose development should
stem from and be induced by the expansion of export industries;
5. presenting recommendations on the establishment and composition of industrial
districts in connection with the Federally sponsored urban redevelopment
program.
Method of Study . Input -output, linear programming and other techniques are
being applied to these economic base and interregional relationship questions.

8.
5*+. LOCATION FACTORS IN THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
FUTURE EXPANSION IN THE ARKANSAS WHITE -RED RIVER BASINS ,
Walter Isard, and Eugene W. Schooler
Research and report completed, report to he puhlished shortly hy the sponsor
.
Conducted at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, sponsored by the Area
Development Division, Office of Tecl-mical Services, Business and Defense
Services, U. S. Department of Commerce.
Research Problem. A study of basic industrial growth potentialities and
associated economics development in the Arkansas -White -Red River Basins region--
useful as a case study of industrial dispersion and decentralization. Various
techniques were applied including linear programming and input-output.
55. GOVERNMENT AND THE DEPRESSED AREA: A STUDY OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Melvin R. Levin
Doctoral dissertation, submitted to the faculty of the Committee on Research
and Education in Planning
Conducted at the University of Chicago, under the sponsorship of the Illinois
Piablic Aid Commission.
Research Problem. Southern Illinois is a sixteen county area in southern-
most Illinois with a population of approximately 350*000 (about one-third urban).
The area's dependency rates are mxich higher than the state average.
Marginal low-retui'n farming and declining coal employment are the area's
chief problems. The ob,ject of this study was to analyze trends in the economy
and population level in Southern Illinois with a view toward using the fore-
going analysis as a tool in the evalu.ation of government operations as they
relate to the various sectors of the economy and to the population level of the
area. To suggest realistic methods within the given social and political frame-
work to obtain certain desired goals, e.g., high level employment, reduction of
dependency rates, better uses of natural resources.
Method of Study . The study utilized a technique of analysis developed in
P^aerto Rico by certain faculty members of the Committee on Planning. This
technique resembles national planning techniques which emphasize the use of a
manpower "budget", and projections of employment, population and income trends,
etc.
Government operations were assessed, that is, tested for relevance, as they
relate to the principal problems of the area.
l^jor Findings . It was found that the area's principal economic problems
were not likely to be solved without a sharp reduction in the 1950 level of
population, that coal and agricultural employment were likely to decrease
sharply during the decade I95O-I96O, that nianufacturing and services employment
woiild probably increase but not sufficiently to fill the vacuum caused by the
loss of jobs in the area's former mainstays --farming and mining. Hopes for a
considerable increase of local income and employment tlirough expanded touristry,
forestry and handicraft industries are likely to prove illusory.
It was found that government capital expenditures and operating programs
were in large measure responsible for the fact that a sharper decline in the
area's population had not taken place in the period I93O-I950. Capital expend-
itures, for example, supported anywhere from a third to a half of the Southern
Illinois construction workers . Government operating programs, unlike capital

9.
programs, tended to be state or national in scope. The latter, while contribu-
ting to maintenance of the population level and areal economy have nevertheless
been effective in reducing population, e.g., selective service, G.I. bill, etc.
Government policies were found to be especially deficient in two directions.
First, capital expenditures were often wastefully used, and were assigned to thr
area on the basis of need and political log-rolling and were not fully justific
by economic criteria. Second, operating programs were found to have given
little attention to certt-in human problems, for instance these of the marginal
farmer and the displaced coal miner. It was found that the politics of the
depressed area and the depressed industry are parallel in that the more pro-
ductive sectors of the national economy were asked (or forced) to subsidize,
generally permanently, an industry or area which could not keep pace with
technological or other developments. (MRL)
56. THE TAX SYSTEM AND MODERN HOUSING POLICY
George Duggar
Research planned for completion by December, 195^+
Conducted within the program of the University of California, Bureau of Public
Administration
.
Research Problem . To describe opportunities and major problems in advanc-
ing the objectives of housing programs through tax change, based on tendencies
since the late 1920s.
HiT2theses. (l) The reduction in the relative importance of the property
tax has encouraged housing production and consumption in each of several areas
of interaction, by reducing instability and inequality of income, and risk and
uncertainty; by directly reducing the annual cost of housing relative to other
goods; and by encouraging a higher level of local services. The trend has,
however, encouraged higher prices of residential properties and the substitute
taxes contain new inequities and illogicalities.
(2) Opportunites for integration of housing and tax programs lie in inter-
governmental financial arrangements which aclcnowledge the predominant importance
of the national income taxes as sources of federal aids for local services and
as capable of offsetting or modifying the more inflexible, regressive, and
repressive of state and local taxes, without raising relative prices of housing
properties
.
Method of Study . Economic theory and statistical materials are used to
create models of the several effects of tax change on housing. Classifications
of municipal governments are used to show the effect of the property tax on the
level and distribution of local services and tax burdens.
Major Findings . The hypotheses are found to be reasonably in accord with
the evidence but better statistical materials are required to show the degree
of change
.
Previous Relevant Research . This study picks up a research project under-
taken at the University of Wisconsin in 19^+7 as part of the Wisconsin Housing
Research Project. (GD)
jxm.'
10.
57. ROLE OF TIE GENERAL PHYSICAL PLANNING AGENCY IN CALIFORNIA COUNTY GOVERNMENT
John Blayney
hiaster's thesis, June 195*+
University of California, Department of City and Regional Planning
This study examined the past, present, and possible future roles of the
county planning agency in California metropolitan areas . It was found that
present means of guiding physical development in rapidly growing urban fringe
areas are inadeq.uate . County government does not meet the requirements of
democratic local self-government; therefore what is urban should be municipal.
Metropolitan government is required for effective metropolitan area planning.
For the present, county planning legislation, now identical with the city plan-
ning enabling law, should be revised to require preparation of (l) a set of
assumptions about metropolitan area development, (2) a general plan for each
unincorporated community, (3) an outline general plan for each proposed new
town, and (^4-) an outline subregional plan for the entire unincorporated area of
the county. (JB)
58. THE VISUAL SURVEY FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE URBAN GENERAL PLAN
Marcel L. Herbert
Master's thesis, June 195^
University of California, Department of City and Regional Planning
This thesis sought to develop a systematized survey method through which
knowledge about the existing visual appearance of the city could be obtained.
Such knowledge can be used in giving attention to urban aesthetics during the
preparation of the general plan. Considerations included were: broad purposes
of the survey and anticipated application of the findings; the particular
evidence to be recorded; approach to data collection; factors influencing
observation--weather, sounds, associative values, etc.; problems of data
collection and notation; problems of analysis; utilization of survey material.
(MLH)
59. A CASE STUDY OF LAND USE IN SAN FRANCISCO
Roy W. Potter
Master's thesis, June 195^
University of California, Department of City and Regional Planning
Study objectives: First, to ascertain the major variables which have
affected land use change over a fifty year period in a delimited area (Tele-
graph Hill) of San Francisco. Second, to investigate historical factors of
influence in the area for a period of one hundred years. Third, to establish
a technique for effectively analyzing land use change over time. (RVTP)
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EDITORIAL NOTES
D iqest A ims
.
|f it is possible to identify the content emphasis of the
RESEARCH DIGEST, its founders in all liklihood would agree that its primary ^,
focus is upon urban-oriented research, from whatever discipline or field which]
advances understanding of the growth and development of urban areas and the /
theory and practice of urban planning. The Digest is intended to be a researcher's
medium of exc -a^qg a nd communication in which current research
—
pending, in
progress, or recently completed— is summarized. It reports primarily on the
work of faculty researchers or research staffs either university or agency, al-
though it carries a few abstracts of student dissertations and theses where the
work is directly related to on-going staff research activities of the institu-
tion or is considered by the reporting institution to have significant reference
value to others engaged in research.
in general, the Digest carries summaries of studies, projects or programs
of both an empirical and theoretical nature and of both a fundamental and
applied type where methods and results have transfer value or application in
other research. Except where new or improved methods and techniques are in-
volved, operationally oriented surveys, plan studies and similar work dealing
with a particular urban area are generally excluded.
Urban Planning Research Group
.
Sponsors of the Digest is an amorphous group
of researchers interested in maintaining lines of communication. They meet once
or twice a year for a breakfast or dinner session at meetings of the American
Society of Planning Officials or the American Institute of Planners. Louis B.
Wetmore of M.I.T. serves as chairman. The group issues a Newsletter from time
to time, the chief purpose of which is to report on "rump sessions" for those
who were unable to attend. The last such session was held in Philadelphia and
the next will probably be held in September at the Montreal meetings of ASPO.
About Digest Volume 2
.
Under the rotation plan developed by the Urban
Planning Research Group in 1953, the editorial responsibilities for RESEARCH
DIGEST during 1955 have shifted from Berkeley to Chapel Hill utilizing the
services of the Department of City and Regional Planning, University of North
Carolina. This is the first of two issues planned furing 1955. Contributions
for the next issue should reach your editor by October 31, 1955. They should
be mailed to F. Stuart Chapin, Jr., Department of City and Regional Planning,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
One of the difficulties of operating an enterprise of this kind is that it
gets bigger and bigger. It can function on enthusiasm and moral support in its
early stages, but as the mailing list grows, expenses mount and different points
of view are represented. In preparation for the September meeting in Montreal,
your editor would appreciate comments on the following points:
( I) Usefulness of the Digest
(2) Digest editorial policies
(3) Digest circulation
(a) An expansion policy with subscriptions on a
$1 to $2 per year service charge basis
(b) A restricted distribution policy and continua-
tion of free mailing services
(4) Continuation of rotating editorship vs. a permanent
home base under an existing organization, institution
or agency.
i i i

Your comments are needed. I am asking an ad hoc editorial steering committee to
assist in studying this situation, consisting of Don Foley, past editor, Henry
Fag in, Martin Meyerson and Louis B. Wetmore.
F. Stuart Chapin, Jr.
Iv

COMMUTING PATTERNS OF INDUSTRIAL WORKERS: A STUDY OF EXPERIENCE SINCE
1940 IN THE NORTHEAST REGION
Leonard P. Adams and Thomas W. Mackesey
Research report published in 1955 by Housing Research Center of Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Available from that agency, $2 per
copy.
Research forming the basis of report performed pursuant with a contract
with Division of Housing Research of the Housing and Home Finance
Agency.
Research Problem
. To develop better understanding of the commuting
problems of industrials workers as an aid in analyzing problems of hous-
ing needs, regional planning and labor supply of communities of different
sizes and types.
Method of Study
.
All previous available studies on the commuting
problem during V/orld War I I and post-war studies were analyzed, and a
firsthand field investigation was made in the fall of 1951 in several
d if ferent-type upstate New York industrial areas.
Major Findings
.
Some of the implications of journey-to-work
patterns are as fol lows:
1. Journey-to-work patterns are flexible and subject to modification
especially under different economic conditions.
2. There is a high degree of interrelationship between three factors
(a) manpower problems, ( b) transportation, and (c) housing, in
the journey-to-work problem.
3. The limitations of a reasonable commuting area are determined by
both time and distance. During the war, estimates of the usual
time spent, when private transportation was used, ranged from a
low of 30 to 35 minutes to a high of 90 minutes. When mass trans-
portation was used the time limits were generally 15 to 20 minutes
higher, not necessarily because of greater distance to work but
rather because of many stops, transfers and round about routes.
4. During the war, at least two-thirds to three-fourths of thw workers
lived within 10 to 15 miles of the war plants at which they worked.
In general, about 90 per cent lived in a 20-ffli le radius. Probably
50 per cent or more relied on automobiles for transportation.
5. Occupation has its influence on commuting patterns: highly skilled
workers tended to travel farther than those less skilled during
the war. When women were substituted for men the demand for mass
transportation invariably increased.
6. Workers in the 20-44 age bracket appeared to travel farther than
those under or over those age limits.
7. More men than women commonly were long-distance commuters.
8. In the post-war period, it was found that more than half of the
long-distance commuters (more than 20 miles from their jobs)
owned their own homes.

9. Less than 10 per cent reported that they operated farms.
10. More than a fourth of the long-distance commuters studied in 2!
plants had been working for the same employer for four years or
more. On the average, however, the long-distance commuters have
lived in their present houses longer than they have held their
present job.
11. Little information was found regarding the effect of long-distance
commuting on worker efficiency.
12. An attachment to a desirable home is likely to be stronger than an
attachment to a particular job, but families will consider moving
if it means a better job. (TWM)
2. CITY OF PHILADELPHIA - INDUSTRIAL LAND AND FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS
Britton Harris, Project Director, Sue Smulekoff, Assistant Director, and '
Staff.
Project initiated July, 1954, to be completed by the end of 1955
Research being conducted by the Institute for Urban S+udies, University
of Pennsylvania, under the sponsorship of the Philadelphia City
Planning Commission.
Research Problem
. To estimate probable future (1970-1980) levels
of activity in manufacturing industry in the Philadelphia area and the
consequent demand for land and facilities for manufacturing.
Previous Relevant Research
.
Studies of the Philadelphia Plan
Commission on land use, economic activity, and industrial patterns in
Philadelphia; studies of a related character for the NRPB, Denver,
Cincinnati, New York, and other cities; studies in location theory.
Hypotheses
.
(I) Regional location patterns depend in the long run
on basic economic and technical factors which determine ultimately levels
of population and income in a given region. (2) The urban "share" in the
activity of its region depends in great measure upon planned policy
decisions and actions. (3) The pace of technical and locational change
is likely to continue accelerating in the near future, requiring imagina-
tive and flexible policy decisions.
Method of Study
.
(I) Interviews with firms which have moved or ex-
panded within the area; (2) geographic analysis over time of employment
distribution; (3) economic trend analysis of overall location patterns
of the area relative to the rest of the U. S.; (4) economic projections
of future activity; (5) projection of standards for land and facility
requirements in the future; (6) policy recommendations based on comparison
of estimated future need in the area with existing and forseeable supply
of industrial land and facilities in the city. (WLCW)
PHILADELPHIA - EASTWICK HOUSING MARKET ANALYSIS *
Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania (with the co-
operation of the Institute for Urban Land Use and Housing Studies,
Co I umb i a Un i ver s i ty)
.
I

3.
Project to get under way in the spring of 1955. A statement of project
design available for libraries and research institutions concerned
with subject, 150 pp.
Previous Digest report: No. 43, Vol. I.
Research Prob lem
. To estimate the market for housing in the metro-
politan area over a period of five years and to prepare similar esti-
mates of the potential market on a specific site. To estimate the
possibilities of marketing homes for open occupancy on the study site,
ultimately to contain 12,000 homes.
Previous Relevant Research
.
Scattered market analysis reports have
been prepared over the years chiefly by the Housing and Home Finance Agency
and its predecessors; cf. studies of Hartford, Conn., Atlanta, Ga., Decatur,
III., Jacksonville, Fla., Miami, Fla., Front Royal, Va., and others, in
addition, the FHA has made unpublished studies of most of the metropolitan
housing markets in the United States over a period of years. A manual on
the FHA method is now in preparation by the New York field office of FHA.
In addition to these studies, continuing data series on housing markets
have been provided from time to time by such services as the Los Angeles
Residential Real Estate Service, the Cleveland Real Property inventory
and the University of Denver Bureau of Business and Social Research.
cf. Rapkin, Winnick and Blank, Housing Market Analysis
.
Division of Hous-
ing Research Monograph, Washington, 1953, and the works there cited.
Hypotheses
.
(I) Refined matrix analysis method will produce reason-
ably accurate estimates of future housing markets over periods of 12 to
18 months if accurate current data on characteristics of families
comprising the household matrix and accurate data on current consumer
home purchase and rental intentions can be obtained by field interview;
(2) depth interview methods and experience studies can produce attitude
scales which will reveal generally the effect upon the market of various
arrangements for open occupancy in a particular market sub-area; and (3)
the proportion of a metropolitan market which may be attracted to a
particular site may be estimated by the use of journey-to-work gradients
derived from journey-to-work patterns of employees within the housing
market sub-area involved.
Method of Study
.
The survey will involve three major field surveys
( I) a sample census of households in the market area to obtain social
and economic characteristics, home purchase intentions, vacancy and
occupancy ratios, (2) a sample census of recent home purchasers and renters
to obtain social and economic characteristics and attitudes toward open
occupancy, and (3) a survey of journey-to-work patterns and home purchase
intentions of employees within the sub-market area.
The data collected in these surveys will be used to construct a
household matrix and to compute home purchase intention ratios and home
purchase performance ratios for the sub-cells of the matrix. Intention
and performance ratios will be applied to the computed household matrix
for the succeeding year to obtain the anticipated aggregate following-
year market. Journey-to-work gradients will be applied to the aggregate
market to obtain the market potential available for the specific site.
Attitude scales will be applied to the resulting characteristic groups
in the matrix to obtain the market for various open occupancy conditions.

In addition to the above major studies, the project will conduct
less important surveys of consumer preferences, experience in open
occupancy projects, experience in transitional areas, conversion poten-
tial, analogous areas, competitive sites and demostatic pressures in the
sub-market area, and will maintain current data series on occupancy,
vacancy, mortgage market conditions, and the like, (WLCW)
4. THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE TENNESSEE VALLEY
REGION: A STUDY IN REGIONAL PLANNING
John R. P. Friedmann
Ph. D. dissertation
Published as Research Paper No. I, Program of Education and Research in
Planning, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois (March, 1955).
Available from that agency, $3 per copy.
Research Problem
. To trace the spatial impact of economic develop-
ment in the Tennessee Valley region and analyze the effect of the emerging
spatial structure in the region on the economic progress of rural and
urban areas.
Method of Study
.
Census and other published and unpublished data
were used to analyze the effects of distributional changes in employment
and population on income, welfare, and the development possibilities of
different areas, classified by their degree of urbanization. Economic
and distributional trends for the region are projected for the years
1950-75 as the basis for discussion of the implications for developmental
p tanning.
Ma ior F ind inqs . (I) Non-farm employment tends to converge on a
limited number of central places within the region. As development
approaches the point of a region's full use of local material and unskilled
labor resources, industrialization will increasingly involve activities
oriented to markets leading, in turn, to a more rapid convergence of
manufacturing at central places. Similarly, service industries will
increase more rapidly at central places than elsewhere in a region.
(2) For a number of reasons specified in the study, new industries
and recent migrant population tend to be dispersed within a radius of
one hour's travelling distance from central places.
(3) These inter-related patterns of centralization and dispersion
culminate in the emergence of the city region. This may be seen as a form
of economic organization composed of functionally and spatially separated
activities bound together by transport and communication into a more or
less we I I -integrated economic community. Ten city regions are identified
within the boundaries of the Tennessee Valley.
(4) The city region becomes the center of economic development as
development progresses to greater emphasis on market-oriented and ser-
vice employment. But distance from the core affects the rate of economic
development for any given area. The very expansion of the city region
tends to encourage its further rapid growth. At the same time, these
developments tend to limit the economic opportunities of rural and small-
town areas, situated less advantageously on the periphery of city regions.

5.
(5) Effects of differential outmigrat ion from peripheral rural areas
make it increasingly difficult to undertake the necessary adjustments in
agriculture which are made possible by the reduction of population
pressure on local resources.
(6) The substantial gap in individual incomes between the inhabitants
of the city region and those of rural areas on the periphery is likely to
grow larger as economic development in the city region forges ahead,
while rural adjustment grows more difficult with rapid outmigration.
(7) The growing emphasis on the city region as the center of economic
development results in a shift of development from natural to metropolitan
resources such as transportation, space, and community organization. The
efficiency with which the city region functions as an integrated economic
environment and its potential rate of economic progress depends ultimately
on the development of these man-made resources. (HSP)
5. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR WORLD DEVELOPMENT
R. L. Meier, Program of Education and Research in Planning, University of
Chicago.
Book to be published by Technology Press and John Wiley late 1955 or early
1956.
Study based upon research carried out over the past six years under various
auspices.
Research Problem
.
How can the new, mainly post-war, science and
technology be employed to overcome the well-known neo-Malthusian diffi-
culties? What changes in strategy in economic development, social organ-
ization, and urbanization are suggested by these opportunities for areas
which are presently non-industrial?
Method of Study
. The problems of food supply and resource use en-
countered by using well established technologies are identified using
current international statistics. They fall into two classes; certain
foods and certain forms of energy become far too expensive. The long
range cost picture for microbiological food production, freed from the
soil, and energy production (both solar and atomic) is compared against
the needs. The application of science and good design to the consumption
patterns of such materials as water, metal, fuel, etc., while achieving
adequate levels of comfort and convenience was attempted. For the most
promising new technologies new forms of social organization are required,
and from these more obvious implications for urbanization, industrial
administration, and planning can be deduced.
Ma ior F i nd inqs
.
There are some gaps in present knowledge which make
it difficult to outline how densely populated areas with low resource
potential can bring their total populations to adequate living levels,
although many of the currently publicized problems seem soluble. The prin-
cipal difficulties facing economic development on a world scale which are
amenable to research are:
I. A do I lar-a-year birth control technique which can be brought to
villages before economic opportunity and before education of the
women.
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2. The organization of very large urbanizations so as to minimize
social costs and congestion,
3. The systematization of self-help housing for new construction in
urban areas so that the social costs of industrialization are held
to reasonable levels,
4. Modification of dietary habits so as to permit completely new
foodstuffs to enter the economy,
and others of more limited character affecting a few special regions. The
promise of the current scientific advances related to these difficulties
is analysed. (RLM)
6. THE URBAN GENERAL PLAN
T. J. Kent, Jr.
Revised draft of complete manuscript finished in March, 1955; will be
circulated for critical review, revised and edited in final form,
and published as soon as possible.
Conducted as individual study related to teaching and research work in
the Department of City and Regional Planning, University of Ca I i
-
forn ia, Berke ley.
Previous Digest report: No. 26, Vol. I
Research Prob lem
. To discover if it is possible to develop a firm
definition of the minimum essential elements and the major characteristics
of the urban general plan in terms of the political and technical functions
that the general plan must be designed to serve.
Previous Relevant Research
.
The work of the 1927 National Citizens
Advisory Committee on City Planning and Zoning, as described in the
Report containing the Standard City Planning Enabling Act; the work of
outstanding city planning commissions during the past 10 years that has
resulted in the completion and effective use of technically sound general
plans; eight years of experimentation in the San Francisco Bay Area and
Northern California by interested members of the profession, as described
and documented in official reports and informal memoranda.
Hvpothes is
.
The municipal legislative body is emerging as the single
local governmental body with responsibility for guiding and controlling
the community environment. |n carrying out this responsibility the
municipal legislative body needs a general plan. Assuming that a common
definition of the political and technical functions of the general plan,
as defined from the point of view of the municipal legislative body, can
be agreed upon, it will be possible also to reach agreement on a standard
legislative definition of the minimum essential elements and major char-
acteristics of the general plan and the official general plan document.
Method of Study
.
Study and analysis of the trends of local govern-
ment and contemporary city plannfng methods and concepts; formulation of
a generally applicable theory of general plan functions; testing of a
theory of general plan character is i tics and organization designed to
serve the previously defined functions in academic studies and, where-
ever possible, in real situations.

Ma ior F ind inqs . A generally applicable theory of general plan
functions, character is i ti cs, and organization can be defined and tested.
The city planning profession should, after further experimentation with
the theory defined as a result of this study and with other theories,
assume the responsibility for the formulation of a standard legislative
definition of the urban general plan. (TJK)
7 4 EXPERIENCE IN URBAN REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT: AN INTERIM REPORT BASED ON
NEW YORK CITY PROPERTIES
Leo Greb ler
Scheduled for publication by Columbia University Press in April, 1955.
Institute for Urban Land Use and Housing Studies, Columbia University.
Research Problem
. To produce the first long-term record of operat-
ing and investment experience for a large number of cases. The book is
limited to cases in New York City and is hoped to set the stage for
similar studies in other cities.
Previous Relevant Research
.
Stray data collected by FHA, local
agencies and investigators, and rent control authorities. They usually
cover too short periods or are based on small numbers of cases and fail
to relate earnings to an investment base.
Method of Study
. Accounting records for 581 properties were used.
Results are given in the form of indexes, operating ratios, and percent-
age of return on acquisition cost.
Ma ior F ind inqs . The book presents 50 years of investment experience.
It traces the changes in the gross income, expenses, and net income from
1900 to 1950 of 312 cases which represent 581 properties. It shows the
proportion of gross income going to expenses (including real estate taxes)
and what is left over as net income. It analyzes the net return on capital
invested in these properties and compares it with net returns on other
kinds of investments, it examines the sufficiency or insufficiency of
highly fluctuating net incomes for meeting fixed mortgage debt charges
—
an important consideration concerning financial stability. The data are
analyzed separately for various types of property, such as office build-
ings, walkup apartment houses, elevator apartment houses, and lofts. In
a nutshell, the findings are highly unorthodox, that is, they run counter
to many prevalent ideas and impressions concerning real estate investment.
(L6)
CAPITAL FORMATION IN RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE: TRENDS AND PROSPECTS
Leo Grebler, Louis Winnick, and David M. Blank
Scheduled for publication by Princeton University Press in late 1955
A joint study of the Institute for Urban Land Use and Housing Studies,
Columbia University, and the National Bureau of Economic Research.
Research Problem
. To analyze capital formation and its financing in
residential real estate, uncover strategic factors determining capital
formation in this field, and to assess their bearing on the future course
of residential construction. This is part of a larger project dealing
with capital growth in the United States.

8.
Previous Re l evant Research
.
Previous research is voluminous but
deals mostly with cyclical aspects rather than long-term trends or with
selected phases of subject.
Method of Study . Study involves establishment of long-time series
of residential construction and mortgage debt, trend analysis, and identi-
fication of important influencing factors including, among others, popu-
lation and household changes, relative price changes, and consumers'
attitudes toward housing.
Ma ior F indinqs . Capital formation in real terms has shown a long-
term decline or arrested growth, depending upon whether net or gross is
considered. The rate of increase of households has declined, but absolute
increments to households have been increasing. Real input per new dwell-
ing unit has declined. Residential construction has become a less important
part of gross national product and gross capital formation. There is a
strong presumption of a relative displacement of housing in the consumers'
scale of preferences. There has been a tendency toward greater use of
borrowed funds. (LG)
THE UTILIZATION OF AMERICAN HOUSING
Louis Winnick, assisted by Ned Schilling.
Scheduled for publication by John Wiley in 1955.
A study of the Institute for Urban Land Use and Housing studies, Columbia
University, financed jointly by the Social Science Research Council
and the Bureau of the Census,
Research Prob lem
. To study the major determinants of the persons-
per-room ratio and why it changes over time as factors in understanding
the demand for housing space.
Previous Relevant Research
.
Studies of overcrowding made by the
U. S, Public Health Service; studies of the relation of housing space to
family activity conducted by the John Pierce Foundation, Riemer, Demerath,
Beyer, and others.
Method of Study
.
The primary material is provided by the 1950
Census of Housing tabulations of household size, number of rooms, density
groups, income, rent, value, and location. Comparisons with data in 1940
Census of Housing, the Real Property Inventories and the BLS budget
studies of 1935-1936 permit analysis of change. Correlations, based on
approximately 100 cities, are used to supplement the analysis of Census
aggregates
.
Ma ior Findings
. Household size is the most important determinant
of the persons-per-room ratio. Income is of some importance but not as
great as generally believed. Households with the lowest income enjoy
quite favorable density standards; overcrowding is found most frequently
among the moderately poor with large households. The over-all persons-
per-room ratio has declined since 1940 because of the relative gain in
the number of small households. The evidence is strong, hov/ever, that
households of a given size are currently occupying fewer rooms than their
earlier counterparts. (LG)

9.
10. THE CORE OF THE CITY: A STUDY OF LOCATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS AMONG LAND USES
IN URBAN CENTERS
John Ranne I Is
Scheduled for publication by Columbia University Press, spring 1955.
One of a series of studies in dynamics of land use by the Institute for
Urban Land Use and Housing Studies, Columbia University.
Field data collected in 1949 for a projection of future need for space
in the central business district of Philadelphia are used in the
present study, which is to be a companion volume to Urban Traffic:
A Function of Land Use by Robert B. Mitchell and Chester Rapkin
(New York, Columbia University Press, 1954).
Research Problem
. To describe and analyze relationships among pat-
terns of activities and their accommodations in urban centers.
Previous Relevant Research
.
Primari ly, R. M. Haig's Ma jor Economic
Factors in Metropolitan Growth and Arrangement (New York, 1927).
Method of Study
. Measures are devised for comparing the interlocking
location patterns of different kinds of business activity. These measures
are stated both graphically, as map diagrams, and numerically, as indexes
of concentration, radius of dispersion, etc.
Ma jor F indi nqs
. A continual shuffling of activities among locations
results in a great diversity of patterns, with, however, some rational
arrangement, especially in the tendency for goods-handling activities to
locate separately from persons-assembling. Urban resources may be con-
served by better understanding and managing of the process of sorting
which goes on continually. (LG)
il. MECHANICS OF THE URBAN ECONOMIC BASE
Richard B. Andrews
A series of twelve articles on the theory of the economic base and the
techniques appropriate to its measure, classification, identifica-
tion, and delimitation. Special emphasis is placed on the problems
of base dynamics in articles 9, 10, and II. Articles I - 8 have
appeared in Land Economics beginning in May 1953. The remaining
four articles will appear in subsequent issues of Land Economics
(May 1955 - February 1956)
.
Research Problem
. To reexamine the concept of the economic base
as propounded by Homer Hoyt with the objective of criticising its con-
ceptual deficiencies and appraising its potentialities for use by planners.
Method of Study
. .
Testing of the idea inventory relative to the
economic base by means of a priori reasoning and the application of
field f i nd ings.
Ma jor p indi nqs . The particular version of the base concept under
examination shows great potential advantages for planning analysis. Its
shortcomings appear to concentrate, thus far in the research, in the im-
precision and narrowness of its identification and measurement devices
which are further impeded by an only slowly clearing confusion in the field
of terminology. (RBA)
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12. FUTURE POPULATION CHARACTER IS ITICS IN THE NEW JERSEY-NEW YORK-CONNECTICUT
METROPOLITAN REGION
Max E. Anderson assisted by Roy E. Miller (under the supervision of
Henry Fagin, Planning Director)
Study in process, to be published as a Regional Plan Bulletin in summer
1955, Regional Plan Association, Inc., New York
Research Problem
. To establish indications of future levels in
selected regional population characteristics as a preliminary basis for
other regional studies, particularly future economic activity and land
use. Characteristics studied will include age and sex, the number of
households, the size of the labor force and school enrollment.
Method of Study
. Forecasts of the total population, already com-
pleted, will be used as the basis for forecasts of characteristics. As
indicated in RPA Bulletin 85, "Population, 1954-1975", the forecast totals
are to be regarded as preliminary until a more thorough-going economic
analysis can be made of various industry groups to determine the magni-
tude of economic growth or decline. Consequently, the more detailed
and laborious techniques sometimes employed in forecasts of population
composition could not be expected to produce greater accuracy than the
essentially simpler techniques which are being employed in the current
work.
In general the method consists of using national composition pro-
jections as a base to determine future regional characteristics. The
trend of the differences between the regional characteristic and the
national characteristic are computed for past years and projected to fore-
cast dates. The projected difference is then applied to the national
projections to obtain regional values. |n cases where there are
statistics for 1950 but not for earlier census years the recent regional-
national differences are assumed or modified in accordance with the
indications of supplementary information. (HF)
13. THE IMPACT OF URBANIZATION ON AGRICULTURE IN SANTA CLARA VALLEY »
Jack Lessinger
I n Progress
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
University of California, Berkeley
Research Problem
. This project deals with the processes of transi-
tion from agricultural to major urban uses of land in Santa Clara County,
California. Attempt is being made to describe the step-by-step changes
in the urban and agricultural land use patterns during a recent period
of significant urban i nterpenetrat ion and to determine the explanatory
factors for these changes. Analysis will aim at isolation and compari-
son of different agr icu Itura I -urban transition processes with respect
to agriculture already displaced as well as agriculture for which dis-
placement seems imminent.
Hypotheses
.
Various hypotheses on the relationships involved will
be tested by the data obtained. An economic classification of land has
been set up and is being applied and tested for its worth as a frame of
reference.

II.
Method of Study
.
In order to accomplish the objectives of the study,
data are being compiled on urban generalized land use at given points in
time, factors affecting economic location, e.g., utilities, government
services, highways, railroads, and factors affecting physical site quality
such as soil qualities, topography, drainage, and microclimate. Similarly,
available data are being employed to ascertain the changes in farming in
various sections of the study area and to relate these changes as far as
possible to changas in factors affecting urban developments. A case
survey is being undertaken of approximately 30 farms in which different
kinds of transition factors are present. Information on net incomes and
factors affecting net incomes as well as on other factors affecting
decisions to se I I will be obtained from this sample.
Ma lor F ind inqs. It is too early in the study for definite conclu-
sions to be reac.-.fcd, but it is believed that the plan to study the actual
transitionary processes in an area will have value not only for the
supplementation of current knowledge on this subject but also as the basis
on which more orderly zoning in such areas may be considered. (MB)
14. THE LOCATION OF TOP ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
Donald L. Foley
Field work essentially completed; to be reported in monograph form,
summer 1955.
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
University of California
Previous Digest report: No. 32, Vol. I
Research Problem
. See previous digest report.
Seclected Hypotheses
. The top administrative offices within any
given metropolitan region will tend to be centrally located, and particu-
larly in the region's main central district. There will be certain
predictable differentials in the degree of central ity, depending upon
type of firm, size of firm, and type of function handled by the office.
The future structure of the metropolitan region is intricately related
to whether top administrative offices remain centrally located.
Method of Study
.
Telephone interviews have been completed with 846
business firms or nongovernmental organizations having 100 or more em-
ployees within the 9-county San Francisco Bay Area. The present locational
pattern and locational trends over the past 25 years are being studied to
see whether there are consistent relations between these and certain
characteristics of firms and offices. A series of interviews with execu-
tives, realtors, office building managers, and consultants is underway.
A limited number of case studies of offices are now being developed for
the purpose of studying the relation among office functions, linkages
and location.
Ma ior Findings . Preliminary analyses suggest that there has been
considerable dispersal of administrative offices during recent years, but
that it may be less than the rather dramatic reports about dispersal
would lead one to believe. Much of the dispersal represents a rather
natural relocation of firms when they have become too big for central

sites or the location of firms moving Into the area; a considerable number
of offices have also moved out with or to join manufacturing or warehousing
operations. Except for a relatively small number of insurance company
offices, there have been few free-floating, large administrative offices
that have moved out. The future pattern, however, is far from clear, and
the potential impact of technological change bears close scrutiny. (DLF)
PROCESSES OF CONTROL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Urban Studies Committee, Institute for Research in Social Science,
University of North Carolina
A continuing interdisciplinary research program in urban studies
Previous Digest report: No. 34, Vol. I
Research Problem
.
(I) As a group activity—to develop a working
model which will explain the functioning of control processes that generate,
guide or in some way influence urban change and development; and (2) at the
project or individual research level—to pursue within the context of
particular disciplines specific cases of urban change or development and
identify the control processes which resulted in or from these changes.
The ultimate objective is to understand more fully how and why urban
areas develop and change, and more particularly to gain insights into how
and to what degree such changes are, or can be, consciously guided through
group action. It is aimed at developing a theoretical foundation for
applied research in fields such as city planning, community organization,
industrial development, and so on.
Previous Relevant Research
.
The Committee's exploratory studies on
control and urban change are being built upon work in various fields, e.g.
the notions of social control go back to the work of sociologists such as
Coo ley and Ross, and in contemporary research extend into a variety of
disciplines including the concepts of Lasswell, Parsons and many others.
Theoretical work in urban change and development covers an even broader
spectrum, e.g. the work of Burgess, McKenzie, Bogue, Firey, Hoyt, and a
great many others.
Method of Study
.
V/orking through a series of biweekly seminars, the
group activity is presently focused on the development of a skeletal frame-
work which is to be progressively refined as work of the individual members
of the Committee proceeds and as the findings of completed research here
and elsewhere are examined. The framework consists presently of a classi-
fication system for relating work across discipline lines. Ultimately it
is hoped that the classification system can be expanded and translated
into an integrated system of theory. It is expected that, as it develops,
the outline will indicate greater detail in some. areas than in others,
according to the research interests of individual members of the Committee.
The theoretical construct which emerges from this activity will thus
include some specific generalizations, but interwoven with hypotheses to
be tested by research of others on this and other campuses. (FSC)

13.
A SURVEY OF URBAN RESEARCH IN SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Subcommittee on Research, Regional Committee on City Planning, Southern
Regional Education Board. (Subcommittee; John A. Parker, Chairman;
F. Stuart Chapin, Jr., Frederic N. Cleaveland, Lawrence Durisch,
Aelred J. Gray, James Y! . Martin)
Report to be published by the Southern Regional Education Board during
the summer of 1955.
Thirty higher educational institutions in the fourteen southern
states submitted titles and bibliographical information on city planning
oriented urban studies undertaken since 1949. Approximately two hundred
items have been selected for inclusion in the final report. (JAP)
A CITY PLANNING ORIENTED ECONOMIC MODEL
Barclay G. Jones (Under the direction of C. E. Philbrook and F. S. Chapin, Jr.)
Master's thesis, September 1954.
Department of City and Regional Planning, University of Nof+h Carolina
Prob I em
.
Looking toward the development of an integrated system of
planning theory and as an exploratory step in this direction, this study
develops a theoretical modal to describe the economic structure and
functioning of cities. Using equilibrium iheory, it analyzes income and
employment in basic and service industry and gives special consideration
to equilibrium of supply and demand for municipal facilities and services.
(FSC)
18. THE URBAN PERCEPTUAL ENVIRONMENT
Gyorgy Kepes and Kevin Lynch
Three-year research stuay under a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation
begun in September 1954.
Urban and Regional Studies Section, School of Architecture and Planning,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Previous Digest report: No. 52, Vol. 1
Research Problem. This study is exploring such questions as orienta-
tion in cities and the identification of significant elements in the city-
scape. The objective is +0 provide guides for the design professions
which might lead to creation of more satisfactory urban environments. (LBW)
19. LARGE LOT ZONING STUDY
William Barber, Salvatore Caso, Louis B. Wetmore
A nine-month study begun in January 1955.
A project of the Urban and Regional Studies Section, School of Architecture
and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, sponsored by
Massachusetts Dfepartii.ent of Commerce, Massachusetts Federation of
Planning Boards, Home Builders Association of Greater Boston, and
Massachusetts Real Estate Association.
Research Problem . A study of the effects of large lot zoning (minimum
lot sizes of one to five acres) on development costs of the subdivider and
builder and of the community on rate of growth and community capital outlay,
and on cost of housing. (LBW)
\
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20. INDUSTRY AND COMMUNITY FINANCES
Vciter I sard
A two-year study begun in May 1954.
A project of the Urban and Regional Studies Section, School of Architecture
and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, sponsored by
Boston Federal Reserve Bank.
Reserrch Problem . A study of methods of analysis of the effects of
a new industry on community revenues and expenditures. Two city planning
master's theses to be completed in May 1955 are exploring aspects of this
problem. (LBV/)
21. TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
'/.'alter I sard
A five-year research program of the Urban and Regional Studies Section,
School of Architecture and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, sponsored by Resources for the Future, Inc.
Research Problem
.
This program, to begin this spring, is being under-
taken to develop techniques for analysis of transportation, industrial
location and other questions related to the optimum use and development
of resources. Input-output, linear programming, gravity models, opera-
tions research and other approaches will be explored. (LBW)
22. HOUSING PROBLEMS AND POLICIES IN A DEVELOPING ECONOMY - THE COMMONWEALTH
OF PUERTO RICO
Carlos M. Alvarado (under the direction of Professor Reginald R. Isaacs)
Ph.D. dissertation - May 1956
Harvard University, Graduate School of Design, Department of City Planning
and Landscape Architecture
Problem
. A critical evaluation of housing and urban renewal policies
of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in relation to the integrated socio-
economic development program for the Island. To analyze general trends
of factors affecting housing and urban renewal programs which may serve
as basis for formulation of new policies. (RRI)
23. COMPREHENSIVE URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HOUSING POLICIES
IN CANADA
H. Peter Oberlander (under the direction of Professor Reginald R. Isaacs)
Ph.D. dissertation - Summer 1955
Harvard University, Graduate School of Design, Department of City Planning
and Landscape Architecture
Prob lem
. To evaluate the relationship between community planning
and methods of its implementation, with particular reference to residential
development. A close analysis of the nature of past and current Canadian
Federal Government Housing policies, their goals, programs, methods of
accomplishment and success will precede an attempt to answer: How can
housing policies of a Federal Government achieve comprehensive community
development as one of its prime goals thereby affording the consumer a
more adequate choice of shelter as to location, size, price, tenure and
design as well as help implement a community plan at the municipal
level? (RRI)
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24. A NEW CONCEPT FOR THE PHYSICAL LAYOUT OF THE URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD
Joseph DeChiara (under the direction of Harry A. Anthony)
A major research project, begun in September 1954, and still in process.
Columbia University, School of Architecture, Planning and Housing Division.
Resear ch Problem. To investigate if the "neighborhood unit" concept,
as expressed by Clarence Perry, is still valid in today's urban life. In
case it is not, to attempt to develop a new concept for the physical lay-
out of the urban neighborhood.
Method of Study
.
Examination of present conditions wherever the
"neighborhood unit" concept was applied; study of the contemporary urban
way of life and its specific needs; study of the city's components and
their functional relationships.
Anticipated Findings
.
Development of new concept of the urban neigh-
forhood: physical form, size and internal functioning. Layout of the
basic dwelling unit in light of its relationship to the neighborhood.
Application of new concept to a specific project in an urban area within
the New York Metropolitan Region. (HAA)
25. PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS OF RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES
Manuel S. Emanuel (under the direction of J. Marshall Miller and Harry
A. Anthony)
Master's Thesis, February 1955
Columbia University, School of Architecture, Planning and Housing Division
Prob lem
.
An investigation of the feasibility of establishing optimum
ranges of urban residential density and of developing principles of
density determination. The problem was analyzed on the basis of the
following four broad aspects: (a) Density within dwellings, ( b) density
of dwellings on the ground, (c) density in relation to the "neighborhood"
and (d) density in relation to the municipality or urban area. (HAA)
r
26. A SYLLABUS FOR TEACHING HOUSING AND TOWN PLANNING IN THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR ^
^
HIGH SCHOOLS OF NEW YORK CITY
EraineR. Freeman (under the direction of J. Marshall Miller)
Master's Thesis, June 1954. (One volume and one portfolio of large scale
illustrative materials.)
Columbia University, School of Architecture, Planning and Housing Division
Prob
l
em. This research was undertaken to create a course outline and
resource study units on the general topic of city planning which could
be utilized by junior and senior high school teachers in a core curriculum
program in New York City schools. The syllabus and several resource
units developed in this thesis were the outgrowth of research made for
an experimental course in housing and city planning given at the Joan of
Arc Junior High School in Manhattan's West Side, a course sponsored by
the Ford Foundation's Joint Council on Economic Education. The syllabus
is designed to be used in social science, English, art, music, and science
classes simultaneously in a well rounded program aimed at helping students
to attain an understanding of their environment, its problems and the

• 6.
possible solutions for them. The resource units, with attached bibli-
ography of reference books, community resources, trips, movies and
graphic materials, were designed to aid the teacher in the area of the
upper West Side of Manhattan in New York City. (HAA)
4.
27. PLANNING FOR RECREATION AND PARK AREAS AND FACILITIES IN CALIFORNIA
Josephine Randall, Francis Violich, Mel Scott, Ken Anderson, George Hjelte,
Pau I Oppermann
A nine-month study begun in March 1955 to culminate in publication of a
Manual on Principles and Standards to be used in planning Recreation
and Park Areas and Facilities in California.
Sponsored by California Committee on planning for Recreation and Park
Areas and Facilities brought together by the State Recreation Commis-
sion, and financed by grant from the Rosenberg Foundation, San
Francisco.
Research Problem
.
( I) To conduct a comprehensive survey and study
of the needs, experience and best practice in California communities,
as related to planning for the acquisition and development of recreation
and park areas and facilities under public ownership in urban and populated
centers.
(2) To formulate a guide containing principles, criteria and graded
standards for the planning of public recreation areas and facilities.
(3) To present these principles, criteria and standards in a guide
appropriate for adoption by the Committee and by a Statewide Advisory
Committee on Planning for Recreation and Park Areas and Facilities;
and by organizations representing agencies of local government, recrea-
tion, park and planning boards, statewide, regional and local voluntary
planning bodies, professional societies in the recreation and planning
fields, private consulting firms in the planning field, and other inter-
ested agencies and organizations. (FV)
28. RESIDENTS' KNOi/LEDGE ABOUT THE BERKELEY MASTER PLAN
Donald L. Foley, Robert Reece, Jacques DuBois, Marilyn McCurtain
Research completed, being submitted for publication as journal article
University of California, Department of City and Regional Planning
Research Prob l em
.
To find out how many Berkeley adults have heard
of their city's master plan and how much these adults understand about
this plan and the planning agency. Since the study followed a year's
intensive public relations program it has been assumed that the findings
would show how effectively a city planning agency could disseminate
information about its master plan, under rather favorable conditions.
Previous Relevant Research
.
Relatively little, except for Melville
Branch's Princeton studies, 1942.
Method of Study
. I nterv ie.vs were completed with 89 Berkeley adults
selected by a three-stage systematic area I probability samprling model.
The schedules contained certain items designed to measure how much
respondents knew about city planning in Berkeley and other itefTis intended

17.
to identify certain salient characteristics of the respondents. Using
IBM equioment, it was possible to explore Politz and Simmons' technique
for providing a statistical equivalent for "not at homes."
Ma ior F i ndi nqs . Nearly two-thirds of the Berkeley adult, nonstudent
population sample stated that they had not heard of the "Berkeley master
plan." One-third of the adults had never heard of the City Planning
Commission; 41 per cent had no understanding of what the City Planning
Commission did; 76 per cent had never discussed the master plan; 96 per
cent had never seen the master plan report; 96 per cent had never
attended any meetings about the master plan; 97 per cent had never read
the master plan report. Within Berkeley there were striking differentials
in knowledge of planning: employed, active residents with high socio-
economic status, strong local orientation, long residence, and living in
"good" residential districts tended to know about the master plan. Those
with opposite characteristics were unlikely to have heard about the plan.
The newspaper proved to be by far the best medium of information. It
was apparent that the Berkeley master plan passed the political test of
Council adoption even though a large proportion of residents had not even
heard of or knew very little about the master plan. (DLF)
29. THE URBAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM
National Committee on Urban Transportation (a joint activity of the American
Municipal Association, American Public Works Association, American
Society of Planning Officials, International City Managers' Associ-
ation, Municipal Finance Officers Association and National Institute
of Municipal Law Officers).
A national project begun in 1954. A statement of project proposal entitled
"Getting to the Heart of the Urban Transportation Problem" available
from Norman Kennedy, Staff director for Committee, Institute of
Transportation and Traffic Engineering, University of California,
Berkeley.
Prob I em
. To establish what facts are needed in evaluating deficiencies
in urban transportation systems and to provide standard procedures for
data collection. The Committee notes that inadequate factual data are
seriously hampering sound administrative decisions in many cities. The
lack of facts makes it difficult to deal with the serious problems related
to planning, construction, operation and maintenance of urban transportation
systems and to provide the proper integration and balance needed among
all forms of transportation.
Method of Stud y. To develop various phases of the project, nine
Subcommittees have been established made up of soecialists working in the
transportation field. After techniques and methods are established
initially, pilot studies will be conducted in cities throughout the country.
The procedures v; i 1 I be reviewed and refined in the light of the pilot
projects. Finally, manuals will be prepared and made available to all'
cities. (NK-FSC)
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EDITORIAL NOTES
Next I ssue . With the distribution of tliis fourth number of the RESEARCH
DIGEST, the editorial responsibilities for the calendar year 1956 rotate to
the Un i vers ity of I M i nois where Lou is B. Wetmore will carry this col labora-
tive project forward,
Ci rcu lat ion . Response of contributing university research groups and
public and private agencies sharing in this reporting activity continues to
be enthusiastic. We now have about 15 such regular group contributors, and
a circulation of nearly 100 copies. Remembering that the Pigest is essen-
tially a researcher's medium of exchange and communication aimed at reporting
on current urban research pending, in progress, or recently completed
these indications of its utility and general interest would seem to justify
the effort put into the bulletin.
Future P lans
.
At the Montreal meeting of our sponsoring Urban Planning
Research Group, members present confirmed this point of view. On the basis
of comments received from the editorial steering Committee, it was the con-
sensus of the group that decision on a rotating versus a permanent home base
should be postponed another year to allow time for exploring the alternatives
more thoroughly. There was general agreement that a nominal charge, possibly
$1 to $3 a year for non-contributing subscribers would be necessary, but J
formal decision on this matter was withheld until the arrangements for home
base of the Digest were agreed upon.
F . Stuart Chap in, Jr
,
NE'-'S ITEM
Martin Meyerson, executive director and research director of the
American Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods who is on leave from the
Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania, reports a $250,000
housing research grant to ACTION from the Ford Foundation, The funds will
be used to investigate "impediments to the provision of adequate housing
and the means to remove these impediments." The first issue of Volume 3
will carry a project summary of this research.
I I I

50, MARKETING HANDBOOK FOR THE PREFABRICATED HOUSING INDUSTRY
Glenn H. Beyer and James W. Partner
Research report published in l?55 by the Housing Research Center.
Housing Research Center publication No. 2. Available from
that agency, $1.25 per copy.
Conducted under Housing Research Center as a supplementary project
to study supported by Housing and Home Finance Agency 1951-52
(Practices and Precepts of Marketing Prefabricated Houses
Beyer and Yantis, U. S. Government Printing Office, Nov. 1952),
Research Prob lem
.
This study represents an application of the
precepts of marketing prefabricated houses brought out in earlier
study.
Method of Study
. A field study of 43 manufacturers and 120
dealers served as the basis for the initial study. This study
utilized information obtained in the earlier study and supple-
mented it through additional investigation of the marketing pro-
cess with key individuals in both the prefabricated housing and
general marketing fields.
Ma ior F i nd i nqs . This handbook provides for the real estate
and home building industries generally and the prefabricated
housing group specifically a handbook of marketing principles.
The study emphasizes the role of the consumer in the market.
It points out the importance of market analysis and the need for
establishing sound marketing policies.
Regarding the channels of distribution, it emphasizes that
direct shipment from factory to consumer is desirable but that
the dealer has an essential role to play.
Other subjects discussed include pricing policies, sales
organization, personnel recruitment, selection and training,
compensation, advertising and control of the sales operation.
A bibliography is included. (GHB)
31. HOUSES ARE FOR PEOPLE: A STUDY OF HOME BUYER MOTIVATIONS
G ienrt-fl. Beyer , Thomas W. Mackesey , James E. Montgomery
Research report published in 1955 by the Cornell Housing Research
Center, Ithaca, New York. Housing Research Center publication
No. 3. Available from that agency, $1.75 per copy.
Sponsored by the Russell Sage Foundation with additional grant from
Research Institute of National Association of Home Builders.
Previous Digest Report: No. 19, Vol. I.
Research Problem
. To apply knowledge about fundamental human
values to the problem of improving small house design.
Method of Study
. A sampling technique was used in selecting
1,000 families living in recently built homes in metropolitan
Buffalo, New York area. Husbands and wives were both interviewed,
generally independently. Three-fourths of families were home owners
and one-fourth were renters. Following field survey and analysis of
data, architectural staff interpreted data and prepared design guides,
Ma ior F i nd i nqs . When the backgrounds, habits, interests and
wants of a large group of families were analyzed, it was found that
different families emphasized different social "values" which dic-
tate different housing features. The social "values" analyzed in
detail were economy, family centrism, physical health, aesthetics,
leisure, equality, freedom, mental health, and social prestige. It
was found that physical health, mental health and family centrism
were closely related. Also, aesthetics, leisure and equality were
similarly related. The values of economy and social prestige stood
by themse Ives
.
House types developed for these families were called "family
house," "personal house," "economy house," and "prestige house."
Families for whom the economy house was designed are conserva-
tive in taste and are interested first of all in good value for their
money. The illustrations show a simple and compact house.
Those in the family group stress the welfare of the whole family
and need a house that holds the family together. The design has a
"family room" instead of the conventional living room, a playroom
next to the children's bedrooms, and a clear view for the mother from
the kitchen to the playroom, family room and play terrace.
To families in the personal group, privacy, self-expression and
aesthetics are most important. More individualistic and less tradi-
tional than average, they have a strong desire for freedom and inde-
pendence. Their house has a separate study, separate bedrooms for
each child if possible, two full bathrooms and a terrace back of the
house
.
For families in the prestige group, a house is primarily a sign
of social position and a place to entertain, often formally. Their
taste is influenced by friends, neighbors and magazines,, and they
want the esteem of their acquaintances.
The booklet also lists planning guides for leisure activities
and entertaining, dining and kitchen activities, bedroom arrange-
ments, storage and lot planning and location. (GHB)
32. A POLK DIRECTORY ANALYSIS OF THE CBD
Marion F. Murphy and Raymond E. Murphy
The work is now in progress at Clark University; it is assumed that
a magaz ine article will result.
Private research; the typing, coding, and IBM work has been paid
for by the Worcester, Mass., Chamber of Commerce.
Research Problem
.
This study deals with a method of analyzing
the CBD through the use of a Polk Bluebook, the Bureau of the Budget
classification code, and IBM cards. Through adding a code by blocks
a picture can be secured not only of distributions of single types
of establishments within the CBD but of associations of types as
well. The advantages and disadvantages of the method a? a means of
gaining an understanding of a CBD will be considered. How valuable
are the resulting data as compared with'those resulting from
ordinary land use mapping? Also, the efficiency of the method
as a possible basis for comparing CBD's will be considered.
Method of Study . Establishments within the CBD of Worcester,
Mass., were listed on cards showing street addresses, block number,
and certain other information. Then the type of establishment was
coded according to the Bureau of the Budget classification, and
this information together with block numbers and other data was set
up on IBM cards. From the results, distribution maps are being made
showing distribution of single types of establishments and combina-
tions of types. Further study will deal with an evaluation of the
method and a consideration of its potentialities. (REM)
33. LIVABILITY IN THE CITY: ATTITUDES AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
F. Stuart Chapin, Jr., and Robert L. Wilson
Research in design stage; pilot studies to be carried out over a
two-year period.
Project of Urban Studies Committee, Institute for Research in Social
Science, University of North Carolina.
Previous Digest Reference: See description of Committee program,
No. 15, Vol . 2; No. 34, Vol . I.
Research Problem
.
Rapid strides have been made in the past
ten years in the development and refinement of land use planning
techniques, particularly in the substitution of objective analyses
for the formerly subjective approaches to determining location and
space requirements for land use. These advances have been particu-
larly marked in those aspects of land use planning dealing with the
physical characteristics of land use, the physiographic setting and
the economic and population characteristics of urban areas.
Relatively little attention has been directed toward the identi-
fication of community values and attitudes concerning livability
qualities of cities. Much lip service is given to "planning for the
needs and wants of the people," yet city planning agencies presently
must rely on very subjective notions of livability, some perhaps
more truly representing the values of the city planners themselves
than those of the people of the community.
me
One purpose of this research is to develop^ test, and experi-
ntally apply a technique feasible for a planning agency to employ
in identifying prevailing attitudes of livability which have signif-
icance for land use planning. While primary emphasis will be on
livability qualities that apply to broad-gauge land planning pro-
cedures, i.e., the location and arrangement of functional use areas
and their intensity of development, I imi ted atfent ion may be focused
on site planning considerations at the sub-neighborhood level. More
broadly, this is one of a series of projects aimed at experimenting
with the Urban Studies Committee's classification framework concern-
ing processes of control and urban development. (FSC)
34. LONG-RANGE HURRICANE REHABILITATION
Pearson H. Stewart, George Beaton, John
'
Hampton , Melvin Levin,
James Pickford, Frank Skrivanek
Emergency project in field work and investigation stages, to be
completed in a two and one half month period; publication is
expected in December, 1955, in the form of a report to the
Governor of North Carolina.
Conducted for the office of the Governor of North Carolina from
emergency state funds by a special staff recruited by the
Department of City and Regional Planning, University of North
Carolina, and administratively responsible to the Council of
Civil Defense, State of North Carolina.
Research Prob lem
.
The project seeks to find ways by which the
rebuilding and future development of the coastal areas of North
Carolina which are subject to the continuing threat of damaging
hurricanes can be undertaken so as to facilitate sound use of the
resources of the area in relation to the hazards involved. The
project aims to prepare a framework of action looking toward plan-
ning and development guides for future public and private investment
in areas subject to severe damage from recurring hurricanes.
Because the project has been established on a two and one half
months basis, it will be feasible only to identify the major problems
and range of possible solutions appear most likely to produce results.
Previous Relevant Study . " 1 nter im Report, Hurr icane Rehabi I ita-
tion Study," Rhode Island Development Council, Providence, Rhode
Island, October, 1954, 61 pp., maps.
Scope of Project . A reconnaissance survey wi II be made to
determine under what topographic, drainage, beach, and other situa-
tions, damage is brought about by excessive tides and floating debris,
battering, wave action, high winds and driving rain, and general flood-
ing accompanying excessive rainfall. Special attention will be given
to crop damage, beach erosion, and destruction in resort and other
urban areas. Consideration will be given to the effect of hurricanes
upon the basic resources of the hurricane area, such as soils and
agricultural products, recreation and resort facilities, fisheries,
and industries. Basic rehabilitation and development problems of the
area will be summarized and subsequent actions will be recommended. (PHS)
35. FLOOD PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTION THROUGH URBAN PLANNING PROGRAMS
Robert W. S i ler, Jr.
Study published in September, 1955, by the Tennessee State Planning
Commission, Corde I I Hull Building, Nashville 3, Tennessee, as
Publication No. 262. Available from that agency, $1.00 per copy.
Prepared as a master's thesis, University of North Carolina, Depart-
ment of City and Regional Planning (under the direction of
John A. Parker and James M, Webb) with the assis+ance of the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
5.
Prob lem
. To identify alternative measures available for the
reduction or prevention of damages resulting from floods. To out-
line a comprehensive program which considers the land use needs of
the locality, as well as the needs of the'river or stream in passing
its flood waters, as a basis for the alleviation of flood problems
in urban areas. To suggest means for the effectuation of such a pro-
gram through the use of the police power, urban renewal, and municipal
policies relating to the locating and construction of public facilities,
as well as through the use of physical protective devices where the
need is indicated. (JAP)
36. THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES: TRENDS IN SIZE, COMPOSITION AND •
DISTRIBUTION, 1790-1955
Dona Id J . Bogue
Study to be completed February I, 1956.
Results to be published by the Scripps Foundation for Research in
Population Problems, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Coverage . Contains materials tracing rise of urbanism in the
United States, and much new information about the characteristics of
urban populations, changes in composition of urban populations, and
characteristics of their standard metropolitan areas, and their cen-
tral cities and suburban rings. (DJB)
37. AN ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY TAX BILL DIFFERENTIALS BETWEEN RECENTLY --' ^-^o^of"--^'^
ANNEXED URBAN AREAS AND THEIR PARENT TOWNSHIPS
Richard B. Andrews
First of a series of metropolitan area studies for which sponsorship is
sought from the Wisconsin League of Municipalities and the Univer-
"^ sity of Wisconsin Bureau of Business Research and Service; project
in its formative stage, with no research as yet performed. Pub-
lication expected in multilith form within two years.
Research Problem
.
This study has as its hypothesis the idea that
the political integration of metropolitan areas is retarded by an
exaggerated belief on the part of residents in unincorporated urban
areas that annexation to central cities will involve substantial
increases in~property taxes. There is reason to suppose that as unin-
corporated urban areas shrink in size due to annexation, and that as
they expand public services in their early periods of urbanization tax
bills may actually equal or surpass those of the central city.
Method of Study . An examination of properties and tax records in
selected periphery areas of Wisconsin's second and third class cities.
A pilot study in the Madison area will be made. (RBA)
38. THE DYNAMICS IN THE LOCATION OF NON-RETAIL FUNCTIONS IN THE CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICT.
Howard D. Lowe (under the direction of Professor R. U. Ratcliff)
Doctoral Dissertation, School of Business, Indiana University; Expected
completion date, July, 1956; Publication possible by the Bureau of
Business Research, University of Wisconsin.
Research Prob lem . This study will report and analyze the long
term changes in the non-retail functions of the central business
district primarily of Madison, V/i scons in. Relative comparisons will
be made between non-retai I and retai I uses of land.
Hypotheses
.
(I) Certain interrelationships exist between different
types of non-retail functions, and between non-retail and retail func-
tions that command locations available to each other. These a-Jong with
retail and non-retail functions with city-wide markets, serve as the
basis for the central business district. (2) As cities grow in size
the non-retail functions in the central business district tend to grow
in importance faster than the retail functions. (3) Activities involv-
ing the sale of services and goods in which the actual transfer of physi-
cal possession takes place at another location is emerging as the domi-
nant activity of the downtown area. (4) If retail business begins to
suffer an absolute decline in the central business district, this does
not mean that the downtown area is beginning to decay. Retail functions
may be replaced by non-retail functions without loss in importance of
the central business district.
Method of Study
.
Counts of numbers of establishments, floor space,
assessed valuations will be made from such sources as the Madison City
Directory, telephone books, and assessment records. Qusst ionnaires and
personal interviews will also be used. (HDL)
39. THE STRUCTURE OF A METROPOLITAN BUSINESS DISTRICT |N TERMS OF LAND VALUES
Gerald K. Taylor, Jr. (under the direction of Howard K. Menhinick)
J. C. Nichols Foundation Award Research (Will also comprise a Master's
Thesis, June, 1956.) Georgia Institute of Technology, Graduate
City Planning Program.
Prob lem
. To bring to light the action and interaction of value to
use, asking price, and purchase price in the Atlanta Central Business
District for the purpose of enabling the municipal planning agency, land
owners, and realtors to anticipate the effects on property values of
typical changes that are taking place or are proposed in this area of
the city. (HKM)
40. METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING
Reginald R. Isaacs, John M. Ducey, Walter H. Blucher and others
Research project for the Metropolitan Housing and Planning Council of
Chicago to be completed October 1956.
Research Problem
.
To outline the objectives, ideal organization,
research and planning program, finance and model legislation necessary
for metropolitan area planning not a plan, but rather "a plan for a
plan." (RRI)
THE INSTITUTION AND THE COMMUNITY - PLANNING FOR INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER EDUCATION
William Alonso, Rafael Corrada, Richard Dober and Boris Oxman (under
the direction of Reginald R. Isaacs)
Special research project commencing September, 1955.
Research being conducted at Harvard University, Graduate School of
Design, Department of City Planning and Landscape Architecture.
Research Prob lem
.
(I) To formulate an organized listing of factors
generally applicable to planning for institutions of higher education in
the United States; and (2) To develop this listing for applica-Mon to
Harvard University,
Method of Study
.
An application of the methods of comprehensive
planning, consisting of three parts:
(1) The social institution viewed from the disciplines of
Design, Economics, Education and Sociology.
(2) An annotated listing of planning considerations.
(3) An evaluative application of this approach to Harvard
University as a special case study. (RRI)
THE ECONOMICS OF SLUM HOUSING - IMPLICATIONS FOR URBAN REDEVELOPMENT-
PLANS AND POLICIES
August T, Nakagawa (under the direction of Reginald R. Isaacs)
Special research study, February 1956
Research being conducted at Harvard Graduate School of Design, Depart-
ment of City Planning and Landscape Architecture.
Research Prob lem
. To study the economics of slum housing from the
point of view of the individual slum property owner. To gain some notion
of the profitability of a small slum area in Boston, taking this case
study over a range of ten years, 1946-1955. The investment value of
slum housing thus realized may allow the formulation of hypotheses as
to the implications to urban redevelopment plans and policies. (RRI)
43. RURAL HOUSING RECONSTRUCTION IN EGYPT
Sami Y. Hassid (under the direction of Reginald R. Isaacs)
Thesis under preparation for the Ph. D. degree in Architecture, Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University; Contemplated date of
completion 1956.
Prob lem
. To discuss the feasibility of a policy of total rural
housing reconstruction within the limitations and foreseeable trends in
social and economic trends in Egypt. To analyze factors likely to im-
prove social rents. To investigate ways and means to improve standards,
increase volume and reduce cost of rural housing. To formulate proposals
for the organization of the execution of alternate programs. (RRI)
44. AIRPORT ZONING
Walter T. Milliner (under the direction of Louis B. Wetmore)
Thesis, M. S. in City Planning, University of Illinois, to be completed
in February, 1956.
Prob lem
. A study of airport-community conflicts, trends in air-
craft terminal operations, and land use in the vicinity of airports
which is aimed at defining the necessary policies and controls for pro-
tecting both the airport and its neighbors. (LBW)
45. THE JOURNEY TO WORK IN AMERICAN CITIES
^ Howard Lapin, Research Associate
Project initiated October, 1954; to be completed June, 1956.
Research being conducted by the Institute for Urban Studies, University
of Pennsy Ivania.
Research Problem
.
(I) To estimate the proportion of total travel
arising as a result of work journeys. (2) To describe the hourly and
spatial patterns of work journeys within the total volume of travel in
urban areas of different population size.
Previous Relevant Research
. A bibliography of numerous previous
studies dealing with specific localities is in preparation and will be
published with the final monograph. Other studies are listed in
"Community Patterns of Industrial Workers" by Leonard P. Adams and
Thomas W. MacKesey (see Previous Digest listing, No. I, Vol. 2).
Hypotheses
.
(I) Work journeys comprise a large proportion of all
travel and are the limiting factor in transportation design because of
their hourly distribution. (2) Postwar work journeys conform to the
hypothesis of Douglas Carroll with respect to spatial distribution.
(3) There is a tendency for employment generating land uses to disperse
American cities so as to reduce the spatial but not the temporal con-
centration of movement.
Method of Study
.
|n cooperation with the Bureau of Public Roads,
special tabulations of 0. i D. studies have been prepared for five
metropolitan areas of varying size which reveal time, frequency, mode,
purpose and distance of travel in the postwar years. Data are avail-
able for two periods in the Philadelphia area and some others which
may reveal trends. (WLCW)
46. STUDY OF STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECTED COMMUNITY FACILITIES
AND SERVICES
Martin Meyerson, John W. Dyckman and Herbert J. Cans
Part of a continuing study of planning standards and requirements, one
of a series of continuing studies of information for city planning
decision-making; main investigation of this phase to be concluded
in 1956, with publication sometime in that year.
Conducted by members of the Institute for Urban Studies under the
sponsorship of Russell Sage Foundation.
Purpose
.
Clarification and improvement of community planning
methodology through separation of "fact" and "value" components of
standards and requirements developed for application to community
fac i I ities p lann ing.
Research Problem
.
Since the greatest impact of city planning
dec i s ions fa I Is on community services requiring substantial physical
facilities, e.g., parks, playgrounds, filtration plants, etc., and its
force is felt less directly on less space-bound programs such as home
nursing, aid to dependent children, etc., the community facilities
studies have focused on areas which involve physical plant and program
studies. The three initial areas chosen are health and medical care,
education, and leisure and recreation.
Any coordinated community planning for these facilities requires
community decisions on two basic or related levels: (a) goal setting
and defining, and (b) goal implementing, or selection of the "best"
combination of means from among a set of alternatives. Particular
community decisions with respect to the three sets of facilities are
discussed under these two categories. Particular attention is given
to possible disparity of goals of (I) the suppliers of the facilities,
or the standards setters who guide them, and (2) the consumers of the
facilities, past and potential.
Method of Study
.
Extensive library research supplemented by
limited interviewing and first-hand investigation is employed. Empha-
sis is placed on thorough survey of existing research findings in these
fields in order to spot-light major deficiencies in substantive informa-
tion, and to sensitize operating decision makers to relevant research
in "basic" fields which may have bearing on problem areas confronting
them. (WLCW)
i"7, PHILADELPHIA METROPOLITAN AREA INDUSTRIAL LAND AND FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS
Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania.
Project proposal listed in Vol. 2, Item 2; Vol. 1, Item 13,
Scope of the project expanded by contract with the Pennsylvania
State Planning Board to cover the metropolitan area. The project
design remains the same as that described in the above listing. (WLCa?
ie. PHILADELPHIA EASTWICK HOUSING MARKET ANALYSIS
Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania,
Project proposal listed in Vol. 2, Item 3; Vol. I, Item 43.
Scope of the project has been expanded to include special studies
of the housing market for Negroes in the Philadelphia metropolitan
area and of market behavior in transitional areas in the Philadelphia
metropolitan area under a grant from the Commission in Race and Hous-
ing. The project design remains as described earlier. (WLCW)
10.
49. STANDARDS OF AUTO AND TRUCK FACILITIES AND SERVICE
Subcommittee |l, National Committee on Urban Transportation;
Gordon Gravelle, Secretary(Automot i ve Safety Foundation).
Part of a National Committee program begun in 1954.
Previous Digest report on Committee as a whole: Vol. 2, Item 29,
Research Problem
. To develop standards which would act as guides
for cities in planning and developing their street systems to meet
present and future traffic demands.
Method of Study
.
Largely one of reviewing existing data in the
field to evaluate what logical standards can be established on the basis
of these data and making special pilot studies in unexplored areas.
Ma jor F i nd inqs . This project is still under way, though there have
been several drafts prepared by the subcommittee. The present draft
outlines a procedure for classifying streets in urban areas, and how to
evaluate the adequacy of the service provided by various types of
streets. (AMV)
50. STANDARDS OF TRANSIT FACILITIES AND SERVICE
Subcommittee ||I, National Committee on Urban Transportation;
Walter Rainville, Secretary (American Transit Association).
Part of National Committee program begun in 1954.
Previous Digest report on Committee as a whole: Vol. 2, Item 29.
Research Problem
.
To develop objectives related to transit opera-
tion and to establish guides which would be valuable in evaluating
transit service.
Method of Study
.
Largely one of reviewing existing data on this
subject in an attempt to obtain practical standards for transit usage.
The group is undertaking some special studies to investigate unexplored
areas in th i s field.
Ma jor F i nd i nqs
.
Though this project is still under way and proba-
bly will not be completed for a year, the present draft of the subcom-
mittee covers the following subjects; loading, route coverage, fre-
quency of service, and travel time. The subcommittee has also given
some consideration to proper relationships between street patterns and
transit service. (AMV)
HIGHWAY LAWS STUDY
David R. Levin, Louis R. Morony and others.
Study being conducted by a special committee of the Highway Research
Board under direction of above persons from staffs of the Bureau
of Public Roads and the Automotive Safety Foundation, respectively,
Research Prob lem . To determine the legal elements that are
necessary to adequately carry out a highway program at the state and
loca I leve 1 .
Me i hod of Study . Involved are first a reviev/ of all highway laws
to determine the legal elements that are now being employed and then
an evaluation of the elements necessary to carry out an effective high-
way program. It is hoped that eventually the Committee will be able to
prepare a guide that will be helpful in preparing the necessary legis-
lation needed to implement a highway program.
Ma jor F i nd i nqs . This study at the present time has revealed that
there is a wide variation in the legal machinery that is used in various
states. The first phase of this study will deal with access control,
and a report on this subject is expected by the first of next year. (AMV)
52. PARKING AS A FACTOR IN BUSINESS
Committee on Study of Parking and Its Relationships to Business, High-
way Research Board; Joseph Stegmaier responsible for coordinating
work (Bureau of Public Roads); conducted with the assistance of
five universities considering various phases of overall problem.
Popular summary of Committee's findings to date to be published early
in 1956 under title "V'hat Parking Means to Business."
Research Prob lem . To determine the impact of adequate parking on
the urban structure and to retailing activities.
Previous Relevant Research
.
The Committee's publications: "Parking
as a Factor in Business," Highway Research Board Publication 273, 1953;
"Shopping Habits and Travel Patterns," Highway Research Board, 1955; and
other reports.
Method of Study
.
The first step was to consider the various aspects
of the problem shopping habits, shopping attitudes, land values, retail
trends and attitudes of department store executives. More recent efforts
have been in the review of these basic findings In the hope of establish-
ing a more thorough perspective on parking as a factor in business.
Ma jor F i nd I nqs . The importance of adequate parking varies a great
deal. From the merchants' viewpoint it can be a very important factor
in drawing shoppers from one store to another. However, it is not like-
ly to increase greatly the trading area of any particular shopping area
or center, though in the long run an adequate parking program may greatly
stimulate investment policies to the extent that merchants will reinvest
in established areas this in turn will provide greater selection in a
shopping area and over a period of time can increase the drawing power of
3 shopping area. (AMV)
53. LAND USE RELATIONSHIPS WITH TRAVEL PATTERNS
F. Houston Wynn
Preliminary report presented as a paper at Highway Research Board
meeting, January 1955.
A project of the Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic; studies include student
theses on aspects of overall project.
Research Prob lem
.
To determine whether It was possible to establish
a relationship between land uses and the traffic they generated.
Method of Study
.
This was carried out by an analysis of origin
and destination studies made in many cities throughout the country.
There were many approaches to analyzing this material.
Ma ior F i nd inqs . There is a consistent relationship between cer-
tain known factors related to auto registration, population density
and city size, which affected the number of trips made to a central
business district. There is a marked difference between the generating
characteristics of a central business district, suburban shopping areas,
and outlying industrial sites. (AMV)
54. SHOPPING CENTER STUDY
Edward Mue I ler
Summary of highlights of this study appears in October, 1955, issue of
"Traffic Engineering" magazine.
A project of the Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic.
Research Prob lem . To determine the traffic characteristics of -
large regional shopping centers and the traffic that such centers
generate
.
Method o f Study
.
Detailed traffic studies at the various centers
were undertaken. These studies determined time of arrival, length of
stay and mode of travel used by shoppers, and the origin of such shop-
ping tr i ps.
M a jor F ind i nqs . Though a final report has not been completed on
this project, preliminary summaries show that there Is a great deal of
similarity in the arrival pattern of shoppers to suburban centers. (AMV)
55. LOCAL GOVERNMENT POLICY-MAKING AND NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Three articles culled from a dissertation: (I) A Conceptual Scheme for
Analyzing Financial Factors Affecting Local Government Finance;
(2) Characteristics of New Residential Development Significant for
Local Government Finance; (3) Effects of Tax Change on Local Govern-
ment Policy Toward Low-Value Residential Development.
George Duggar
Completion by January 15, 1956; being prepared for Journal publication;
a portion to be presented at the December meetings of the Regional
Science Association.
A project of the Bureau of Public Administration, University of California.
Research Prob lem
.
These three articles attempt to describe the pro-
cess by which local governments, dependent upon the real property tax,
believe themselves financially threatened by low-cost housing (largely
under federal mortgage insurance, guarantee, and subsidy), and take
actions which tend to offset and prevent such construction. The trend,
during the Great Depression, away from the local property tax is assessed
as a factor tending to avoid such conflict.
Hypothes i s
.
That among small suburban governments encompassing
chiefly residential areas and dependent upon the real property tax
policies affecting residential development are explainable in large part
by financial prospects, namely the assessable values and costs associated
with the proposed new houses.
13.
Method of Study . The so-called "method of clarification" which
seems to be the chief method of economics, is used, in which it is
assumed that a process is correctly described if it is rigorously
defined, illustrated by examples, and can appeal to common human sym-
pathy as plausibly related to human motivations.
Ma ior F i nd i ms .
1. That new houses while generally of higher value
than the old and located largely in the suburbs,
are so distributed that the lower value new houses
are largely suburban and, in any case, new houses
present financial problems for suburban governments
dependent upon the real property tax;
2. That each of the major powers of fractional
municipalities in urban areas is used in ways
tending to offset federal attempts at stimulating
the production of low-cost housing;
3. That this tendency is reduced with a change from
the real property tax to taxes not differentiated
by value of house; and
4. That a federal housing policy which neglects such
reactions of such local governments is self-limiting. (GD)
")
56. THE URBAN GENERAL PLAN
T. J. Kent, Jr.
Conducted as individual study related to teaching and research work in
the Department of City and Regional Planning, University of Ca I i
-
forn ia.
Previous Digest report; Item 6, Vol. 2; I tern 26, Vol. I.
Progress Report
.
This project, involving a definition of the
minimum essentia! elements and major characteristics of the urban
general plan and its political and technical functions, is in manu-
script form and being prepared for circulation and critical review prior
to pub I icat ion
.
57. RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES IN NEW YORK CITY
Jack Freidin (under the direction of Harry A. Anthony and J. Marshall
Mi I ler)
Master's thesis, September, 1954.
Columbia University School of Architecture, Planning and Housing Division,
Prob I em
. To offer for consideration certain possible future resi-
dential densities in New York City in the light of the requirements of
the City's population so that planning may proceed with regard to the
future total residential demands of each borough. (JW)
58. THE FUTURE OF HOUSING IN BANGOR (MAINE)
Warkentin Schroeter (under the direction of Harry A. Anthony and
J . Marshal I Mi I ler)
.
Master's thesis, May 1955.
Columbia University School of Architecture, Planning and Housing
D i V is ion .
Rrob lem
.
To describe Bangor's housing situation, +o show where
it is headed, and to explore means of arriving at a realistic program
of action which will assure decent and healthful living conditions for
all. (JMM)
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EDITORIAL NOTES
Digest Aims (reprinted from Volume 2-'No. 1, April 1955)* If it is pos-
sible to identify the content emphasis of the RESEiiRCH DIGEST, its founders
in all likelihood would agree that its primary focus is upon iirban-oriented
research, from whatever discipline or field which advances understanding of
the growth and development of urban areas and the theory and practice of
urban planning. The Digest is intended to be a researcher's mediTjm of ex*-
change and communication in which current research
—
pending, in progress, or
recently completed—is summarized. It reports primarily on the work of
facility, researchers or research staffs either vmiversity or agency, although
it carries a few abstracts of student dissertations and theses where the
work is directly related to on-going staff research activities of the insti-
tution or is considered by the reporting institution to have significant
reference value to others engaged in research.
In general, the Digest carries summaries of studies, projects or pro-
grams of both an empiiical and theoretical nature and of both a fundamental
and applied type vSiere methods and results have transfer value or application
in other research. Except where new or improved methods and techniques are
involved, operationally oriented surveys, plan studies and similar work
dealing with a particular urban area are generally excluded.
Volume 3 » iiiter appearing with a Berkeley dateline (Volume 1, 195U)
and a Chapel Hill dateline (Volume 2, 1955) , the RESEARCH DIGEST, Volume 3,
comes to you from Urbana, Illinois. Major responsibility for this issue
has been shared by Robert Giltner and Peter Walker, Graduate Assistants, and
Mrs. i^oris Ullman, Secretary of the Department of City Planning ajid Land-
scape Architecture.
Contributions to this issue which appear in the table of contents are
gratefully aclaiowledged herewith. It should be noted that correspondents
for Georgia Institute of Technology, Harvard University and Princeton
University report that progress is being made on research listed in previous
Digests, although no new projects are being added at this time. In the
index this fall an attempt will be made to indicate the status (completed,
in progress, dropped) for the various research projects reported in Volumes
1 and 2.
Meeting in Providence . At the A. I. P. annual meeting in Providence,
arrangements have been made for a luncheon meeting of contributors to
RESEARCH DIGEST on Tuesday, May 8th. iit that time, policy on distribution,
subscription fees, and a permanent headquarters will be discussed.
Next Issue . Contributions for the next issue should reach your editor
by October 31, 1956. They should be mailed to Louis B. Wetmore, Department
of City Planning and Landscape i^rchitecture. University of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois.
Louis B. Wetmore
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1. URBAN RENEWAL IN A CHICAGO NEIGHBORHOOD: AN APPRAISAL OF THE HYDE PARK^
KEN^j^JOOD RENEWAL PROGRAM
Harvey S. Perloff
Published in booklet form by the Hyde Park Herald, Ihc, 5335 S. Lake
Park Ave., Chicago, Illinois, August 1955^ 35 PP»> 5O0.
No previous Digest report
Research ProblcTn* An evaluation of the urban renewal effort in a
southeast section of Chicago currently undergoing a pioneering form of
re-development
•
Major Findings * The major task for the renewal effort is to get
a "process of self-sustaining improvement under way rapidly, so that
(the area) continues to be an especially attractive community for the
university-professional-managerial group". .. .The most strongly empha-
sized needs as yet incompletely filled include 5 1) the creation,
through cooperative arrangement among the major organizations in soTjubh-
east Chicago, of an improvement and stabilization program for a wider
area than is being currently programmed j 2) more and better public
services and facilities, including establishment of a commission to
study the problems involved in the enforcement of building and zoning
laws; 3) development of an internal improvement program which tries to
make the housing, services and facilities of the renewal program con-
sistent xd.th "the needs and values of the present residents and com-
patible groups who might be attracted here"; U) removal of more slum
and blight pockets than included in the present redevelopment project;
5) development of a "core shopping center"; 6) "establishment of an . -
experimental combined elementary-junior high-senior high school campus'^
and 7) creation of a "hard-hitting" program to bring more housing, in •
a variety of kinds and price ranges, to the area; a development
corporation being necessary "to carry out direct real estate qperatjons"*
Z. PLAInINING FOR A METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY .)•
Loring M. Thompson
Doctor's thesis, April 1956
University of Chicago, Program of Education and Research in Housing
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . The role of strategic planning in forming basic
organizational goals for the development of a metropolitan university
(University of Toledo)*,.the reasons for the existence of strategic
planning, its possible alternative forms, types o-f problems encountered
etc....not concerned with curriculum planning, but rather with such
matters as planning for the existence of programs or curriculum studies
...focuses on the process of strategic planning.
Method of Study . Author had a regular, responsible position in
the organization from which vantage point he carried out his investi-
gation—an "interning scientist".
Major Findings . "Since strategic planning is concerned with the
formulation of basic organizational goals, it cannot be rational in the
same way that administrative planning is rational,", ..the latter
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seeking efficient and effective ways to achieve the gpals produced by
the process of strategic planning, "The approach, viewpoints, and
type of ioiowledge that are appropriate to administrative planning may
not be sufficient or pertinent for strategic planning," Thus, those
who have their functions geared to present goals have difficulty in
participating in strategic planning "for new goals of tomorrow". New
developments in internal comnxinication media may help bring these two
functions closer together. Author found that strategic planning was
most effectively promoted if the top leadership in the organization
made some of their time available for considering new developments j a
variety of formal and informal procedures were utilized for this
purpose.
THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE TENNESSEE VALLEY
REGION 1930-1950
John R. P. Friedman
Doctor's thesis, published as Research Paper No. 1, Program of Educa-
tion and Research in Planning, University oi Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois, 195$
University of Chicago, Program of Education and Research in Planning
Previous JJigest report; Item No. U, Voliane 2
Research Problem. Within a given region, where does development
tend to occur and for what reasons does it assume the specific locat-
ional pattern foimd therein?
Method of Study. Based largely on population and industrial
census statistics, the study looks at, a region of 201 counties, the
Tennessee Valley area, sjialyzing on the one hand changes in the dis-
tribution of manufacturing and sejrvice employment, population, and
income to get at reasons underlying the process of differential change,
and on the other hand, examines the emerging structural pattern for its
influence on the rates of growth of regional subareas. It points up
implications for regional planning in the Tennessee Valley.
Major Findings . From 1929 to 1950 rapid industrial growth in the
area had a marked selective geographical pattern, "with the bulk of new
employment locating in metropolitan areas", ^ome counter-movement
dispersed industry in satellite communities and small industrial clus-
ters within 25 to 30 miles from central cities^ The former occurred
largely because the metropolitan areas had advantages of accessibility
in regard to markets, materials and labor* The latter movement of
dispersal resulted from the "large space requirements of modern indus-
trial plants and to the increa.sing use of the automobile and truck??.
Metropolitan areas in the region have developea service employment
opportunities at a relatively greater rate than rural areas because,
from 19i4.0-50, there was a substantially larger employment multiplier
(service jobs arising from increased manufacturing) in the m.etropoli-
tan centers, for a variety of reasons. Population-wise, the region
developed marked city regions, which consist of popvilation concentra-
tions in ana around largo urban cores, an excessive concentration being
avoided largely because of recent developments in transportation
(chiefly the car and truck) and use of electrical eneigy. Economic
development in the Valley being centei'ed in city regions, the rural

areas were by-passed and no automatic correcting mechanism appeared;
the rural incomes remained relatively low despite a smaller population
for a relatively constant income^ i^ural poverty was enhanced by high
birth rates, restricted employment opportunities for women, and selec-
tive out-migration which resulted in a low ratio of productive workers
to the total rural population, accounting ior "possibly as much as 60
per cent of the existing difference between rural and urban per capita
incomes in the region". The pattern of selective development appears
self-sustaining; planned change, as promotion of decentralization, has
liade little impact, partly because a democratic policy precludes many
tj'pes of controls over change. Looking ahead as fai- as 197$, employ-
ment opportunities should continue to increase proportionately faster
in the chief cits'- regions (10 are listed), which will lead to further
population concentrations in the Valley, though within each city region
"dispersion of economic activities and population is lik: ly to continue
at an accelerated pace". Rural areas in the Valley "face growing
poverty,..." for they will "share only to a minor extent in the general
economic expansion of the region". Because of the emergence of the
city region "as a functionally integrated community, interdependent
with other city regions.. .the Tennessee Valley cannot be considered a
unified economic region, but may be divided into at least seven areas
of metropolitan dominance". The development of metropolitan resources
( defined as the organizational resources of a city region, including
transporta.tion, space and the organization of community life) becomes
the logical concern of planning, instead of emphasis on natiiral res-
ource development. Planning must work with the functional city
regions, and the "concept of the economic region vjhen applied to an
area larger than a city region has to be rejected for planning piirpose^l
{RIM)
U,5,6 CHICAGO AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
Dr. J. Douglas Carroll, Jr., and the Staff of the Study
Research underway; publication of technical reports and articles in
1957; final reports in 1958
Chicago Area Transportation Study is an ad hoc agency created to pre-
pare a comprehensive plan for transportation in the Chicago Area.
Sponsoring agencies include State of Illinois Highway Department,
Cook County Highway Department, City of Chicago, and the Bureau
of Public Roads.
By definition, the primary purpose of the C.A.T.S. is to prepare a
transportation plan; in tackling so large a task for the second
largest city in the U.S., however, success and economy depend on
the use of basic research, the understanding and measuring of new
truths, and the use of radical new techniques in assembling and
processing data. Three basic research programs are underway.
No previous Digest report ,.^-
U. LAND USE AND TRAFFIC GENERATION \,
Research Problem . To determine the traffic generation potentisil
of land uses of various tj^pes so that formulae can be developed v*iich
will predict accurately future traffic from planned or predicted future
land use; to understand the interlocking effects of alternative trans-
portation or land use development policies; and possibly to develop a
comprehensive underlying theory of urban transportation and structure.
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Previous Relevant Research * Technical memoranda, Detroit Metro-
politan Area Traffic Study. Studies by Automotive Safety Foundation
and U.S. Bureau of Public Roads. Robert B. Mitchell and Oliester Rapkin,
Urban Traffic - A ^unction of Land Use , Colvimbia University Press, 19$hf
Hypotheses . Traffic generation is a function of land use, vftiich
in turn is an expression of the spatial separation of functions neces-
sary to the life of ^n individual or family in an urban area. The
distribution of land use and its specialization condition the amount of
traffic generation and its distribution over transportation systems
»
Method of Study . Land use survey, summarized by block and quarter
square mile; home interview survey, directly relating trips to land use
and to purpose of trips. All data on cards for machine processing.
Both land use survey and sampling are drawn from data made available by
the two electric utilities in the Area; all these data are in card fojm
and will be put on electronic (magnetic) tape to make possible bulk
amassing of data with a speed not hitherto possible. (RLC)
5. DISTRIBUTION OF TRAFFIC
Research Problem . To determine the distribution of trips genera?
ted by land uses betvreen zones of origin and destination; to determin§v|6
distribution of trips between different modes of transportation; and '"'
to determine flows of trips on networks of transportation routes.
Previous Relevant Research . Thomas J. Fratar, "Vehicular Trip
Distribution by Successive Approximations" in Traffic Quarterly
,
January 195U. Various other types of analysis will be tested to deter-
mine their applicability.
Hypotheses . The distribution of trips is a function of land use
and its distribution; density; relative frictions between sections of
the city; relative frictions on alternative means of transportation;
and many other factors.
Method of Study . Using high speed calculators, data will be fed
in for multiple correlation and other more directed analytical methods.
These data will include three principal types: land use data; data on
capacities and frictions of existing or proposed transportation systems;
and existing relationships between land and the use of transport faci-
lities of various types as determined by the o-d survey. Formulae
will be developed and methods proposed v^iereby distribution of trips
can be predicted from given land use projections. (RLC)
6. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Research Problem . To determine the ways in \diich a Metropolitan
Area will grow, or the location of given increments of population y,
under different systems of transportation development, and how new ^
growth conditions and is conditioned by transportation development.
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Hypotheses . There exist strong forces ^Aiich govern the rate of
development of land and its pattern of development j among the strongest
of these is the means of transportation available to interconnect parts
of the city.
Method of Study . To develop relationships between accessibility,
land value, land use, and times and costs of transportation (if possi-
ble) through the study of historical trends, present-day relationahipp
as obtained from the home-interview s^irvey, and pther factors. (RIC)
7. DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARDS FOR DELIfflTING POTEOTIAL INDUSTRIAL SITES .;
Raymond E. Murphy
As research progresses results will appear in one or two articles.
Project is an outgrowth of an inventory of potential industrial sites
in Springfield, Chicopee, and seven nearby towns in Massachusetts
p
This was done under contract with Future Springfield, Inc. The
project now being carried on is private research.
No previous Ligest report
Research Problem . The project is an attempt to set up the best
possible standards for delimiting potential industrial sites. Such
sites are defined as areas suitable but not necessarily available for
industrial development. A potential site is a single area suitable for
development regardless of vriiether it nay eventually be used by one fac-
tory or several. The factors being considered are size, relief, drain-
age, freedom from conflicting intensive use, availability of transport-
tation, and access to m-unicipal water, sewerage and power. In
addition highways, railroads, major streams, power line right-of-ways,
etc., are considered as limiting the extent of each site. The problem
is to set up the most effective possible standards for each of these
factors. F'or exaraple, is 6% a good limiting slope or would land with
10^ slope be usable? VJhat minimum diameter of water main is satisfac-
tory for the average plant? How wide must a highway be to constitute
adequate access?
Previous Relevant Research . Victor Roterus did some work of this
sort for the Cincinnati Planning Board and this was described in a
Planning Board report on industrial areas. Also, Breese in his work on
Burlington County, .N.J., was attacking the same problem.
Method of Study . Largely a matter of taking factor after factor
and attempting thiough interviews and field work to set up the most
effective limits.
Major Findings . Nothing final as yet. We have done enough, how-
ever, to be sure that such an approach can do much to outline the most
valuable potential industrial sites in an administrative area, and to
evaluate them relatively, thereby serving as a guide to planners in
decisions as to the sections to be zoned for industry. (PJM)
8. AN APPROACH TO LONG-RANGE SCHOOL PLANKING, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
NEW YORK CITY
Seymour J. Schulman (under direction of J. Marshall Miller)
Master's thesis. May 19$U

6.
Columbia University, School of Architecture , Planning and Housing
Division
Research Problem . To develop a comprehensive statement of content
and related technique of a school master plan.
Method and Related Proposals . Suggested form and content of school
master plan including: 1) standards relating to organization, location
and spacing, site size, community center role, etc»j 2) evaluation of
physical plant as to condition and capacity; 3) standardized procedures
for analyzing local area needs including study areas, master plan areas
and clusters; U) determination of local area programs; 5) organization
of capital budget and program including the establishment of a system
of priorities. (JMM)
9. PEDESTRIAN PARKS
Eleanor M. Beling (under direction of J. Marshall Miller)
Master's thesis, May 195U
Columbia University, School of Architectiire, Planning &. Housing Divi-
sion
Research Problem . To trace the development, use, and possibili-
ties of parks and green areas planned primarily as pleasant and safe
areas for walking from one place to another—such as home to school,
to shops, to places of work.
Definition . (By the author) "A pedestrian park is a green area
penetrating and going through a neighborhood or area, which links and
provides safe access to homes and facilities. It is designed for ped-
estrian traffic only, including mothers with small children, school
children, the worker on the way to his job, the pleasure-walker, and
many others. It provides grade separations at street intersections,
passive recreation areas, small beauty spots, and the shortest routes
possible for better inter- and intra-neighborhood communication." (JMM)
I -
10. mCATIONAL FACTORS FOR THE OFFICE FUNCTION OF INDUSTRY
Alfred E. Tumminia (imder direction of J. Marshall Miller) '*"
Master's thesis. May 1953
Columbia University, School of Architecture, Planning and Housing
Division
Research Problem . The pxirpose of this study was to examine what
is occurring to business activity, in order to assess the changing
needs for office space and location.
Organization of the Study . The study was organized in three
partsl 1) analysis of the office function in industry; 2) analysis
of office location concepts, practices and controversies; 3) presen-
tation of office location factors and concluding statement. (JMM)
11. MEASURES PREREQUISITE TO THE DEVEIjOPMENT OF LAND AND WATER IN IRAN
'"
M. Ali Adibi (under direction of special committee of the Graduate
Faculties of the University)
Doctor's dissertation, January 1955
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uColumbia University, Graduate Faculties and School of Architecture,
Planning and Housing Ijivision
Problem and Purpose . The primary problem in Iran is, in actuality,
a combination of two problems: maldistribution of land ownership, with
great insecurity of tenure, and the lack of an integrated and organized
plan for the development of water resources. Both are further compli-
cated by the absence of regulations providing for settled titles to
land and water, plus the lack of adequate legislation on water rights^
These are major obstacles to a national development of regional
resources.
This study is an endeavor to present one concept of planning which
could bring a real solution to this pressing problem of land and water.
This extensive plan will incorporate in it the possible regionalizatiofi
of the country into logical subdivisions in order to resolve in the
most direct and immediate way the exigent factors of each region. The
needs of the individual regions could be met at the same time that the
goals for the entire country were being achieved.
Organization of Study . The study is divided into three parts:
1) a survey of existing conditions with a definition of the real probr
lem; 2) an evaluation of what has been aone in the past in the way of
development; 3) suggestions of ways and means of expediently solving
this vast problem, based on the analysis of existing conditions and the
evaluation of former plans, (JMM)
12. AN APPROACH TO CONTEI^IPORARY UkBAN PL/iNrJING y:^
Harry A, Anthony (under direction of special committee of the Graduate
Faculties of the University)
Doctor's dissertation, December 1955
Columbia University, Graduate Faculties and School of Architecture,
Planning and Housing Division
Scope . Addressed mainly to young men and women who. are being
trained for the profession of planning, the dissertation is presented
in the form of a primer having as its purpose to introduce the subjeb^t
of urban planning, to describe and evaluate the current planning move>^
ment in the U.S.j.., and to present a msthodology of work for solving '.
planning problems, (jMM)
13, SOCIAL SCIENCE APPLICATION TO HOUSING DESIGN
Glenn H, Beyer and Thomas W. Mack^ sey, Co-Directors; James E. Mont-
gomery, Field Study Director
Publication: Houses Are for People , Cornell University Housing
Research Center, i^l.75
Coniell University Housing Research Center, sponsored by Russell Sage
Foundation, with National Association of Home Builders cooperating
in publication.
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . To obtain a better understanding of the nature
of social housing values and attempt a tentative application to housing
design.
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Method of Study, a) Delineate and develop housing value concepts,
b) Develop a testing instrument for measuring the values, c) Apply ';
the results in housing design. The field testing was undertaken among
1000 families in -t^uffalo. New York, with separate interviews for hus-
bands and wives of each family.
Major Findings * Nine housing values were finally selected, and
tested in fieltl study: a) economy, b) family centrism, c) physical
health, d) aesthetics, e) leisure, f) equality, g) freedom, h) mental
helath, i) social prestige. Each was found to exist in different
degree in different individuals. In an attempt to obtain mutual exelur
siveness, the "economy" group was le pt separate j the physical health,
mental health and family centrism groups were combined into a "family"
group j aesthetics, leisure and equality groups into a "personal" group;
and social prestige was kept separate. ("Freedom" was omitted in the
final grouping because it was found to be rajil'ced high by almost everyf-
one.) The characteristics of these^ pombinod groups served as the basis
for now design guides.
It was also found that housing environment must satisfy two oppo-
sing needs—a need for privacy and a need for sociability. Ample space
outside the house, freedom from traffic noises and industrial hazards
rated high, as did outdoor play space for children, "neighbors of g-ood
standing", and "right kind of playmates for children".
In relating housing to other needs, the choice favored housing -
expenditure over ='many nice clothes" and "expensive vacations". How-
ever, a college education for children generally rated ahead of housing.
(GHB)
lU. CRITERIA FOR IMPROVED HOUSING DESIGN BASED ON FAMILY LIVING CHARACTER-
.
ISTICS
_^.-^•.
,
Glenn Ho Beyer
-^"v ^
Field survey undertaken in summer of 1955; analysis underway; end: l^^l
Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station and Housing Research
Center J
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . To determine specific patterns of family living
including habits and motives underlying different family activities as
Uney are related to housing design and environment.
Previous Relevant Research . Social Science Application to Housing
Design (CU. studyj.
Method of Study. The techniques developed for the study, "Social
Science ^application to Housing Design" were refined and tested in
field survey in the Binghamton-Endicott-Johnson City area of New York
State dujL-jJig the summer of 1955 » x^pproximately 1000 nevf homeowners
were inoer'/iewed;, The study includes an atteiipt to obtain certain
longitudinal inforrmation including dissatisfactions with previous
house and loca.tion, description of hous3 purchased, features seardiod
for when looking for a new house, ann' " .Ttiu -;s /jhj ?h iv'owld. be desir-ed
i^
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in next house. An attempt is made also to refine certain techniques
developed earlier, under Housing Hesearch Center projects, to obtain
some empirical data on the family's psychological reaction to such
factors as noise, odor, disorder, overcrowding, and so on. (GHB)
15, ADMUSTMBNTS IN THE RURAL HOUSING INVENTORY IN SBLECTED REGION OF NEW
YORK STATE
Glenn H. Beyer
Field study vindertaken in suiraner of 1955 J auialysis underway
Cornell University Agricultursil Experiment Station and Housing Research
Center
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . The continuing trend toward farm mechanization
and larger farms probably has resulted in a surplus of farm houses.
The purpose of this study is to determine the disposition and utiliza-
tion of those houses, including nonfarm use.
Method of Study . A sample of approximately 800 open country houses
cind their occupant families in the Central Plains area of New York
State were selected for study. Data were collected on housing condi«-
tions, facilities and equipnent and of occupation of head of household,
last place of residence, years in house and commuting patterns (if
head of household has a nonfarm occupation). It is anticipated that i.%
will be possible, from these data, to throw some light on a future
economic and social use pattern of these houses. (GHb)
16, DETROIT METROPOLITAN AREA TRitNSPORTATION STUDY ,- i^'
Dr. J. Douglas Carroll, Jr., and the Staff of the Study
Research completed and published under title of "Report on the Detroit
Metropolitan Area Traffic Study" j Part I printed J\ily 1955^ Part
II, April 1956
The Detroit Metropolitan l^rea Traffic Study was sponsored by the
Michigan State Highway Department, the Wayne County Road Commis»:v \
sion, the City of Detroit, and the Bureau of Public Roads. For
copies of the report write to: J. Carl McMonagle, Director,
Planning and Traffic Division, Michigan State Highway Department,
Lansing, Michigan. >
Previous Digest report: Items 22, 23, 2U, Volume 1
Research Problem . To determine the distribution of person-trips
in the itetroit Metropolitan ;o:ea, the relationships between land use ^
and trip generation and distribution, and from these to prepare a plan
for expressway facilities. A major problem was to develop predictive
fonnulae for future trip generation, to assign traiffic to expressway
systems, and to develop a rational method for setting up construction
priorities.
Method of Study. Origin-destination survey, primarily conducted
by home interview. ^he reports contain good descriptions of the tech-
niques -used in analyzing the data.
Major Findings
. Significant relationships were discovered between
land use and trip generation, and between such variables as cars per
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dwelling unit, distance from city center, income and density, "^ee
especially Chapter V, Part I. (RLC)
17, COMPiiRISOM OF RESPONSES TO MIL QUESTIONNAIRES iiND PERSON/J, INTERVIEWS
IN CONSUMER SHOPPING ILiBIT SURVEYS
M. G. Parsons, Jr. and Robert Ferber
Concurrent mail and personal interview surveys being conducted in
several Illinois towns in connection with community development
programs
Bureau of Business Management and Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, College of Commerce and Business iadministration (under
grant from University Research Board and partially financed by
respective communities). University of Illinois
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . To determine differences in responses and rep-
resentativeness of samples between self-administered survey questions
and personal interviews, among retail consvimers in given urban areas
•
Method of Study. Mail questionnaires sent to large segments of
residences in given communities. Respondents fill out schedules and
return in franked envelopes to BBM for tabulation. Personal interview
team interviews a. pre-selected, representative sample of consumers in
same community. Results compared. Differences delineated.
Major Findings , Project not completed. (RGS)
18, VEHICULAR SPEED REGULATION
John E. Baerwald
Project just initiated, progress report expected January 1957
Conducted by the Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois
in cooperation with the Illinois Division of Highways and the
Bureau of Public Roads
No previous Digest report
Research Problem. This study is concerned with the investigation
of the problem of vehicular speed regulation in urban and rural areas
in the State of Illinois, The general objectives of the study are
a) to determine the factors involved in regulating vehicular speeds,
b) to evaluate these; factors and to establish warrants for the regu-
lation of speeds and c) to develop procedures for the application of
these warrants.
Method of Study , Now being developed. Will include preparation
of an annotated bibliography, field evaluations of existing conditions,
and field experimentation with warrants to be developed by the study,
(JEB)
19, LAND USES IN SMALL ILLINOIS COMMUNITIES
Research still in progress. Initial stages to be completed by June J
1956
Investigation conducted by the Department of City Planning and Land-
scape Architecture and the Bureau of Community Planning at the
University of Illinois
No previous Digest report
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Research Problem . This investigation is directed toward deter-
mining actual land uses in small Illinois communities. From this> an
attempt will be made to devise a meaningful land use classification
system for our small cities. An eventual result may be the production
of a simplified land use manual to be put into the hands of interested
communities to give them a.n \mderstanding of their land use problems
and to assist them in mailing their ovm land use survey.
Method of Study . A careful inventory of the land uses of ten se-
lected test comm'unities was made by graduate students from the Depart-
ment of City Planning at the University of Illinois. These uses were
compiled and will be analyzed to determine a suitable classification
system. This new system will be checked in the field in other communi-
ties for validity.
Major Findings . To date, investigation indicates that small com-
munities do have uses peculiar to the population range \-rith which the
project is dealing—1000 to 8000—and therefore that modification in
land use classification systems devised for larger cities should be
explored, (LBW)
20. PRB-BUILDING GROOTH PATTERNS OF CIIGhGO
Jerome D, Fellman
Research completed, submitted for publication in article form
Conducted with support from the University Research Board, University
of Illinois, and with the assistance of the Chicago Title and
Trust Company, Chicago, Illinois
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . This study traces the temporal and areal pat-
terns of preparation of non-urban land for urban hse in Chicago.
Attention is directed primarily to initial subdivision and sale of lots
to individuals and secondarily to resubdivision. Five questions are
the basis for the study; 1) to what extent was pre-bullding( i.e.,
before occupance of land by actual urban structures) growth of Chicago
uniform in rate and direction from the original toxm to present corpo-
rate limits; 2.J to what extent were the growth patterns related to
location of inter- and intracity transportation lines, municipal parks,
•and outlying settlement nuclei; 3) to vrtiat extent were there prolonged
delays between the respective stages of land preparation and what areal
patterns, if any, did those "time-lags" present; U) to what extent did
"booms" in subdivision or sale contribute to the developing growth
patterns; and, 5) to what extent do the pre-building groirth patterns of
Chicago correspond to current theories of physical expansion of cities?
Method ol Study . Basic data vera secured from the records of the
Chicago Title and Trust Company and were computed from land records for
the northwest one-quarter of each quarter section of the city; the
figures for the date of each stage of land development .calculated for
each sample area were extended to include the quarter-section in which
the sample area lay. These data were the basis of three primary maps:
initial subdivision, resubdivision, and individual lot aale: showing
the gross pattern of pre-building development of Chicago. These data
were further used in preparing 16 other maps showing the extent of
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12.
temporsuL correlation (and thus presumed attractive power) between
several forms of transportation lines, municipal parks and major set-
tlement areas and the occurrence of initial subdivision and individual
lot sale proximate to the investigated attractors.
Major Findings , The pre-building growth patterns of Chicago were
found to be irregular temporally and areally, with the degree of irre*
gularity increasing from earlier to later stages of land development*
Intercity transportation lines were effective as localizers of initial
subdivision; local transit lines were closely correlated with patterns
of individual lot sale; no regular pattern of "time-lag" exists. Since
"booms" in subdivision and sale disrupted gradual expansion, no clos§
correlation with idealized physical growth patterns is found, (JDF)
21. STUDY ON PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS FOR RESOURCE PROBLEMS WITH
PARTICULiiR EMPHiiSIS ON REGION.J^ RESOURCE PROBLEMS
Walter Isard
A Fivo-Year Study sponsored by Resources for the Future, Inc.
Previous Digest report: Item No. 21, Volume 2
Research Problem . To study systematically and comprehensively
existing and emerging, concepts, methods, tools, techniques of analysis,
and theories in the several social sciences, particularly economics, in
order to develop more productive approaches and methods in acquiring
insights in the solution of pressing resource problems. The problems
around vrtiich the proposed research are to center are those associ?.ted
with the larger-type geographic regions. The approaches end methods
to be developed, however, should be directly applicable to the analysis
of problems of urban-mctropolitnn regions as well.
Method of Study . The following techniques, theories, methods and
approaches are to be carefully studied to identify their stronger elem-
ents and the potential usefvilness of these cleraents for resource
problem studies* a) Gross Regional Product (GRP) projection techniques;
b) Regional and interregional input-output (interindustry) analysis.
Requirements approach; c) Linear programming (activity analysis), op-
erations research techniques, game theory; d) Spatial interaction and
gravity models; e) Industrial Complex analysis.
As the stronger elements of each technique, theory, method or
approach are identified, ways in which they may be fused and interwoven
into an eclectic but suprior approach are to be explored, (WI)
22. COSTS AND REVENUES RESULTING FROM COMMUNITY GROWTH
Walter Isard and Robert E. Coughlin \/
Research report to be published in April or May of 1956 by the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston
Research Problem . This study reports the additional municipal
costs and revenues resulting from certain types of urban growth.
Method of Study , A theoreticil model is constructed in which are
identified the major factors which determine the physical requirements
for roads, schools, and sanitation facilities in hypothetical areas in
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which new growth occurs. Materials describing the cost functions and
revenue potentials which communities face are presented as guideposts
which are applicable to snail emd medium-sized communities in general.
For roads, schools, and sanitary sewerage facilities, capital out-
lays data are developed with emphasis on variation in level of service
and economies of scale i I' or various hypothetical communities annual
cost of capital outlays is then derived on the basis of both typical
financing arrangements and real cost. In addition, annual maintenance
and operating costs ty type are estimated.
For all other services
—
police and fire protection, public welfare,
health, general control, recreation, etc,—capital and operating costs
are lumped together.
The local government is treated as a firm which must balance costs
against revenues. Potential revenues are estimated by use of a general
revenue rate based primarily on property tax rate of U»S, cities of
25,000-50,000 population. These tax rates are adjusted, however, to
reflect 100 per cent valuation of property and to cover all sources of
income. Valuation of dwellings, commercial facilities, and industrial
structures are based respectively upon personal income of residents,
expected consumer expenditures, and typical industrial investment
structures. Hypothetical revenue rates required to meet costs in
various types of hypothetical commionities are also calculated.
Most attention is given to communities which are vfcolly new,
although procedures for applying the cost and revenue estimation methods
to existing commvmities undergoing change are sketched.
Major Findings . Major findings relate to the cost function which
communities face in providing various municipal facilities and services
and to the revenue rates which communities must charge in order to main-
tain financial balance while providing various levels of municipal
service. Major attention is given to the effect of industrial develop-
ment upon revenue rates, (WI and RBC)
23. JOURNEY TO WORIi IN THE NEW JERSEY-I\TSW YORK-CONfffiCTICUT METROPOLITAN
REGION yj^
Henry Cohen, Max E. Anderson, Henry Fagin
Field work to be completed in April 1956j report to be published by
august, 1956.
Being conducted by the New York Regional Plan Association for the Metro-
politan Transit Survey
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . 'k'Jhat are the present patterns and recent trends
in the daily travel between home and work throughout the 22-county
metropolitan region? How many such trips occur wittlin single counties,
and how many involve each pair of counties? What differences in work
trip patterns correspond to differences in employee work classificatiarv
industry grcup, size, age and location of plant, and other related
factors? What opinions do various segments of employees hold as to the
mass transit facilities they require?
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' Method of Study . Questionnaires, each requiring 10 minutes to
fill out, are being mailed to a sample of establishments of all kinds
throtighout the metropolitan region (UOOO plants) to be distributed
among a sample of the employees in each plant (33,000 total), collectBd
and mailed back by a plant oflicial. The returns will be machine-
processed and then interpretea into findings of significance to the
Transit Survey. (HF)
2lii ZONING ADVxiNCES IN THE NEW JERSEY-NEW YORK-CONNECTICUT IffiTROFOLITAN
REGION
Henry Fagin, Cynthia Philip, C. McKim Norton
,y
Research completed. RPh Bulletin to be published in April 1956.
Regular New York Regional Plan association project
No previous Digest report
Research Problem. What unconventional zoning methods are being
experimented with in the New York metropolitan region and at what new
planning objectives are they aimed?
Hypothesis , "'iith growing experience in zoning, municipalities are
moving steadily in the direction of greater detail and precision in
development regulation. It is possible that the cvirrent measures no
longer remain within the established legal framework of zoning.
Metliod of Stud;' . A file was initiated as the basis for a perma-
nent and continuous analysis and record of new zoning ideas within the
metropolitan region. Zoning ordinances from among the 550 local
municipalities were read and clipped. Planning consultants and
planning directors in the region were questioned ?s to their recent
examples of advanced zoning ideas.
Major Findings . Many zoning devices recently initia.ted are
proving useful and working effectively vdthin the established legal
framework of zoning already settled in the law. Other devices appear
desirable and feasible but in violation of fundamental zoning tenets
which therefore warrant reexamination in certain respects. Still
other devices, -hriiich are becoming widespread, not only violate tradi-
tional legal concepts of zoning but seem to constitute bad planning
as well. (HF)
25. ECONOMIC BhSE THEORY .^ND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
nalph W. Pfouts and Wancy H. Dahl >t^ ^o \jd^
Research to be carried on over next two-year period ' 4*" V^
Project oi Urban Studies Committee, Institute for Research in Social
Science, University of North Carolina
Pre\T.ous Digest reports: See description of Committee program. Item
No. 15, Vol-ume 2, and item No. 3U, Volume 1.
Research Problem . The objectives of this research fall under
three headin(_,s« 1) a comprehensive statement of base theory, 2) an
examination and weighing oi base theory as an economic theory, and
3) a series cl empirical tests of base theory. The ultimate purpose
of this research is to establish i^ether this particular system of
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analysis offers a \diolly satisfactory means for explaining iirban
development. In fulfillment of the first objective, a concise restate-
ment of the concept will be made from available writings on base
theory, particiJilarly as it seeics to explain its urban growth and
development thesis. The second objective will involve the development
of the logical implications of base theory so that these implications
can be compared with general economic theory to determine whether base
theory implies anything contrary to known facts or accepted beliefs
in economics* The third objective, empirical testing of the base
theory, will be largely a matter of devising and applying statistical
tests of the thesis that expansion in basic industry and urban devel-
opment go hand in hand.
Previous Relevant Research . Work of Homer Hoyt, Richard B.
Andrews, John W. -alexander, and others. (FSC)
26. SUBURBAN GROVJTH AND THE EXTENSION OF ^'[UNICIPAL SERVICES V <^. ^^
George H. Esser, Jr,, David L. McCallum, and .fi-uth L. Mace 1^^
Expected completion, 1956
Project of the Institute of Government, University of North Carolina ItJl**^
No previous Digest report ^
Research Problem . An investigation of alternative solutions to
the problems involved in the extension of municipal services to
urbanized and urbanizing areas beyond the corporate limits of middle-
sized cities and small commvinities characteristic of the State of
North Carolina. Research was originally undertaken at the request of
the City of Greensboro (population approximately 100,000) which wanted
answers to questions such as where and how much to annex. The Insti-
tute Study, however, is considerably broader in scope, including a
comprehensive analysis of the Greensboro metropolitan area. Findings
in the Greensboro area will later be supplemented by studies in a
number of other cities in the state ranging in population from 10,000
to 90,000. Attention is being focused on these questions:
1. Level or quality of services i i>.re city-type services of a
uniform quality needed throughout the metropolitan area? What quality
or level or service is needed in different parts of the study area,
taking into account all relevant factors?
2. What is the cost of providing services as needed throughout
the area?
3. What is the relationship between cost incidence in the study '
area and the tax structure of the city and county? What effect does
difference in level of service required have on the cost-revenue
patterns?
h» What adaptations in governmental structure for the metropoli-
tan area can be devised to permit extension of services where needed,
at the level needed, without a strain on the tax structiire and without
destroying the basis for securing metropolitan-wide performance of
functions important to the whole metropolitan area?
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Method of Study . Two detailed specialized studies have been
undertaken as part of this general research. These are being submitted
as Master's theses (1956) to the Department of City and Regional Plan-
ning of this University. The first, "ii. Cass Study of the Cost of
Governmental Activities in Single Family Residential Areas of Different
Densities", is the vrork of David L. McCallum, This "contains the
development of a methodology for analyzing costs of governmental acti-
vities in residential areas and a case study application of the
methodology in determining the variations in costs brought about by
variations in design, density and degree of development of single-
family residential areas in the Greensboro metropolitan area".
The second study is the work of ^uth L. Mace. This is a survey
and critical examination of studies relating costs of providing
miinicipal services to specific areas or categories of land use to
revenues to be derived from these areas or land use categories, Researdi
was designed to discover what studies have been made, and by whomj
what methods were employed in the development of these studies j what
conclusions and recommendations were arrived atj and what applications
have been made of these research findings. In essence, the so-called
"cost-revenue" study is examined, as a type of planning study, to
determine its utility as a tool for the land use planner or for other
purposes.
Major Findings . ...t this time, several findings may be cited,
Application of McCallum' s cost study to the tax structure in
Greensboro disclosed the following results:
1. An analysis of service policies in the city reveals that
costs of providing municipal services to residential areas of varying
densities differ significantly from the equivalent cost of servicing
commercial and industrial areas.
2. Under the existing tax structure in Greensboro, and under
existing benefit assessment policies in the city, new subdivisions,
composed of homes costing Hi)7,000 or more and developed to at least
10% of capacity, will return revenue over a 20-year period at least
equaling and in most cases exceeding the annual operating and amortized
capital costs of providing services to such subdivisions.
Different results can be expected in other cities due to the
differences in local tax structure, benefit assessment policies, levela
of service provided, and subdivision policies in effect. (CHiE)
27. METRO POLITiiN GROWTH AND THE CONVERSION OF LAND TO NONAGRICULTURAL USES
,
Donald J. Bogue ^
Just completed. Published as a monograph by Scripps Foundation, Miami
University, Oxfora, Ohio
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . For many years, students of both urban and
rural land use have spe ciliated about the rate at which large cities

17r
were absorbing land in their peripheries as they grew^ The present
research arrives at estimates of the number of acres of land conver-
ted per 1000 population increase under present conditions,* (DJB)
28. THE CUKREOT POPULATION OF COUNTIES, CITIES, uND SUBAftEAS WITHIN CITIES
IN ILLINOIS, BY hGE Alffi SEX
Beverly i>uncan and Donald J» Bogue, Population Researcb and Training
Center, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
To be completed hay IS, 1956
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . Now that the 1950 census is five years out of
date> there is a growing demand for estimates of current population of
local areas.. *•• new procedure fot* arriving at such estimates has been
devised,. It yields not only an estimate of tho total population, but
also provides estimates by age and by age»-colpr and seX for larger
populations. Using this procedure, annual estimates for each year
since 19$0 to the present are being prepared for; a) Each coimty in
Illinois, b) Each city of 10,000 or more inhabitants in Illinois, and
c) Each of 75 community areas (grouping of similar census tracts)
within the City of Chicago. »%ere there are largo Negro populations,
the estimates will be by age and color, and in the largest units will
be by agorcolor-sex. (DJB)
29. IDCAL ORGi^NIZuiTION R)R URBAN RENEWAL ^
George Duggar and others
Research conducted at the Bureau of Public Administration, University
of Vi/isconsin, -under a grant from the Housing and Home Finance
Agency to cover two-thirds of the cost. Grant approved, terms of
"contract for grant" under negotiation as of March 30, 1956,
Research to continue for 16 months following agreement on terms.
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . The purposes of the research are twofold:
1) to contribute to the scholarly study of public administration;
2) to make a direct contribution to the working knowledge of persons
actively engaged in urban renewal and to stimulate them to organize
more effectively for it,
1) A question now quite unsettled in public administration is the
role of the administrator in policy'' determination. If administrators
at all levels play some part in policy-making, how does his position
in an organization define the policy role of an administrator, and
what are the variables in organization which affect it? The present
research is intended to cast light on this question by showing the
policy-making and organization and morale-building activities of urban
renewal officials, and by noting differences in such activities in
different situations,
2) The study will report how selected localities have organized
for urban renewal and how the organizations have evolved when set up in
different ways. This should serve to broaden appreciation of the
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alternatives and stimulate innovation where problems are met locally
tinder existing arrangements.
Hypothesis . 1) It is now widely recognized that at each level
of administration there is a broad range of functions. Like the
entrepreneur, the administrator himself performs roles in production,
utilizes the products of others, axid creates new units or enterprises.
2) The administrator participates in making policy. The potentiali-
ties of a situation, while limited during a limited period of time,
are not wholly determined. They may be achieved only to the extont
that administrators perceive and act on them. 3) The "organization"
(or habitual relations of the renewal unit to the rest of local
government and to the power structure of the community) will affect
the efforts of renewal administrators.
Method of Study . An organization can be -understood by starting
with a recognized unit, describing its oivn internal administration,
the way others determine and utilize it, and then proceeding to
examine the way it determines and uses other units. It is planned to
follow this approach in making the analysis of each selected renewal
program. The approach permits description of "disfunctional" (hinder-
ing) activities as well as ones positively functional for renewal.
The approach therefore provides for description of conflict as well as
cooperation. (GD)
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7.DIT0RIAL NOTES
Digest Aims (reprinted from Volume 2-No, 1, April 19^$). If it is possible
to identify the content emphasis of the RFSEARCH DIGEST, its fotinders in all
likelihood would agree that its primary focus is upon urban-oriented research,
from whatever discipline or field which advances xmderstanding of the growth
and development of urban areas and the theory and practice of iirban planning.
The Digest is intended to be a researfcher's medium of exchange, and communication
in viiich current research — pending, in progress, or recently completed — is
sumnaurized. tt reports primarily on the voirk. of faculty researchers of research
staffs either university or agency, although it carries a few Abstracts of stu-
dent dissertations and theses where the work is directly related to on-going
staff reseairch activities of the institution ox is considered by the reporting
institution to have significant reference value to others engaged in research.
The Editorial Board. At the meeting of RESEARCH DIGEST contributors in
Providence last May, it was agreed that there shovtld be a continuing Board of
Editors responsible for policy on content, subscription fees, location of pub-
lication headquarters, and the appointment of the editor*
The editorial board selected was as follows: Stuart Chapin and Donald
Foley for one year; Martin Myerson and Harvey Perloff for two yearsj and
Gersild Breese and Paul Reid for three years * • . Terras to begin July 1, 1956
and all new appointments to be for three-year terms. The Board members, within
the following limitations, would designate new members to replace those who
retire each year ~
(a) No more than one member from any university or state.
(b) A board member could not serve two terms in succession — nor could
two members of the same department or agency staff hold terms in
direct succession.
(c) At least four of the six members are to chosen fran departments of
city or regional planning or from xirban research units at United
States Universities.
The Board comprises the six members designated by the meeting at Providence
and the Editor, Louis B. Wetmore, selected by the Board which also determined
that publication headquarters will continue at the University of Illinois.
Credit Lines . Contributions to the Digest will be strengthened in the
future by participation of the members of the Urban Research Committee of the
Highway Research Board. Additional sources will also be identified througji
the STirvey of planning research activities being made by Harvey Perloff at
Resources for the Future, Inc.
Contributions to this issue irtiich appear in the table of contents are
gratefiilly acknowledged herewith. It should be noted that correspondents for
Columbia University, Princeton University and the Philadelphia City Plan Com-
mission were heard from, although no new projects are being added at this time.
Major responsibility for this issue has been shared by Professor William Goodman
and Mrs. Elaine Russell, Secretary of the Department of City Planning and
Landscape Architecture.
Louis B. Wetmore
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3a. ALTERNATIVE METROPOLITAN SPATIAL STRUCTURES
Catherine Bauer, George Duggar, Donald L. Foley, Harvey Leibenstein,
and Melvin M. Webber
Research to be completed by sximmer, 19$7»
Conducted at the University of California under a grant from Resources
for the Futiire, Inc.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem , Selectively to explore the spatial organization
of metropolitan communities. The object is to develop one or more
conceptual schemes that will facilitate description and analysis of
actual and possible spatial structures. The study focuses on both
foim and function, and their interplay. Selected dimensions of metro-
politan spatial structure are being examined. Particular emphasis is
placed on institutional, techjiological and physical factors that affect
and are in turn affected by the spatial arrangements of activities.
Alternative spatial structures are studied in order to appraise their
relative merits as bases for public policy. (MMW)
31. ECONOmC DEVELOPMENT AND URBAN UVING CONDITIONS
Catherine Bauer
Working paper circulated in draft form at the Urbanization Conference
in Bangkok last summer. Now being revised for publication by the
U. N.
Sponsored by the Housing, Building and Planning Branch of the United
Nations.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . How to promote general improvement in urban
living conditions in developing countries with limited resources.
Previous Relevant Research . The whole field of urbanization in
developing countries has been more or less neglected until quite recent-
ly. Interest has been growing, however, and the Bangkok conference
produced some significant material.
Hypotheses. That the physical pattern of land use, economic
development, population distribution and urbanization is itself a key
factor in future urban welfare, and that this pattern is largely
shaped by public decisions in any case.
Method of Study . An attempt to assemble and to collate a great
deal of variegated material directly or indirectly pertinent to the
question of urban living conditions.
Major Findings . Tentative conclusion is that regional land-use
planning coordinated with location policies for public works and
industry is probably a prime necessity, (CB)
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32. A METHOD OF FORECASTING IMTRO-METROFOLITAN CO>MUTER TRAVEL ^'
Helvin M. Webber
To be published as joTimal article.
Based upon studies completed by Parsons, Brinckerhoff , Hall and
Macdonald for the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit Commission.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . To formulate a method of forecasting home-to-
work tripT for use in designing locations and capacities of intra-
metropolitin t'c^nsportation facilities.
Majo? Hypotheses. Commuter travel volumes and spatial travel
patterns ai'e f-inotions of the spatial distribution of jobs, the spatial
distribution of employed residents, and the time- distances between
places of work and residences.
Given a long-range, general plan for the spatial structure of a
metropolitan area, forecasts of numbers of jobs and forecasts of
numbers of employed residents can be derived (each by location, by
occupation and/or by industry) . Vjhen paired and tested against travel
times on alternate possible transportation systems, forecasts of
commuter travel volumes and spatial patterns of commuter trips can
be derived. These can readily be converted to peak-ho\ir volumes
and patterns and use in designing those facilities that carry their
peak loads during weekdays. (MM)
33* USE-DISTANCE STA1©ARDS FOR SELECTED RECREATION FACILITIES IN EAST
OAKLAM)
Edward H. Handschin (under direction of Donald L. Foley)
I'laster's thesis, June 19UU.
Research Problem. To report the differentials in distance traveled,
travel tirie, r.icde of travel, and frequency of use for four indoor
recreation centers in Oakland, California. The main factors by vftiich
the above variables are cross-tabvilated were age and sex of the user,
and type of activity- As a restilt of this empirical study certain
standards for locating such centers within a city are suggested. (DLF)
3U. GROWTH OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA URBAN CORE
^
Marybeth Br.marian
Research Repor-: 8, Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business
and Economic Research, University of California. Published
November, ±956. Price sJ>l«75 per copy.
Previous Digest report: Item Ho. 31, Volume 1.
Research Problem. A number of studies in the field of urban land
economics undertaken or in process by the Real Estate Research Program
have used the San Francisco Bay Area as a "laboratory." In order to
provide a physicsil background for these studies the present study was
designed to survey land use trends in the area, to explore some of the
factors bringing about urban growth and structure, and to consider
trends appearing to shape future development.
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Method of Study , The central core of the metropolitan area,
San Francisco and cities of the urban East Ba^'j was mapped for three
periods of time and copcidered within the framework . of populatjoxi
raoveneut and the distribution of economic activity of the entire
metrcpolitan area, j
Ma.jor_Findinp;s- Against a background of economic activity,
phy'B2o<y-vjY'y^ aid transportation, many factors have influenced the
govcrnuent and private decisipns which control the magnitude and
nature of the growth patterns in the area.
Evidence uncovered indicates a changing pattern for population,
incomes, and various segnents of econor.ic activity in the area in
rec-3:it years viith the greater increase in land use and urban functions
occurring in the suburbs rsther than in the center of the area. At
tile same tJvne it was found that the urban core continues to hold a
strong position of metropolitan dominance. Although land use movements
within separate political jurisdictions were traced, it was found
that individual categories of land use are increasingly interrelated
to the same uses in other parts of the metropolitan area. For example,
residential use within the city of San Francisco must be considered
in relation to the tremendous postway subdivision activity in areas
outside the urbsm core as a shortage of space becomes marked in the
center and as the Journey-to-work is lengthened.
Present theories of growth leave much to be desired and are
incomplete as a basis for prediction of future land use trends,
and insufficient empirical data which tends to strengthen major
general hypotheses of urban growth and lays a foundation for further
investigation. (MB)
35. AN ANALYSIS OF THE FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY OF REHABILITATION IN AN ,
URBAN REllEVJAL AREA '.JITHIN THE FRAi^IEVraRK OF AVAILABLE OR POTENTIAL ^
MORTGAGE FINAl^CING AID
Albert H. Schaa?
Project in initial stages with completion expected May, 1958.
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
University of California, in cooperation with the U.S. Housing and
Heme Finance Agency.-
No previous Digest report
Research Problem. The study will attempt to establish certsdn
guidoposts desig.'ted to indicate the economic feasibility of rehabili-
tating substandai-d residential properties in declining areas. It
will consider the conditions, if any, under lAiich private owners and
investors vjould engage in such rehabilitation and the degree to which
the welfare of the urban area would be enhanced as a result.
Method of Study. This has not been fully developed as yet. Among
the iteras to be determined are the current condition of structures,
a minim\:im level of desirable conditions, costs necessary to rehabilitate
to this level, the increment in values which will result from rehabili^
tation, and the possible entreprene\irship and financing idiich are
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available. These aspects will be examined in several specific areas
in the city of Oakland, California, and generalizations developed
from analysis of the resxilts.
36. FREE PORTS AND FOREIGN TRADE ZONES OF THE UNITED STATES AND NORTHERN
EUROPE
Richard S. Thoman
Published as: Thoman, Ridiard S., Free Ports and Foreign Trade Zones ,
Combridge, Maryland! Cornell Maritime Press, 1956, 203 pp. ^7.00.
Research conducted by Department of Geography, University of Chicago
under a grant by the Geography Division, Office of Naval Research.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . Lack of a definite trend toward success or
failure of ovo: foreign-trade zone movement has prompted a series of
questions, resulting in this study of the free port in present-day
world commerce. Specifically, is such indefiniteness of trend limited
to o\ir own foreign-trade zones, or is it now characteristic of other
free ports, particularly in the European nations from ^Aiich it was
borrowed? If so, >4iat might be the causes? If not, vhaA mi^t be
the differences? What are prospects for the immediate fut\ire of the
U. S. zones, in view of European free port records?
Method of Study. All free ports in the United States, Gennany,
Denmark, and Sweden, and Rotterdam, Holland, were examined, and
statistical sources as well as informed persons consulted to determine:
(1) trends in significance of the free port as a component of (a) its
associated total port and (b) its host country; and (2) the applicability
of these trends to the foreign-trade zone system of the United States.
A third objective was the learning of alternatives as substitutes for
the free port device.
Major Findings. "Free ports and foreign-trade zones of highly
industrialized tariff-enclosed nations must demonstrate that they can
compete with bonded warehouses or other alternative systems if they
are to persevere. . . The outlook for the foreign-trade zones of the
U. S. does not appear to be too bri^t at this time. . .The results
of the research have indicated that the United States should not con-
sider establishment of any additional foreign-trade zones until the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway has become a reality and its traffic
has stabilized. At that time, studies should be conducted concerning
the over-all efficiency of the foreign-trade zone, as compared with
our bonded warehouse systan. . .Such studies should be based on the
assumption that the greater part of foreign merchandise stored in
either the foreign-trade zone or the bonded warehouse would be eventually
imported into this country, and that only a small percentage of such
merchandise - probably not more than 1^% - would be re-exported. If
the results of these studies favor continuation of the foreign-trade
zone, such a zone should be planned on a scale svifficiently large
that it has a valid chance for success. If the results are negative,
steps should be taken towards repeal of otir foreign-trade zones
legislation." (HUM)
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37. GEOGRAHIY OF Al^-ERICAN CITIES: AN URBAN GEOGRAPHICAL TREATISE
Harold M. Mayer
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago
No previous Digest report.
5.
Research Problem. There is at present no systematic treatise on
the field of urban geography in English, That field has been rapidly
expanding in recent years both as an academic field and as an applied
science which has demonstrated its practical value. It nevertheless
has lagged behind its sister fields such as urban sociology and urban
land economics in that it lacks treatment systematically of its scope,
techniques, and applications.
Method of Study . The contemplated treatise would be a more system-
atic treatment, :'ji enlarged form of the material presented in the urban
geography chapter of American Geography, Inventory and Prospect
(SjTacuse University Press, 195U) and in Chapter 3 of Needed Urban
and Metropolitan Research (Scripps Foundation, 1953)^ together vdth
greater emphasis upon the present knowledge of the methods for study
of cities in specifically the North American cultural complex. The
principal objectives are to contribute toward the advancement of the
field of Urban Geography in the United States and Canada by indicating
the present state of knowledge of urban geography smd in pointing out
gaps which could stimulate specific research projects. (HMI4)
J
38. FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION OF THE ADELAIDE REGION, AUSTRALIA
E. M. Bjorklund
Published as: Bjorkliind, E. M., Focus on Adelaide; The Functional
Organization of the Adelaide Region, Australia . University of
Chicago Department of Geography Research Paper No. Ul December,
1955. 133 PP + maps. ^3.00.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . To analyse the areal functional organization of
human occupance focused on Adelaide, South Australia. The study areais
defined as the area comprising those places which have a common focus
for certain goods and services in Adelaide, the nodal core of one of
six regions in Australia. Each core has its ovm distinctive pattern
of interconnections, ivhich generally do not overlap with those focused
upon another nodal core.
Method of Stud;?-. Two years of field work in the "out back" areas
of southern and central Australia, including tabulation of every
commercial or other nodal establishment in every settlement with
1,000,000 square miles, including analysis of the interconnections
among the establishments and settlements.
Major Findings . "Current and future problems arising out of
individual and group associations will continue to alter the fxinctional.
organization of the Adelaide region. Changes in functional organ-
ization will \indoubtedly occur in new development area. . .New tech-
nologies will continue to make it possible to take on new or modified
activities which will bring about other changes in the functional
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organization of the region. Improvements and extensions of transport
and other forms of connections will profoundly affect the organization
of occi;5>ance patterns particularly in the northern part of the Adelaide
region. The addition and amalgamation of new population elements will
modify patterns in some areas." (HMM)
39, MAITOFACTURING STRUCTURE AND PATTHIK OF WAUIffiGAN-NORTH CHICAGO
G. Munir Ahmed
To be published as: Ahmed, G. Munir, Manufacturing Structure and Pattern .
of Waukegan-Morth Chicago . University of Chicago Department of
Geography Research Paper No. , 1956, 117 pp. + maps. $3.00.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . To study Waukegan-North Chicago, Illinois, with
particular regard to (1) locational attributes, (2) factors affecting
industrial location and development, (3) major aspects of the existing
industrial structure and the importance of industrialization in the
economic base of the communities, (U) the demographic stincture of the
communities and the main characteristics of the labor force, (5) the
pattern of the area's transportation system, (6) the regional and nat-
ional relationships of the industries, and (7) the implications of the
foregoing in terms of the communities' plans for industrial develop-
ment.
Hethod of Study, Field work, including mapping of land uses,
interviews with industrial executives, public officials and others,
and letter questionnaires to the local industrial establishments.
Major Findings . "V/aukegan-North Chicago is an already established
industrial area. It combines the advantages of a good IocslL setting and
a significant regional orientation. The location of an organized
industrial district proximate to Waukegan-North Chicago will further
qualify it as an area highly desirable for industrial location and at
the same time it will considerably add to the ind\istrial potentialities
of both Waukegan and North Chicago".
UO. DELIMITATION OF RICH QUALITY RESIDENTIAL LAND USE IN TORCESTER, MASS. l O.
Telesforo W. Luna (imder direction of Raymond E. Murphy) ^ ^^^*
Doctor's dissertation, Graduate School of Geography, Clark University
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . Development of methods for delimiting high-quality
housing from available statistics and from field work.
Method of Study. Using block housing data an attempt will be made
to set up limits of high-quality housing, possibly by use of standard
deviation technique. Results of delimitation by this method will be
checked in the field to see idiat observable factors may be used to refine
the results from block housing data. An attempt vri.ll be made, too, to
use city valuation data as a further check.
Major Findings . Project has just been beguii. (REI4)
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la. EVOLUTION OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OF WORCESTER, MASS.
Grady 0. Tucker, Jr. (iinder direction of Raymond E. ItoTjhy)
Doctor's dissertation. Graduate School of Geography, Clark University.
Research completed; microfilmed by June, 1957.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . The study is an attempt to develop techniques for
tracing the evolution of the spatial arrangements of various types of
land use, particularly retail trade, around the most central location
jm the city.
Previous Relevant Research . Richard U. Ratcliff's study of the
Madison, Wisconsin, Central Business Area; Raymond £. Murphy and J, Ed
Vance's "Delimiting the CBD".
Method of Study . To trace the beginning and development of the
business center. From i860 to 1953, the locations of various types
of functions are traced through construction of successive land use
maps based on city directories and other sources. Trends in street
frontage occupied by Veirious types of business and non-business uses
are measured from i860 to 1953. The more detailed portion of the
study is restricted to the area delimited by Hxirphy and Vance as
constituting the present-day CBD. Trends in average distance of
selected functions from a chosen central point are also measured over
this period.
Major Findings . Central point was chosen by early planners; devel-
oped on the basis of social functions; center of business activity has
moved very little; subtle changes in fvinctions of business units tend
to evade classification (system adapted from Standard Industrial
Classificatiori); business units appear to adapt themselves rather than
change location. {RSM)
U2. DEVELOPMENT OF STA1©ARDS FOR SITE ANALYSIS ^ ^>
,
Raymond E. I-Iurphy g<^ ^^
One phase of the study reported on briefly in article tn American City,
October, 1956. As research progr^ses the results vd.ll be published
in more detail in magazine article*.
Project is private research but is an outgroirth of an earlier study of
the Springfield, Massachusetts, area carried on under contract with
Future Springfield, Inc.
Previous Digest report: Item No, 7, Volxime 3, Nc'» 1, entitled
"Development of Standards for Delimiting Potential Industrial Sites".
Research Problem. The project was described in earlier report as
an attempt to set up the best possible standards for delimiting potential
industrial sites. For details refer to this earlier report. The same
questions are being investigated f\irther, particularly through application
to new situations. At the same time the inquiry has been broadened to
include standards for selecting the best sites for business development
and standards for selecting areas for subdivision development. The
research does not involve exact planning and design. Instead, it meets
the more general problem of planning the fut\are of the "empty lands"
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in an area> empty lands being defined as those that now lack urban-type
uses but are sufficiently well drained, not too steeply sloping, etc.,
to be of value for such uses. In broad terms it amounts to analysis
of the space resource of conraunities.
Previous Relevant Research . See previous digest report referred
to above.
Method of Study. An attempt through interviews and field work to
set up the most effective limits and to refine these limits. (REM)
U3. STUDY OF THE EXPAMSION TRENDS IN THE AUTOiCBILE INDUSTRY
Bettyann Cronander /
Research completed, monograph form (mimeographed) /
Research conducted under the supervision of ?a.vl M. Reid, Executive
Director, Detroit Metropolitan Area Regional Planning Commission,
Detroit, Michigan.
No previous Digest report.
Resesirch Problem . To determine the future significance of the
automobile industry to the economy of the Detroit Region.
Method of Study . This study is primarily an analysis of the
structure of the automobile industry with reference to (l) its economic
orientation to industrial suppliers, raw materials, transportation,
regional popTilation centers as market focal points and plant requirements
and (2) the history of plant location. The objective was to determine
any existing trends in plant location and employment. Ford Motor Company,
Chrysler Corporation and General Motors Corporation were used almost
exclusively as the basis of analyzation because of their significance in
passenger car production and relatively ea^y access for personal contact.
Data are gathered from U. S. Census publications. Federal reports,
periodicals, and textbooks, supplemented by personal interviev;s with
various representatives of the automotive corporations mentioned above.
The study is divided into chronological periods of development: 1910-
1929, 1929-1939, World War II and 19ii7-1956.
Major Findings . The post World War II period of expansion is most
significant in determining future trends of automotive development in
the Detroit Region. There have been two major patterns of new plant
location since 19U7. The assembly plants vrtiich are market oriented
have been constructed in or near cities vdiich either have had large
popiilation increases or are in a position to be a central distribution
point for a larger regional market area. Heavier manufacturing operations
\diich are more oriented to subsidiary supply industries have remained
concentrated within the northeastern manufacturing belt. Most of the
new manufacturing plants have been built in Michigan, Ohio and Indiana.
Nationwide in.creases in productive capacity and employment in the auto-
motive industry have led to the relative decline of productive capacity
and employment within the Detroit Region. Many of the new plants in
the Detroit Region have been replacements for obsolete facilities vriiile
the newly constructed plants in Ohio and Indiana as well as other states
within the manufacturing belt, represent new productive capacity and
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employment. Since 1929, the automotive industry has been declining
in relative importance in the Detroit Region's scchomic base. On
the basis of this study, it is expected that the Kegion's economic
base vdll become more diversified in the coming decades.
Uli. THE ROLE OF THE FLAMING DIRECTOR IN A COUNCIL-I^IAGER FORM OF CITY ^
GOVERIvT-IEOT: An Analysis Based on Case Studies of "Plan E" in Massachusetts
Peter H. Nash (\;inder the direction of Arthur A. Haass and Reginald R.
Isaacs)
Harvard University; Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Committee on
the Ph.D. in City and Regional Planning
Research Problem . An analysis of the office of the Planning Director
in a Council-Manager form of municipal government based on detailed
standards and criteria. An Evaluation of the duties and an examination
of the planner's relationship to the city manager, the various municipal
departments, and the planning board. An account of the evolution of
planning - management relationships in mxinicipal government, in relation
to history, scope, method, influences, and parallel growth.
Method of Study. Research involves the "case method" of approach.
The seven "Plan E" cities in i'lassachusetts are used as cases: Cambridge,
Quincy, Medford, i/orcester, Lowell, Revere, and Gloucester. The cases
are evaluated on the basis of general working biases and specific
criteria, involving both formal and informal standards. The major
philosophical and methodological problems are spelled out and analyzed.
Procedural changes are recommended and criteria for sound relationships
are itemized.
H^
U5. THE GROItITH OF SUBURBM3 AREAS l/ITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE LOCATION
AND FORM OF SHOPPING CENTERS
Josephine P. Reynolds (under the direction of Reginald R. Isaacs)
Candidate of Doctor of Philosophy in City and Regional Planning,
Radcliffe College
Scope of the Study . The subject is to be a study of metropolitan
areas in America with a view to forecasting trends of development in
the suburban areas of England. The areas proposed to be surveyed in
outline will include Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Toronto, Washington and
New York. The study of the shopping centers in these areas is to
include regional and suburban centers.
U6. THE PERCEPTUAL FORi^I OF THE CITY ^^ f^Gyorgy Kepes and Kevin Lynch >vy
Research in final year of a three-year period. Report expected in
summer of 1957.
Conducted under the Urban and Regional Studies Section, Department
of City Planning, M.I.T.
Previous Digest report: Item No. l8, Vol\ime 2
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Research Problem . Study is concerned with the impact of the urban
perceptual environinent on the citizen. Work is now centering on means
by iriiich large city areas are conceptually organized, and also on the
way in which the cityscape coirmunicates to the observer.
Method of Study. Both interview and design research techniques are
being employed. (ICL)
U7. LIVABILITY IN THE CITY: ATTITUDES AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT i
F. Stuart Ghapin, Jr., and Robert L. VJilson
Research in progress, id.th exploratory field work under way.
Study one of a series sponsored hy the Urban Studies Committee, Institute
for Research in Social Science, University of North Carolina.
Previous Digest report: Item No. 33, Volume 2.
Research Problem . The immediate goal of this study is to develop a
workable tool, economical to administer, x^ich \irban planning agencies
can use (1) in determining public preferences for various physical
facilities under varying implications for the individual's tax bill,
and (2) in probing public notions of the amenities of city living,
particularly attitudes and expectations concerning the qualities that
the physical surroundings of metropolitan areas should possess as urban
growth and developm.ent proceed in the future. A long-range goal, which
is beyond the scope of the present research, is to try to get sufficient
experience in the use of the tool under a wide range of circumstances in
order to be able to reach generalizations which will have vsilue as plan-
ning principles in any city.
Hypotheses . Formulation is in progress based on exploratory inter-
views conducted diiring the past summer.
Method of Study. An interview schedule is being developed in the
course of exploratory intei'vievrLng work. As the schedule becomes further
perfected through continuing experiirientation, it will be pretested and
applied in two pilot study cities. On the basis of experience gained in
these surveys and in summarizing and interpreting results, a standard
operating procedure for making such studies will be prepared.
Progress Report . Exploratory intervieiiong work has been done in
communities in vdiich advanced planning concepts have been applied as
well as in those where little attention has been given to physical plan-
ning. Attention has also been given to "high-rise" central city situations
as well as to low density suburban situations. Among communities visited
so far in the exploratory interviewing phase of the research are Radbum,
New Jersey, Fresh Meadows on Long Island, Levittown on Long Island, East
Harlem on Haniiattan, Greenbelt, Maryland, and Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
(FSC)
U8. ECONOMIC BASE THEORY A>ID URBAI^I DEVELOPMENT
Ralph VJ. Pfouts and Erie T. Curtis
Research to continue over next two years
Project of Urban Studies Committee, Institute for Research in Social
Science, University of North Carolina
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Previous Digest report: See description of Committee program. Item
No. 15, Volume 2, and Item No. 3h) Volume 1, see also Item No. 2$,
Volume 3.
Research Problem . The objectives of this research fall under three
headings: (1) a comprehensive statement of base theory, (2) an examin-
ation and weighing of base theory as an economic theory, and (3) a series
of empirical tests of base theory. The ultimate purpose of this research
is to establish whether this particular system of analysis offers a
wholly satisfactory means for explaining urban development. In fulfill-
ment of the first objective, a concise restatement of the concept will
be made from available writings on base theory, particularly as it seeks
to explain urban growth and development. The second objective will in-
volve the development of the logical implications of base theory so that
these implications can be compared with general economic theory to
determine whether base theory implies anything contrary to known facts
or accepted beliefs in economics. The third objective, empirical test-
ing of the base theory, will be largely a matter of devising and applidng
statistical tests of the thesis that expansion in basic industry and
urban growth and development go hand in hand.
Previous Relevant Research . Work of Homer Hoyt, Richard B. Andrews,
John W. Alexander, Hans Bluimeiifeld, Charles Tiebout, James Crozier and
others
.
Hypothesis . That population increase in the Standard Metropolitan
Area of a city is accompanied by a change in the base-service ratio.
That the economic base theory conforms with accepted views in economic
theory.
Methods of Study. The first hypothesis stated above has been tested
by correlating population change with changes in base-service ratios.
Tests of significance and confidence limits were applied. The usual
methods of economic analysis are applied to the second hypothesis.
Major Findings . The correlation tests do not support the first
hypothesis. For some classes of cities the res\ilts are opposite those
e3q)ected under the first hypothesis. In some cases the correlations
are not statistically significant. Thus, for cities of the classes
tested, the first hypothesis stated above is rejected. The second
hypothesis is also rejected because too many variables considered impor-
tant in economic analysis are omitted in the foruralation of the second
hypothesis. An alternative inc<»ne model is proposed. (RWP)
h9» SUBURBAN GROTfJTH AND THE EXTENSION OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES
George H. Esser, Jr., David L. McCallum, and Ruth L. Mace
Continuing project of the Institute of Government of the University of
North Carolina
Previous Digest report: Item No. 26, Volume 3»
Research Problem . An investigation of alternative solutions to the
problems involved in the extension of municipal services to urbanized
and urbanizing areas beyond the corporate limits of middle-sized cities
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and small comnxinities characteristic of the State of North Carolina.
The pilot study, undertaken at the request of the City of Greensboro
(pop, approx. 100,000), has noxir been completed and published as the
Greensboro Suburban Analysis . It is expected that findings in the
Greensboro area will be supplemented by studies in a nvunber of other
cities in the state ranging in population from 10,000 to 90,000.
Detailed Component Studies . Thus far ttro detailed specialized
studies have been undertaken and completed as part of this general
research. The first is a study of the cost of governmental activities
in single family residential areas of different densities. The second
is a survey and critical analysis of studies relating the costs of
providing municipal services to specific areas or categories of land
use to the revenues to be derived from these areas or land use cate-
gories. These studies (lAiich were briefly described in the previous
Digest report) were submitted as Master's theses (19$6) to the Depart-
ment of City and Regional Planning of this University. They vfill be
revised and published by the Institute of Government early in 1957 as
part of a monograph series on problems of urban growth.
Major Findings . With the completion of the Greensboro research,
it is possible to report on a niimber of findings in addition to those
set forth in the previous Digest report. These may be briefly summar-
ized as follows: (1) Level or quality of services. For most urban
services the level at which the service is provided may and shoiild vary
according to the location of the property in the metropolitan area and
the way it is developed. There sire some services, however, that have
an impact throughout the area such that the lack of any one of them
would menace the future health and prosperity of the community. Such
facilities as an efficient major highway network and water and sewer
lines, and such services as metropolitan-wide planning and land use
control (including the protection of vacant industrial land from xm-
wise residential development) should be planned for and provided on an
area-wide basis at a uniform standard. (2) Service costs. In esti-
mating the costs of providing services as needed throughout the area,
the Institute first identified two main service categories - first,
"services to property" and second, "services to people". Services of
a community-wide nat\ire, such as recreation programs, public education,
and Cult\iral facilities are provided for people, and cannot be clearly
identified with the demands of property. Similarly, other facilities
such as major street systems in urban areas affect the development of
the whole urban area and cannot be identified with the demands of
particular kinds of property. Employing performance budgeting tech-
niques, the Institute devised and applied a set of cost measiireraent
imits to estimate the capital and annual operating costs involved in
providing those services essential to effective utilization of property
in an urban community—the so-called "services to property". (3) The
cost-revenue relationship. In the Greensboro metropolitan area (and
probably also in other North Carolina cities where public education is
a state and county, not a municipal, responsibility) it would appear
that revenues from the municipal property tax, supplemented by special
assessments at the time permanent improvements are installed, generally
pay for the costs of services necessary tc land. This holds true for
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soundly developed residential areas as well as industrial and commer-
cial property. The additional valuations for industrial and commercial
property being important principally to meet the higher cost of services
to such types of property. Other communities in other states, v^ere
public education is a municipal responsibility, have generally concluded
that residential areas are not paying their way for municipal services.
In most cases this is the result of charging or allocating the high
costs of public education to residential use. (U) Governmental organ-
ization for providing various sei*vices at varying levels in metropolitan
areas. There are various possible adaptations in governmental structure
to meet these conditions. Specific recommendations devised for Greensboro
on the basis of the existing situation are as follows: that city bound-
ary move out with the service boundary (i.e. annexation would precede
the extension of water and sewer lines £ind all other services); that
County septic tank regulations be revised upward to assure that future
sanitation trouble spots do not develop in areas unserved by city
utilities; that county-wide planning be introduced, carrying with it
protective zoning and subdivision controls and special measures to
safeguard farm lands; that city adopt a "municipal service policy" vinder
liiich it would plan and budget the extension of services in advance and
make public its decisions.
50. EXPEIDITURES AND REGULATORY REQUIREiiENTS FOR PUBLICLY-PROVIDED COl-MUNITY
FACILITIES IN NEV/ AJID EXISTING RESIDEICTIAL AREAS -?'^
John W. Dyclanan
Scheduled to begin early in 1957, to be completed within the year.
Under the auspices of the Institute for Urban Studies, sponsored by ACTION.
Research Problem . The contemplated study is one of a series of
studies into impediment in the housing market sponsored by ACTION. It
is one of a series of proposed investigations into community factors
facilitating or impeding the provision of standard dwelling environment.
This research would attempt to review and summarize the position of
community facilities in the growth and maintenance of sound residential
areas, and in the continuing growth of the national economy. It vjill
explore the scale of community facilities outlay required for various
types of residential groirbh and renewal.
Method of Study . Methodologically, the study will concentrate on
an effort to collate and integrate existing statistical findings, and
to recombine data in a manner vriiich will throw some light on this
little-studied problem. Since there have been few follow-ups to the
Wheaton and Schussheim report on unit costs in New England ccmmvinities,
it may be necessary to supplement existing data sources with such
samples as can be gleaned from about the country.
Scope of the Study . It will be the aim of the project to examine
public-, policy profcj e-ns raised by conservation, redevelopment, and new
growth in American cities in the light of implications for alternative
investment programs which may be raised by the various development
strategies.
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$1. A HISTORY OF TOWN AND COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT V
Dr. E. A. Gutkind, Research Professor In Urban Studies
This project began on September 1, 1956. It is hoped that the first
volume will appear in a year and one-half vdth other volumes
spread ov^r a three-year period.
Sponsored by the institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania,
with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation.
No previous Digest report.
Description . The purpose of this project is to provide an English
language history of man's efforts to build his own environment. The
project will deal with the historic cities of each of the major civil-
izations in each of the continents of the world and will treat of the
regional environment for urban development in each case. The work will
be organized by continents or major regions of the world. The volumes
will be published serially as work on each is completed. The project
will not attempt original research but will draw upon existing sources
in the history of architecture and city planning and in geology,
anthropology, archaology and the like. A ntunber of research fellow-
ships will be available for work on this project during the next three
years. (WLCW)
,\/-
52. CONTEMPORARY DESIGN OF COMMUNITY OPEN SPACES
Assistant Professor Ian McHarg
To begin in the fall of 1956 and to be completed by the fall of 1958.
Sponsored by the Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania,
under a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation.
No previous Digest report.
Description . This project will assemble from all available published
sources the most distinguished examples of landscape design for community
open spaces in the following fields: parks and playgrounds; open space
in housing, shopping and civic centers, hi^ways, institutional groupings.
To the extent that the material assembled justifies publication, a volume
of outstanding examples with analysis of major trends will be published
on each subject. The work will treat of the period 1920-1950. It will
be conducted by a canvass of all periodical publications containing
examples of the design of open spaces during iiie period surveyed. (WLCW)
53. METHODS OF PROJECTING LONG-RANGE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT TRENDS ^ 9^^^
Mr. Britton Harris ^
Work begun July 1, 1956, to be completed January 1, 1957. Publication
in the revised form is expected late in 1957.
Sponsored by the Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania,
under a grant from Resources for the Fut\ire and with financial
assistance of the Delaware Basin Advisory Committee.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . The United States Army Corps; the states of
Pennsylvania, Delaware and New York; and the cities of Philadelphia
and New York are engaged in the development of a.long-range plan for
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the Dela'.rare River Basin. The initial problem as agreed by these
agencies, is to develop methods for projecting industrial growth
j
industrial composition and water use requirements for periods of as
long as 100 years. The research problem is, therefore, to select
the most usefial research methods and to design a research program.
Method of Study. Previous studies in this field have been can-
vassed and considered at conferences including representatives of a
number of universities working in related fields. The work is being
conducted in cooperation with the Harvard Projects for the study of
basin development and the study of the New York economic base study.
Major aresLS of inqiiiry concerned the usefulness of the following
types of research and projection: (a) National economic projects by
industry; (b) independent demographic projects; (c) projects of
technological trends in industry; (d) analysis of regional shares
in the national economy derived from transportation functions, trend
analysis, input cost analysis, industry studies and input-output
studies; (e) costs and functions of urban areas as revealed through
models of alternative patterns of work; (f) studies of the economics
and technology of water consumption. Upon completion of the design
project, the Institute for Urban Studies will undertake the preparation
of a volume on methods for economic projection for wider use. This
volume will draw upon the methods developed in the Philadelphia iietro-
politan Area and Delaware Basin Studies recorded above and previously
in this Digest. (WLCW)
5U. PHYSICAL REQUIREi^IEOTS OF HOUSING AND RENEItTAL POLICIES .'.
John V/. Dyckman
Research to be imdertaken and completed during the academic year 1956-57.
Sponsored by the Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania,
with the assistance of a grant from the American Council to Improve
our Neighborhoods.
No previous Digest report.
Description . This project will attanpt to develop preliminary
estimates of the public investment requirements for community facilities
resulting from alternative national and local policies of housing and
urban renevfal.
}^^°—SL,^2L'^^.' -^^^ development of economic models for iirban
areas based upon alternative patterns of iirban development and community
facility requirements. (WLCVJ)
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EDITORIAL NOTSS Vol. U, No. 1 - Hay 1957
Digest Aims , (reprinted from Volume 2, I\b. 1, April 1955). If it
is possible to identify the content emphasis of the RESEARCH DIGEST, its
founders, in all lilcelihood, would agree that its primary focus is upon
urban-oriented research, from vihatever discipline or field which advances
understanding of the grovrth and development of urban areas and the theory
and practice of urban planning. The Digest is intended to be a researcher's
medium of exchange and communication in which current research — pending,
in progress, or recently completed — is summarized. It reports primarily
on the work of facility researchers of research staffs either university or
agency, although it carries a few abstracts of student dissertations and
theses where the vrork is directly related to on-going staff research activi-
ties of the institution or is considered by the reporting institution to have
significant reference value to others engaged in research.
Circulation . Volume 3 contained contributions from fifty-six researchers
connected with sixteen university or agency research groups. The mailing
list now includes approximately one hundred and fifty persons.
A number of contributors have not reported recently on progress of work
previously noted as being initiated. A special follow-up request will go to
them for material to be included in the fall issue.
Credit Lines . Contributions to this issue which appear in the Table
of Contents are gratefiilly acknowledged. It should be noted that corres-
pondents from Georgia Institute of Technology, Harvard University, and
Resources for the Future, Inc. were heard from, althougli no new projects
or progress reports are being included at this time.
Major responsibility for this issue has been shared by Professor
VJilliam Goodman and Mrs. Elaine Russell, Secretary' of the Department of
City Planning and Landscape Architecture.
Louis B. V/etmore, Editor
Urbana, Illinois
Major grants have been announced
by the Ford Foundation to the
University of North Carolina and
University of Pennsylvania for
urbanization studies.
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1. PLANNING FOR COMtlUNITY DESIGN
Henry Fagin and Robert C. VJeinberg (Co-Chairmen, Joint American
Institute of Architects-Anerican Institute of Planners Committee
on Design Regulation).
Research findings, reproduced liarch 1957 in preliminary mimeographed
draft for limited circulation by Regional Plan Association,
205 East U2nd Street, New York 17, N.Y., will be published next
year as a booklet.
Conducted by a Joint Committee of architects and planners in the New
York metropolitan Region with the cooperation of the Regional Plan
Association. No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . To determine how the public can best exert a
beneficial influence over the appearance of communities as they evolve.
Hypothesis . That the widespread eiriphasis' on preservation and on
regulation in past attempts to influence appearance should be replaced
by an emphasis on positive creative effort.
Methou of Study . Existing American and Exiropean regulatory devices
were collected, coialyzed and discussed. Largely through group delib-
eration among a dozen Joint Committee members a new philosophy of
approach and a method of attack was evolved.
Major Findings . Separate parts of the report present; the Joint
Committee's reaction to specific existing legislation; its program as
to hox7 to plan for community design; and extensive excerpts from exist-
ing ordinances and court decisions dealing with coraraxinity esthetics.
The central finding is the importance of a Municipal Design Plan
and Program as an integral part of the local Master Plan. (HF)
2. LOCAL GRGANIZAIIGN FOR URBAN RSNBWAL
*
George Duggar, assisted in the conduct of comparative case studies
by Robert T. Daland, Louis P. Dolbeare, John A. Parker, Deil S.
Wright; and by others for other types of studies.
Research began in Jioly, 1956. Project is scheduled for completion
of final draft by end of 1957.
Conducted at the University of California, Bureau of Public Admin-
istration, with a demonstration grant from the Urban Renewal
Adriiinistration of tlie Housing and Home Finance Agency.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . Distinguish and describe characteristics of
the local organization for urban renewal in different localities and
at different stages in the development of federally aided local programs,
Previous Relevant Research . Because urban renewal is a synthesis
of programs, some of -which are long established, much has been written
about some of tlie parts but little about the whole. On the broad sub-
ject of urban renewal, existing writers merely recite elementary legal
aspects of local organization, or peer prophetically into the future.
This is tiie first comprehensive and fairly intensive survey conducted
since the National Housing i»ct of 195ij-«
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Hypothesis . The report vjill reflect the assumption that the major
participajits in local urban renewal prograjns are theiiselves important
in iualcing local \irban renewal policy. The presently orthodox view
concerning the essentiality of leadership by trie local chief executive
is re-examined, with eiaphasis on the relation of other individuals and
groups whose cooperation is essential to urban renewal, and on the steps
by Ti*iich the cooperation of all the necessary groups is obtained.
Kethod of Study ;
(1) Reconnaissance siirvey of forty cities and study cf laxif and
bibliography.
(2) Analysis and model building.
(3) Intensive case study of ten cities, based on interviews with
individuals in panels, and study of documents.
(U) Questionnaire survey addressed to individual participants in
virban renewal.
Major Findings . (The study is now at Stage (2) in the method as
outlined above). (GD
)
3 . THE SUBURBANIZATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES IN THE SAN FRA.NCISCO BAY AREA
Donald L. Foley
Research Keport 10, Real Estate jxesearch Program, Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, Univexsity of California. Published March 1957.
Available from that agency, price .jJl.50 per copy.
Previous Digest reports: Item No. lU, Vol. 2j Itera No. 32, Vol. 1.
Research Problem and Method of Study , See previous digest reports.
Major Findings . The central portions of the San Francisco Bay Area
have retained a striking concentration of the main administrative offices
of business firms. Of the top offices of the 1,OCO largest firms or
nongovernmental organizations in the Bay Area (those employing 100 or
more persons), nearly two-thirds are xvithin a central area comprising
San Francisco, central and northv;estern Oakland, and Berkeley and
Eiueryville.
Nevertheless, there has been a steady drop over the twenty-six
year study period, 1928-195U» in the proportion of Bay Area top offices
located in downtown San Francisco. Host of the office moves from San
Francisco to suburban areas represented situations where the office
was located with a suburban plant, warehouse, transportation terminal
or other non-office facility. The number of major office moves from
San Francisco resulting in corapletely detached offices in suburban
locations has been extremely limited.
The reasons given for locating offices in suburban or in central
areas varied widely according to the type of f irra and the outlook of
the dominant executives, while rational quantifiable economic factors
were of course cited, it was also clear that qualitative differences
as between suburban and central locations were given considerable
weight. (DLF)

3.
U. A STUDY OF THE PRACTICE AI€) THEORY OF AIRPORT FINANCING BASED ON A
SURVEY OF CALIFORNIA AIRPORTS.
Richard Zettel and Robert Horonjeff
Completed and published as Research Report #2U of the Institute of
Transportation and Traffic Engineering, University of California,
Berkeley, California, December 1956. No previcus Digest report.
Research Problem . The phenomenal growth" of air transport in the post-
war years, and the consequent needs for esqaansion of ground facilities
have posed continual problems of financing, ilscal policy with respect
to airports has been changing, but some trends are becoming evident.
This study siommarizes the results of a financial study of California
airports, presents some ansilytic considerations of airport financing,
and examines fiscal policy.
Method of Study . Since no central repository of airport data is main-
tained, basic information was collected, through visits to airpoi'ts, by
interviews with their officials, and by examination of records. Fiscal
data were assembled for 32 California airports, ranging from the very
largest to some of the smallest.
Major Findings and Conclusions. Airports in Calif©rnia derive revenues
from a wide variety of sources, including rentals and concessions at
terminals, sales of fuel and utilities, and fees and charges for use of
storage and landing areas. In the past, however, few California airports
have met the es^enses of airport operation and maintenance (even exclusive
of depreciation and interest) from revenues derived from airport operations
»
But there is a definite trend toward self-sufficiency. In the period,
19U6-50, only 33 percent of the airports met direct expenses; for the
fiscal years 195U and 1955 ccmbined, one-half the airports met expenses.
It now appears that some of the larger airports are able to meet all costs,
including depreciation and interest.
The alternative to financing airports through traditional tax support
is to make full use of commercial principles in deriving payments from
airport users. Such a commercial approach appears to have among its
advantages:
a. provision of an effective test of ability and vrillingness to pay and,
hence, of economic justification of airport expenditures;
b. promotion of equity in cost distribution along with relief of the tax
structure for things that only taxes can finance; and
c. support of basic transportation policy through removal of subsidy
elements that may distort traffic allocation and investment.
Full application of the commercial approach would suggest that:
a. the owner recover all local capital over time (even on non-depreciable
assets);
b. investments of Federal and State aids be excluded from the base for
fixing local user charges;
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c. charges for concessions and other ancillary activities be based
on full rental values;
d. profits in the form of "hidden" user charges be credited against the
airport costs assigned to those i*io pay such charges;
e. other profits generally be credited against airport costs rather than
go to the airport owner, but may be used for minor additions to plant
or as offsets to assignments of cost to the military which may not
be recoverable;
f
.
present and prospective utilization of the airport in relation to
its capacity be considered in fixing user charges to the end that
such charges be reasonably uniform but still meet costs over time,
(WM)
A STUDY OF EXPRESS BUS OPERATION ON FREEWAYS
VJolfgang S. Komburger
Completed and published as Research Report #23 of the Institute of
Transportation and Traffic Engineering, University of California,
Berkeley, California, December 1956, No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . This study investigates the problems encountered
in operating express bus service on freeways in view of the possible
use of this type service on larger scales in urban areas in the future.
Method of Study . Three newly-established express routes of the
Mtmicipal Railway of San Francisco were studied. For each route data
were gathered on physical characteristics, patronage, and financial
statistics for the first U-l/2 months of operation. Comparisons were
made to corresponding data for service available in the same period
of the previous year. These data were obtained from the records of
the transit company. A postcard survey was conducted among passengers
of the routes after h months of operation to determine the previous
mode of transportation of freeway express bus patrons, and to obtain
their reaction to the new service.
Major Findings .
1. The majority of the passengers on the new routes have been diverted
from other transit routes. Only one route attracted a substantial
proportion of patrons (2U%) from private automobiles and car pools.
2. The number of passengers attracted to the new service from auto-
mobiles has had no noticeable effect on the total traffic volumes
into the central part of the city,
3» Since the new services cater almost exclusively to long-distance
passengers, a deficit is being incurred in their operation at
present fare rates. Higher operating speeds tend to reduce oper-
ating costs per mile, but two of the three routes are longer than
the previous best transit route. (Kovrever, there are substantial
time savings.) Long-distance passengers on all routes do not pay
a fare sufficient to cover the cost of their ride.

5.
U. Public reaction to the new service was generally very favorable.
Time savings achieved by the new service were mentioned by many
respondents to the survey.
Conclusions . The study indicates that buses operating on freeways
are a feasible means of transporting passengers from the outer sections
of a city to its central district. It seems especially desirable to
operate existing long routes over available freeways, unless extra route
mileage is required. New services will attract some riders from private
means of transportation, especially if the routes are well advertised
and publicized. However, the establishment of such service will have to
be accompanied by a determination of public policy on the methods of
financing. (WNK)
6. THEORY OF LONG-DISTANCE AIRLINE TRAVEL
D. M. Belmont
First resiilts published as "A Pattern of Interstation Airline Travel",
Jovirnal of the Air Transport Division of the A.S.C.E. vol. 82, No. AT2,
Kay, 1956. Further resiilts to be available this year. Work is con-
ducted at the Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering,
University of California, Berkeley, California.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . To develop a theory adeqiiate to explain the
distribution of air travel araong domestic U. S. stations, particularly
at distances over 800 railes.
Method of Study . To inspect the Origin-Destination data of the
C.A.B. to find significant patterns, and to subsume these patterns to
a theoretical model.
Major Findings and Conclusions . \-ioTk so far completed indicates
that long-distance air travel is independent of distance. Some quanti-
tative effects are derived for the change in traffic for given changes
in level of air service. (WNK)
7. RELATIONSHIPS OF MEASURES OF INTRA-URBAN ACCESSIBILITY TO INTENSITY
AND TYPE OF LilND USE.
John Hamburg and the staff of Division VII of the Chicago Area Trans-
portabicn Study.
Current research utilizing the land use floor space inventory of
iiGtropolitan Chicago and alternate measures of intra-urban
accessibility.
Conducted by the Chicago Area Transportation Study under the joint
sponsorship of the U.S. Biireau of Public Roads, the State of
Illinois, Cook County, and the City of Chicago,
Previous Digest Report: Item No. 6, Vol, 3.
Research Problem . Determine and measure the relationship, if any,
of the frequency, amount, and intensity of several land use types by
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zones, to measures of the zone's relative accessibility to all other
zones, weighted by the population, retailing, industrial, etc.
Hypotheses .
1, The intensity of use (as measured by floor area - land area ratios)
is expected to be directly related to relative accessibility, i.e.
the more accessible a site to all parts of the urban structure, the
more intensive the use of that site.
2. The kind and proportions of various types of land use occurring at
any point in space is a function of the accessibility of that zone
in relation to all other zones in the urban area. In the most gen-
eral sense, this is illustrated by commercial activities in the
center and a preponderance of residential use in the peripheral area^
Method of Study . The inventory of land use and floor space was \
obtained in a survey conducted by the Chicago Area Transportation Study
using electric utility meter cards in conjunction with Sanborn Maps,
aerial photography, and secondary sources of information on land use.
The measures of accessibility will be obtained using an electronic com-
puter to meas\ire accessibility in terms of aggregate time and distance
measures of ea ch analysis zone to all others. These measurements of
accessibility and land use will be correlated to test the hypotheses.
Completion Date . The findings should be available by December, 1957*
8. EVOLUTION OF DIE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OF tiDRCESTEE, i^lASS.
Grady 0. Tucker, Jr. (under direction of Raymond E. Murphy).
Doctor's dissertation, Gradwhte School of Geography, Clark University.
Project completed; available through University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Previous Digest report: Item No. UO, Vol, 3, No. 2.
Research Problem . An attempt to develop techniques for tracing
the evolution of the spatial arrangements of various types of land use,
particularly retail trade, around the most central location in the city.
Major Findings . Central point was chosen originally by early
plannersj developed on the basis of social functions; center of busi-
ness activity has moved very little; subtle changes in functions of
business units tend to evade classification (system adapted from
Standard Industrial Classification); business units appear to adapt
themselves rather than to change location; no real point of centrality
but rather a persistent area or section that has maintained this
property,
9. THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EFFECTS OF THE CONNECTICUT TURNPIKE IN EASTERN
CONNECTICUT.
Main investigators: W. G. McKain, R. G. Burnight, A. Chevan
Research began in April, 1956. First publication will be released in
1958 and later reports will be made annually.
Research is being conducted by the Department of Rviral Sociology at
the University of Connecticut in cooperation with the State of
Connecticut Hi^way Department.
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Research Problem. To determine the impact of the Connecticut
Turnpike upon population change, retail trade, manufacturing, recreation
industry, land vsilues and governmental services.
Method of Study. Field interviews and various governmental records
are the sources of information. A series of bench marks are being estab-
lished before the Turnpike is opened. Annual changes will be recorded.
10. HOlffi BUYING MB FINANCING TRENDS IN SEIECTED URBAN AREAS OF NEW
YORK STATE
Glenn H. Beyer, Project Director; Joseph F. Mangiamele, Research Assist-
ant, Cornell University, Department of Housing and Design and the
Housing Research Center.
Research Problem . This project was undertaken because of the need
for a series of data on home buyer and mortgage characteristics during
this period when the volume of home mortgages is the largest in the
history of the nation.
Method of Study . Data are provided by different types of lending
institutions on all loans closed on single family, OTrn:;er-occupied homes.
The data are taken from mortgage applications and are recorded on forms
provided by the Housing Research Center at Cornell University. Some of
the types of data being collected include: size of house, selling price,
amount of down payment, per cent of dovm payment to selling price,
original amount of mortgage, period of loan, size of family, age of head
of family, former residence, borrower's income, ratio of borrower's in-
come to selling price, ratio of borrower's income to amount of mortgage,
and per cent of monthly payments to income.
Major Findings . While quarterly reports are made to cooperating
lending institutions in rettirn for their participation, public reports
will not be issued until the end of each calendar year. (This is ex-
pected to be a permanent study. It began in August 1956.) (GHB)
11. DEVELOPlffiNT OF A MODEL PROCEDURE FOR THE ADMNISTRATION OF ZONING
REGULATIONS
Robert h. Leary (under the direction of John H. Reps).
Master's Thesis , June 1957.
Cornell University, Departr.ient of City and Regional Planning
Research Problem . To identify the problems in the administration
of local zoning regulations, and to suggest a model procedure. (This
study is financed under a fellowship from the J. C. Nichols Foundation
of the Urban Land Institute.) (JIJR)
12. GRAPHIC AND VERBAL RECORD OF HIGH//AY ENVIRONMENT •
Class in City Planning Research, directed by Professor Philip H. Lewis
and Visiting Professor Patrick B. Horsbrugh, Department of City
Planning and Landscape Architecture, University of Illinois.
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Research Problem . To record graphically the many sensory stimuli
that are apparent within the perceptiial range of Illinois State Highway
150, and to identify or create a vocabxilary which would facilitate easy
description of these stimuli.
Hypothesis . Highway and street design goes far beyond the pre-
cision of engineering requirements. There is an obvious need for
systematic pproaches to analyze existing "highway environments".
Approaches must be developed so that we can identify and describe the
highway environment for comparative design studies.
Method of Study . Route chosen includes open landscape, industrial
areas, residential areas, business districts and institutional estab-
lishments. The "strip of cognizance" was represented by what one could
perceive on either side of the highway and recorded systematically. (PHL)
13. PATTERNS OF E^PLOyEE RESIDENCE IN RELATION TO PLACE OF WORK IN DECATUR,
ILLINOIS
Edward L. Hopkins (under direction of Professor William I. Goodman).
Master's thesis, June 1957^ Dept. of City Planning and Landscape Archi-
tecture, University of Illinois,
Research Problem . To define and analyze the employee residential
patterns of several selected industrial work places in Decatur, Illinois.
The industries vmder study have been selected on the basis of signifi-
cant variants in location of plant and duration of such location.
Factors of residential patterns such as location, spatial distribution,
housing type, mode of transportation thus were analyzed in relation to
the locational characteristics of the industrial work place involved.
Method of Study , Review of material compiled by the Illinois
Division of Highways through questionnaires to employees in Decatur, (ifJIG)
lU. ECONOMIC STUDY OF IMPaCT OF l-IASSiiCHUSETTS HIGHiJAY ROUTE 128 ON ADJACENT
.
LAI© USE
Conducted by Massachusetts Institute of Technology, A. J. Bone, Supervisor,
Sponsored by Massachusetts Department of Public Vlorks and U.S. Bureau of
Public Roads.
VJorK is in early stages. Terminal date August 1958,
Research Problem . The purpose is to survey and evaluate the in-
dustrial and residential developments which have taken place along
newly constructed secjrons of Route 128, to investigate extent to which
the highway has been responsible for these developments, and to determine
the effect of these developments on highway traffic patterns.
Method of Study , Changes in land use, property assessments and
market values are being investigated. Reasons for choice of plant lo-
cation, former location, travel habits of employees and traffic patterns
on and near Route 128 are also being studied.
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Major Findings . No major findings are available. Pilot studies
are in progress.
15. S-ERGING PATTERNS OF IIETROPOLITAKISM IN IHE SOUTH
An interdisciplinary researcli program in urban studies, sponsored by
the Urban Studies Committee, Institute for Research in Social
Science, University of North Carolina; financed by a Ford Founda-
tion grant, announced April 8, 1957 ^ extending for a period of
five years.
Previous Digest reports: Item No. U8, Vol. 3j Item No. hi, Vol. 3;
Item No. 33, Vol. 2j Item No. 1$, Volume 2; Item No. 3h, Vol. 1.
The Urban Studies Program has three major foci: one devoted to
\irban research and graduate training in research, a second concerned
with developing regional cooperative arrangements in furthering urban
research, and a third directed toward putting research to work through
short courses for civic leaders and in-service training for local
officials of southern cities.
Research Problem . The purpose of the research program is to
study the crucial growth and development problems facing the urban
centers of the South. Research will center around five major groups
of studies: (1) an evaluation of urbanization trends in the South
and how southern cities are likely to share in national trends of
urban growth; (2) studies of economic forces and industrial develop-
ment trends underlying these urbanization trends; (3) studies of
public policies and the way that they affect urban grovxth; (U) studies
of city and regional planning approaches for minimizing haphazard and
uneconomic growth and development; and (5) studies of community organ-
ization and civic leadership in urban development.
The research team includes: Robert E. Agger and Frederic N.
Cleaveland in political science and public administration; F. Stuart
Chapin, Jr., John A. Parker, Shirley F. Weiss, and Robert L. Wilson
in city and regional planning; Ralph W. Pfouts and William N. Parker
in economics; E. William Noland and John Giilick in sociology and
anthropolc gy; John D. Kelton in psychology; Floyd Hunter in social
work; and George H. Esser, Jr., in local government administration
and law. (FSC)
16. LAND USE INVENTORY
H. Loomer, A. Guttenberg (Philadelphia City Planning Commission).
Program in initial stages. To be completed early in 1958. tteport
will be published as part of the Philadelphia Comprensive Plan.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . To assemble data available on a parcel basis
on assessment, building type and flocr space, land area, activity
(SIC classification) and eiaploynent, and to organize them in such a
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way that they will be usefiil for analyzing a wide range of problems
concerning land use req\iireraents, city structure, transportation, land
economics, zoning and others. The data must be organized on the most
flexible possible basis. A method must be devised for keeping it up
to date as much as possible.
Previous Relevant Research . Chicago Area Transportation Study,
Land Use Inventory.
Method of Study . Secondary data will be utilized for the most part.
Emphasis is being placed on combining such data which has already been
collected by other agencies. A complete field siirvey is not envisaged.
In order to attain a maximum of flexibility, an attempt is being
made to desiyi a set of IM csirds vrtiich will contain a minimum of rel-
atively fixed information on land use for each parcel. A street index
set of cards is being developed by which cxirrent information which is
gathered by other operating agencies can be collated periodically vrtth
the land use set. Such current information includes eraployment,
assessment, and demolition or new construction. Svimmaries by block
front, and block will be made in IBM cards. This will contain certain
types of data not found on parcel cards.
17. COPiMERCIAL Um USE PROJECTION FOR PHILADELPHIA
Sho iiaruyama
Preliminary report is available for inspection as a chapter of the
Pilot Plan of the Philadelphia City Planning Commission. The Pilot
Plan was published in very limited numbers for review by other city
agencies. Final report will be published as part of Fniladelphia
Comprehensive Plan probable in 1959.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . To estimate future requirements for retail
space in Philadelphia.
Method of Study . The 19li7 Philadelphia-Camden Traffic Survey
and The 19UH U.S. Census of Business , Retail Trade , by census tracts,
are two locail sources of raw data. Review of previously published
materials revealed no study using similar data. Consequently, methods
were borrowed from other types of economic analyses to utilize these
sources.
The data was arranged to show for 19U8 in each of 19 sections of
the Standard Metropolitan Area (1) voliime of retail sales by sales
location and (2) buying power for retail expenditures by residence
location. Bviying power was located based on the distribution of shop-
ping trips. The data was also arranged by three types of shopping
areas: (1) the CBD, (2) the seven largest regional shopping areas, and
(3) local shopping areas.
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Total future sales in the Standard Metropolitan Area were deter-
mined from past ratios with national indicators, i.e., GNP, personal
disposable income, etc. and accepted projections of those ratios and
of metropolitan population. An hypothesis was made for the future
distribution of sales and buying power, based on the 19U8 model,
known recent changes in shopping habits, and projected distribution
of population in the Standard Metropolitan Area.
The existing retail floor area was surveyed in the field and
meastired from the Sanborn Atlas on a sample basis. Sales per square
foot were made based on this data and on data from the 1935 U.S. Census
of Business and the Philadelphia Central District Study. The future
distribution of retail sales, and the projections of total retail sales
and sales per square foot were combined to estimate the reqiiired re-
tail floor area needed in the futxare for tlie 19 sections.
Major Findings
.
1. The models of retail expenditures and sales distribution is a
suitable subject for further investigation.
2. Sales per square foot of retail floor area is a fairly consistant
parameter for establishments in any section, with shopping area
of a given age and type of development, i.e., CBD, regional and
local shopping area.
3. There is a definite relationship between national economic indi-
cators, i.e., GMP, disposable personal income and retail sales in
the PhiladelfAiia SMA.
18. THE USE OF UKBAI^: CHARACTERISTICS li^ ESTIi-LiTING INTERNAL TRAVEL PATTERNS
John V/. Barr (under the direction of Harold L. Michael).
Master's thesis, January 1956.
Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering.
Research Problem . To evaluate the relationships between urban
characteristics and travel patterns.
Method of Study . The data from origin-destination surveys made
in three Indiana Communities having populations less than 50,000 were
conqsared with similar data developed from measurable characteristics
of the urban area.
Major Findings . Several of the more important inferences are as
follows
:
1. Total internal trips and trips generated by the central business
districts are related to city size but are affected by other factorsi
2. Passenger car trips generated by residential tracts show a strong
relationship with tract population. The rate at which trips are
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generated by these tracts appears to be affected more by vehicle
ovmership than by dwelling density or distance from the central
business district.
3. Acreage of land use does not appear to be indicative of trip gen-
eration due to varying intensity of use.
U* Trips between the central business district and residential tracts,
between pairs of residential tracts, and between residential and
industrial tracts may be considered the basic trip movement of an
area.
5. Trips between a central business district and residential tracts
are largely accounted for by the combined effects of pop\ilation
compactness, vehicle ownership, and trip length.
6. Trips between residential tracts are affected by city size, owner-
ship, and the population of the two tracts.
7. Trips between industrial and residential tracts are related to the
employment and population of the connected areas. Trip length has
little effect on these trips.
8. Numerous additional factors can alter jyates of trip generation
within or between tracts and must be accounted for before trip
patterns can be reliably estimated,
9. A great deal of research is required and warranted in order to
arrive at a systematic procedure which may be used to reduce the
task of analyzing internal 'traffic patterns.
10. The values which appear of greatest importance in trip estimation
generally shov? trends which may permit predictions of their values
at some future date.
19. RURAL HIGHJAY CLASSIFICATION Al® EVALUATION PROCEDURES FOR INDIANA
COUNTIES
John E. Baerwald (under the direction of K. B, iJoods).
Ph.D. Thesis, August 1955.
Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering
Research Problem . To develop procedures for classifying and
evaluating county roads.
Method of Study . One county was used as a pilot county and various
procediores were used and their effectiveness analyzed,
Major Findings . The study proposes a method of highway evaluation
to establish an impartial priority value ^diich portrays the relative
needs of the various highway sections. Priority is based on the formula:
1*25
Priority Rating 2.5 (Service Rating Log ( 100 )
(Road' Rating)
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lAiere the Priority Rating has a practical range from one to 100 with
a high value indicating a high priority. The Service Hating ranges
from one to a maxiiiium value of 50 and is composed of various elements
•vdiich indicate the need for and use made of a highway section. The
Road Rating ranges from one to a maximum value of 100 and is composed
of various elements which indicate the physical condition of the high-
way section. It is believed that this Priority Rating formula is one
of the first, if not the first, rational procedures to be based on the
interrelationship between the need for the highway and the physical
condition of that highway.
20. AN ANALYSIS OF HIOWAY FINANCE AND ROAD USER IMPOSTS IN CANADA
Gordon D. Campbell (under the direction of A. K. Branham).
Ph.D. Thesis, June 1956
Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering.
Research Problem . To develop rational methods of allocating
road and street costs among the consumers of the service supplied by
the facilities and to determine vfliat constitutes a transportation
need.
Method of Study . Examination of the economic cost - price - demand
relationships for read and street transportation service is utilized.
Major Findings . If the objective of a National, State, or Pro-
vincial Transportation Policy is to provide the most economical overall
transportation system for that jtirisdiction, then the highway finance
problem should be resolved in light of current accepted economic theory.
Herein the basic cost-price-demand relationships for road and street
use should constitute the fundamental criterion for the solution to
the planning and cost allocation problem. An examination of these rela-
tionships will reveal the importance of the marginal cost and marginal
revenue concepts. Of course, we do not have market conditions in high-
way supply, and it is therefore impossible to strictly adhere to the
dictates of these principles. However, the basic concepts should be
borne in mind in highway planning, programming, and financing. Within
the practical limitations of timing road and street development, it
would seem desirable to adhere to these concepts in order to promote
an economical and logical evolution in highviay motor transportation
and in all transportation.
21. - PERCENTAGE OF EJylPIjOYED PERSONS USING PUBLIC TRANSIT FOR THE JOURNEY
TO vJORK
Hans Blumenfeld, Raymond J. Desjardins, Dr. B. A. Griffith.
Part of studies for Official Flan of Metropolitan Toronto Planning Area.
Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board; mathematical analysis carried out
by K.C.S. Data Control Ltd., Toronto,
Reseaich Problem . To predict distributjon of future work trips
between transit and private automobile.
:'>ji'
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Hypothesis .
(a) The percentage of trips to xrorK made by transit ("transit
share") is a variable dependent on three independent variables;
distance I'rom center, residential density and employment density^ other
independent variables can be introduced separately to modify equations
describing the relationships of transit share to these three variables.
(b) Trips to , ork by pedestrians and by workers resident outside
of the Metropolitan Area can be neglected as they accounted for only
2.1x3% and 3.88$S respectively, of all trips to x-Jork in the area in 195U.
(c) Data obtained from a 2S% return of questionnaires mailed to
all kno\'jn establishments with 30 or more persons employed are representa-
tive of all work trips.
Method of Study . The hetropolitan Area of 2U0 square miles was
divided into 15 zones of roughly equal size. Transit shares of trips
from zone of residence to zone of work were calculated for interchanges
Within each zone, between central and all other zones, between contiguous
and betv/een non-contiguous zones. Zones were classed as "contiguous" if
distance between centroids was less thsui 6 loiles.
Regression equations have so far been developed only for travel to
("inbound") and from ("outbound") the central zone from and to, respec-
tively, the 17 other zones.
Major Findings .
1. The tabulation of all work trips, undertaken as a preliminary to
investigation of transit shares showed a hign degree of "cross-
commuting" even where the numoer of jobs in the zone approximated
or exceeded the number of resident workers. Only !$»$% of the
residents of the 1? non-central zones worked in their own zone.
2. The tabulation of transit share of work trips showed that transit
share decreased regularly both with distance of zone from center
and with distance betv/een zones.
3. Analysis of transit share of inbound and outbound work trips showed:
(a) for outbound trips correlation with residential density of
outer zone and distance from center was highly significcint
iBO% error limits of about 1^%) . Employment density in outer
zone was not substantially more significant and distance from
center was slightly less significant than residential density
of outer zones.
(b) for inbound trips residential density of outer zone was
moderately significant (80^ error limits for about 2$%)
but distance from center was not significant.
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Further Research , The data will be chectced and supplejiiented by the
results of an & D siirvey made at place of residence in late 1956. Net
densities may be substituted for the overall densities used. Regression
equations will be developed for trips other than those to and from the
central zone. (HB)
22. DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN RELATION TO CEIWHt IN IvJETRDPOLITAN AREAS
Hans BliMenfeld, Donald Paterson, Dr. D. A. S. Fraser.
Part of studies for Official Plan of Metropolitan Toronto Planning Area.
Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board; mathematical analysis carried out
by K.C.3. Data Control Ltd., Toronto.
Research Problem . To predict distribution of total future population
of Metropolitan Areas by concentric zones, based on observed regularity
of past trend. Problem was outlined in article by Hans Blumenfeld "The
Tidal 'iave of Metropolitan Expansion" (Journal of the A. I. P., Winter 195U)
which presented the data for the Philadelphia Metropolitan Area, 1900 to
1950.
Hypothesis . Population density in concentric zones is a variable
dependent on three independent variables; distance from center, time and
(or) population growth of entire Metropolitan Area.
Method of Study . The method of analysis was to fit various linear
models by regression techniques. The data used were those for the
Philadeljiiia Metropolitan Area for each decade from 1900 and 1950 and
for the Toronto Metropolitan Area for the years 1929, 1939, 19U9, 195U
and 1955.
Major Findings .
1. Linear relationships were found for the "suburban" or main zone of
growth in the Philadelphia Area between k and 16 miles distant from
the center and for the Toronto Area between 3 and 6 miles distance from
center (data for more distant zones were not available in the Toronto
Area) . The data for the inner, "urban" and outer "rural" zones showed
different relationships.
2. In the Philadelphia case both "time" linearly and "total population"
linearly explain more than 99% of the variation in popxilation density
from year to year. In the Toronto case the relationship of population
density to the "total population" variable was much closer than the
relationship to the "time" variable. Therefore, the relationship was
expressed by the ratio of: Percent increase in distance from center to
a point of constant density to: Percent increase in total population
of Metropolitan Area.
3. This ratio was found to be 0.83 and 0.85 respectively, for the
Philadelphia and Toronto Areas. For example: if total population
increases by 10;S from year A to year B, and in year A an average density
of X was found at a distance of 5 miles from the center, then in year B
the same average density X will be found at a distance of 5.U15 or 5»U30
respectively, from the center.
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h» The fact that the ratios for the two areas had almost identical (
values is of equal interest with the fact that the three selected
independent variables explain 99% of the changes in the dependent
variable.
Further Research , It is hoped that other planning and research
agencies will investigate the validity of the equation for other
hetropolitan Areas. (HB)
23. POPULATION mo a^LOYMENT A6 GEflERATORS OF TRUCK TRIPS AKD TRUCK fflLES
H. Blumenfeld, R. J. Desjardins, N. Dodd, L. Casciato..
Work in progress as part of the preparation of the Official Plan of the
Metropolitan Toronto Planning Area, Metropolitan Toronto Planning
Board.
Data on trip lengths presented in "Truck Survey", published by Metro-
politan Toronto Planning Board, December 1956.
Research Problem * To predict truck: movements in a Metropolitan Area.
Hypothesis . Truck movements are a variable dependent on three
independent variables: 1. number of residents, 2. number and industry
of employed persons, and 3- time distance between clusters of 1 and 2,
Method. of Study . All movements made by trucks registered in the
Metropolitan Area on an average work day were found from a questionnaire
sent to all truck owners and all trip origins and destinations were
tabulated by 1143 & D Zones and 3 truck types, as well as by 2U hours.
The following steps were:
1. Trips were tabulated and analyzed at zone of destination by straight-
line distance from zone of origin.
2. Regression equations were developed (by K.C.S. Data Control Ltd.,
Toronto) relating number of trip destinations of light and medium
end heavy trucks to resident population, total employment and raanu-
factiiring employment for 63 zones. Zones with less than 1000 destinations
were omitted; 2 zones containing the C.B.D. and 3 zones containing the
harboiir were separated from the remaining 58 zones.
The following steps are planned;
2a. Equations based on several types of industry other than memufactviring.
3. Analysis of all truck movements by length of trip by zones of origin
and destination.
I4. Based on 3* development of regression equations based on location and
on number and characteristics of population and employment.
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Results from:
(1) a. Trips from all zones of origin were longer, on the average,
the farther distant the zone of deatinatioi:. was fro;u tho
center.
b. Heavy trucks made fewer, but longer trips , than light and medium
trucics. Heavy trucks averaged U5 miles and light and medium
trucks averaged 3$ miles daily.
c. Trips of S miles or more accounted for 30% of all trips but for
about 72/0 of all truck miles.
d. About 1,500,000 truck miles were travelled daily within the
Metropolitan Area, about 6,500 truck miles per mile or slightly
over 1 truck mile per 1 resident.
(2) a. 1000 residents generated 92 light and 26 medium-heavy truck
trips.
c. Manufacturing employment generated no more medium-heavy and
substantially fewer light truck trips than other employment.
d. The central business district generated tiie same amount of
medium-heavy, but a substantially smaller amovmt of light tnick
trips than the other zones, relative to population and employ-
ment.
e. The harbour area generated more light and substantially more
medium-heavy trucks than the other zones, relative to popula-
tion and en^loyment.
As there were kh employed for every 100 population, results (a) and (b)
appear to indicate that Sl% of all light and ^2% of all medium-heavy
truck trips were generated by population and only less than half by
employment.
These conclusions and in particular result (c) are contrary to the
general assumption that manufacturing is the main generator of truck
trips. The steps outlined above for completion of the project sho\ild
help to clarify this important point, (HB)
2U. GEOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF THE SIZE AND ARRANGEL-EI^ OF URBAN CENTERS
An examination of Central Place Theory with an Empirical Test of the
Hypothesis of Classes of Central Places.
Brian J. L. Berry (under the direction of W, L. Garrison).
Master's Thesis (available on inter-library loan), completed January 1951*
University of Uashington, Department of Geography.
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Research Problem . To review currently available central place
theory relating to the functions, size, and spatial arrangement of
urban centers and to examine one of the basic implications of the
theory (the hierarchical class-system implication), thereby filling
one of the major gaps in present eiiipirical work.
Hypothesis Tested . That there exists an hierarchicsil class-
system of urban centers based upon the functions which the centers
perform for surrounding areas.
Previous itelevant Research . iJalther Cliristaller, t)ie zentralen
Orte in Suddentschland
,
Jena, 1933 j Rutledge Vining, "-A Description
of Certain Spatial Aspects of an Economic System," Economic Develop"
ment and Cultural Change
, 3 (1955) » pp« lU7-195i etc.
Method of Study . Statistical models were used. Fvinctions per-
formed by urban centers were analyzed to determine propensities for
groups to occur utilizing ecological concepts of reflexive relation-
ships; centers were likewise analyzed for grouping tendencies according
to numbers of functions performed. Groupings of centers and functions
were analyzed for associations.
Major Findings . That there does indeed exist an hierarchical
class-systera of central places. The finding applies to the study area
of Snohomish County, Washington, and it is noted that studies of this
type should be made in other areas. (VJLG)
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EDITOR'S :T0T3S
Editorial Board
t'inoe puolication of the previous issue in Kay, 1957,
the terms of two of the Editorial Board, F. Stuart Ghapin, Jr.
and Donald Foley, expired. The Board has chosen as ne\7 menhers
Henry Cohen, serving in the Division of Administration in the
Mayor's oi'fice in 'ilev York Oit;/, and Donald J, Bogue, dissociate
Director of the Population Hasearch and Training Center, University
of Chicago.
The reconstituted Board ratified several cha.n£;es proposed
ty Louis 3. u'etinore, effective '..•ith this issue. Professor Uilliam
I, Goodra-n of the Department of City Planning and Landscape Arcioitecture,
University of Illinois, has been designated Editor of the Digest
,
v.'hile Professor T/etmore will continue to serve as a member of the'
Editorial Board. To keep up vrith the steadily augmented mailing
list and the increaEedfiBunhaj^^oX contributors to the Di£es_t, the
Highways
G-rovjing interest in highway problems becomes apparent with
review of the projects listed in this issue under sections entitled
Trafficways and TransDortation . Several contributors are availing
themselves of the research funds appropriated to the Bureau of
^Public Roads in connection with the Interstate Highway Program,
These include not' only planning technicians but individuals in
several other disciplines. As it seems to be currently develop-
ing, this program is serving as a foca.1 point of common efforts
an* closer association among researchers vrhose interests overlap
in the field of urban and regional studies.
Articles
In future issues, it is hoped that the Digest will carry
articles on illustrative research program.s now under-.-jay in the
United States, Solicitation for such material v;ill begin shortly.
Credits
Contributors and correspondents v/ho helped in the compilation
of this issue are sincerely tharJced,
At the University of Illinois p Mrs. Elaine Russell and
Mrs. Mary Lenak, secretaries to the Department of City Planning and
Landscape Architecture, and Dean Maoris, ,£,raduate assistant in City
Planning, assisted in the preparation of this issue,
Uilliam I. Goodman, Editor
Urbana, Illinois
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25. C6ni-!D1TITY PL&ISTIITO 12© HOUSIITG! An Aspect of Canadian Federalism
E, Petsr Oberlander (under the direction of Professors Reginald
Isaacs, Arthur Koass, Charles Eliot)
Eoctor's dissertation for the Doctor of Philosophy in City and
Regional Planning, Decenlser, 195^
Harvard University Graduate School of Design
No previous Digest Eeport.
Problem. To record and evaluate the roles of and opportunities
for Conmunity Plarjiing and Housing vdthin a Federal framework of
law and public administration. To identify the legal and adminis-
trative relations betvfeen Pederal and Provincial Goverrjr.ents in
relation to Conmunity Plannir^ and Housing-, To formulate and
evaluate clearly a frameirork of cooperative action between Federal,
Provincial and Municipal levels of Government for purposes of
comprehensive community development. The totality of Govern-
mental powers divided between the Federal and Provincial level
in Canada demands a total framei/orlc of action in relation to
Community Planning and Housing,
The planning process and its effective implementation must
be based on the complete and integrated hirarchy of Government
and its comprehensive pov;ers of action, despite being an
apparently exclusive provincial responsibility or a delegated
Bunicitjal function.
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26, lAIID USE ESLATSD TO SEL3CTED FISCAL ISSUES
Julius Margolis
Research Eeport II, Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of
Business and Economic Research, University of California
1957. Price $.50.
No previous Digest Report
Research Prohlem. A broad ohjective of the study v^as to
examine certain aspects of the relationship 'between land uses,
taxes, and other fiscal problems at the local level of govern-
ment. The study v;as developed as three essays which originally
appeared as articles in the National Tax Journal and The Journal
of Political Economy, The first of these evaluates the municipal
policy of encouraging specific land uses to improve local fiscal
conditions. The second considers the fiscal policies of the
different types of cities in a metropolitan region, discusses
each of the items entering into the municipal property tax rates
that have "been analyzed, and shoirs hov; these elements are re-
lated to the dominant activities vrithin ftie city, A third
essay includes other tj-pes of local government in the analysis
of fiscal structure and economic conditions,
Ma.ior Tindings . Attention in the report centers around the
current municipal policy v;hich encourages certain land uses hy
means of zoning ordinances and capital improvement programs
with the objective of improving local fiscal conditions. The
policy of endeavoring to attract industrial uses for the pur-
pose of alleviating municipal fiscal problems was found to be
questionable. Statistical analysis on vjhich the study is based
indicates that the assumption of a constant relation between
land uses and government costs and revenues is erroneous.
Rather, there is a very complicated relationship between
various land uses, tax systems, minicipal services, other
noneconomic factors, and the fiscal results achieved,
"Business" cities (or those vrith a high ratio of jobs to
residents) have a higher municipal property tax rate owing to
higher public expenditures per capita, lower real property
values, and insufficient fiscal advantages received from non-
property tax revenues.
It was found that in the San Francisco Bay Area the tax
rates for dormitory and balanced cities are similar, raising
doubts as to the effectiveness of the policy of attracting
industry in order to reduce property tax rates, (MB)
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27. UICAIT PIAlJinilC- III EEL/.TlOiT ?0 UP3A1TISATIC1T T5SITDS III L/.TIIT nEBlOA
Jrancis Yiolich
Deparor-ent of ^ity and Regional Planning, University of California,
Resea'''ch ur)c'-e.r'.;ay; prelininar;^ conclusions to appear in article
fcm in che fall issue of the JouT:nal of the Ainerican
?'iiL!:.:.t-cv.i; 5 of P lanners ; in Vivienda y P
l
aneamiento . ITos, 2^
and 25; Pan ^^nerican Union (in Spanish); and in other publi-
caclont..
Research. r.-.me pocsilDle hy: Travel Grant from P.ocksfeller
Ica'id-ation to the University of California; Research
As ST 2 Cc"- nee from Institute of Social Sciences and Center
for Latin American Studies, University of California;
and oOoperation hy the Division of Housing and Planning,
Isn American Union, Housing, Building ar^ Planning Branch,
I'M'.ted nations, and Inter-American Housing Center, Bogota.
Ho previous digest report.
Research Proolem . The purpose of this study is to relate
the trend tovrard urbanization in Latin /.merica in recent years
to local problems of urban physical growth and to the organization
for urban and metropolitan regional planning.
Previous Relevant Research . The study stems from the
investigator's earlier field study and published material deal-
ing vrith problems of lovr-cost housing and urban plarjiing in
Latin America, '.Tiile housing has had a good deal of attention
in recent years through the Pan American Union and the Inter-
American Housing Center, relatively little vfork has been done
on urban pla.nning.
Me thod of Study . Pield study was carried out during the
fall of 1956 in about 25 urbaJi areas in South America and in
these areas in Mezico in the summer of 1957» Principal sources
of :ni.tGrial included municipal, regional or national offices
dea'ing vrith urban planning, census bureaus and universities
off -~jng course vrork in urban planning. Prom this material
general conclusions ap-'lying to Latin America as a v;hole are
beii-.g drawn as a background for more detailed, specific case
stuo.r.es of the situation in a select group of about 20 urban
areas.
Ma.jor Findings . The increased rate of urbanization in most
countries is intensifying the traditional concentration of popu-
lation in single large cities in each country. This has given rise
not only to unbalanced regional development but as vjell to problems
of physical organization of urban areas \/hich are far beyond the
capacities and administrative procedures of urban planners and, in
general, of local governments. The urban planning field, as a
specialized profession, is frustrated in its attecipts to establish
itself due to a lack of mrjiicipal organiaationj proper university-
training programs and insufficient contact vjith developments in
other parts of the world. (FV)
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28. CHAITGES IIT UP^Axl' OOCUPaIICY OP FLOOD PLAIITS III TIIE UillTED STATES
Gilbert Y. 1/hite, "/esley C. Calef, and Harold M. Mayer
Department ox Geography, The University of Chicago, under
grant from Resources for the Future.
Field v;ork coirrpleted. Final report in preparation. To he
published in the University of Chicago Department of
Geography Research Series.
ITo previous digest report.
Research Problem . To explore the changes which have taken
place in the occupancy of urban flood plains in the United States
since the first national flood-control legislation uas passed in
1936.
Hypotheses . That vjhile flood damage has been reduced in
protected areas through engineering v;orks it has increased in
other areas in situations and in response to factors v/hich can
be identified.
Method of Study . From published reports and from field
interviev/s in district offices of the Corps of Engineers a
list of urban areas having flood problems v;as compiled. These
areas are being classified ac:;ordiiig to the characteristics of
the floods, the flood plains, and their human use. In I6
selected r.reas an intensive study v;as made of specific changes
in structures betvreen circa 1936 and 1957»
29. TEE ALIEIT TOiri'.S: PATTERITS OF SJTTLEILJIIT III BUSOG.-., UGAIIDA
Ann E. Larimore
University of Chicago, Departm.ent of Geography. Ph. D. dissertar-
tion. To be published in University of Chicago Department
of Geography Research Series. v3»00.
Research Problem. To investigate processes of multi-
racial urban development in British East Africa as exemplified
in the grov;th of Jinja, the primary center for Uganda's heavy
industrial development, and related settlements in the surround-
ing rural areas.
Method of Study . Intensive field work, including intervieiir-
ing and mapping in the Municipality of Jinja and the District of
Busoga, was amplified by analysis of the economic, political
and legal conditions providing a framework for urban £:rov,'th in
Uganda,
Ma.jor Findings , Urban grovrth does not follovr the pattern
established in '/estern economically developed countries, but is
modified by the tribal situation in which it occurs. Problems
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of urbanization arise from the introduction of V/e stern fonns and
concepts of uroan settlement into an African conmunity vjhich is
not organized to accept or adapt them. The tovras of I^ast Africa
are enclaves of European and Indian population performing
increasingly necessary functions for the country as a WRij-le""Mt
only indirectlj' related to the African rural areas. The
hinterlands of such tovms are the Indian trading centers,
plantations, and estates rather than the rural areas of
dispersed African subsistence holdings. The degree of inte-
gration of the African tribes of the rural areas v;ith the
multi-racial societies of the cities indicates the relative
economic and social development of the country.
30. THE POET OF CHICAGO AIIDTEI; ST. LA'wTffiHCE SSAV/AY
Harold M. Mayer
Department of Geography, The University of ChicagOo Prepared
under a publication grant from Bacon '/hippie and Company,
Published as: The Port of Chicago and the St, Lav/rence
Seavray, University of Chicago Press, August 1957, 283
pp. :p5.00.
No previous digest report.
Research Problem
.
"To present an objective, comprehensive,
and impartial viev; of the present status and problems of develop-
ment of the Port of Chicago and its relations to other ',;atenjay
improvements,"
Method of Study . This book presents a suimnary of nufflgraus'*
previous studies made by the author and by others, and in addi-
tion presents suggestions as to the possible direction of public
policy and activities relating to v;aterborne commerce and
facilities at the Port of Chicago,
Ma.jor Findings . The Port of Chicago will have substantially
increased v;ater-borne commerce as a result of the general expan-
sion of industry and especially the completion of the St. Lav/rence
Seav;ay enlargement and the Ga?>.umet-Sag project. Existing
facilities at the Port of Chicago are the most comprehensive and
modern on the Great Lakes, but vill require expansion and
additions. The best place for the major comprehensive port
terminals and industrial development is in the Calumet district
of Illinois and Indiana, centering on Lake Calumet, but small-_
scale specialized facilities, v;ith initial development on a
very modest scale, vrill be required in dovmtown Chicago Harbor,
There is no comprehensive port agency capable of dealing v;ith the
problem throughout the metropolitan area, and, in order to secure
adequate planning and development v/ith all parts of the port in
proper balance, a coniprehensive interstate port agency is suggested.
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31. TE3 SCRAP IHOIT aIID STEEL IHDUSTRY III :?H3 CEIO-'iGO ItETRCPOLITid!!
ARaA ~ A S'2UDY III LHOLSShilllS LAilD USB
Gei^ld Gutenschvager
Eepartnent of G-eogrp.rihy, The University of Chisrgo (Masters
thesis under direction of Harold M, Mayer), with
cooperation of the Department of City Planning, City of
Chicago.
Field work under v;ay.
'£o previous digest report.
Research Problem
.
To establish the locational relation-
ships of this t^'pe of land use to other land uses and to
transportation facilities as a step tov;ard understanding the
linlcages which exist in the urhan community*
Method of Study . For each of the years 1939, 19^, and
195^ 3-11 of the scrap xrholesalers in the standard metropolitan
area vri.ll "be located on a map and classified according to type
of activity,
_
Locational factors will "be deterrdned by inter-
vievrin^j all the large dealers and brokers and a sample of the
smaller ones.
Hypotheses. The scrap iron and steel dealers are located
with prin^ary orientation to their sources of scrap and not vrith
any strong focus on a particular location. In spite of relatively
small capital investr.ent in structures and other improvements
on the land and the seemingly consequent locational mobility,
the dealers change location relatively infrequently.
32. THE OIL CITY C311TPAL BUSFiTSSS DISTRICT AS EXEIIPLIFIID BY TEE
MIDLA.1ID-0DESSA (TSX/iS) caSIEE
Dickinson '/eber
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago, (Master's
thesis, under direction of Harold M. Mayer)
Field V70i-k completed; report in preparation.
No previous digest report.
Resea rch Problem . 1/hat are the characteristic features of
the orgarj2:ation, ::rogreEsion (the urba.i organic process), and
ap-^jearance in a climax version of central businsss districts
of'sxnciulized cities; specifically, the oil cities of Midland
and Odesba?
Hypot hesis , ^hat there exist characteristic and specialized
central bi.-jiness dist:-icts just as there are genetically charac-
teristic end. speciali;ied types of clHeS: and, given independent
de-elo-oiroj-tc these uroan forms should reflect in compact form the
type of sxjecialisation tliat accounts for the undiversified econ-
omic base of an entire urban region.
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Method of Study . Field mapping, interviews, and analysis,
using a combination of methods developed hy the Department of
Geography at the University of Chisago, the analytical methods,
insofar as applicable of Murphy and Vance, and the techniques
of the Eannels CED study of Philadelphia, together with other
appropriate techniques.
vl- v--;v-^ -' ' -- ;
33. UKBAH GEEOC-BAPHY AHD TH3 AIERICAIT CITY
Raynond E. Kurphy
Writing in progress. Hope to be ready for publication in book
form approximately spring of 1959«
Graduate School of Geography, Clark University.
No previous digest report
»
Research Problem. This is an attempt to organize the
material of a rapidly growing field, urban geography, along
systematic lines.
Method of Study . The approach consists of stating the
central theme of the field and then examining the research that
has been done and the techniques and methods represented.
Problems that need studying are considered as v^ell as possible
methods of attack. Emphasis is upon the American city and the
grov.'ing body of generalizations about city patterns. Includes
a bibliographic summing up of the literature for each of the
various aspects of the field. (R,E,M,)
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3l|, MEASIIRIITC- THE qUALITY OF HOUSIITG
Professor Glenn E. Beyer, Project Director; G-eorge Price,
Research Assistant; Cornell University, Department
of Housing and Design and the Housing Research Qenter
in cooperation v;ith the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Ho previous digest report.
Research Problem
.
To develop a simple and appropriate
technioue for measuring the quality of rural and open country
housing (including structural condition, facilities and equip-
ment, and planning,)
Hypotheses
.
1, There ej:ists a need for a technique v;hich lies half
vay hetveen those of the Census Bureau and the A.P,H.A,
2, That there are significant enough differences betvreen
urban and open country housing to vjarrant special
measuring techniques.
Method of Study . Field testing and analysis of alternate
techniques,
Comriletion Date . One year study to be conpleted in the
summer of 1958. ^.H.B,
)
35. HIGH COST OF PUBLIC HCUSIITG
Professors John G. Gebha.rd and Alexander Kira, Project Directors;
H. Everett Drugge, Research Assistant; Cornell University,
School of Civil Engineering and the Housing Research Center,
Sponsored by the ITev; York State Division of Housing.
Re search Problem. To study the possibility of reducing the
construction costs of high-rise public housing projects. This
particular study vfill concentrate on aspects of the structural
frams,
Coraplevion Date . One year study to be conrpleted in the
summer of l-JjQ. (G.E.B.)
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36. 'PHS 3ASE — SERVICE RATIO AID COMKUl'TITY INCOME' LEVELS
John Eeinecke (under the direction of Hobert 0. Earvey)
Department of Finance, University of Illinois
No previous digest report.
Research Frohlem, To determine if coinsiunity income levels
influence the ratio of grov.'th to service employnent and if the
relationship can he neasured.
The technique is to estimate incomes for cities for which
grovrth-service ratios are available and compare income measures
with the ratios.
To be completed. Spring, I958. (ROH)
37. RESEARCH FLA>nnJT!> FOE THE DSVELOFl i::]T OF A RIVER V;lLLSY
Joseph Russell and Louis 3. '.'etmore
Research ^egan June 1957—Scheduled completion February 1958
Conducted at the Universities of Illinois, Indiana and
Purdue.
Uo previous digest report.
P.qgcarch Problem . The formulation of a study program, to
be fr5M!j--3d by the '/rbash Valley Association in planning the
d.<^-7 = '.o-pr: :-it of the Vrlley's resources for the greatest local and
rcgn )na? benefits.
Me-'. h' i of Study . The research thus far has been allocated
among the three universities.
a) Illinois—^Definition of the problem and regiona,l study
procedures.
B) Ij-.^iana—^Alternative geographic areas of study within
fc'jio vater shed.
(•) Pi '."due—^jlssumptions on working hypothesis.
Thti three universities are concurrently working on:
1) A b:.'ief appraisal of present valley conditions,
2) -ri grouping into a priority order of various research
studies.
3) Development of a research organization for the association.
•Ta .jor Findings . The study has not progressed far enou^
to evaluate the findings.
38. ElffLOYMEJlT UlTXAGES III A SMALL ICETROPOLITAIT AREA
Geor;/> T. Marcou--Bureau of Community Planning, University of Illinois
Uork :-!Tt-ted June, 1957
No prerlous digest report.
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Research Problen
.
Preliminary studies to arrive at compara-
tive predictive formulas to determine employment linkages
tetveen communities in the Central Illinois region and uork
places in Decatur, a ma^or central city of that region; to test
these formulas in other major cities of the region.
Eyoothesis . The number of eiroloyees from any comnunity
who work in the major vrork places in Decatur is dependent on
one or more of a numher of factors. Such factors include physi-
cal characteristics such as the time-distance from the community
to the work place; coraniinity characteristics such as eirnployment
opportunities in the corjnunity relative to regional opportunities;
work place characteristics such as size, rate of ezcpansion. These
factors determine in part the number of employees that a v/ork
place in a centrn.1 city such as Decatur v/ill be able to draw
from the various other communities in the region.
Method of Studies . In January 1957» ^he Illinois Division
of Highvjays made a survey of employee residence for Decatur
work places employing more than 100. As a result, fig-ares './ere
obta-ined for the number of employees from each community in the
Central Illinois region vyorld.ng in each of the major Decatur
vjork pa.,-,ces, For any one community or group of communities these
e'lTploA'ie figures represent the independent variable.
The dependent vrrir.bles are these factors trhich are thought
to c«?-; ^tirdne the extent of employee commuting .-^nd some of vmich
havvi \>i-: :i previously mentioned,
P";lfvant relationships are to be obtained by correlating
eiiip''.(.r.:8 fi'-'ires for each vork place and each of these measured
fac- ',.•^^; lor communities outside Decatur, vievred singly or in
grou7 1.
39, CAS''- i:'j'i:.:Ti;s t::^ hsal prcpsbty iitvest:citt dxpsrisitcz
Fxjc ::t ;.;'>:' Lie'', (under the direction of P-obert 0. Harvey)
Lep.^j.-i' ent cf Finance, University of Illinois
P.'j
s
earch Problem , To determine the actual experiences
of in3'' ; idual. investors in real estate. To evaluate investment
opporfj^ilties available to small-scale real estate investors in
urban /cgions.
Moi hod of Study . The case study method is used exclusively;
the study is a part of the case collection program of the Urban
Land Economics Program, College of Commerce and Business Adminis-
tration, University of Illinois,
To be completed, summer, 1958. (ROE)
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1^0. METROPOLITM DSVELCfPIGin; PHOBLEIIS IN THE PISDMOITT H^IEUSTRIAL
r. Stuart Chapin, Jr., Shirley F. ^/eiss, and Hotert L. 'iilson
One of a major group of studies concerned v/ith development
patterns and proolems in newly forming metropolitan regions.
Previous digest report: Item llo, 15» Vol. 4
Research Problem . The immediate purpose of this research
is (l) to identify the range and describe the characteristics
of the metropolitan development problems faced by clusters of
cities in the Piedmont Industrial Orescent, as they are emerging
today and are likely to develop in the next 10 to 20 years, and
(2) to suggest approaches for solving or in the future avoiding
such problems. The ultimate purpose is to identify guide lines
for rational metropolitan development in newly forming metro-
politan regions in the South and elsev/here.
Hypotheses
. The rapid growth of clusters of cities in the
Piedmont Orescent is creating serious land development problems.
Characterized sometimes by uneconomic "scatteration," sometimes
by a massive kind of "urban sprawl, "^ and sometimes by attenuated
ribbon development along the major highv/ays, the land development
patterns in these embryo metropolitan regions display similarities
to those usually associated with the traditional large metropolitan
area. The land use configuration v.dthin these clusters appears
to be developing './ithout regard for certain fundamental regional
considerations, and local major street patterns are sometimes
inconsistent with sound regional land use objectives. Not only
are costs of developing or ercoanding community facilities to serve
these kinds of new development high, but their living qualities
are sometimes seriously affected, Fully effective approaches for
dealing v;ith these problems have not yet been developed, Further-
m.ore, the polynucleated form of metropolitan region req^uires a
different kind of solution than vmat may be indicated for the
traditional single-centered metropolitan region.
Method of Study . Three phases:
(1) ji. pilot study of the Three-County Area (L'avidson,
Guilford, and Forsyth co'jnties), seeking to identify the nature
and seriousness of existing and emerging problems of land
development in relation to economic growth potential, construc-
tion of transportation facilities, provision of community
facilities, obsolescence of central core, and extension of fringe
areas. An important feature of this part of the research is an
investigation of land development problems as perceived by the
industrialist, the real estate man, the builder, and the public
and private official supplying community facilities or services.
Survey research and panel interviewing will be used to obtain
measures of perception among these groups.
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(2) Development of approaches to the solution of the problems
identified in the first phase » v;ith particular emphasis on
methods of controlling land developnent in the interest of elimin-
ating or reducinf-; the impact in nev.'ly forming metropolitan regions.
The feasibility of controls governing industrial location,
highv/ay location, utility extension, among others, vdll be
investigated,
(3) Comparative sti:dies with other metropolitan-like
clusters of cities and with the more conventional single-centered
metropolitan areas such as Atlanta. Comparisons vjill center on
similarities and dissimilarities among land development
problems, considering differences which may exist in land use
policies, in governmental structure, and other variables. Ihe
applicability of approaches developed in the second phase to
other metropolitan areas will be investigated, both in the
polynucleated and the single-centered metropolitan rsf^ion,
Ma.jor Findings . Reseerch in early stages. Estimated
completion date. Spring I96O, The findings will be summarized
in a research monograph. They v/ill also provide material for
the projected research volume on the Piedmont Industrial
Crescent, to be prepared in connection v/ith the five-year
Urban Studies Program, (?SG)
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Ul. EE3IffiA!:iOiT PLAMIITG FOR L3ISUE3 BEHAVIOR: A GOAL-ORlElTTSD
APPROACH
Herbert J. Gans, Ph. D. Dissertation, Professor Martin Meyerson,
Supervisor,
Depprtnent of 3ity Plarining, University of Pennsylvania, 1957
ITo previous digest report.
Research Problem
.
To develop and apply a goal-oriented
approach to public recreation planning, by v'hich the city
planner or urban policy-maker can advise on the allocation of
limited resources on the basis of a priority-ranking of
explicit community goals. The approach requires the determination
of recreation goals, and the development of progrms empirically
tested to achieve these v;ithout undesirable consequences for
other goals, and consistent v.-ith the community's resource situa-
tion. The data v/ere gathered primarily through a re-analysis
of existing literature in recreation, recreation planning and
city planning.
Procedure, Results and Conclusions . The first six chapters
analyze contemporarj^ public recreation, in terms of the goals
of three interest-groups: the suppliers of its facilities and
Programs, their users, and the community and its decision-makers
vho detamine allocations. An institutional analysis shov/s that
the stated goals of the suppliers reflect the recreation movement's
desire for user self-improvement through "constructive" leisure.
The goals actually pursu'ed seek to maximize specific facilities
for all ages under municipal administration and professional
supervision-without evidence that these implement stated goals,
A survey of use studies dealing with the characteristics of
users, and use patterns in playgrounds, recreation centers and
parks, shovjs tl-iat these facilities appeal to only small propor-
tions of all residents, and to a fe'j specific age groups.
Moreover, user goals, though latent, varj' from those the
suppliers would have them seek. There seem to be few community
goals for recreption. Polls and voting studies suggest a
generally lev level of community interest in public recreation.
An analysis of actual policies of the suppliers demonstrates
that these are combinrtions of major goals of users, suppliers
and community decision-makers. The latter allocate limited
resources among competing mionicipal agencies by gauging the
intensity of community interest in their services. The suppliers
must therefore maximize evidence of such interest. Consequently,
they offer activities closer to user preferences than to their
own goals for "desirable" leisure behavior.
The remaining six clispters deal vrith recreation planning.
Current planning methods are analyzed for the implications of
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their reliance on "standards." These are quantified statenents
of sur)-.lier goals, vhich negleat user and oonmunity goals as
v/ell as the recreation actually supplied, and are therefore
in-appropriate for applicrticn by the city planner. Moreover,
the emphasis on self-intprovement and middle class productivity
inrplicit in the suppliers' leisure concept and goals excludes
too many alternative forns of leisure to serve as the sole
"basis for community-wide recreation planning. User goals
must also be considered.
Goal detemination, and empirically verifiable relationships
in the goal-program-conseo^uence triad can, hov/ever, be substituted
for planning standards. This is illustrated by a number of models,
each of •./hish outlines some programs necessary for the achieve-
ment of a stated goal and the planning consequences that follov;,
Various user and supplier goals are employed in models, but
major empliasis is placed on describing recreation systems for
various sots of user-publics, classified by such characteristics
as age, socio-economic background, or regularity-non-regularity
of public facility/ use.
The community must synthesize goals to determine those for
the allocation of public funds to recreation. The recommended
synthi.iis would give primacy to user goals, but with more general
commurilty goals determining vjhich user-publ-Jcs had highest
priority, and vrith supi^lier goals functioning in facility design.
In practice, this would result in an incremental, user-oriented
public recreation system which reduces the gap betv;een existing
facilities and recreation needs as felt by the users, in line v/ith
community priorities and resources.
Given the methodological and strategic difficulties of
implementing an approach starting from goals, a feasible interim
method is develojj in v,'hich goals underlying current planning
solutions are made explicit, so thr.t undesirable goals may be
replaced vrithin alternative programs, (H.G.)
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^2. EFFEST OF 1T01T-LIMI7ED ACCSSS BY PASS3S OIT T^'O CITIES
Chcrles Pinnell (under the direction of Harold L, Michael)
Research project in progress (October 1957) and scheduled
for cornpletion in February 1958* A researdh report
vrill he made.
Research is being conducted by the Joint Highway Research
Project of Purdue University vfith the cooperation of the
State Highv;ay Department of Indiana,- the Indiana State
Pcli:;e, and the cities of Kokomo and Lebanon, Indiana,
No previous digest report.
Research Prohlen, This study ir to determine the longer
term effects (5 ^- o year) of a non-limited access bypass on
traffic, accidents, land use, land value, ancL business in tv;o
cities, Zokono ?nd Lebanon, Indiana,
Previous Hele-ant Research , T\;o reports vrere made entitled,
"Engineerin--: and Eacnoriio Study of Kokomo, Indiana Sypasss " 195^
and "Engl no '^ring and iicr^nonic Study of Lebanon Indiana Bypass"
1952, Bctn '.rere issued by the Joint Highvray Research Project,
Purdue University and neither is available except on loan from
that organization. These tvro reports cover the short-term
effect on traffic, lani use, land value, accidents rnd business
in the two communities. "Before" and "after" studies (before -
study of conditions immediately prior to construction of the
bypasses; after-study of conditions 6 months to one year after
opening of the bypasses) are the technique of study used.
Method of Study . Data on present traffic conditions,
accidents, land value, land use, and economic conditions of
retail businesses are being collected, both adjr'cent to the
by-pass, in the central business district of the cities, and
in other locations in the cities, ^hese v;ill be analyzed and
compared with conditions found in the earlier studies.
Major Findings. Hot complete by October 1957. (HLM)
I43. THE ESTimTED EFFECTS CF FOUR PROPOSSD SHOPPIITG CE'lTSSS ON
METROFOLITjUT LAFAYETTE, IITOIAIIA.
Hart Zask (Under the direction of Harold L. Michael)
Master's Thesis, August, 1957
Purdue University, Joint Highway Research Project, School of
Civil Engineering.
Research Problem . This project reports the estimated
effect on a small city of four proposed shopping centers.
Method of Study , In the study an economic analysis vras
made to determine v/hether Metropolitan Lafayette will be able
to sup -lOrt all the shopping center developments, presently
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planned for the future. This involved; an appraisal of
Lafayette's economic; hase and its future; the determination
of Lafayette's trade area by the ap-^ilication of the law of
retail gravitation; an estimation of present population and the
anticipated future ^rov/th; and a study of incomes of residents
and their retail expenditures in the trade area, A thorough
revievr of literature in the shopping center field provided a
guide for the procedure follovred in the economic analysis.
The existing traffic flovr in the vicinity of the i^roposed
shopr)ing centers vas determined from automatics traffic record-
ing counts while traffic volumes for the year of I963 were
estimated based on present traffic volumes and anticipated
future developments.
The estimated I963 pre-Christmas peak hour traffic flov;
in the vicinity of the three proposed shop ling centers consisting
of shopper traffic and non-shopper traffic served to indicate the
locations where major traffic congestion attributable to shopner
traffic ••odd oc-;ur.
Ma.lor bindings , Lafayette can support only three of the
preposed centers. The road net in the area of the centers
will reciuire the providing of additional capacity because of
the centers. No consequential adverse economic effects v;ill
result to the Lafayette community because of these shopping
centers.
ll^, A FIELD TESORY OF LAIID USZ AITD THi: M0V3l3HT OF PE0PL3 ^
Robert T. Howe (under direcjtion of 2.B. './oods)
Research project is in progre? s. Planned completion drta is
September I958.
Purdue University, School of Civil engineering « ^c
Research Problem . This study is attempting to relate the /» ^ h-
movement of people for trips which must be made, i.e., trips
to centers of employment and shopping, to certain principles of
electrostatic field theory.
U^'
Method of Study . A simple hypothetical model community is
considered v.-ith those regions of the earth which are useful to
man such as forests, waterfalls, good agricultural land, etc.,
considered to carry net positive charges. All human beings
carry net negative charges, '-^hen man builds anything, it is
hypothesized that he removes electrons from the rav? materials
and thereby create additional net positive charges, which in
turn tend to attract more people. Several centers of positive
charge may be operating on a person and attracting him to them.
The intensities of the several "fields" affects hlB movements.
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The theory will be used to predict work trips for residents
of V'est Lafayette, Indiana and these predictions vill "oe
compared v/ith the results of a 1953- Origin and Destination
Survey of that city,
Ka.ior Findings . Hot to this stage, (ELM)
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1;5, ATLA.S OF HIGiTJAYS AilD UiSAH CuJilTEES
Jo H. Anderroa, 3.^ Boyce, U, L^ Garrison, D, J, Iferl^le,
K. E^ Marts, Rj L, Morrill, J. L, Eystuen.
Sponsored by the Interin Connnitbee on Highways, Streets
and Bridges J Washington State iegislature, to he pub-
lished by the Conziittee, S-unnner 1958
•
Ko prevxous digest report,
Eesearch Problen, In the last few years there have
been approximately ^Z studies whinh treat empirically the
iapaot of changed higtefay facilities on urban comcunities.
These studies differ greatly in objectires, methods, and
findings, but it is presumed that a useful purpose i.'ould be
served in bringing their information together in a central
publication,
Method of Study« Arailabie materials hare been accumulated
and are being arranged in as comparable a form as is practicable,
(V.G.)
it6. HIGEtTAY TPAITSPORTATIOW AFD UBBAIT ECOHOMICJ ACTIVITrsSi ISS
CASE 'of MARYSYiLtE, ^7.SHilTGT01I ' ;
J. E, Anderson, B. Boyce, V, L, Garrison, D. F, Marble, M.E,
Marts, R. L. Mori-ill, J, P. Uystuen,
Sponsored by the Interim Coimnittee on Higm-Jays, Streets and
Bridges, I'ashington State legislature, to be published
by the Goaaittee, Sumner 195^
No previous digest report.
Research Problem. Because of the accelerated highvjay
construction program there is currently a great deal of interest
in the impact of transportation changes on established features
of urban communities. The present study is one of a series
which •v-Jill develop empirical and theoretical information on
this problem,
Ma.ior Hypothesis , The level of any urban activity is a
function of its locr tion. This hypothesis identifies a family
of location problem";. Its distinctive characteristic here is
the treatment of the highvray as a location parameter.
Method of Study, Marysville, Uashington v;as selected as
the location for this study i-.'hich is considered to be a pilot
study. State tax records, land value da+a from public records
and trip interview data are being developed as the chief sources
of information. These data vrill be cast into an empirical
model and subjected to regression analysis in the near future,
(VG)
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i^7, IirraSTMEKT POLICY AMD TEAITSPOKIIATIOIT COST IN A HIGm/AY SYSTEM
William L, Garrison and Duane F. Marble.
To be presented at the January Highv/ay Research Board Meetings,
No previous digest report.
Research FrohlGm. In spite of the rich location theory
available to researchers there is little in the viay of theory
to guide planning the location of high\-ray facilities in
recognition of the accompanying problem of the arrangement of
land u'jes- The present study mtiics a tentative development
of such theoiy.
Method of S^:udy , The problen is cr.st as a programming
problem \ ith the objective of minimizing the joint cost of
investment and over t^^.e road transportation costs in the
system. The objective function, is subject to a group of
restraints which spell out thefproblems of supplying and
shippinf from all urban centers. The dual problem is also
examined
,
Major Findings , The formulation spells out the nature of
the problem in a manner useful for conceptual and pedagogical
circumstances. Too, the efficiency prices evidenced in the
dual problem point out the place of location rents and trans-
portation costs ?n planning. ('''G)
U8, URBAIT FRS3'JAY'D3T^L0?MJLTT Aiu) FIFAIICIIIG
E, M, Hon-/ood, ?.. H. lleese, H, B, Sav/hill
Uork in orogress as contract research sponsored jointly by the
Vnehington Highway Commission and State Legislature under
Section 33 (O), Ch. 172 Laws of 1957.
No previous digest repo rt.
Research Problem . The improvement of urban extensions
of state highways to ireevray standards represents a constantly
increasing percentage of state highway expenditures. The construc-
tion of these facilities can lead to great increases in the
value of benefited property. The prospect of such vindfall
benefits tends to arouse controversy over each prospective
freeway or bridge location, thus delaying needed development.
Can recent findings of the Washington Highway Research Council
relative to the effect of freeway access on real property
values be used to recover some part of the increase in the value
of the benefited property!
Previous i^elevant J^esearch, V/ashington State Highway Cost
Allocation Study, particularly Part V, dealing with changes in
property values near free\;ays.
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Method of Study
.
1) Survey of the pro'ba'ble pattern of future freevay develop-
^
nent in each of the state's four inetropolit?n areas,
2'' Reviev of the findings of the regional studies in the
light of freevray development in other parts of the nation,
3) Estimation of the extent of the area likely to be affected
Dy freei.'ay development in each nietropolis and the result-
ing incremental value of real property,
k) Detennin,'?tion of the need for ensbling legislation,
Ma .jor bindings . Study presently in inventory stage. Final
re-Dorb is due in Septemoer, 195S, Preliminary report -nlanned
for late 1957. (3K)
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EDITOR'S NOTES
Article
The first contribution of an article is carried in this
issue, a discussion of research operations in a regional planning
agency. It uses the author's experiences in the Detroit area as°a
case study. Additional articles, are being prepared.
Editorial Board
A meeting has been scheduled in 'Washington, in connection
with the conference of the American Society of Planning Officials, of
the Editorial Board. Professor Melvin K. 'iebber of the University of
California has been invited to participate in his forthcoming capacity
as Editor of the AIP Journal . Cross-ties with that publication are
scheduled for discussion, as ivell as other items of current interest.
Subscriptions
Since institution of the annua], fee, effective with the
previous issue, our paid subscribers have been reduced by about one-
third in comparison with the former mailing list, a reduction accom-
plished in some measure through consolidation of subscriptions around
institutional libraries. The question of how extensive the circula-
tion of the Digest should be has not yet been resolved. Some contri-
butors prefer to reach only a limited audience during their research
process. 17e welcome suggestions from subscribers in regard to this
matter.
Credits
Special thanks is due to the Bureau of Community Planning for
help in publishing this issue.
William I. Goodman, Editor
Urbana, Illinois
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REGIONAL PLANNING RESEARCH
by Paul Reid-*-
In the Regional Planning Commission of the Detroit metropolitan area,
we have sought to relate research to the people for whom and with whom
planning is being done. Research has been regarded as a tool and the hand-
maiden of the planning process. In the early months of the agency, T.
Ledyard Blakeman (its first director) established the principle that com-
prehensive plans for the region must reflect physical and social research,
tempered by existing physical conditions and by desirable living and work-
ing goals. The resolution of June, 1947, which created the Regional Plan-
ning Commission specified certain research objectives:
" Immediate ; (1) To ascertain and appraise
trends in industrial location, residential
development, and land utilization and im-
provement in the metropolitan area, and (2)
To measure and interpret population changes,
both in number and composition, and in terms
of their distribution throughout the area,
Long-Range ; To investigate and determine
the economic and social needs of the region
which are to be served by comprehensive re-
gional plans."
The research program has been basic and continuing. It has resulted in
definite products as well as unexpected by-products, both of which have proved
of practical value to effective planning.
Approach . Every region is an abstraction. The metropolitan region is
an abridgement of a larger state or inter-state area, whether it is determined
by the Bureau of the Census definition of a standard metropolitan area or is
geographically tailored to fit particular problems and political practicali-
ties. The research program of such a region, however, cannot be limited to
the official boundaries. It needs to feel free and even impelled to follow
physical and social factors whose out-reach and in-reach cross these arbi-
trary lines.
Location of sources of information is a particularly vexing problem for
regional planning research. Viewed as a family of communities, the region
contains many sources of data. It is important to recognize at the outset
that resources for information consist not only in tabulated or collectable
data, but also in people . Many people
—
governmental officials, business men,
industrialists, social agency staffs, and others—have provided us with a
wide variety of information. But even more, a niimber of them have afforded
us invaluable insights out of their experiences. Our research staff has
1. Executive Director, Detroit Metropolitan Area Regional Planning Commission.
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been stimulated and encouraged by such assistance in their approach to phy-
sical and social problems with which our planning is involved.
Structure . The research program of the Regional Planning Commission in
the Detroit area has an interesting genesis. The head of the research de-
partment, after getting acquainted with a new area and beginning to get into
some of the text data available, began talking with a number of people in the
region who were involved in various types of research directly or tangently
related to planning. Among these people happened to be the dean of the lib-
eral arts school of Wayne State University. Out of these talks came the idea
and the process of developing an advisory Research Committee composed of some
fifteen to twenty people involved in various types of governmental, industrial,
retail, and utility research.
This committee made the dean of the liberal arts school its chairman and
began molding a program of research touched off by the preliminary work of
the research director. One of the first steps was to expand this program by
getting comments and suggestions from various department heads of VJayne State
University. These suggestions were talked over in the committee and a compre-
hensive research program hammered out in a series of discussions. The research
committee was set up to meet bi-monthly and has continued to do so over the
past nine years.
One of the major roles of the research director in this situation was to
link the physical and social planning job to the more limited economic research
with which the various committee members were acquainted. A constant empha-
sis was the tie-in between basic, social and economic facts and trends, and
physical planning in the Detroit region.
Each major study undertaken by the research staff was first discussed
with members, or a sub-committee, of the Research Committee. This procedure
involved the development of an outline for the study as well as solicitation
of sources and items of information. It also included criticism and revisions
of the first draft of such studies as well as final general approval of the
completed text.
About five years ago, a standing sub-committee was established, devoted
to the task of making annual estimates of occupied dwelling units and popula-
tion for all governmental units in the region. On this standing committee
are representatives of the major public utility company, a university socio-
logist, market analysts from two metropolitan nev/spapers, statisticians from
the chamber of commerce and the board of health, a housing market analyst and
a labor market analyst, along with staff members of the Regional Planning Com-
mission. The yearly output of this committee has gained region-wide attention.
Governmental units use the estimates in making up their annual budgets; pri-
vate agencies employ the data in their own special interest operations. These
materials have served admirably—though somewhat unintentionally at the outset
—
as a means of making people aware of the work and of the nature of the program
of the Regional Planning Commission. This is an example of what was mentioned
earlier as "by-products" of the research program.
,'1:^
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Ma.jor Blocks . By long experience and understanding the manufacturing
aspects of the regional economy were recognized as the major economic feature
giving the Detroit area its character. It was therefore, obvious that the
first avenues of the research program led into a study of the manufacturing
economy, as it related to the nation and to other major metropolitan areas
and as it v;as composed of its various local integral parts. Paralleling
the manufacturing study v;as the study of population growth and characteristics
and the relationship between economic growth and population growth. Flowing
from these two major lines were specialized studies of particular parts of
the manufacturing economy, particularly the automotive sector, and from the
population studies, specialized investigations of school age people and the
increase in population in these age ranges.
We are now embarked on studying other sectors of the economy especially
retail and wholesale trade, and agriculture in the region. These aspects of
the economy will be related to the basic manufacturing sector and an inte-
grated concept of what makes the Detroit region click from the economic stand-
point will be the major objective.
Continuing Program . Along with these basic studies, we have by force of
circumstances kept abreast of new plant developments and movements in manu-
facturing, of home building, and of retail shopping center growth. The manu-
facturing plant data have been kept on a running card file and published from
time to time in sumrriaries as well as in map form. Quarterly and annual re-
ports on residential building permits are issued. An annual report is pub-
lished—^with maps—on suburban shopping centers—established, in construction
and planned.
Under a current 2-year planning assistance grant from the Federal Housing
& Home Finance Agency, we have a series of research projects integral to our
physical planning job. One of these involves a recreational study, both in
terms of existing recreational land and its uses, involving origin and des-
tination data, and also as it is related to future desires, needs and poten-
tials for a regional land recreation plan. Another project involves a study
of community organization and patterns with an inventory of what's now the
pattern and with a projection of a future pattern of functional planning dis-
tricts for the comprehensive plan of 1970. A series of economic base studies
will dig more deeply into the composition of the economy and the interaction
of its various parts, especially as they relate to land use needs and to the
arrangement of land use patterns. / further study of retail, wholesale and
service trades is also projected along with an investigation of the part that
agriculture plays and is likely to play in the region's economy, especially
on the outer fringes. An investigation of the role of women in the region's
econon^y is also contemplated. The final part of this research program in-
volves a study of planning development and public finance, l/here the re-
lation of both existing and proposed land use to tax income and to the sources
and amounts of funds available to carry out planning projects and provide
public service facilities will be m.ade.
Relation to Local Planning Operations . From the outset, we have been
convinced that local planning in order to free itself from the danger of be-
ing carried on in a vacuum, must be cognizant of both the physical and social
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factors that bear in on the community from the outside. Consequently, our
physical and social research has been designed as a background and guide for
local communities in doing their more detailed and refined planning jobs.
Probably our metropolitan research has been geared down to this lower communi-
ty level more than would normally be expected, but this has been done for a
deliberate purpose. In conjunction with the Michigan Chapter of the American
Institute of Planners, several years ago we prepared a handbook for local
planning research as a guide to city, village and township planning commissions.
V/hile this handbook has not had as wide a use as \^e hoped for as yet, those
communities that have followed some of its suggestions have been able to do
a more significant local planning job.
The local communities have made the greatest use of our current popula-
tion estimates and projections by unit of government, our maps of physical
data and our detailed land use surveys which have been geared down to the
coirmunity level. These services, we feel, are of great value to local com-
munities. VJe feel that they are essential for implementing our generalized
regional plan.
Outreach and Implications . A governmental planning agency is usually
limited in the amount of funds and personnel it can devote to research. But
by persistently pursuing its path with the resources available, a regional
planning agency can do a significant job. One of the by-products of this
process is the uncovering of areas that need to be researched in depth, par-
ticularly in regard to core city and suburban relationships and both popula-
tion and economic mobility. Suggestions have been made to graduate students
and department heads of universities as well as to foundations for more ex-
tended research along these lines.
Our agency has also acted as the stimulator and goad to get other organ-
izations to undertake specific research jobs. The idea and process of the
recent ^600,000 traffic survey developed out of our highway advisory committee.
One member of our staff served two years on the traffic survey staff in a
liaison capacity, lie are now cooperating with the continuing Detroit area
traffic study to tabulate detailed land use data on IBM cards. Our preliminary
survey of ivrater facilities and needs was a forerimner to a more advanced en-
gineering study by the National Sanitation Foundation.
It is in the nature of things that a physical planning agency becomes
both aware of and involved in other problems of government—organization,
operations, outlook and perspective. Ihile we do not conceive it to be the
role of a regional planning agency to recommend modifications in governmental
structure or operations, wherever our research and experience on the ground
reveal such needs, we feel obligated to tell governmental citizens and the
public about such situations.
The research arm of planning operations must be ever alert and active.
Revision of comprehensive plans on the basis of changed economic and social
situations is a constant process. The first duty of the researcher is to
make his materials available on a sound basis and usable form to the planning
division of the agency staff. A second, equally compelling obligation, is to
see to it that his studies and findings get into the hands of the technical and
lay people v/ho put planning into operation on the ground.
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CURRENT RESEARCH PROJECTS
1. POLITICAL AREAL FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION; WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA
Robert H. Brown
University of Chicago, Department of Geography, Research Paper No. 51;
December 1957. $3.00.
No previous digest report.
Research Problem. "This study is basically an examination of
political activities in terms of areas, functions, and organizations.
In combination, the political organizations of the world produce a
hierarchy of areas and functions. Corresponding areas and functions
are to be found at each of several levels in a 'nested' hierarchical
system. The entire arrangement may be examined geographically through
the use of a number of principles of 'areal fvinctional organization'
recently stated by Philbrick (Allen K. Philbrick, "Principles of Areal
Functional Organization in Regional Human Geography", Economic Geog-
raphy, XXXIII (1957), 299-336). Empirically, the study is concentra-
ted primarily upon political institutions of a governmental nature
in St. Cloud, Minnesota."
Ma.jor Findings . "The present study demonstrates the practi-
cability of applying Philbrick 's general principles of areal-func-
tional organization to the study of political activities. - - Poli-
tical institutions at each successively higher level in the areal-
functional hierarchy perform some functions directly for the next
lower level and others indirectly for all lower levels. Areally
the hierarchy is characterized by its 'nested' arrangement wherein
each successively higher level contains within its boundaries two
or more exanples of the next lower level." (HMM)
2. THE SCRAP IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY IN THE CHICAGO METROPOLITAN AREA -
A STUDY IN l\fHOLESALING LAND USE
Gerald Gutenschwager
,
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago (Master s thesis
under the direction of Harold M. Mayer) with cooperation of
the Department of City Planning, City of Chicago
Previous digest report: November 1957, No. 31
This report has been completed and is available on inter-library
loan, or microfilm copy may be purchased, from University of
Chicago library. (HMM)
3. CHANGES IN URBAN OCCUPANCY OF FLOOD PLAINS IN THE UNITED STATES
Gilbert F. V/hite, Wesley C. Calef, James W. Hudson, Harold M.
Mayer, John R. Sheaffer, Donald Volk
Department of Geography, the University of Chicago, under grant
from Resources for the Future
Previous digest report: November 1957, No. 28
Final report is nearing completion. To be published as: Depart-
ment of Geography, University of Chicago, Research Paper No. 55<
V/ill be available, summer 1958 from the Department. $4.00
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4. THE CONCEPTS OF STANDARDS AND RE^UIREI^iEMTS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL PLANNING:
A CASE STUDY IN COMIUNITY PLANNING liETHOD
John W. Dyckman
Ph. D. dissertation^ Program of Education and Research in Planning,
The University of Chicago
Conpleted December 1957, 280 pp. ms. Available by interlibrary
loan, or microfilm copy may be purchased, from University of
Chicago library
No previous Digest report
Research Problem. "This is a study of planning method in the
public decision sphere. It uses the case of public school planning
to examine the formulation and application of 'standards' as an in-
tegral part of planning procedure. This study itself is a product
of parts of the movement to make planning and public administration
'scientific' and 'objective'. It attempts to analyze planning method
in the positivistic spirit which has contributed to the emphasis on
measurement, and hence on standards in local planning, but it aims,
in addition, at uncovering some of t-he unarticulated value judgments
and irrational elements in present practice which have been obscured
by uncritical development of this movement".
Major Findings . "The conclusion is not that the bureaucracy
has imposed solutions against the will of the majority, but that it
has disguised value judgments borrowed from a kind of cansensus as
judgments of scientific 'fact'. —- The practice of building norms
upon other existing norms, and of relying on the good practice of
other professionals, which has been found so characteristic of pub-
lic education, has been a major source of the short-cutting of full
rationality. — One outcome of the continuation of the process of
deriving new standards almost wholly from existing standards embody-
ing past value judgments is a tendency to lose sight of the original
ends. In school planning this has shown up as a tendency to preoc-
cupation with artifacts and instruments of programming as ends in
themselves." (HIVM)
5. PLANNING AND RENEi/AL POLICIES, PLANS, PROJECTS
J. Marshall Miller assisted by five graduate students
Research underway. Questionnaires to selected cities in the U.S. and
abroad, supplemented by reference to official and professional
reports
.
Conducted by Planning and Housing Division, School of Architecture,
Columbia University.
Research Problem . To determine what agency or organization, pub-
lic or private, or a combination, is charged with, or assumes the re-
sponsibility for proposing policies, plans, or projects for urban plan-
ning or replanning in a group of selected cities. To ascertain what
patterns of organization are most effective.
Method of Study . Questionnaires mailed to planning officers in
cities in Europe, North and South America. Information in three areas
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being sought: 1) Planning policy and program for the city; 2) Plan-
ning policy and program for the urban region; 3) Policy and program
for urban renewal and redevelopment. Related material is being sum-
marized from available reports, national and international journals
and U.N. publications. (JMM)
6. RESEARCH PLANNING FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A RIVER VALLEY
Joint Study by University of Illinois, University of Indiana, and
Purdue University. Under general direction of Louis B. Wetmore
and Joseph A. Russell
Previous digest report: November 1957, No. 37.
This study has been completed and published as three reports:
Part I - The Plan for Research , Part II - The Plan for Research -
Appendices, Examples
.
Part III - The Challenge of Opportunity . (WIG)
7. RELOCATION AND liENTAL HEALTH: ADAPTATION UNDER STRESS
Dr. Erich Lindemann, Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General
Hospital, and Dr. Gerald Caplan, Harvard School of Public Health,
Co-principal Investigators; Dr. Marc Fried, Coordinator of Re-
search.
The study planned for a five year period, was begun in December 1957.
Plans for publication have not been made, but preliminary re-
ports on the study may be issued from time to time.
The study is being conducted by the Center for Community Studies, an
affiliate of Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical
School, under a grant from the National Institute of Mental
Health.
Research Problem. To study the social and psychological effects
of relocation on the residents of a Boston slum area, (the West End)
about to be cleared for redevelopment by private builders.
The study treats relocation as a potential crisis, and seeks
to determine how people react to it; and how well (in psychiatric terms)
they adapt to the loss of their neighborhood; and the success and
form of adaptation to the new neighborhood.
The research will focus, first, on the characteristics of the
residents, their functioning in the present community; and on the na-
ture of the community itself, the attractions it has for its residents,
and the satisfaction they have experienced there. Ijhen people have
relocated themselves or have been relocated, follow-up, panel studies
will be made where they have gone, and how they have adapted, either
in maintaining present living patterns, social organizations, and
psychological mechanisms, or in adapting to those of the community in
which they now live.
Adaptation \-flll be studied from several vantage points: in psy-
chological and psychiatric terms, for the individual as a personality;
and in sociological and anthropoligical terms for the individual as
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a member of one or more social and cultixral systems. The study will
attempt to evaluate the basic issues involved in understanding mental
illness and mental health, and to test a variety of hypotheses about
psychological and social functioning of the residents of slum communi-
ty.
Methods of Study . The study will use a variety of behavior
science techiiiques:
1. A panel interview with a sample of the present population
(and those already relocated): one set of interviews prior to relo-
cation, and one or more sets of interviews subsequent to relocation.
The initial interview will include questions on demographic charac-
teristics, residential history, family and child-raising patterns,
role of the community, philosophy of life, and personality. Some
projective testing is also planned.
2. An analysis of the present population of the area who are
or have been patients for psychiatric care at clinics and hospitals
throughout the area, before and after relocation.
3. A 9 month participant observation study of the slum com-
munity, (reported on separately)
4. Special studies of the "caretakers" of the community, and
intensive non-survey studies may be planned during the course of the
research to complement the survey interview data.
Findings . No findings have yet been derived. However, the com-
pleted study should provide a variety of findings on the process of
relocation and its social, economic, psychological and psychiatric
effects on the residents of slum area. (HG)
8. A PARTICIPANT - OBSERVATION STUDY OF A SLUM COMMUNITY FACING RE-
DEVELOPl-ISNT
Herbert J. Gans
The study began in October 1957, and will be concluded in May 1958.
Plans for publication are \mdetermined.
The study is being conducted as a part of a larger study entitled
"Relocation and Mental Health: Adaptation Under Stress,"
being undertaken by the Center for Community Studies, an af-
filiate of the Department of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical
School and Massachusetts General Hospital, under a grant from
the National Institute of Mental Health.
Research Problem . To describe the characteristics of the resi-
dents, and of the social and cultural system of the West End of Boston,
an urban slum community facing clearance. The study also attempts to
develop an overview into the structure of the community, the reasons
people live in it, and the kinds of leadership which do and do not de-
velop, the reactions of people to redevelopment and relocation, and
the beginnings of the process of community disintegration. Moreover,
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an attempt will be made to outline the ways in which the cultural
patterns of the residents differ from the middle class consumption
norms that predominate in America today.
Hypotheses . The West End is primarily a neighborhood of work-
ing class iraigrants and second generation Italians, and the remain-
ders of other ethnic groups who have used the neighborhood as an
area of first and second settlement. Research has focussed on the
Italian social system. This may be described as one in which the
peasant extended family system has been transformed into a set of
peer groups, made up of family members, neighbors and friends, within
which most of the non-economic functions of the residents are being
filled. The activities which people pursue, and the status which
they strive for is defined on the basis of behavior within these
groups, and depends little on individual achievement. In a period
of prosperity, people choose those aspects of middle class consump-
tion norms which allow them to maximise the comfort of the highly
active, peer group - centered social life, e.g., modem kitchens
and furnishings, automobiles, and clothes.
Since status is defined by achievement within these groups
rather than by the more individual achievement of a suburban house,
most people would like to remain in their five story tenements, and
benefit from low rents and central location. This is true especially
if the condition of their building is such as to allow them to keep
up their apartments to the desired level. Most people, having social
and housing standards that differ from those adopted by federal and city
housing agencies, do not describe their neighborhood as deteriorated,
except for portions in rooming house use, and occupied by single men,
alcoholics and others of bottom status in our society.
Although some of the younger families have left for the suburbs
in order to provide a higher status environment for their children,
the adults in the area (and some of the child-centered suburbanites)
are part of an extensive social network, which they will miss when
they have to leave the area. Relocation procedures, based on middle
class assumptions of the self-sufficiency of the nuclear family, and
the status-related qualities of housing, will break up the social
system of the 'community when individual households are dispersed all
over the metropolitan area. Considerable hostility towards the re-
development exists, but was never properly organized, due to a variety
of causes. The residents feel that redevelopment is an excuse to give
their neighborhood to a profit-seeking private redeveloper (the area
is being redeveloped with luxury housing) and explain the act as one
in a s eries of deprivations being heaped on them by a hostile city
government
.
Method of Study . The researcher is living in the neighborhood;
and collecting data while using the area's facilities, talking with
storeo'Ainers and neighbors, attending meetings and other events, making
friends vdth some of the residents, and conducting interviews with
local functionaries such as organization officers, settlement house
workers, politicians, priests and the like. (HG)
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9. STUDY OF ECONOMIC H-PACT OF MASSACHUSETTS ROUTE 128
Transportation Engineering Division of the Civil and Sanitary Engine-
ering Department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Professor A.J. Bone, Supervisor.
Two preliminary reports prepared for limited distribution:
"Economic Impact Study of Massachusetts Route 128—Outline of
Methods and Procedures," presented at the Annual Meeting
of the American Association of State Highway Officials,
November 1957.
"Economic Impact Studj'' of Massachusetts—Industrial Development
Survey," presented at the Annual Meeting of the Highway
Research Board, January 1958.
Final report due in October 1958.
Conducted under joint sponsorship of the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts Department of Public Iforks and the U.S. Bureau of Public
Roads
.
Previous Digest Report: May 1957, No. 14.
Research Problem . The purpose is to survey and evaluate the
industrial and residential developments which have taken place along
newly constructed sections of Route 128, to investigate extent to which
the highway has been responsible for these developments, and to deter-
mine the effect of these developments on highway traffic patterns.
Method of Study . A survey was made by personal interview of in-
dustrial establishments to determine information on capital investment
in plant, type of operation, factors considered in choosing a site on
Route 128, other sites considered and benefits (or disadvantages) ex-
pected or realized by virtue of location on Route 128.
A questionnaire was circulated to employees to determine their
place of residence, method of travel to work, distance traveled, com-
muting time, and use made of Route 128. Traffic checks were also
made at certain industry parking lots at the beginning and end of day
shift of employees. An origin and destination survey taken by Massa-
chusetts Department of Public forks at ramp exits on Route 128 is being
analyzed.
The effect of Route 128 on residential land values was investi-
gated by studying changes in land use, trends in assessments, proper-
ty sales, repeat sales and new building permits since 1945 in two
typical communities on the Highway.
Ma.ior Findings . Findings released so far are summarized in the
second of the reports mentioned above ("Economic Impact Study of Mas-
sachusetts Route 128—Industrial Development Survey"). Reasons for
industries locating on Route 128 have been evaluated to reveal bene-
fits received. Travel patterns have been developed for employees in
one industrial unit, the New England Industrial Center. Distance and
time distributions are given together with percentage usage of Route
128. The final report will include similar information for seven
industrial location groups along the 50-mile length of highway con-
sidered in the study. (AJB)
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10, ROLE OF THE PLANNER
John A. Parker, Peter H. Nash, Frederic N. Cleaveland
The research is in its early stages. A pilot study has been comple-
ted on the planner's perception of his role, three case studies
are under way. A questionnaire for national distribution is
being prepared. Publication is anticipated by I96I.
Urban Studies Committee, Institute for Research in Social Science,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
No previous Digest Report
Research Problem . The objective of urban planning is to acheive
more attractive and efficient cities. A key figure in this effort is
the urban planner. In recent years, as the planning function has
moved closer to the core of the governmental structure, his responsi-
bilities have become increasingly complex. In contrast to the early
planners, whose major concern was plan preparation, the director of
an urban planning agency today finds himself involved in a network
of continiiing governmental procedures, in which research, plan pre-
paration, and systematic plan revision are but the beginnings of
action designed to translate plans into desired patterns of city de-
velopment. In this process he is concerned with a wide variety of
fields, including architecture, municipal engineering, community or-
ganization, industrial development, land economics, land planning,
law, municipal government and finance, public administration, and
traffic and transportation. He must know how to employ modern tech-
niques of communication, how to organize research undertakings, and
how to interpret and use the results of social and economic research
and analysis. In addition, he knows that his agency is the one
branch of government that is concerned with creating a more beauti-
ful city. He is, or shovild be, playing a major role in achieving an
urban environment that is visually attractive.
It is evident that the pressures and demands upon the urban
planner are heavy, and there is every indication that they will be-
come more so. The success of existing local planning programs, as
well as of the frontal attack upon urban blight as envisioned in the
Housing Act of 1954, is largely dependent on him. v7e need to know
more about him and about this dynamic planning process in which he
plays a principal part, hore specifically, we need to find out a-
bout his backgrovind and motivation, his concept of his responsibi-
lities, vihat his manager, mayor, council and planning board expect of
him, and how educational institutions can most effectively prepare
him for his job. These are the questions we expect to examine in
this study.
Method of Study . Library research, personal interviews, mailed
questionnaires and case studies represent the major research methods
used in this study. Library materials currently being investigated
include planning literature, literature on the concept of role and
role analysis, and literature describing methods used by other pro-
fessions in examining the experience and emerging responsibilities
of their practitioners, and to relate their findings to educational
programs. Personal interviews are being used to investigate role
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perceptions and role expectations of planners, and perceptions of
officials and citizens in the community regarding the planner's role.
Statistical data will be assemblec^ by means of a mailed questionnaire
to members of the planning profession. In addition to the above, case
studies of the role of the planners are being conducted in cities se-
lected to represent the follovd.ng variables: city size, rate of growth,
type of government, type of planning organization, and regional loca-
tion.
11. PEOPLE JOBS AND LMD 1955-1975
IN THE NKrf JERSEY-NEW YORK-CONNECTICUT KETROPOLITAN REGION
Regional Plan Association, Inc.
Henry Fagin, Stanley Be Tankel, David Malamud
Research report published in June 1957 by the Regional Plan Associa-
tion, Inc., 205 E. ii2nd Street, New York 17, New York. Available
at 115.00 per copy; 70 pp. in 2 colors; 5-color land use map
fold-in.
Research Problem ^ To forecast population, employment and land
development from 1955 to 1975 for the aggregate of the 22-counties in
the region and for each coimty.
Method of Study „ Conventional techniques such as regional-share-
of-national and analysis of .• -.ulation change components were employed.
However, two other methods were attempted which may be of special in-
terest: using linkage to resident population as a basis for distribu-
ting the en^iloyment aggregate; using a ring analysis which includes
household size, accessibility, land availability, sub-soil and other
factors as a basis for distributing the popiilation aggregate. (SBT)
12. DYNAMICS OF URBANIZATION AS EXPRESSED IN THE PHYSICAL C0^1'iUNITY
Approximately one third complete, publication ultimately contemplated
in applicable journals or in book form
Being conducted by Myer R. Wolfe under an initial and continuation
grant from the Graduate School, University of Washington. (Dean
and Research Committee)
Research Problem. Analysis of the spatial arrangement and per-
ceptual forms of the small (as defined) community in a homogeneous re-
gion. - Puget Sound area.
Hypotheses, In addition to natural features, more intangible
social, economic, and political forces have greatly shaped communities
in a "Last Frontier" area cliring a 100 year period of growth.
Method of Study- Case study techniques. Several screenings of
preselected towns by way of aerial photographs, surveys of physical
features (land use, townscape features), study of historical determin-
ants, etc., with view of documenting representative types and examples.
Ma.jor Findings Expected, Exploration of the town as an entity,
iifhile emphasis is on the plan arrangement and three dimensional rela-
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tionships and features left as result of dynamic era, by products are
in the vein of historical and regional documentation. (MRW) \
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF URBAN FREEWAY SYSTEMS
E. M. Horwood, Ronald Boyce, Lillian Randolph
Work in progress aa contract research sponsored jointly by the Bureau
of Public Roads and the Washington Highway Commission, as part
of the Federal Highv;ay Cost Allocation Study.
Research Problem. (Partial Statement) IVhat are the requirements
of the central focus of an urban freeway system? IJhat functions may be
expected to remain in the central business districts after economic
adjustments and relocations have been facilitated by better transpor-
tation? Will the urban freeway systems satisfactorily accomodate the
new functional patterns of land use which will develop?
Previous Relevant Research . Industrial and commercial location
trends have been studies in considerable detail. There is a dearth of
information, however, on changes in other categories of space as well
as the central requirements of non commercial and industrial functions.
Method of Study . "Profile" studies are being conducted to de-
termine locational trends, central requirements, and future prospects
of five major activities. The attempt is being made to determine gross
movements by activity, rather than by city. The activities include
banking, insurance, utilities, government and medical-dental services.
A study of undifferentiated central office space is being made for
scale effect. Finally, an attempt will be made to link changes in the
location of these activities to the transportation network. The study
methodology is based on questionnaires and data obtained from business
directories. The time span of the historical analysis is 1946-1956.
Major Findings . Three of the profile studies have been completed.
The banking fxinctions remain strongly central. Office space for utili-
ties has not decentralized significantly. Of the insurance companies
studies 41 percent have moved out of the central core or are making de-
finite plans to move outward.
Report planned for September 1958. (EMH)
AIvERICAN COldHODITY FLOW: A GEOGRAPHICAL II\IT:I,RPRETATION OF RAIL AND
.JATiiH TRAFFIC BASED ON PRINCIPLES OF SPATIAL INTERCHANGE
Edward L. Ullman
Published, University of Washington Press, Seattle, 1957, pp. xxii / 215,
bibliography, index, maps. ^4.00.
Research Problem. To discover and explain the commodity flow
pattern of the United States and to formulate some general principles
of spatial interchange.
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Method of Study. Primarily quantitative mapping of commodity flows
involving: maps for 20 representative states showing origin and desti-
,
nation of rail traffic according to a five or seven commodity breakdown
based on ICC 1% sample v/aybill data for 1950; 2) traffic flow map for
American and Canadian Railroads based on Copeland data and similar maps
for inland waterway, coastwise and foreign trade based on Corps of En-
gineers and U.S. karitime Commission data plus origin and destination
maps by five coastal districts for coastal traffic, and, three other
maps for location of principal railroad yards, home offices and traffic
offices of U.S. railroads and various other maps for specific commodity,
rate, and industrial distributions.
Ma.jor Findings . 1) Traffic flow of the U.S. focuses remarkably
on the industrial belt, (an area extending from about Milwaukee to Bos-
ton and from St. Louis to Baltimore, about 7^ of the U.S. area with 6B%
of the industrial employment) 2) State rail traffic is always heavy
within a state and between its adjacent neighbors, but significant,
highly localized long haul traffic also occurs. 3) As a basis for ex-
planation a three factor system of l) complementarity (based on areal
differences) intervening complementarity (or opportunity) and transfera-
bility (or distance measured in cost and time) is proposed.
Related iJork . "The Role of Transportation and the Bases for In-
teraction," by Edward L. Ullman published in Man's Role in Changing
the Face of the Earth (Wm L. Thomas, ed.. University of Chicago Press,
1956), pp. 862-80. TlVLG)
AN AGGREGATION MALYSIS OF ARTERIAL BUSINESS
Brian J. L. Berry
Department of Geography, University of .Jashington. Research as part of
Urban Road Impact Studies of the Bureau of Public Roads beittt, conducted
at the University of l/ashington. (Under the general direction of V/, L.
Garrison).
No previous digest report.
r
Research Problem. To test hypotheses and analyze the structure of
business associations and location habits along major urban arterials.
Previous relevant research includes the study of Shopping Centers and
the Geography of Urban Areas by Berry in Spokane. This project extends
the above study in the same study area, Spokane, 1/ashington. Modern
methods of aggregation analysis are used to the full, including measures
of generalized distance, factor analysis, linkage analysis, and dis-
criminant functions, in conjunction with high speed data processing
machinery. Information is being produced relating to associations of
business types, the implications of these for the locational differen-
tiation of arterial business, and the relationships of differential
associations to other characteristics of the arterials and surrounding
areas. (V/LG)
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16, INTRA-CITY MOVaiEMTS OF PERSONS - AN EIPIRICAL INVESTIGATION
Duane F. Marble
Department of Geography, University of i/ashington . Research as part of
Urban Road Impact Studies of the Bureau of Public Roads being con-
ducted at the University of Jashington. (Under the general direc-
tion of U. L. Garrison).
No previous digest report.
Research Problem . One main feature of the urban circulation pat-
tern is the series of recurrent home-based movements - the journey to
work, for shopping, etc. - that are made by every family in order to
obtain the necessities of existence. These recurrent movements of per-
sons have not been the subject of detailed study by transportation geo-
graphers in the past. Studies by highway engineers and other persons have
provided only superficial information as to the factors underlying these
movements. In most studies all persons are treated as belonging to one
large group having fairly homogeneous travel patterns. This grouping
has been necessary because of the difficulty of obtaining the necessary
detailed movement information.
Hypothesis . That different groups of persons exhioit different
travel patterns (i.e., a different mix of trip purposes, trip frequen-
cies, and trip lengths). The ways in which variations in family char-
acteristics (e.g., income level) are associated with variations in the
travel patterns are examined by standard techniques of statistical in-
ference.
Data . The data for the study consist of travel information on
all trips made in a 30 day period by all members of some 200 families
in a city in the American Mid-V/est. Information on family character-
istics was also collected. These data were made available through
the cooperation of a private research organization, the Traffic Audit
Bureau, Inc
.
17. TRANSPORTATION AND THE UTILIZATION OF MEDICAL SERVICES
Richard L. Morrill
Department of Geography, University of Washington. Research as part of
Urban Road Impact Studies of the Bureau of Public Roads being con-
ducted at the University of v/ashington. (Under the general direc-
tion of ,\f. L. Garrison).
No previous digest report.
Research Problem. The impact of highways on urban business struc-
ture and supply areas is studies through an example industry, medical
services.
Major Hypotheses . Location and size of transportation routes are a
function of the arrangement of urban centers and the reverse is also true.
This general assertion may be made operational by conparing the structure
of individual industries with their use of transportation. The present
study uses medical services as a case industry.
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Related Research . There have been many important empirical
studies of the distribution of medical services. A valuable theore-
tical reference has been 1/. D. Fisher's, "Economic Aggregation as a
Kinimum Distance Problem," " Econometric
a
, 25 (1957), p. 383. (v;LG)
SHOPPING CENTERS AND THE GEOGRAPHY OF URBAN AREAS
Brian J. L. Berry (under the direction of i. L. Garrison)
A Theoretical and Empirical Study of the Spatial Structure of Intra-
urban Retail and Service Business.
Conducted in the Department of Geography, University of l/ashington, as
a Ph. D. thesis, -with a grant from the Western Data Processing
Center of the University of California, Los Ange^^es, and under-
taken as part of the Urban Road Impact Studies of the Bureau of
Public Roads at the University of Washington.
Research Problem . To analyze one aspect of urban land use, namely
retail and service business, at both theoretical and empirical levels.
Theoretically the problem was one of integrating ciirrent statements con-
cerning land use and land value with the theory of tertiary activity
developed from central place theory. At the empirical level the prob-
lem was one of testing hypotheses concerning spatial patterns and assoc-
iations of retail and service business within the city.
Previous Relevartt Research . Previous studies are many, including
work with problems and theories of urban land use and value from Haig
through Hoyt and Ratcliff to Kelley, and with theories of tertiary ac-
tivity from Christaller and Lliscli to Berry and Garrison. Much previous
enpirical work is evident, including that of Rolph, Proudfoot, McKenzie,
Mayer, and Merry.
Hypotheses Tested . The major hypotheses tested included the as-
sertions from Ratcliff of nucleated and string-street patterns of busi-
ness, and the hierarchically structured notions from the theory of ter-
tiary activity and from assertions of city planning of neighborhood and
community levels in provision of good and services to consuming popiila-
tions.
Method of Study . Quantitative techniques of correlation and link-
age analysis were applied making full use of high speed digital computers.
Data consisted of an inventory of 49 types of business present in the 285
business centers outside the central business district of the city of
Spokane, Washington. The research design was intended to measure and iden-
tify groups of spatially-associated business types and to evaluate the
role of the associated groups of businesses in creating patterns and hier-
archies of business centers.
Ma.jor Findings . Several major findings of the research are outlined
as follows.
l) There are two overall conformations of associated business types,
the 'nucleated shopping' conformation and the 'supplies-repair-arterial'
conformation. Each of these conformations comprises four hierarchically
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Research Problem . Enpirical results of about 40 studies of the
impact of changed highway facilities on urban communities are arranged
in a comparable manner. (WLG)
21. l/ASHINGTON HIGHi7AY BiPACT STUDIES
R. G. Hennes, B. 0. Wheeler, W. L. Garrison
Published in Bulletin 169, Developing Concepts of Land Acquisition ,
Highway Research Board (National Research Council-National Academy
of Sciences), 1958.
No previous digest report.
Research Problem . Measurement of relationships between land values
and road service, all other things being equal. The problem was motivated
by a general inquiry into the distribution of responsibility for road and
street costs.
Method of Study . Land value was viewed as the outcome of competi-
tive bidding for locations, subject to restraints of zoning, demand, etc.
Land values \-{ere measiured using sales data and regression techniques were
used to compare these values with road location and other variables.
Ma.jor Findings . Empirical findings are presented for suburban and
rural areas and for several types of land use. (IVLG)
22. ANALYSIS OF HIGE/AY NET'./ORKS: A LINEAR PROGRAl^il^ ING FOMULATION
W. L. Garrison and D. F. Marble
Forthcoming in the Proceedings , Highway Research Board (National Research
Council - National Academy of Sciences), 1958.
Previous digest report: Item 47} Vol. 4, November 1957.
Research Problem . Statement of the problem of efficient develop-
ment of the Interstate Highway System,
Hypotheses . liLnimization of joint costs of transportation and
investment subject to restraints that demands for transportation be met
provides an efficient development of a highway system.
Method of Study . The problem was stated as a linear programming
problem. The primal was to minimize the joint cost of investment and
transportation in a less than completely connected network, subject to
certain restraints. The dual had reference to site and transportation
route rents.
Major Findings . The paper emphasizes data needed to operate the
model and geographic, economic, and planning consequences of highway
developments. (WLG)
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EDITOR'S NOTES
Editorial Board
Donald L. Foley of the University of California and William
L. C. Wheaton of the Institute for Urban Studies, University of
Pennsylvania, were elected to the Board to succeed Harvey Perloff and
Professor Martin Meyerson, whose term expired in July.
Contributions From Research Correspondents
During the five years that the Digest has been published there
has been a steady decrease in the number of project statements submitted
for listing. Several institutions active at the outset no longer parti-
cipate. On the other hand, new participants, particularly public planning
agencies, have in part offset the decrease. The Editor is concerned with
the future policies to be pursued by the Digest and would like an expres-
sion from subscribers as to the following possible courses of action:
1. Continue present procedures as long as any reasonably-
sized document can be put together.
2. Transfer the place of publication to another source on
the theory that three years (at the Univ. of 111.) is the maximum
period for vigorous activity at any one institution.
3. Combine the Research Digest, in a reduced format, with the
AIP Journal.
k. Discontinue the Digest until evidence indicates that a
widespread desire exists and that contributions will be sharply
augmented.
William i:. Goodinan, Editor
Urbane, Illinois
Xll

1. NEW HOUSING FOR NEGROES: RECENT EXPERIENCE
William Goldner
Research Report 12, published 1958 t)y the Real Estate Research Program,
Bur-^au of Business and Econoiuic Research, University of California,
I Berkeley. Price IJJI.OO. Analysis prepai-ed originally as a research
report to the Commission on Race and E'using, an independent
commission operating under a grant from The Fund for The Rep\iblic,
Inc.
Previous Digest report: none
Research Problem . To determine in part the nature of the demand
for new housing among Negores, to document the range of experience
that subdividers and developers have had with problems of credit and
financing of new homes sold to Negroes, and to evaluate the importance
of site characteristics, land planning, and location on the salability
of new housing to nonwhites.
Method of Study . Approximately 70 sales subdivisions and rental
developments, comprising almost 20,000 dwelling units, were chosen to
exemplify the variety of problems that arise in the actual construction,
financing, marketing, and servicing of housing available to Negroes.
For each project, comparable data were obtained on (l) identifying
characteristics of the development; (2) characteristics under control
of developers and lenders; (3) characteristics of the community and
locational setting; and (h) characteristics and factors under the
control of the occupants. Respondents also gave an over-all judgmental
rating of "successful" or "unsuccessful" to each project.
Major Findings . It was apparent that no single factor can assure
the success of a housing develojsnent for Negroes and that some factors
are not within the control of the developer. However, many of the
highly important items were found to be within the control and subject
to the decisions of the develoi>er. Among such characteristics are the
locational, spatial, and site characteristics of the subdivision or
rental development. Availability of adequate site amenities rated as
an essential factor. Convenient public transportation, community
facilities including schools, shopping centers, sburches, parks, and
playgrounds were all fovmd to be necessary conditions for success.
Such land improvements as drainage systems and paved streets weighed
heavily as factors. The nearness of undesirable land uses was a sub-
stantial handicap to success, but there was some evidence that a con-
structive effort to offset the adverse influences can be effective in
making the location acceptable . Greater degrees of success were also
associated with certain characteristics of the housing, its price,
and financing. For exaii5>le, such factors as large floor areas and the
acceptability of higher sales prices suggested that the Negro housing
market is not exclusively minimum standard and satisfied with low
prices, simple structures, and second rate locations. It is
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significant that the ideal Negro subdivision embodied features associated
with successful subdivisions built for the non-Negro housing market, the
archetype being identical with the typical tiodest -priced middle class
home development.
Conversely, characteristics of subdivisions considered less than
successful were isolated locations, often without city services,
shopping centers, public transportation, or other amenities. Factors
contributing to the lack of success included lack of site planning,
small lots and buildings, poor drainage, and proximity to adverse
influences. Also associated with less successful developments were
low prices and no-down-payment financing, augmented by delinquencies in
payments, a few foreclosures, and maintenance problems. Such projects
attracted low income families from the lower socio -econwnic strata. (MB)
2. SURVEY OF VACANT lAND WITHIN THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF CHICAGO
Chicago Department of City Planning, Research Division.
Expected Completion Date, December, 1958
Research Problem . The survey objectives are to indicate how much
land within the city limits is still vacant, to determine the size of
areas vacant by size groupings and the zoned use, and to relate the
findings of the survey to urban renewal and planning problems.
Methods of Study . Use of Sanborn maps and one hundred percent field
survey! (HS)
3
.
A STUDY OF THE MOVEMENT OF INDUSTRY VaTHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF CHICAGO
Chicago Department of City Planning
Expected Ccanpletion Date, December, 1958
Research Problem . The objective is to determine the number and size
of industrial change and to assess its consequences upon the economic
future of the City.
Methods of Study . The industrial records of the Commonwealth Edieon
Company Territorial Service and the records of the Association of
Commerce and Industry are being utilized in outlining the pattern of
movement of industry. (HS)
k. A STATISTICAL AND ANALYTICAL SUMMARY OF ALL NON-RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION
FOR THE CITY OF CHICAGO FROM 1953 TO THE PRESENT
Chicago Department of City Planning, Research Division
Expected Completion Date, December, 1958
Research Problem . The object of the summary is to determine the
extent of non-residential construction, where that construction is taking
place, and the effect it has or will have upon the development of the
city.
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Methods of Study . The records of the Building Department's Permit
files are being utilized for abstracting the folloving information:
(l) type of construction; (2) area location; (3) vork code; {k) address
of building; (5) name of ovner; (6) address of owner; (7) use of
building; (8) number of stores; (9) square footage; (10) construction
costs; (11) industrial classification. (HS)
5. URBAN GEOGRAPHY AND TBE AMERICAN CITY
Raymond E. Murphy
Writing in progress. Hope to have book completed by fall of 1959.
Graduate School of Geography, Clark University.
.Previous Digest report: No. 33, Vol. k. No. 2.
Research Problem . An attempt to organize the material of a
rapidly growing field, urban geography, along systematic lines.
Method of Study . The approach is predominantly functional. The
field is outlined along systematic lines, and then for each topic there
is a discussion and evaluation of the research that has been done and
the techniques and methods used. Emphasis is upon research approaches
leading to generalizations regarding the American city. Includes a
bibliographic summing up of the literature for each of the various
aspects of the field. (REM)
6. INTRAURBAN VARIATION OF RESIEENTIAL QUALITY
Roland J. Puchs (under the direction of Dr. Raymond E. Murphy)
Doctoral dissertation, June 1959, submitted as of July, I958. Also
available on microfilm from University of Michigan.
Clark University, School of Geography
Research Problem . Cities have been observed to differ in the
degree of internal or intraurban variation in residential quality. This
study was concerned with measuring the degree of intraurban variation in
residential quality, noting if differences in this characteristic from
city to city had any regional pattern, and determining if these
differences could be accounted for in terms of differences in urban
population, social and economic characteristics.
Method of Study . Census data for 209 United States cities were
analyzed. Monthly rent was utilized as £in indicator of quality, and
the coefficient of variation computed as a measure of intraurban
variation of quality. Correlation analysis was employed to see if the
coefficients were related to a variety of urban characteristics.
Ma.ior Findings . Cities were found to differ significantly in the
degree of intraurban variation of quality. Regionalization of differences
was evident with cities of the Southeast and New England being most
varied and cities of the West and the Great Lakes area the least varied.
Significant association was found with a n\Jinber of urban characteristics.
Most significant was a moderately-high, direct association with percent
of low incrane families and a moderate negative association with the
percent of dwelling units owner -occupied. (REM)
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7. THE ECONOMIC AMD SOCIAL EFFECTS OF THE CONNECTICUT TURNPIKE ON
EASTERN CONNECTICUT
Walter C. McKain, Jr., Albert Chevan, Robert A. Burnight, Gontran
Lamberty, Ralph R. Nichols
A five year project. First progress report published June, 1958, yearly
reports vill follow. First report available from Storrs Agricultural
Experiment Station, University of Connecticut.
Project conducted by Department of Rural Sociology, College of Agricul-
ture, University of Connecticut in cooperation with the Connecticut
State Highway Department and the Bureau of Public Roads, U. S.
Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
Research Problem . To determine the Impact of a major express artery
on six sectors of the economy of the area traversed.
Previous Relevant Research . Studies of the effect on property values
of new expressways in California, Massachusetts and Texas.
Hypotheses . Forty-four hypotheses are advanced, relating to
possible changes in manufacturing, recreation, retail sales, property
values, local government and services and agriculture.
Method of Study . By field surveys each year. Analyses by
controlled comparisons on time dimension basis and by geographic areas.
Major Findings . None to date. (WCM)
8. STUDY OF HOUSING NEEDS OF THE AGED
Professor Glenn H. Beyer, Project Director; Professor Alexander Kira,
Assistant Project Director; Cornell University, Department of
Housing and Design and The Housing Research Center. Sponsored
by C. U. Agricultural Experiment Station and The Ford Foundation.
No previous degest report.
Research Problem. To collect detailed basic data on the housing
needs smd requirements of the aged population. Information is needed
on their activity and leisure patterns and their general attitudes
toward types of housing accommodations, site location and environmental
factors, neighborhood, community facilities, etc. The information must
also distinguish between the needs of the physically able and the
infirm, the needs of the different sexes, the needs of those living
alone versus those living with a spouse, the changes in need which occur
with increasing age and similar factors. Information is also needed
on the various economic aspects of home ownership, household maintenance,
etc.
Previous Relevant Research . Much of the fundamental groundwork for
this study was done in two related studies which were completed at
Cornell University in the summer of 1958. One of these studies compiled,
reviewed, and abstracted the bulk of the existing literature on housing
for the aged. The other project, a special study sponsored by the
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Neir York State Division of Housing, reviewed and analyzed the existing
literature relating to design and planning standards for housing for
the aged. The results of both of these studies were utilized in fomm-
lating the problems and the methodology of the present study.
Method of Study . The basic information is being collected by the
field survey method. A total of approximately four thousand families
in the age group 65 and over will be interviewed; 3OOO in both rural
and metropolitan areas of upper New York State, 750 families in the
Chicago metropolitan area and 750 families in the St. Louis metropolitan
area. In addition, a special sample of 250 families, comprised of
persons living in specially deaigned apartments for the aged in various
public housing projects in New York City, has been interviewed. It is
expected that a limited n\imber of intensive case studies will also be
undertaken to develop further supplemental information which cannot be
obtained frcan the survey method.
Completion Date . Three year study to be completed late in I961.
(GHB)
9. HOME BUYING AND FINANCING TRENDS IN SELECTED URBAN AREAS OF NEW YORK STATE
Professor Glenn H. Beyer, Department of Housing and Design, and The
Housing Research Center. Sponsored with New York State funds from
the College of Home Economics.
Research report published in 1957- "Cornell Home Buying Study" available
from Mailing Room, Stone Hail, Cornell University, 25 cents.
Research Problem . There is a scarcity of data concerning the
purchase arrangements, type of house, end characteristics of the family
regarding both new and old house purchases. Data available do not
permit the develojanent of information on such subjects as the average
income of families buying new or old homes, the occupation of family
heads, the age of family heads, the square foot size of the dwellings,
the amount of down payment required, the period of amortization, not
to mention such infonnation aa the ratios of selling price to income
or average monthly payments.
Method of Study . Some thirty lending institutions in approximately
fifteen upstate communities report data concerning each loan they close
for a single family dwelling unit, on either a new or existing bouse,
by mail, to the Housing Research Center.
Major Findings . Detailed information is available concerning the
size and price of houses being purchased, the nature of the families
buying, and the nature of the financing arrangements. For example,
during 1957 the median price for new houses was $15,800 and for old,
$12,600. For mutual savings banks the median selling prices were new
houses $16,500 and existing houses $13,000. For savings and loan
associations, new houses $l6,28o, existing houses $11,000. For
commercial banks, new houses $l4,000, existing houses $1^^,150 • ^a
median down payments were appreciably higher for conventional mortgages
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than for government supported mortgages. For example, for conventional
mortgages the median down payment for nev houses was $5,000 and for
existing houses $^,lfOO. For houses having VA-guaranteed mortgages the
median down payment on new houses was $2,000 and on existing houses
$3,100. For houses having FHA-insured mortgages, the median down payment
for new houses was $3,200 and for existing houses $2,700.
Approximately 53^ of the families buying new houses and 30?^ of
those buying old ones had a ratio of selling price to income of 2.5 or
higher*
Completion Date . This is an on-going study. (GHB)
10. ANALYSIS OF INTERCOJNTY COMMOTING OF WORKERS IN OBORGIA
John L. Pulmer
Research report published in August 19^3 by the Industrial Development
Branch, Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of
Technology, in cooperation with the Employment Security Agency,
Georgia Department of Labor.
No previous Digest report.
Limited number of copies available on request.
Research Problem . This report presents the resxilts of statistical
analysis to assess the propensity of Georgia workers to commute. The
data on net movement of workers between counties have a vital bearing
on basic economic research underway on per capita income estimates by
counties.
Method of Study » The method of procedure en^jloyed in this report
was that of sample selection by random methods from a finite universe.
The known universe consisted mainly of firms covered under the Employ-
ment Security Program, noncovered firms of 100 workers or over, and large
out-of-state firms which might employ workers from Georgia. Samples were
selected from the covered firms by convention statistical methods. The
results were inflated, depending wpon the sample response obtained.
Data on other categories were treated similarly where the sampling
response and data on the universe were sufficient to justify application
of inflation ratios.
A mailed questionnaire was employed, using follow-up by letter,
telephone, and personal contacts
Major Findings > Analysis of factors affecting commuting shows
that the relative amount of commuting increases directly with the size
of city, density of population, and size of plant
r
Tabulations for l86 large finns employing 500 workers or over
show that they not only provide 30 per cent of all Georgia's non-
agricultural jobs, but that their employment is distributed to all
of Georgia's 159 covmties* At least 6,000 Georgians drive across
state lines for jobs. The number of workers from other states who
come to Georgia is almost three times as great.
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Comparisons of commuting between industry types show that constmac-
tion, with 25 per cent, has the highest ratio; service, with a ratio of
eight per cent, is lowest; manufacturing, transportation and public
utilities are relatively high. (HKM)
11. PATTERN OF EMPLOYEE RESIDENCE IN RELATION TO PLACE OF WORK IN THE
DECATUR, ILLINOIS REGION
George T. Marcou, Bureau of Community Planning, University of Illinois
Completed, October 1958
Conducted under joint sponsorship of University of Illinois and Illinois
Division of Highways.
Previous Digest report # 38, Vol. h, No. 2, November 1957.
Research Problem. To determine work-community patterns to a
central city (Decatur, 111.) from the numerous small towns around it.
To determine which of the area and wor^lace factors are most signifi-
cant in shaping this pattern.
Method of Study . The pattern of employee residence (obtained
from an Illinois Division of Highways survey of employee residence
for Decatur work places employing more than 100) was correlated with
time -distance to Decatur, workplace location in the Decatur urban
area, regional population distribution, employment opportunities,
workplace size and growth, type of workplace activity, location of
highway facilities.
Major Findings . The two most significant determinants of the
regional commuting pattern appear to be: time -distance to workplace
and employment opportunities (availability of "surplus" jobs in
Decatur, availability of "surplus" labor in the small towns, competi-
tion between regional employment center for labor from the small towns).
In terms of journey to work, small towns located close to the central
city appear to be an integral part of the metropolitan area acting
as "dormitory" communities for the central city. (GTM)
12. A STUDY OF THE LINKAGE PATTERN BETWEEN A CENTRAL CITY AND THE CC*MJNITIES
WITHIN ITS REGION OF INFLUENCE
George T. Marcou, Bureau of Community Planning, University of Illinois.
Research proposal submitted to Illinois Division of Highways for
sponsorship
.
No previous Degest report.
Research Problem . To develop a regional plan of land uses, the
planner needs to know first, the extent of the region for each of the
services provided within the region; second, the way in which these
regional services are provided at the present time. Analysis of the
pattern of dependency (or linkage) between communities in the region
for work, business, shopping, recreationa, educational, water and
other services would provide him with a basis for delimiting the
region and establishing the existing demand for these services.
Method of Study . The major source of data will be a recently
completed traffic survey of the Champaign-Urbana, 111. region. This
data will be supplemented by regional population, land use, and economic
base studies. (GTM)
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13- A STUDY OF ATTITUDE OF VARIOUS GROUPS TOWARD URBAN PLANNING
Jerome L. Kaufman and Gerald J. Cashman^ Bureau of Community Planning,
University of ' Illinoia - -
Research begun September, 1958 -- Scheduled completion June 196O.
No previous digest report.
Research Problem . Ascertain some of the attitudes held by the
general public and selected individuals and groups toward the concepts,
goals and programs of Urban Planning. The study vill be the first
step in a long-range research program directed at improving techniques
and methods of communicating information about Urban Planning.
Previous Relevant Research . A fev studies of public avareness of
planning programs and opinion studies of various planning. topics have
been made. Hovever, no systematic studies of the underlying attitudes
of the public and various groups toward Urban Planning have been made.
Method of Study . A sample of the general public and of the rural
population will be interviewed in two small metropolitan areas closely
comparable in all respects except that one has an Urban Planning Program
and the other does not. Also, a select group of mass media personnel,
local legislators, and planning commissioners will be interviewed in
six Med-Western cities. The interviews would be based on a variety
of depth attitude measurement devices.
Major Findings . Research is in very early stage of development*
fjuc]
Ik, AN ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN THE EXPORT-SERVICE EMPLOYMENT RATIOS OF
SEI£CTED CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
John A. Reinecke (under the direction of Robert 0» Earvey)
Graduate Research Paper
University of Illinois, Graduate College
Research Problem . The report tests the significance of ten variables
alleged to influence the export -service ratios of employment of sixteen
U.S. Urban regions.
Method of Study . The following variables were tested for correlation
with the export -service ratios of sixteen U.5. Cities: effective buying
income, income per capita, population, percent of U.S. Population, percent
of total employment which is in manufacturing, employment -population
ratio, total retail sales, ratio of retail sales to effective buying
income and two "proximity factors" computed from the population and
distance of competing cities (see below). Only simply correlations
were performed. The cities studied were not a sample, but represented
all cities for which employment ratios or sufficient employment data
to ccsatpute such ratios were available to the author.
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Ma,lor Findings . A distinct negative relationship vas discovered
between the export -service employment ratio and the ratio of aggregate
retail sales to effective huylng income. A second finding was that
a proximity factor appears to explain some of the variation in ratios
of export-service employment if the distance to competing cities are
given a lesser weight than the population of the subject city and
competing cities. Results of this study and of an investigation by
Dr. Robert Ferber ("Variations in Retail Sales Between Cities",
Journal of Marketing, December, 1957^ P» 295.) indicate that a use-
ful "proximity factor" might be obtained from the sum of factors for
all competing cities, each as computed below:
(Population of Subject City) x
(Population of Competing City A)x l.k Distance between City A
and Subject City
(fhe root of l.k is only suggested. Several values between 1 and 2
might well be tested)
As might be expected, a negative correlation was discovered between
the eiqport-service ratio and the proportion of total employment which
is in manufacturing and positive correlation was found with total retail
sales, with aggregate effective income and with population. (ROH)
15. MEASUREMENT OF APAR-mENT BUILDING EQUITY INVESTMENT EXPERIENCE
Robert W. Seibel (under the direction of Robert 0. Harvey)
Independent study at the University of Illinois,
Research Problem . Evaluation of the experience of equity investors
in apartment buildings raises the problems of what are the rates of
return on the equity and how are they to be measured.
Major Findings . The broad range of rates of return actually
experienced in the cases selected suggest that there is no typical rate
realized on this type of investment in the Champaign-Urbana market.
Variations in the financial plan were, to a large degree, responsible
for the broad range of realized rates of return, thereby confirming that
the financial plan is a prime determinant of the rate of return on
the equity. Four different methods were utilized to measure the rate
of return. An adaptation of the yield to maturity formula for bonds
to this particular problem was most satisfactory:
Income
"^ ^^P^^^ciation
- Depreciation
A A P P = Years
Average Investment
Where:
AAPP = Average annual proprietary productivity
Income = Total inccane for the period after deductions for manage-
ment expense and interest, but before depreciation and
income tax deductions.
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Appreciation = Appreciation in market value during the period of
analysis.
Depreciation = Depreciation in market value during the period of
analysis.
Years = Period of analysis
Average Investment = Equity at the beginning of the period plus the
equity at the end of the period divided by 2.
(ROH)
16. A PARTICIPANT-OBSERVATION STUDY OF A SLUM COMMUNITY FACING REDEVELOPMENT
Herbert J. Gans
Previous Digest report: April 1958j No. 8
Research Problem , Hypotheses, Method of Study, see previous
Digest report.
Field work for the study has been completed. The data are nov being
analyzed. A final report will be written, but publication plans
are undetermined.
The study is being conducted as part of a larger study entitled
"Relocation and Mental Health: Adaptation Under Stress", being
undertaken by the Center for Community Studies, an affiliate of
the Department of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School of Massachusetts
General Hospital, \ander a grant from the National Institute of
Mental Health.
Major Findings . Preliminary findings have been reported in three
papers, "The Peer Group Society", "An Analysis of Redevelopment and
Relocation Planning for the West End of Boston", and "Some Notes on
Physical Environment, Human Behavior and their Relationships". These
will be eventually submitted for publication. (HG)
17. INTERCITY TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO LAND DEVELOBffiNT
PATTERNS
F. Stuart Chapin, Jr. and Shirley F. Weiss
Urban Studies Program, Institute for Research in Social Science,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, in cooperation with
N. C. State Highway Commission and U. S. Bioreau of Public Roads.
Previous Digest report: None.
Research Problem . A central theme of the University's part in this
research is the relationship of highway location to land development.
Using intercity traffic data for a five -city area in the Piedmont Crescent,
four specific investigations are contemplated: (l) a study of regional
land development characteristics as related to traffic generation--for
example, work commuting patterns, shopping patterns, and other forms of
interaction in the five -city region; (2) a study of regional trade,
industrial, administrative, and other traffic -attracting areas; (3) a
study of intercity interaction in the Piedmont Crescent as determined
from trip patterns (this investigation being carried out in relation to
studies of economic interaction by R. W. Pfouts); and (h) studies of
traffic -related problems anticipated within these merging metropolitan
areas
.
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Method of Study . In connection with the first investigation above,
the N, C. State Highway Commission in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau
of Public Roads is conducting an external type 0-D Survey. The survey
is designed to determine the number and purpose of trips between the
five cities (Greensboro, Winston-Salem, High Point, Thomasville, and
Lexington) and to relate these trips to particular building and land
uses. Interview stations have been set up on 36 highways in the
primary and secondary systems radial to the five cities. The stations,
generally operated on a 2'+-hour basis, are located at "valley points"
of the intercity traffic flow, several miles outside the larger cities
and, when possible, at county lines. The field work began on September
11 and will continue through November 3. Approximately 120,000 car
and truck drivers will be interviewed.
Major Findings Anticipated . The 0-D Survey results and the sub-
sequent related analyses undertaken at Chapel Hill will be used in
studying such questions as: "What is the present pattern of interaction
between cities as measured by traffic movements? What can be expected
to happen to the traffic pattern as the cities of the cluster grow
toward each other and tend to merge into a massive metropolitan-like
area? How will the developing land use pattern affect transportation
needs and plans for expanded highway facilities?" (PBC)
13. THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOIMENT OF THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND CULTURE OF A
NEW SUBURBAN COMMUNITY
Herbert J. Gans
Research began in September 1958 and is expected to last until 196I.
Publication plans have not yet been considered.
The study is being conducted by the Institute for Urban Studies,
University of Pennsylvania.
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . This study seeks to describe and explain the
major processes by which an aggregation of suburban houses becomes a
community, with special emphasis on the following topics:
1. Social, economic, cultural and other characteristics of the
residents
.
2. Reasons and motivations for the move to the suburban community.
3. The existence or absence of aspirations for life in the suburbs
prior to moving into the community; the nature of these
aspirations, and the subsequent effect, if any, on the develop-
ment of the social structure and way of life of the community.
k. The nature of the house purchase as a familial decision-
making process.
5. Changes in living patterns and family problems; type of
residence; and use made of dwelling \anit, open space, and
community facilities in the move from city to suburb.
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6. The nature of the community formation process, e.g. civic, social,
and religious institutions; educational, governmental agencies;
community facilities; major sub-cultures,
7. Factors which explain phenomena listed under 1-6 above.
Hypotheses
. The study seeks to test some specific hypotheses, but
will be mainly concerned with answering questions about the suburb raised
by sociologists, city planners, and other critics and advocates of
subxarban life.
Method of Study . The major methods to be used are: Pre -occupancy
mail questionnaire to the purchasers, intensive interviews with a small
sample of these purchasers, participant -observation within the new
community, and reinterviewing of the purchaser sample about 15 months
after occujjancy. (HG)
19. AN EVALUATION OF TWO NON-LIMITED ACCESS BYPASSES IN INDIANA
Charles Pinnell (xinder the direction of Harold L. Michael)
Master's thesis, January 1958
Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering
Previous Digest report: Item No. k2f Volume h
Research Problem . See previous Digest report
Previous Relevant Research . See previous Digest report.
Method of Study . See previous Digest report.
Major Findings . The study revealed that the operational efficiency
of non-limited access by-passes is very inadequate and that the observed
increase in travel times and a large percentage of the accidents on the
by-passes were due to the lack of access control. (HLM)
20. GEOGRAPHIC IMPACT OF HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT
William L. Garrison and Marion E. Marts
Published by the Highway Economic Studies, 121 More Hall, University
of Washington, Seattle 5} Washington. 7x9 inches, 139 pps.,
maps and photographs.
Sponsored by the Joint Fact-Finding Committee on Highways, Streets,
and Bridges, Washington State Legislature.
Previous Digest report: Item hS, Volume '.
Research Problem . To examine changes in transportation, land
use, and business patterns concurrent with the reorientation of
U. S. Highway 99 in the vicinity of Marysville, Washington.
Method of Study . Information was collected on changes in land
values, business sales volumes, and travel patterns over a three
year period extending before and after a major highway improvement.
The information was examined statistically to determine trends and
to isolate the effects of the highway reorientation.
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Major Findings . Results of the study emphasize the differential
impact of highway improvements among businesses and land uses. (WLG)
21. STUDIES OF HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT AND GEOGRAPHIC CHANGE
William L. Garrison, Brian J. L. Berry, Duane F. Marble, John D. Nystuen,
and Richard L. Morrill.
Research completed and publication of volume is expected by January, 1959.
Department of Geography, University of Washington. Research sponsored
by the Bureau of Public Roads, U. S. Department of Commerce.
Previous Digest reports: Items 15, l6, and YJ, Volume 5'
Research Problem . To examine certain fundamental aspects of the
geographical organization of economic life, the place of highways with-
in this organization, and the geographical influences of highway changes.
Special attention is given to problems of the spatial structure of re-
tail business within the city, the value of access to urban residential
land, the relation of consumer movements tO retail business locations,
and the effects of highway construction on the size and arrangement of
physician service areas.
Ma.jor Findings . The findings of the studies emphasize urban
structure and point out the changes in this structure brought about
by improvements in the highway network. (WLG)
22. STUDIES OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT AND URBAN FREEWAY DEVELOPMENT
E. M. Horwood and Ronald R. Boyce
Research is completed and a published volume is forthcoming.
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Washington.
Research sponsored by the Bureau of Public Roads, U. S. Department of
Commerce
.
Previous Digest report: Vol. 5, No. 1, April 1958, Item 13.
Research Problem . To investigate the structure of the central
business district, and to evaluate central business district trends in
relation to urban freeway development.
Major Findings . Several of the major findings are outlined below:
1. The Federal Interstate System of Highways is inadequate for
current intra-city arterial traffic requirements and must be
supplemented by state and local urban freeways,
2. The general effectiveness of any freeway network is internally
dependent upon: (a) the extent of the freeway network, (b) the
adequacy of the inner-distributor loop, (c) the amount of
central city land used for freeways, and (d) the degree of
freeway interference with established business linkages.
3» On a per capita basis there has been only a slight diminuition
of CBD core activities during the past decade. On an absolute
basis there has been no perceptible diminuition.
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k. studies of selected business activities which have been
traditionally centralized in the city, reveal a range of
decentralization trends (e.g. insurance headquarters office
space has diminished ^4-1^, and administrative electrical
utility office space has diminished 10^ in the C3D core
since 19k6) . (WLG)
23. CHANGES IN URBAN OCCUPANCE OF FLOOD PLAINS IN THE UNITED STATES
Gilbert F. White, Wesley C. Calef, James W. Hudson, Harold M. Mayer,
John R. Sheaffer, Donald J. Volk.
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago, under grant from
Resources for the Future.
Previous Digest reports: November 1957, No. 28; April 1958 > No. 3.
Department of Geography Research Paper No. 57 > November 1958.
Available from Dept. of Geography, The University of Chicago, $14^.00.
Research Problem. This is a report on an exploratory study of
changes in the urban occupance of flood plains in the United States
since the enactment of the Flood Control Act of 1936, with two aims
in view: (l) to classify urban flood situations in such fashion as
to make possible meaningful generalizations about them, and (2) to
measure the actual changes which took place in the occupance of
selected flood plains in the two decades following the flood control
legislation in 1936.
Method of Study . More than 1,020 places in the United States
with a population exceeding 1,000 have significant flood problems.
That number was obtained by first reviewing published reports of
the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Geological Survey and Weather Bureau
in which mention was made of urban flood problems. With this list
in hand, the district offices of the Corps of Engineers and the TVA
were visited to examine what additional data concerning them were
available in the files. As a means of finding out precisely what
has been happening in occupance of flood plain areas 17 areas were
studied intensively. They were selected so as to represent a wide
variety in types of situations. In each case the flood plain and
its present uses were mapped, changes in number of structures since
1936 were estimated, and representative citizens and public officials
were interviewed.
Ma.ior Findings . At least kO per cent of the potential annual
flood losses are occurring in urbanized flood plains, and 23 per
cent of those losses are in unprotected areas, l^J- per cent in areas
without protection but with authorized projects, kO per cent in
partially protected areas, and 23 per cent in completed projects.
"We arrive at the tentative conclusion that at present the damage
potential in urban flood plains in the United States is increasing
at the rate of about 2.7 per cent per year. When allowance is
made for protection works which are reducing all losses at the
rate of about 3 per cent per year, the net decrease is about .3
per cent per year. -- The number of structures in urban flood plains
is increasing in an overwhelming number of situations and in a volume
amounting to a substantial part of the number of structures being
given protection by engineering works." (HMM)
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2k. CRITIQUE OF CURREHT PLANNING OF SHOPPING CENTERS
Brian J. L. Berry
In publishable form t»y January of 1959 •
Department of Geography, University of Chicago, vith grant in aid
from the Social Science Research Council
Previous Relevant Research . Associated with previous reported
research Shopping Centers and the Geography of Urban Areas, now
complete; An Aggregation Analysis of Urban Arterial Business,
awaiting preparation of final manuscript; research for the United
States Bureau of Public Roads reported elsewhere as Studies of
Highway Development and Geographic Change, conducted at the
University of Washington.
Problem and Hypothesis . That the generally accepted planning
of a single hierarchy of three types of shopping center, neighbor-
hood, community, and regional, below the level of the central
business district, is invalid.
Method of Study . To compare the asserted causative trend of
business location to three types of centers based upon convenience,
shopping, and specialty aspects of goods and services, with loca-
tion habits and locational trends of business types observed in
reality.
Findings . Business types associate in reality outside the
central business district in the following manner:
(1) In a specialized automobile and automobile accessories sales
district
.
(2) In three levels (neighborhood, community, regional) of a
nucleated shopping center type supplying foods, clothing, etc.
at retail to the cons\imer.
(3) In specialized household supply-services -repair facility
districts oriented to non-focal points of urban arterials.
(h) In specialized highway-oriented districts supplying needs of
the automobile and the motorist, and apparently requiring
a well-signed frontage rood location.
Types of business seeking out each of these locational situations
have been recognized. From studies of change in the system there
is no evidence whatsoever that any of these types is declining. For
example, highway development results in certain types of reorganiza-
tion toward the new pattern of highway movement in the highway
oriented uses, and greater centralization within the nucleated type
(therefore it is probably as safe an assumption as any to argue for
the minimal nucleation to be of the neighborhood type).
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Implications
.
That planning should te modified so as to main-
tain the economic health of each of these locational types. This
should be possible while not sacrificing any advantages of community
planning and civic design. (BJI£)
25. A CC»4PARXS0N OF TWO OIL CITY BUSINESS CENTERS: ODESSA-MIDLAND, TEXAS
Dickinson Weber (Master's thesis, under supervision of Harold M. Mayer)
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago
Available in microfilm from University of Chicago Library
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . Two large neighboring special-function cities
have developed along dissimilar but complementary lines, both based
upon oil; one as a headquarters city, the other as a supply city. The
object of the study is to determine the relations between the special
functions and the character and development of the respective central
business districts.
Method of Study . In explaining the reason for the contrast in
geographic phenomena represented by the two oil cities, the study
traces the key individual decisions underlying and affecting the
present land use pattern. Several methods of analysis are employed
(Rannels, Ratcliff, Murphy and Vance) in an endeavor to test in
smaller cities techniques developed for larger and more complex
areas. A combination of methods leads to a direct conparison of
business center structures based upon standardized quantitative
analysis of land use types.
Major Findings . Qualitative and quantitative description combined
with a narration of establishment origin and development record a
model of the youthful, expanding, single -industry town which hitherto
has been unexplored with the same degree of detail. (EMM)
26. DETERMINAriON OF THE TELEPHONE HINTERLAND OF METROPOLITAN CHICAGO
Walter A. Schroeder (Master's thesis, under supervision of Harold M. Mayer)
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago
Available in microfilm from University of Chicago Library
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . The objectives of the study are (l) to
determine whether data on long distance telephone messages can
usefxilly be used as a geographic tool to measure spatial relations,
as the basis for delimitation of an urban hinterland, and (2) to
delimit the telephone hinterland of metropolitan Chicago.
Method of Study . Telephone traffic volumes to over 6OO points
during a 10 day period are mapped by graded circles. Expected traffic
volume to each point using the gravity concept is calculated. Each
point is then plotted on a map according to its standard deviation
from a normal established by correlating expected and actual traffic
volumes
.
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Major Findings . The telephone hinterland of Chicago corresponds
rather veil vith previously established hinterland concepts for
Chicago. Because of the ubiquity of the telephone, the telephone
hinterland expressed more aspects of interaction than the better
known transportation patterns, and Buch relations are e:q>re8sed in a
more comprehensive manner.
The area enclosed by a triangle with angles at Cairo, Sioux City,
and Saulte Ste. Marie, called the core telephone hinterland, stands
out as exceptionally strongly tied to Chicago. Irregularities are
caused by specific business and personal interests of Chicago firms
and residents, particularly in resort areas and cities of special
functions. Telephone calls from Chicago show a close urban orienta-
tion. (HMM)
27. THE DEVELOHffiUT OF THE PATTERN OF RETAIL TRADE CENTERS IN A SELECTED
AREA OF SOUTBWESTERN IOWA
John A. Laska (Master's thesis, under supervision of Harold M. Mayer)
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago
Available in microfilm from University of Chicago Library
No previous Digest report.
Research Problem . "The locations of the establishments which
serve the inhabitants of a uniformly populated area tend to form an
evenly spaced network of central places. — It is the aim of this
paper, in the absence of sufficient previous investigations, to analyze
the develoiment of the pattern of central places in a selected area."
Method of Study . "An approximately rectangular section of south-
western Iowa measuring approximately 55 miles in length by ko miles in
width was chosen --- Most of the population is dependent on agriculture
The study area affords an opportunity to study central place patterns .
.
in a situation where the working of spatial forces has been generally
free from the influence of other factors. — The main sources were
business directories, histories, and a field survey." -- All trade
centers with at least one grocery store were plotted for I851, 1867,
1878, 1913* and 1956.
Major Findings . "—the precise reasons for the arrangement of
trade centers in the pattern were varied and complex. To isolate
population and transportation as causal factors, without regard to
their context, is to give an incomplete picture of reality. It is
probably true, as has been shown, that size and distribution of the
population in the study area was related to number and distribution
of trade centers. However, implicit in this relationship is a
continuance of the values of the population, their level of living,
and other such considerations. Similarly, the effects of transporta-
tion are often enhanced, mitigated, or redirected by other factors
with which they are in association. An adequate explanation of the
trade center pattern, therefore, must await the completion of other
studies." (mm)
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EDITOR'S NOTES
A number of contributors submitted projects that have already been
completed and/or published. Unless these were previously listed in the
Digest J the policy observed by the Editorial Board prevents their mention.
This would not necessarily apply to significant student theses end
dissertations, since their chances of being published or listed elsewhere
are appreciably lower than non-student work.
The American Institute of Planners has set up a committee, with the
Editor of the Digest as chairman, to study and make proposals for abstract-
ing and indexing services. These would permit a formalized and systematic
review of planning literature and other materials of interest to planners.
Because of the potential contribution of such activity, the committee
would welcome comments and sxiggestions from subscribers before it makes
recommendations to the Institute.
Any project that is carried out for abstracting and indexing would
have a bearing on the future of the Digest , of course, and possibly on
other periodicals currently published in the planning field.
From Don Foley:
"I think we perhaps should encourage a greater amount of reporting
on the development and use of new planning approaches. This encouragement
of rejrarting, whether in the Digest , the Journal of the AIP or some other
medium, would foster a research-raindedness by professionals who otherwise
might not be encouraged to report on how approaches worked out. Many
professionals may fer-1 that they are not possibly engaged in "basic"
research and hence fail to report. Conversely academes in related fields
may sense that this is a planning news exchange sheet and may not think
their urban research belongs there or will be appreciated. Perhaps, too,
we should give greater encouragement to reports by researchers in related
professional fields--such as engineering, social welfare, law. But in all
this we must seek constantly to clarify our own focus and then to communi-
cate this via the title of the Digest and in every other way possible."
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1. THE SOCIAL GOALS OF COKTEMPORM^Y BRITISH TOVOT PLANNING
Donald L. Foley, Department of City and Regional Planning
Initial phases now underway, 1959-60 field study in Britain, draft for
publication by Fall 196I.
Supported by Social Science Research Council and by Institute of Social
Sciences (University of California) grants.
Previous Digest report: None
Research Problem . This study seeks to identify and report on the
major social values, particularly those dealing with the character of
cities and urban life, which British town planning is seeking to pro-
mote. The study will also analyze the various forces most influential
in determining the relative priority of these values.
.
Method of Study . The methods employed will be essentially qualita-
tive and remain relatively flexible. Personal interviews will be
relied upon; various published and unpublished reports and other mater-
ials will be examined. Certain main hypotheses are developed, but are
subject to further refinement. (They will be reported in a subsequent
abstract.) (DLF)
2. AN INVESTIGATION OF HOW BEST TO USE EXISTING ARCHITECTURAL FORMS IN
CITY DESIGN
Main Investigators: Barclay G. Jones, Stephen VJ. Jacobs
Status of Research: Project period to run from February 1959 to
February i960. Publication planned as series of articles or
monograph
.
Agencies: Sponsored by the Departments of City and Regional Planning
and Landscape Architecture, and the College of Architecture of
the University of California, Berkeley, with the cooperation of
the Area Planning Committee of the Northern California Chapter of
the American Institute of Architects and the San Francisco Depart-
ment of City Planning. The project is supported by a grant-in-aid
from the Rockefeller Fovindation.
Previous Digest report: None
Research Problem . In every city there are a variety of physical
elements - buildings, open spaces, textures, land forms, man-made objects
such as street furniture, signs, etc. - which aid in the perception of
the city and give it its quality as a design experience. They help
the observer or inhabitant to orient himself in the city, increase
his understanding of it, and enable him to relate to it. Some of
these physical elements are witnesses to the passage of time or the
occurrence of historic events. Others are evocative of important
personalities, ideas or social groups. Many have artistic or architec-
tural value or visual importance in their setting. A few give charm
or character to their particular section of the city. In the con-
tinual rebuilding and enlarging of our cities these forms are usually
neglected and are rapidly disappearing. Con^ored with the European
procedures, American techniques for rebuilding cities are needlessly
destnjctive.
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Hypotheses . Four major difficulties result presently in the
neglect and disappearance of these physical elements. They are:
1. The insufficient awareness of the value of the forms involved
and the extent to vhich the people of the city treasure them -
especially on the pert of those in decision-making positions.
2. The absence of methods for identifying the important physical
elements and of criteria for determining their relative value.
3. Present design approaches used by architects and city planners
vhich generally do not take the trouble to retain significant forms.
k. The lack of techniques for considering the value of existing
forms to the people of the area, and the lack of mechanisms for con-
sidering them at the local policy-making level.
Method of Study . The study will involve a survey of San
Francisco to discover existing forms which should be considered for
retention as the city develops and is rebuilt. On the basis of
this survey, techniques for evaluating and retaining various physical
elements of the city-scape will be worked out. Demonstration plans
will be made showing the application of the techniques developed.
Implementation measures will be surveyed and new ones suggested.
3. LAND USE PATTERNS IN LOS ANGELES 192^^-195**
Frank G. Mittelbach
Early publication on vacant land absorption may be expected toward
the end of 1959 • Complete analysis of the land uses and their
changes over time will be completed by about June, 196O.
Conducted by: Real Estate Research Program, University of
California, Los Angeles
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem. This study examines the land use developments
within Los Angeles City and its environs for the benchmark years,
192U, 193I+, 191^1^, 195!^. It attempts to test the hypothesis that
land use patterns and changes in Los Angeles have been subject to
similar forces as in other urban communities, and to determine the
influence of geographical, economic and social forces on present
and past land use patterns.
Method of Study . Land use data for the benchmark years have been
secured from a public agency in Los .Angeles. They take the form
of statistics for grids superimposed upon the map of Los Angeles.
The data have been mapped and electronic computers are being employed
to process the Infonnation. (FC24)
k. SAMPLING OF PUBLICLY-AVAILABLE LOCAL DATA
Ramsay Ifood
Conducted and sponsored by the Real Estate Research Program,
University of California, Los Angeles.
Previous Digest Report: None
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' Research Problem. This study examines the feasibility of employ-
ing sampling techniques in providing more up-to-date, accurate and
comprehensive information on real estate activity, land use, market
indicators, and ownership of real property in Los Angeles County.
A primary purpose is to examine the financial means required for under-
taking such sample surveys and the extent to which the techniques could
be employed in other communities.
Method of Study . Sub -areas of Los Angeles have been selected on
a random basis and all types of data from Assessors offices. Building
Departments, Title Companies, City and County Planning Offices, and
other public offices are being compiled. Computer equipment will be
en^jloyed for processing the data. (FGM)
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.
REAL ESTATE AS AN INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVE
Fred E. Case
A final draft is being prepared and publication will take the form of
a monograph.
The project is sponsored and conducted by the Real Estate Research
Program, University of California, Los Angeles.
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem . This report examines the investment performance
of different income -producing properties in Los Angeles, in comparison
to other forms and types of investments.
Method of Study . Data on Incomes and 'expenses were assembled for
108 income -producing properties in Los Angeles. Index ninnbers were
prepared for three different types of uses. Calculations of net return
on investment for the period 193^-195^- permitted comparisons with
returns on stocks and bonds, and real estate investment performance
in other communities such as San Francisco and New York.
Major Findings . It was found that the investment return on proper-
ties in Los Angeles varied somewhat from those in San Francisco and
New York: that the rapid growth of the L.A. Metropolitan Area has
undoubtedly been a significant influence in developing these differences.
The Los Angeles experiences suggested that large fortunr-s were not
made by these owners yet the size and consistency of the returns and
the increases on capital valu'^s during periods of depression and
prosperity were sufficient to provide "comfoi-table" standards of wealth
accumulating. The study also pointed up the ne'=!d for a much greater
acctimulation of historical information on real estate investment
experiences. (FEC)
6. THE BUILDING INDUSTRY IN CALIFORNIA: A STUDY OF MANAGEMENT IN ACTION
James Gillies and Frank Mittelbach
A first draft is in process and the completed manuscript will be
published in monograph form toward the end of 1959* The project
is being sponsored and conducted by the Real Estate Research
Program of the University of California, Los Angeles.
Previous Digest Report: None
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Research Problem . To study the strv.ctur^, financial character-
istics, efficiency, market behavior, flexibility and continuity of
building firms and to determine the reasons for their actions, ability
to survive, and the causes of vertical and horizontal integration
in their activities.
Method of Study . Employing sample surveys, case studios and
other relevant data, a picture is being drawn of building firms in
California. The study cone ntrates on the building - rather than
construction - industry and attempts to gather all pertinent informa-
tion which permit a detailed as well as broad analysis of the manage-
ment behavior of the firms in California and the ijiarket which condi-
tions their actions.
7. A STUDY OF THE CATALYTIC EFFECTS OF URBAN REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS ON
THEIR SURROUNDING AREAS IN WEST CENTRAL CHICAGO
Fredrick Blum
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago (Master's thesis
under supervision of Harold M. Mayer)
Expected completion date: August, 1959*
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem . The various approaches to renewal range from
extensive clearance to elimination of smaller pockets of blight in
conjunction with a program for some controlled structural rehabilita-
tion of sound buildings within the area. In either case, the redevelop-
ment is supposed to act as a catalyst for its surrounding area. In
some wai^, the upgrading and elimination of areas of blight is thought
to stimulate the contiguous areas toward self -renewal. The attempt
of this study will be to present for analysis an area in Chicago which
has undergone a substantial amount of redevelopment in the past two
decades.
Method of Study . By gathering data representing the period before
and after the various redevelopment projects, the effects upon the
surrounding areas may be ascertained. The study will involve collec-
tion and analysis of data on land use, population, community facilities,
traffic, relocation, etc. (HMM)
8. RECREATIONAL BOATING IN METROPOLITAN CHICAGO
Crichton Schacht
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago (Master's thesis
under supervision of Harold M. Mayer)
Expected completion date: August, 1959
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem . "The great increase in the number of pleasure
craft and participants in recreational boating in the United States over
the last decade have generated problems for already overcrowded and
inadequate recreational boating facilities. Provision for adequate
*
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boating and vaterfront activities has become an important element of
land use planning in many urban areas with wat^^rside locations. The
problem and major hypothesis of this study is that facilities for
recreational boating in the Chicago metropolitan area are unable to
meet the demand created by increasing numbers of small craft in the
area. --Among the questions to be considered are: Hov does recreational
boating occupy space in particular areas? VJbat are the distinctive
characteristics of this occupancy? How do the occupance patterns of
one area differ from those of other areas? What problems arise in
connection with different aspects of this occupance? VThat functions
does this type of lend use perform? For whom? './hat effects does it
have upon other land uses?"
Method of Study . "The analysis will be based on field work
including: interviews with boating officials and enthusiasts of
boating organizations, mapping and photography, library research into
background and statistical material." (H^iM)
9. THE ALIEN TOWN: PATTERNS OF SilTTLEMENT IN BUSOGA, UGANDA
Ann Evans Larimore
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago
Previous Digest Report: Vol. h, No. 2, November, 1957, item 29.
This item haa now been published by the University of Chicago Depart-
ment of Geography as Research Paper No. 55, August, 1958, 208 pp.
Available from The Department of Geography, The University of Chicago.
$U.OO. (HMM)
10. A COMPARISON OF TV70 OIL CITY BUSINESS CENTERS: ODESSA-MIDLAND, TEXAS
Dickinson Weber (Master's thesis, under supervision of Harold M.
Mayer)
Previous Digest Report: Vol. 5, No. 2, November 1958, item 25.
This item lias now been published by the Department of Geography,
University of Chicago, as Research Paper No. 60, November, 1958, 239 pp.
Available from Department of Geography, The University of Chicago. $U.OO,
(m#i)
11. HOME BUYING AND FINANCING TRENDS IN SELECTED URBAN AREAS OF NE^'f
YORK STATE
Professor Glenn H. Beyer, Department of Housing and Design, and
Director, Housing Research Center. Sponsored with New York
State funds from the College of Home Economics.
Second Annual Research Report published In 1958. "Cornell Home
Buying Study" available from Mailing Room, Stone Hall, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N.Y. 25^
Research Problem and Method of Study . Same as Vol. 5, No, 2,
Noveniber 1956 report, item 9.
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Major Findings - 1938 report . There was an Increase in both
median borrowers' incomes and price of houses between 1957 and 1958.
The median price of new houses was ^l6,600 during the last half of the
year, and for old houses, 4>13,500« The ratio of old to new houses on
which mortgages were granted continued to run approximately 2 to 1.
The median ratio of purchase price to borrower's income for new house
purchases was 2.^*^2; for old houses, 2.1^ Some differences in the
home buying patterns were found among families in different age
groups: Young families had more frequently rented their previous
place of residence, and had smaller amount of liquid assets that they
could apply against a down payment, than older families. Detailed data
are also provided on size of houses being purchased (number of rooms
and bedrooms), characteristics of families purchasing, and nature of
financing arrangements. (GHB)
12. STUDY OF HOUSING NEEDS OF THE AGED
Professor Glenn H. Beyer, Project Director; Professor Alexander Kira,
Assistant Project Director; Cornell University, Department of
Housing and Design and Housing Research Center. Sponsored by
the C.U. Agricultural Experiment Station, the New York State
Division of Housing, and the Ford Foundation.
Research report published in 1958. "Housing Requirements of the
Aged - A Study of Design Criteria" (including detailed classified
annotated bibliography) available from New York State Division
of Housing, 270 Broadway, New York J, New York. No charge.
Research Problem and Method of Study . Same as Vol. 5, No. 2,
November I958 report, item 8.
Major Findings . The economic aspects (and governmental pro-
gramsJTsociological aspects and physiological aspects of the housing
needs of the aged are described, as they have been determined from a
search of existing literature and current practices. Detailed design
and planning considerations are provided with respect to (a ) activities
and space planning, (b) design and equipment guides, and (c) site
and neighborhood. The conflict between two points of view is pointed
out: (a) there is essentially no difference between the aged and
younger persons and (b) the aged are a special group requiring special
housing accommodations. The conclusion is reached that in many
respects, which are indicated in the report, many of the accepted
requirements of the aged are nothing more or less than "sound basic
criteria for all housing." On the other hand, certain areas were
listed where this generalization may not apply, but where additional
research — of the type being undertaken in future phases of this
project — needs to be undertaken, (GHB)
13. IMPLEMENTATION OF LOCAL HOUSING STATISTICS PROGRAMS BASED ON NEED
AND AVAILABILITY OF LOCAL STATISTICS
Marilyn Langford (under the direction of Professor Glenn H. Beyer).
Doctoral dissertation, June 1959* Available through library
loan service or on microfilm from Cornell University Library,
Cornell University, Graduate School.
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Research Prolileia . Assuming an adequate system of statistics to
be an aid in decisions connected vith both private and public policy
and operations related to housing, an analysis was undertaken to
investigate: (l) the need for housing statistics originating and used
locally, (2) the availability of local housing statistics, and (3)
the implementation of local programs of collection.
Method of Study. This study was undertaken through the analysis
of views of informed persons --through both study of their writings and
personal interviews. The individuals interviewed are generally con-
sidered to be authorities in different specialized areas, including
credit and finance, real estate, building, commerce, local market
analysis, government, and public housing.
Major Findings . The determination of need for housing statistics
is based on general categories of use. These include: prediction of
change in population, employment, and households; determination of
potential markets, need and preferences; determination of the amount
and kind of new construction; determination of prices and values of
dwelling units; implementation of housing programs; location of mar-
kets; determination of direction of growth; and assistance in munici-
pal financial planning.
The actual organization of statistics collection should involve
the whole statistical community. In addition, it is desirable to
develop coordination of statistics within the local governments. In
both the community and governmental organizations, there are three
possible degrees of involvement in statistics collection end improve-
ment, the choice depending upon the needs and resources of the
community. The first is coordination of purpose, which involves ex-
changing ideas at the planning stages and coordinating definitions
and procedures. The second includes not only coordination but also
data assembly and the publication of data for community use. Finally,
when resources and strength of organization permit, there may be the
need for the original collection of date. At all three stages, dyna-
mic and objective leadership is essential to the establishment of a
successful program.
The community-wide organization which is needed to provide local
housing statistics should be quasi-public in nature. This organiza-
tion should pull together not only all potential users of housing
statistics within a market area but also should include representa-
tives of the sources of data within the community, if improvement of
statistics as well as collection is a goal. (GHB)
Ih, FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF AN URBAN RENE^JAL PROGRAM
Detroit City Plan Commission, under a Demonstration Grant from the
Housing and Home Finance Administrator.
Now xmderway, to be completed July, 1959.
Previous Digest Report: None
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Research Problem . The study is divided into four parts, each
being the subject of a separate outline:
Costs for a Complete Urban Reneval Program.
Effects of Urban Blight and Renewal on the Tax Base.
Financing of an Urban Renewal Program.
Determination of an Optimum Program.
Method of Study . Use of IBM cards representing, first, 77,000
of the '+37,000 parcels of land in the City of Detroit and, second,
each of the 15,000 blocks in the City. Relationship will be determined
betv;een assessed values and renewal status.
15. SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS FOR CITY PLANNERS
Bruce D. McDowell (under the Direction of Howard K. Kenhinick)
Master's Thesis, March, 1959, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Graduate City Planning Program.
Available from Library of Georgia Institute of Technology on
Inter-library Loan basis.
Research Problem . This research argues that the scientific
treatment of city planning problems can be of great value and presents
selected scientific concepts that show promise of being useful to
city planners. These include concepts developed in the fields of
physical and social sciences, mathematics and statistics. They
include operations research, systems engineering, industrial quality
control, telemetering, and feedback. In most cases, specific appli-
cations to city planning are indicated. (HKM)
16. METHODOLOGY OF THE ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS
Thera H. Richter (\mder direction of Ernst W. Swanson).
Master's Thesis, January, 1959, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Graduate City Planning Program.
Available from Library of Georgia Institute of Technology on
Inter-library Loan basis.
Research Problem . This research explores briefly current metho-
dology employed in determining the economic base of a community, in-
cluding "basic - non-basic" and "input-output" analyses, appraises the
usefulness of these and other techniques used for analytical purposes,
and suggests a possibly more useful method based on aggregate income
analysis and projection, leading to a reconstruction of the "multiplier"
in terms of income expenditures and investment. (HKM)
17. IMPACT (BY 1965) OF THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
IN THE CHICAGO STANDARD METROPOLITAN AREA AND ITS ILLINOIS HINTERLAND
Joseph A. Russell, Alfred W. Booth, Jerome D. Fellmann, Howard G.
Roepke, Department of Geography, University of Illinois
Research begun February 1959 -- Scheduled completion September 1959
•
Conducted under Joint sponsorship of Chicago Association of Commerce
and Industry and State of Illinois, Division of Industrial
Planning and Development.
Previous Digest Report: None
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Research Problem . To determine the most likely industrial
developmental trends within metropolitan Chicago and dovnstate
Illinois consequent upon the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway. To
anticipate, additionally, the consequences of changes in the areas'
industrial structures upon non-industrial basic activities, service
activities, and population support potential. To provide essential
information for the planning activities of individuals and corpora-
tions within the study area
.
Previous Relevant Research . Studies of Seaway impact potentials
for other selected Great Lakes Cities.
Method of Stud;^ . Analysis of the present industrial structure
of the Chicago SMA with comparisons with the structure of the
United States and selected older port cities; comparisons of indus-
trial growth trends by industry groups. Analysis of present indus-
trial locational factors positively or negatively affecting the
existent industrial structure of the Chicago SMA and investigation
of changes in industrial locational factors occasioned by Seaway-
associated alterations in the area's transportation cost structure.
Identification of the industrial types most likely to expand in
Chicago SMA and its Illinois hinterland in view of the opening of
the Seaway; extrapolation of Chicago's potential competitive economic
position in comparison with other industrial port cities on the Great
Lakes.
Major Findings . None to date. (HGR)
18. PERCEPTUAL FORM OF THE CITY
Professors Gyorgy Kepes and Kevin Lynch
Project to be completed June, 1959' One article has already appeared:
"Some Childhood Memories of the City," by A. Lukashok and K.
Lynch, Journal of the American Institute of Planners , Summer
1956.
Another article is scheduled to appear in the next issue of the
magazine. Landscape , the article to be entitled, "A Walk Around
the Block," by K. Lynch and M. D. Rivkin.
A monograph summarizing one branch of the work is scheduled for
publication by the Technology Press later in the year, tentatively
titled: "The Image of the City," by K. Lynch.
Project under the sponsorship of the Center for Urban and Regional
Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Previous Digest Report: Vol. 3, No. 2, item U6.
This was exploratory research into the visual form of cities,
and its impact on the citizens. Many branches of possible study were
tested, some of which were reported in the articles cited. The
principal studies settled into two groups:
a) a study of how people orient themselves in city areas, how
they image such areas in their minds, and how the physical
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disposition of the city affects this image. This work will
he reported upon in the monograph cited ahove.
"b) 8 study of how the urban landscape transmits messages, both
overtly through signs, and more subtly via conscious end
unconscious symbols. Results in this area will appear at
a later date.
In this final year, the above studies are being completed, and a
new line of investigation is being followed concurrently. This latter
has to do with the visual impact of the fast highway, as seen by the
driver and his passengers, and of the means available for heightening
this experience and making it a satisfying and continuous one. Studies
of existing roads are being coupled with test designs of new possibili-
ties. (KL)
19. THE RELATIONSHIP OF LAND EEVELOBffiNT TO HIGHl-JAY LOCATION
John Manning Becher (under direction of F. Stuart Chapin, Jr.)
Master Is Thesis in Department of City and Regional Planning, University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, in cooperation with Urban Studies
Program, Institute for Research in Social Science. Completed
May 1958; available on Inter-library Loan.
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem. This was an exploratory study of the complex
mixture of forces which are determinants of land development, with
emphasis on the role of highway location as a determinant.
Ma.jor Findings . The influence that highways have on the overall
land development pattern is difficult to isolate from the many factors
determining land use. The effect on certain commercial and industrial
uses is somewhat more apparent. (FSC)
20. DEVELOIMSNT OF PHYSICAL FLAMING PRINCIPLES: THE IDEAL CITY
Thomas A. Reiner, Research Associate
Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania
Publication expected summer 1959 in form of an illustrated monograph.
This study is part of the City Planning Teaching Materials
program financed by the Ford Foundation.
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem . A study of the development of planning
principles as they evolved in the literature of the Ideal City.
Characteristic and significant proposals have not been reviewed
or evaluated on a comparative or an analytical basis.
Previous Relevant Research . "A Critical Survey of Published
Physical Planning Principles," Thomas A. Reiner, Master's Thesis,
Departmpnt of City Planning, M.I.T., June 1955.
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Method of Study . Reading end interpretation of Ideal City pro-
posals from about 1900 to date.
Major Findings . Ideal Cities, though significant and repeatedly
used vehicles for the presentation of planning 'principlps
'
, often
shov a lack of sophistication in the propositions offered and the
methods used to develop these. Nevertheless, Ideal Cities as a
class can contribute to an understanding of the field's areas of
agreement (perhaps the 'derived dogma') and disagreement. (TAR)
21. STUDY OF THE JOURNEY TO WORK
Howard S. Lapin, Research Associate
Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsylvania.
Research work is completed. Parts of the report have already been
published or are . scheduled for publication. See Traffic
Quarterly , April 1957, "Analysis of Work-Trip Data" and "Report
on Analysis of Urban Work Trips", the latter a paper presented
at the Highway Research Board, National Academy of Sciences,
January 1959. Complete work will be a mimeographed report
issued by the Institute for Urban Studies, June 1959. All
research work was conducted at the Institute for Urban Studies.
Costs of special sortings of work-trip data were borne by the
U.S. Bureau of Public Roads and the Philadelphia City Planning
Commission. The paper, "Projection of Vehicle Trips in
Philadelphia" by Robert Coughlin in consultation with Howard
S. Lapin, is based upon the special trip tabulations and
research findings of this project. The Coughlin-Lapin paper
was reproduced in first draft form by the Philadelphia City
Planning Commission.
Previous Digest Report, Vol. 2, No. 2, item h^.
Research Problem . To study the journey to work as a factor in
city planning and traffic engineering: to consider past research and
propose new and useful means for evaluation of the diurnal urban mass
movements
.
Previous Relevant Research . Bibliography of selected studies will
be published with final report. See bibliography of Leonard P. Adams
and Thomas W. Mackesey, "Community Patterns of Industrial Workers",
previous Digest listing. No. 1, Vol. 2.
Hypotheses .
1. Work journeys comprise a large proportion of all travel and
are the limiting factor in transportation design because of their
hourly distribution.
2. Spatial relationships of homes and workplaces are determined
by a composite number of forces, some of which have been described by
J. Douglas Carroll.
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3. Th(»re is a tendency of employment generating land uses to
dispei'Sf^ Merican cities so as to reduce the spatial but not the
temporal concentration of movement.
Method of Study . Graphical and statistical analysis of data
obtained from special work-trip tabulations run for several cities
of varying siz'^s. Analysis of published traffic reports, and utili-
zation of transpoi-tation analysis and planning data prepared or
obtained by Lapin while on leave with City of Philadelphia, Urban
Traffic and Transportation Board over a period of three years.
Major Findings . See three publications referred to above. (HSL)
22. FLAMING AND EXPRESSWAY LOCATION SELECTION - A CASE STUDY
Paul Davidoff
Teaching Materials Program of Institute for Urban Studies,
University of Pennsylvania . Program sponsored by Ford
Foundation, study in progress.
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem . To examine the methods used (by the Delaware
County Planning Commission) to assist state and federal agencies in
selecting a route for a portion of a circumferential expressway to
be located approximately ten miles outside of Philadelphia . To
describe and analyze the role the planners played in the final
determination.
Method of Study . Interview with key participants. Analysis of
reports, minutes, and hearings of the different agencies involved
in selecting a route location or in setting standards for route
location determinations. (PD)
23. THE ECONOMIC GEOMETRY OF URBAN STRUCTURE: A GENERAL MODEL OF LAND
UTILIZATION BY THE URBAN HOUSEHOLD SECTOR
Lowdon Wingo, Jr., Research Associate, Resources for the Future, Inc.
Writing in progress. First draft to be completed in late Spring.
Program of Regional Studies, Resources for the Future, Inc.
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem
. This study seeks to develop a consistent
theoretical framework within which some major problems of urban land
use, population distribution, and land values can be viewed as
coherent parts of the larger phenomenon of urban organization and
change
.
Previous Relevant Research . L. Wingo: "On the Measurement of
Congestion in Transportation Systems", a paper given before the 38th
Annual Meeting of the Highway Research Board; Richard F. Muth:
"Economic Change and Urban vs. Rural Land Use," in a forthcoming
issue of the Quarterly Journal of Economics .
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Method of Study . This is primarily a theoretical effort vhich
has eschewed the gravity model and similar physical analogies in favor
of a characterization of urban structure based upon the general equili-
brium framework of economics. This is seen as a specialized problem
within the general field of location economics, and through adaptation
of basic constructs in this field a model has been constructed which
will simulate, and hence "explain," a variety of phenomena associated
with urban growth and spatial characteristics.
Hypotheses . This mod?l is actually an extended and articulated
set of hypotheses^ including
1. The valuation of the time spent in the journey-to -work is
a function of the individual's marginal value of leisure and hence is
closely associated with his imputed hourly wage rate.
2. Under conditions of full employment and competition in the
labor market the time-costs and out-of-pocket costs of the journey-
to-work tend to be passed on as costs of production through the
accommodation of wage rates.
3. The time absorbed by congestion in a transportation system
is a comparatively simple function of the capacity of the system and
the demand on it measured at deadline and at point of demand generation.
k. In making the locational decision, individuals behave as
though they were seeking an optimum combination of "nearness" to the
employment focus and space (or density conditions) within price re-
straints asserted by the transportation technology.
Major Findings . Major findings are perhaps suppositious at
this stage, but two conclusions seem warranted:
1. The intex-action between land use and the organization and
technology of urban transportation is so intimate that research or
policy assertions dealing with one to the exclusion of the other have
questionable value.
2. The economic "efficiency" of urban structure is meaningful
only to the extent that consumer preferences concerning differential
characteristics of urban structure are effectively expressed. Given
differences in preferences, "urban sprawl" may in one case be an
efficient structure, while in another case of differing consumer
preferences it may be grossly inefficient. (LW)
2U. UTTERINriUSTRY RELATIONS OF A METROPOLITA]\I AREA
Werner Z. Hirsch, Resources for the Future and Washington University.
Parts of the study will appear later this year as an article in the
Review of Economics and Statistics . Another part was presented
as "An Application of Area Input-Output Analysis" to the 1958
meetings of the Regional Science Association, and will appear in
their Proceedings. Further parts will be included in a research
volume financed by the Ford Foundation under the title
"Projecting Economic Activity and Population of the St. Louis
Metropolitan Area - the Input-Output Approach".
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Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem . The objective of this study was to develop an
analytical framework and means of implementation for analyzing the
local impact of public policies and private industrial development in
the light of the needs, capabilities and desires of the area.
Methods of Study . An input-output table for the St. Louis
Metropolitan area was developed for the year 1955- The table is based
on an open, non-dynamic equilibrium model. It divides the local
economy among industry and location lines, so that ti-ansactions are
identified as taking place between given industrial sectors which
are located either inside or outside the metropolitan area . There
are a total of 33 industries; the first I6 are manufacturing indus-
tries. For some purposes, household and local government are in-
cluded in the processing and for others in the final demand sector.
In the first case, 29 x 29 technical coefficient and inverted matrixes
result, and in the letter 27 x 27 matrixes. In all cases the final
demand sector includes: Federal government; State government; gross
capital formation; and export, broken down into 33 export industries.
Data for the empirical implementation of this model came from the
records of a large sample of firms in the St. Louis metropolitan
area. For most of the important manufacturing industries, data from
virtually all firms in the industry were collected and used. From
the input-output table income and employment multipliers of the
various industries were developed.
Major Findings . The metropolitan area input-output analysis
promises to be a useful tool in comparing alternative development
plans by estimating their impact on the area's employment, per capita
income, basic employment stability, and fiscal situation. With its
aid it is possible to show that some industrial land uses generate
relatively more employment than income and other land uses do the
reverse. Land uses also differ in terms of their economic stability
impact. Employment generating land uses often creates fiscal problems
for local governments.
Usually the alternatives are neither all black nor all white.
Instead one possible land use might promise a somewhat larger impact
than another, but also some additional employment instability. For
the community to make an intelligent selection, keeping always in
mind the feasibility of such a development, quantification of potential
losses and gains can be helpful. Availability of input-output data,
even if they are merely rough (but intelligent) estimates, can stimu-
late many groups in the community, to take an active interest in
deliberations that will decisively affect their future.
Among the most specific findings the following will be mentioned:
The St. Louis study reveals astonishingly low household technical
coefficients and mxatipliers for virtually all industries. They
testify to the area's close ties with the rest of the nation. The
final demand matrix gives expression to the relative dependence of
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the area on outside markets. St. Louis exported in 1955 about 26^
of its output. However some industries, for instance, "other transpor-
tation equipment," exported up to 97fo of its output. Of the different
industries of the area, products of petroleum and coal have by far
the smallest direct and indirect household income impact, while
printing and publishing have by far the highest impact. Textile
end apparel have by far the smallest per capita income direct and
indirect impact, while motor vehicles have by far the largest one.
Insofar as the direct and indirect employment impact is concerned,
products of petroleum and coal have the lowest impact and plumbing
and perhaps structural metal production the highest.
25. UEBAN GEOGRAPHY AND THE AMERICAN CITY
Raymond E. Murphy
Writing in progress. Hope to have ready for publication in book form
within two years
.
Graduate School of Geography, Clark University
Previous Digest Report: Item Wo. 33, Vol. k, 1957.
Research Problem . An attempt to organize the material of a
rapidly growing field, urban geography, along systematic lines.
Method of Study . Concentrates on the American city. The
central theme of the field is discussed, and then the research that
has been done in the field is examined and the techniques and methods
presented. Problems that need studying are considered as well as
possible methods of attack. Emphasis is placed on approaches that
will lead to generalizations. Includes a bibliographic summing up
of the literature for each of the various aspects of the field. (RBM)
26. AN ANALYSIS OF THE NONBASIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOHyiENT POTEOTIAL OF
FAIRFAX COUNTY, VIRGINIA
Harland W. Westermann
Dissertation accepted for the PhD. V7ill be available in micro-film.
Graduate School of Geography, Clark University (under the direction
of Raymond E. Murphy)
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem . This study is an attempt to create a system
whereby the nonbasic industrial development potential of an urban
place can be deternined in a quantitative fashion. In the past,
many urban communities have attempted to develop their nonbasic
economic bases by "selling" the merits of their regions to any and
all industries through the promiscuous distribution of brochure
materials. It is the writer's contention that local nonbasic develop-
ment might best be accomplished by determining, in some highly systema-
tized fashion, the "investment opportunities" which exist in a place,
and by selecting those business enterprises which might be interested
in these opportunities. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to deter-
mine the manner in which these "investment opportunities" can be
determined; the study area used to test the system is Fairfax County,
Virginia (a suburban county of Washington, D. C).
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Hypothesis . If such correlations do exist, this tends to indi-
cate that nonbasic activities are operated under somewhat less imper-
fect competition circumstances than has been believed. Indeed, vithin
any large urban region there seem to be certain activities which have
little or no "outside" competition. The type of activity, then,
which can be classified as nonbasic is dependent upon the size of
market required for an efficient production unit of that activity;
if the market is large enough to absorb the product of such a unit,
the unit may be subject to less than normal competition and may be
included as nonbasic.
Method of Study . The study consists of five steps. These are:
(l) determine the maximum theoretical development potential for the
community under conditions of perfect competition; (2) reduce this
industrial model by the types of activities which now exist within
the community; (3) determine the "optimum size production units"
(based on workers and value added), and eliminate all those units
which require a market larger than that exhibited by the local
region; (k) determine the industrial location requirements for each
of those activities which have been continued; and (5) eliminate
all those activities which are not suited to the region. The
residue activities are now considered to represent "potential
activities".
Major Findings . The system appears to have merit. However,
in this study, data were available for only three-digit numbered
industries (Standard Industrial Classification). It is apparent
that, to achieve satisfactory results, a four- or even five-digit
classification must be used. In addition an accurate industrial
site survey must accompany this type of study. (RBM)
27 . CAPABILITIES OF INDEPENDENCE MOm COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE BOSTON
STANDARD METROPOLITAN AREA
Lane J. Johnson
It is expected that this project will be completed by June, 1959*
Graduate School of Geography, Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts
(Ph.D. dissertation under the direction of Raymond E. Murphy)
Research Problem . To describe and analyze patterns of indepen-
dence capability within a metropolitan community, levels of capability
being based upon the abilities of individual towns and cities to
satisfy requirements of their resident populations for selected, "low
level", economic facilities.
Research is directed at patterns formed by two classifications
based upon independence capability. First is a twofold classification,
below vs. at and above the line of complete independence capability.
Eleven separate indicators and four combinations of indicators are
examined from this point of view. Secondly, one indicator, employment,
and the combinations are investigated from the standpoint of a three-
fold classification—deficient, balanced, and excessive.
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It is also planned to explore other aspects of independence
capability—its relationship to centrality and its variation as
indicators are changed.
Hypotheses . As the parts of a metropolitan community are inte-
grated and functionally differentiated to an extremely high degree,
individual towns and cities within such an area vary greatly in the
degree to vhich they contain common services for the satisfaction
of their residents.
Centrality can be measured for any function in any area on the
basis of that function's absolute cone enti-ation and its concentration
in relation to the local, serviced group.
Within any given area, independence capability differs in terms
of various functions.
Method of Study . Data for this study have been obtained from
official records and various directories, including the classified
sections of telephone directories. Assiiming that the standard
metropolitan area in New England reasonably approximates the
metropolitan community (the commuting field of the primary center)
and can be considered essentially a closed system for common
urban services, town percentage contributions of each indicator and
combination to the SMA total are matched against a control distri-
bution, resident population or a relevant segment of it. This
matching results in a measure of independence capability in the form
of an index nmnber, which with absolute concentration in terms of
percentage constitutes the basis of all further treatment.
Ma,1or Findings . No final conclusions have been reached. However,
those patterns already analyzed indicate that meaningful generalizations
concerning patterns of independence capability can be discerned and
that these patterns vary significantly depending upon the indicator
chosen. (BBM)
28. STAGGERING OF V70RK HOURS IN THE CITY OF NEVJ YORK TO RELIEVE TRAIKIT
CONGESTION
Henry Cohen and Marvin Roth
Preliminary explorations completed. Financing of studies now
being arranged.
Office of the Mayor, Division of Administration, City of New York,
in conjunction with the New York City Transit Authority and
the City Planning Commission.
Research Problem
. To determine the feasibility of staggering
work hours to relieve subway congestion during "rush hours."
Hypotheses
.
Staggering of work hours of persons working in the
New York City CBD would result in less crowding in the New York City
subway system.
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Method of Study. Preliminary analysis reveals that three major
studies have to be undertaken to detennine vhether it vould be feasi-
ble to stagger vork hours, and vhat degree of relief it vould afford.
1. Technical Study -- A mathematical model will be developed by
vhich the impact of specific changes in working hours on passenger
loads in the subway system can be measured. The data will be organized
to express the geographic and time dimensions implicit in the trips
to work or home. To systematically manipulate the large amount of
data needed will require an elaborate mathematical "model" and the
use of electronic processing. By the use of such a model, the impact
of alternative patterns of work-hours changes could be measured and
an optimum pattern devised to achieve the most "desirable" overall
level of comfort throughout the transit system. The model would,
for example, show how changes in morning work hours would affect not
only passenger loads in the morning peak hours, but also in the after-
noon peak hours.
2. Linkage Study -- The economy of the central business district
of New York City is based upon many closely linked establishments and
groups of establishments. The linkages are often expressed in close
similarities in work-hour patterns. The problem is to determine the
inter-relationships of these linkages which industries are the major
determinants in the establishment of work-hour patterns; and the
effect that changing work-hour patterns in these industries would
have on allied and related industries. Several intensive studies of
typical establishments will be undertaken to examine the extent to
which changes in working hours are practicable.
3. Sociological Studies -- V7ork-hour patterns are related to an
intricate web of social and cultural factors. A number of objective
and subjective variables may influence the employee's acceptance or
rejection of a job with its particular working hours. The problem is
to determine the tolerance of different segments of the labor force
to different working hour patterns, and thereby to evaluate the
nature and intensity of potential reactions to changes in working
hours. These aspects will be studied through interviews and
questionnaires. (HC)
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EDITOR'S NOTES
The United States Junior (Thaniber of Commerce has set up a Professional
Advisory Council on Community Development to advise on the formulation and
execution of a sound civic planning and development program end to further
public understanding of the role of community planning. A Besearch Sub-
Committee, with representation from professional organizations in the fields
of architecture, planning, civil engineering, landscape architecture, and
traffic engineering has formulated a proposal to compile an inventory of
all significant research activities now taking place that bear on urban
communities. A two-year staffed project is now under consideration.
Recent publications that deal with aspects of the urhan and regional
research process include:
1. A Preliminary Survey of Research in Landscape Architecture,
by Thomas C, Hazlett, Issued by The American Society of Landscape
Architects, Discusses potential research areas and resources. On
the basis of this publication, regional conferences on landscape
research are being arranged at several universities.
2. Exchange bibliographies (eleven issued to date) on subjects
of interest to city planners. Started as a service to its members
by the Committee of Planning Librarians, the service is now available
on a subscription basis. Prof, Holway Jones, Librarian, Department
of City and Regional Planning, University of California, is in
charge of printing and distribution,
3« A Student's Guide to Resources for Professional Planning .
Primary sources of data, statistical graphic, and textual; pro-
fessioneil organizations allied to planning; agencies in the planning
field. Published jointly by the Library and the Department of
City Planning and Landscape Architecture, University of Illinois,
As indicated in the previous issue of the Digest , a report and
proposal was made to the Board of Governors of the American Institute of
Planners to set up an indexing and abstracting service for planners. The
Board accepted the report and authorized a committee to be appointed for
the effectuation of the service. The committee would consider matters
pertaining to location and sources of finance.
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1. M INVESTIGATION OF HOW BEST TO USE EXISTING ARCHITECTURAL TORMS IN
CITY DESIGN
Main Investigators: Barclay G. Jones, Stephen W. Jacobs
Status of Research and Publication: Project started in February 1959
eind is to run until February i960. Two Progress Reports and a
series of working papers have been produced so far in ditto.
Publication planned as series of articles or monograph.
Agencies: Sponsored by the Departments of City & Regional Planning,
Architecture, and Landscape Architecture of the College of
Environmental Design of the University of California, Berkeley,
with the cooperation of the Area Planning Committee of the
Northern California Chapter of the American Institute of Architects
and the San Francisco Department of City Planning. The Project
is supported by a grant-in-aid from the Rockefeller Foundation.
Previous Digest report: Volume VI, No, 1, April 1959^ Item 2.
Research Problem and Method of Study . Same as Volume VI, No. 1,
April 1959, Item 2.
Major Findings . The findings to date which represent the first
phase of the project are concerned with two separate matters. First,
a cataloging and analysis of similar activity in the past. Secondly,
a demonstration survey of San Francisco for the purpose of discovering
the variety of physical elements - buildings, open spaces, textures,
leind forms, man-made objects such as street furniture, signs, etc. -
which aid in the perception of a city and give it its quality as a
design experience. A country-wide investigation has been made to
discover expressions of interest in our subject today, and a siirvey
made of theoretical and methodological writing which exists in the
literature
.
A rather large working bibliography has been compiled listing
sources. Emphasis has been placed on literature concerned with the
ways in which existing elements play a major role in perception of the
city, and examples of attempts to put this principle into practice in
the design of sections of cities throughout the world. A fairly lengthy
list of projects in this country in which deliberate attempts have been
made to retain existing elements on the site, for one reason or einother
and with varying degrees of success, has been compiled. Some examples
in foreign countries have been noted also. Material has been collected
on active projects throughout the country in vhich retention of
significant elements is a major policy of the design. The considerable
number of such projects suggests the subject is of vital interest,
A lengthy demonstration survey was made of San Francisco, An
attempt was made to cover a wide range of physical elements extending
from small objects such as street furniture to the largest scale
features such as land plans. Examples of land plans include outstanding
subdivision design and large topographical forms. A variety of survey
techniques were used. Pre-existing lists were relied upon where
available, and approximately ten per cent of the area of the city was
subjected to actual field survey. The area covered was not in a single
section but included the major downtown zone and eight other typical
areas throughout the city. The survey items were entered on cards
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printed for the purpose and small photographs of the objects attached.
The survey results are recorded on almost 5000 cards. Much information
has been gained concerning the desirability of making a survey and the
proper methodology for conducting it. (BGJ)
2. DETEMCENANTS OF RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION
Leo Grebler and Sherman J. Maisel
Sponsored by the Commission on Money and Credit and conducted by the
Real Estate Research Program, University of California, Los Angeles.
A draft has been completed. Form of publication still to be
determined.
Previous Digest report: None
Research Problem . No previous attempt has yet been made to bring
together, critically review, or appraise the literature on the
determinants of residential construction. This study represents an
effort to review the verbal or qualitative models of the residential
construction market, to present, analyze and test the statistical-
econometric models, and to provide some positive contribution to an
improved understanding of the residential construction and total housing
markets
.
Method of Study . The report first reviews literature on residential
construction as it relates to housing market conditions, external and
internal factors, secular trends, and long and short cycles. Three
different types of tests are applied to the eight statistical-
econometric models. These tests are intended to determine the internal
consistency of the models and their agreement with the initial
ass\anptions of the theory, the success obtained in extrapolating within
the tolerance limits of the fitted equation, and the success obtained in
prediction compared to other methods.
Major Findings
. The preliminary review and testing of the verbal-
qualitative as well as statisticeil-econometric models has not pro-
duced a complete, internally consistant and accurate framework that
would allow a theory of market behavior to be tested and provide a
basis for reasonably dependable prediction. However, the past attempts
to provide more scientific tools represent pioneering efforts which
have called attention to the complexities of the housing market. The
study highlights the need for a more complete framework of identities
in the housing market which would enable the analyst to consider factors
now often ignored or cast aside as unimportant. (FGM)
3. STUDY OF BUNKER HILL URBAII REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT IN LOS ANGELES
Vincent Ostrom and Arnold A. Peterson
Conducted and sponsored by the Real Estate Research Program, University
of California, Los Angeles.
Publication of certain sections of this study may be expected toward the
middle of 1960,
Previous Digest Report: None
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Research Problem . This study represents an effort to describe,
analyze and evaluate the natural history of an urban redevelopment
project. A primary purpose is to marshall all information bearing on
the experiences of private and public groups during the urban re-
development process. Since the particular urban redevelopment project
under construction has not yet been completed, it vill only be possible
to deal with aspects up to the present day. Further research vill be
carried out as the project proceeds.
Method of Study . By searching through all public and private
sources of information and by interviewing persons in strategic positions,
it is intended to establish why the project was selected for urban
redevelopment, how it was planned and what changes took place in planning,
and what arguments were put forth by proponents and opponents of the
project. (FGM)
k, INTRA.-URBM LOCATION THEORY
Charles Tiebout
Conducted and sponsored by the Real Estate Research Program,
University of California, Los Angeles.
Report will be submitted for publication toward the middle of 196O.
Previous Digest Report: None
Research Problem . Current analysis of locations place major
attention on locations between regions. Locations within a region,
especially metropolitan regions, have received considerably less
attention from the theoretical point of view. This study seeks to
analyze current location theory to see what applications and modifications
apply to intra-urban locations.
Method of Study . The study reviews major aspects of location theory
with special emphasis on current literature. Where possible, extensions
and modifications are made leading towards a theory of inter-urban
locations
,
Major Findings . Preliminary findings indicate that: (l) the
assumption that firms repel each other in locations needs substantial,
modification; (2) intra-urban locations where demands can be assumed
perfectly inelastic are approax:hable in terms of iso-vectures and iso-
dapanesj and (3) other modifications of location theory are indicated.
(CT)
5. MINIMUM COST SPACING OF ARTERIALS AND EXPRESSWAYS
Roger L, Crelghton, Irving Hoch, Morton Schneider, and Hyman Joseph.
Research nearing completion. Preliminary resiilts appeared in C.A.T.S.
Research News (Volume II, No. 16) and in Traffic Quarterly
(Oct., 1959). Further reports will appear in C.A.T.S. Research
News and, possibly, in Highway Research Board proceedings.
Chicago Area Transportation Study, J. Douglas Carroll, Jr., Study
Director
No previous Digest report.
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Research Problem . To determine the minimum cost spacings of
arterial and expressways in urban regions as related to named criteria.
Previous Relevant Research . Probably some, but not investigated.
Hypothesis . Minimian cost spacing is a function of unit con-
struction costs, trip destination densities, trip length frequency
distributions, value of time, relative speeds, ramp spacings, and other,
lesser variables. These costs can be stated mathematically and minimized,
for simplified cases.
Method of Study . Mathematical analysis and experiment..
Ma,')or Findings . Minimum cost spacings can be estimated but are
dependent on accuracy of the values inserted. Two methods of finding
minimum cost spacings check out quite well. Spacing results are ex-
tremely reasonable. Trip density and construction costs are very
important variables affecting spacings. Minimum cost solutions can be
achieved for arterials and expressways, or arterials can be stated as
fixed and the minimum cost spacings of expressways alone can be estimated.
The spacings of "junior" expressways as alternatives to "expressways"
can be estimated. (RLC)
6. FEDERAL AIDS TO SLUM CLEARANCE IN PUERTO RICO, 1950-1956.
Joseph M. Heikoff
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation undertaken 1956-58; under direction of
Committee, Prof. Edward Banfield, Chairman
Research Problem . Attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the slum
clearance program in Puerto Rico that was developed with federal fi-
nancial aid during the period I95O-I956. The following questions were
asked: l) Is the program written by Contress into the Housing Acts of
19*^9 and 195i+ and administered by the HHFA to deal with slums in the
United States suitable for an island like Puerto Rico? 2) Are the
local agencies using the program effectively? 3) What forces shaped
the program during its first formative years?
Hypotheses
.
1. The federal sium clearance program, which was designed for the
wealthy United States on the theory that economically more productive
land uses could always replace blighted urban land if the nation as a
whole paid for the write-off of capital value required to make the
sites available for redevelopment, was not suitable for an economically
underdeveloped island like Puerto Rico,
2. The effectiveness of the federal program was limited by its
restrictions on the local authorities and by the lack of cooperation
among the constituent agencies of the HHFA that prevented the expeditious
planning and execution of slum clearance projects.
Methods of Study . The above hypothesis developed out of the
writer's experience of several years of residence in Puerto Rico and
employment as a professional planner in both local and federal agencies
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engaged in housing, slvan clearance, and economic development programs.
The "basic method of the study was to record the writer*s observations
on the operation of the sl\an clearance program; to note the observations
of informed persons on the effectiveness of the federal program in the
United States and the applicability of slum clearance on the American
model in maderdeveloped countries; and to contrast the objectives and
methods of locally financed slum clearance and housing activities with
programs aided and controlled by federal agencies.
Ma.1or Findings *
1. The causes and character of slums in Puerto Rico are different
from those in the United States. In Puerto Rico they have not resulted
from the deterioration of once-acceptable housing; they consisted of
self-built shanties constructed by squatters on marginal land that had
no productive use and was frequently government owned.
2. Although many projects were started, the accomplishments of
the program were limited in terms both of the federal program itself
and the extent of the slum problem in Puerto Rico.
3« Lack of cooperation by the PHA, the FHA, and the URA retarded
the solution of problems of family relocation and redevelopment of
cleared sites and thus delayed project planning and execution.
k. Federal objectives for slum clearance were: l) to eradicate
social problems by eliminating deteriorated housing, 2) to improve the
financial position of local governments, 3) to induce private enterprise
to undertake redevelopment, h) to improve the competitive position of
central cities in relation to the fringe areas. The local objectives
for the program were quite different: l) to improve housing conditions,
2) to stimulate the local economy by federal spending. The consequences
of these differences in objectives were that project sites were selected
on the basis of potentiality for redevelopment; slums that were the worst
menaces to life and health were by-passed; and the program as a whole
and the individual projects were formulated without any regard to the
island's economic development objectives. If federal aids for slum
clearance and housing had been used to further the programs that had
already been developed by the local authorities, more families could have
been better housed and the federal capital more efficiently used to
advance the island's economic growth.
5. The success of federal aid programs depends to a large measure
on the development of effective inter-governmental and inter-agency
relations. The example of the slum clearance program in Puerto Rico
indicates that more attention needs to be paid to this aspect of program
formulation by the federal authorities and that they shovild provide
sufficient flexibility to permit programs to be better adapted to local
conditions. (JMH)
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7. CCHPARATIVE STUDIES OF CENTRAL PLACES
Harold M. Mayer and Brian J. L. Berry
Project commenced October, 1959; publications to appear in 1961-62.
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago, under grant from
the Office of Naval Research
No previous Digest report
Research Problem . To develop a quantitative or predictive theory
or model of central places, central place functions, and complementary
regions. Having built up a knowledge of threshold requirements of central
goods and the relations of range, and therefore trade area, to the spatial
distribution of population, one would be able to predict the hierarchy
of central places, the functions of these centers, the trade areas or
complementary regions focused upon each center, and the functions for
which the center is a focus.
Previous Relevant Research . There has been a long history of central
place and trade area studies, including those of Christaller, Brush,
Bracey, Green, and Loesch, and more recently by Berry and Garrison. Many
studies of individual central places have been made; likewise there have
been many studies of trade areas for particular goods and services. While
these studies have important implications for students of the urban
hierarchy, they have not provided formal tests of the hypotheses of the
theory against reality.
Hypotheses . The basic concept of central place theory is that there
exists a set of places which serve as centers for diffusion and distribu-
tion of ideas, services, and goods which meet demands of population in
complementary regions both within and without central places, and that the
central places are arranged in a hierarchy with respect to each other.
This hierarchy is spatially arranged in such manner as to moxlmite the
satisfaction of the needs of the population within the complementary
i^egion . Central places are usually identified with urban places, or
with nodal points such as shopping centers within urban places.
Central places are defined in terms of the functions they perform
for their complementary regions. These functions, in turn, give rise
to a hierarchy of central places. Each function has a threshold require-
ment of minimum size of complementary region, below which it will not be
economically justifiable. The nesting of each successively lower threshold
within complementary regions of higher order functions, and, where justi-
fiable, the duplication of thresholds within larger regions give rise to
a spatial ordering called the "urban hierarchy".
Method of Study . Initially, five contrasting areas are to be studied:
(1) an area within a large city, (2) a suburban area with contrasting
types of suburban comm\inities, (3) a region of intensive agricultvire,
(U) a region of extensive agriculture and grazing, and (5) a region
combining agriculture and mining. Quantification requires the following
steps: (1) collection of information in the field concerning urban
functions, (2) statistical analysis of each central function to derive
the most frequent patterns of spatial association, (3) development, by
means of home interview and other survey techniques, the size and shape
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of trade areas, social and economic characteristics of populations
served, and travel habits. Also, estimation of densities of population,
and, from interview data, measurement of accessibility to central places
via roads and transport media of varying quality; {k) estimation of
threshold requirements and ranges of goods, and (5) quantification of
the general relationships betveen range, threshold, spatial distribution
of population and purchasing power, social and economic characteristics
of i>opulations, and accessibility. (HMM)
NOTE
'"' Projects 9 to 25 comprise a resume of the principal studies being
conducted by the Joint Center for Urban Studies of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Harvard University. All of the studies
listed were started in 1959 » and none has so far reached the point of
publication. The material is submitted by Prof. Martin Meyerson,
Director of the Institute.
8. ATTITUDES TOWARD THE CITY: A PHILOSOPHIC HISTORY
Morton White, Professor of Philosophy, Harvard University
Professor White has been studying attitudes toward the city in
America, as reflected in the writings of distinguished thinkers ranging
from Jefferson to Robert Park. He would like to extend his researches
to the common man*s attitudes toward and images of the contemporary
city (that is, the city of the past half centxuy).
Professor White wishes to prepare a reasonably self-contained essay
which would form a part of a larger history of attitudes toward the
American city.
9. BRITISH I£GISLATIVE PROVISIONS GOVERNING COMPULSORY ACQUISITIONS OF LAND
Charles M. Haar, Professor of Law, Harvard University
Professor Haar, who has made a systematic study of the British Town
and Country Planning Act, 19^7, wishes to analyze the significance of
the Town and Country Planning Bill Introduced by the Conservatives this
year. He would examine the bill on the basis of general planning theory
implications as well as for eminent domain procedures. The bill, which
differs markedly from existing legislation, makes a series of "planning
assumptions" which raise difficult issues in market value calculation,
in law, and in potential planning development. 1!be British legislation
should illuminate problems which are already of concern in the United
States. For example: what effect should zoning, subdivision controls
and the master plan have in assessing fair market value in eminent
domain proceedings? A body of court decisions is developing, often o£
a contradictory nature, and without reasoned elaboration.
10. A CCWPARATIVE STUDY OF POLITICS IN TEN TO FIFTEEN OF THE LARGER
METROPOLITAN AREAS OF THE UNITED STATES
Edward C. Banfield, Professor of Government, Harvard University.
Professor Banfield is interested especially in the kinds of party
structure (whether "machine" or some alternative possibility), in the
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distribution of power and leadership, in the ethos of the politician
and the voter, and in political relations "between central cities and
suburbs, and central cities and states # These matters will be studies
within the context of certain substantive problems, especially the
following; a) housing and urban renewal; Ij) metropolitan organization;
c) race; d) mass transportation; e) law enforcement; and f) planning.
This investigation will lead to bocJc-leitgth publication.
11. CRITERIA FOR I^^AN DESIGN
Eduard F. Sekler, Associate Professor of Architecture, Harvard University.
Present-day criticism of proposed design schemes for virban areas is
inadequate. Urban design criticism is not yet comparable to art criti-
cism where methods of morphological analysis have been refined.
Professor Sekler proposes to investigate to what extent the methods
and principles of art history analysis may be employed in urban design
criticism. In this effort, he would draw upon the tradition of the
German school (Riegl and Schmarsow to Woelfflin, Worringer, Brinckmann,
and Frankl) and English-speaking scholars (Geoffrey Scott, Pevsner and
Wittkower).
12. DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS IN EARLY SUBURBS OF THE BOSTON METROPOLITAN AREA
Sam B. Warner, Jr.
Mr. Warner has prepared as his Ph.D. thesis (under the supervision
of Professor Oscar Handlln of Harvard) an analysis of suburban growth
of Roxbury, West Roxbury and Dorchester between I870 and 19OO. He
located the principal house-builder decision-makers from over 28,000
building permits and attempted to account for the unifonnlties of the
suburbs by relating the information of econaaic and social history to
the background and behavior of these decision-makers. The results
achieved so far demonstrate the process of suburban growth in this area.
Mr. Warner, within a year's time, expects to develop the potential,
within the material he has gathered, into a book-length analysis of sub-
urban growth decisions in the Boston area. The book will also cover
methods of dealing with empirical statistics in historical studies of
cities.
13. EcoNcaac implications of city size
R. S. Bodd, PhD candidate. Department of Econ<»nlcs, MIT
Among the most controversial and least understood aspects of urban
develojanent are the effects of scale. Mr. Rodd proposes to explore the
Interaction between size and the local economy. He will examine the
economic effects of city size; functional specialization by size as
reflected in the uneven distribution of economic activities among cities
of varying size; the range of city sizes over which there are increasing
returns; and the sources as well as the relationships between the
economies and diseconomies of scale. He will also analyze the economic
relationships which lead to a system of cities and the reasons for the
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probable shape of the size distribution. The study will also try to
establish, vith a given state of technology, arte, business organizations,
and economic scarcity, the criteria for an optimum distribution of
population among cities of different sizes,
Ik. EVALUATION OF DIFFERENCES IN DEVELOFMENT PATTERNS OF FRENCH CITIES
Daniel Lemer, Professor of Sociology and International Conanunications,
Center for InternationEil Studies, MTP.
This study vill try to explain the reasons for the differences in
virban and regional development in France "A" (La France Dynamique) and
Prance "B" (La France Statique). Professor Lemer believes there are
fruitful issues worth more detailed investigations growing out of this
distinction between France "A" and France "B". Most characterizations
of the two Frances have centered on a comparison between the principal
cities representing each of the two types. For example, Lille is the
dynamic type of city which supposedly characterizes France "A"j
Bordeaux Is the model of the retrograde city which characterizes France
"B". The hypothesis of the two Frances has been advanced over the past
few years by leading French thinkers, such as Maurice Duverger and
Prajacios Goguel, It has been the basis for recommendations on consti-
tutional reform, programs of taxation and investment, iiviustrial loca-
tion in technical training schools, etc. Professor Lemer is interested
in determining how these problems can be efficiently investigated and
what other issues are suggested by this dichotomy. He expects to
engage someone to work with him through the month of April in each of
the two areas, developing the necessary data. He plans to gather and
process these data and develop a publishable paper.
15. ISSUES OF RACE IN NORTHERN CITIES
Charles Abrams, Visiting Professor of City Planning, MZP
The focus of National attention on the racial problem has been
centered mainly on the South but the North has also been feeling the
growing impacts of Negro migrations and of the problems of housing,
employment end residential segregation flowing from them. Mr. Abrams
proposes to identify those problems end the impacts they are having on
Northern conmmnities as well as on the national scene. He will place
particular emphasis on housing, but he will also examine questions of
employment, segregation and education; the legal problems and issues
involved, both at the national and local levels, in the quest for
equality, the obstacles to economic and legal equalization, and the role
of the Judicial end administrative agencies at all levels of government,
including the work of the state and local agencies which have been set
up to cope with the obstacles. He will also identify the problems still
remaining and suggest policies which might help resolve them within the
framework of American institutions.
16. MEASUBEMENT OF URBAN TRAFFIC
Dr. Aaron Pleisher, Division of Sponsored Research, MIT
Transportation is a serious urban problem and a strategic aspect of
urban development. Many attempts have been made to deal with traffic
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circulation, to minimize the frictions and inefficiency of dally
passenger and goods movements. These efforts have failed largely
throiigh a lack of adequate information on the sources of traffic genera-
tion, the flovs and the interrelations of land use and traffic.
Dr. Fleisher vishes to devise measures of the traffic generated
vithin the city by various sources and to consider the relationships
that may exist among these measures. For the start, only land use,
density, and the transportation net is to be considered. The possible
relations will be tested by simple analysis of variants and regression
models. The relevance of other analytical procedures such as, waiting
line theory and linear programming, will also be considered. A paper
evaluating this study and similar approaches will be prepared.
17. PHYSICAL CAPACITIES OF URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION MEDIA
A. S. Lang, Assistant Professor of Transportation Engineering, MH
Professor Lang wishes to investigate the comparative physical
characteristics of urban passenger transportation systems. His aim is
to establish a set of criteria for measuring the physical effectiveness
of different urban transportation media and to classify existing transpor-
tation media on the basis of their performance judged by these criteria.
He also plans to develop a set of simple models to permit an analysis
of the physical characteristics of vario\is systems and a more exact
statement of their relative capacities given some fairly specific
transportation demand situations.
18. THE POLITICS OF TRANSFORMATION: TYPOLOGIES OF MUNICIPAL ALTERATION OF
TEE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Robert C, Wood, Associate Professor of Political Science, MIT
Professor Wood is interested in the attempts of communities,
similar in economic and demographic terms, to transform their physical
environments. He proposes to measure physical change — through con-
struction indices, building permits, renewal and redevelojanent projects,
etc. — and to compare these indices with social and political
characteristics of different jurisdictions. By classifying varieties
of physical change, varieties of communities, and varieties of both
political institutions and informal processes, a series of typologies
can be developed and perhaps subjected to statistical analysis.
Professor Wood would like to utilize factor analysis in this
inquiry, plus appropriate indices for typing community social organiza-
tion. He would also like to study the participants in the politics
of change. One method might be through applying game theory in quantita-
tive as well as qualitative terms.
The research would be exploratory, tying in the politics of change
with ecological studies, personality-politics research, and other recent
developments
.
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POTENTIAL INFLUENCE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES UPON METROPOLITAN
ORGANIZATIONS
Richard L. Meier, Visiting Associate Professor of City and Regional
Planning, Harvard University-
Professor Meier is concerned vith the rapid growth of the use of
computors and related information handling equipment. There are many-
applications of mass data handling to urban relationships, both in
understanding existing situations and proposing new solutions. For
example, what kinds of information handling will inrease the capacity
of a metropolitan traffic system? What are the locational requirements
for automatic factories How is the electric power distribution system
affected when it is operated by a computor?
Professor Meier wishes to explore the possibilities of harnessing
infonnation technology to the service of the urban community. He
expects that a monograph he would prepare would indicate the empirical
tasks most productively programmed by computors. One problem vlll be
selected for detailed attention.
20. SETTLEMENT PATTERNS; AN INTRODUCTION TO CROSS-CUUTURAL ANALYSIS OF
SPACE UTILIZATION
John W. M. Whiting, Professor of Education and Director of the Laboratory
of Hvman Development, Harvard University
A wealth of material exists in the cross-cultural files of
ethnological reports classified at Yale University on the settlement
patterns of various preliterate societies. These materials have not
been p\UJ.ed together and analyzed on a comparative basis. The relations
between house type, building construction techniques, space utilization
of grouping of buildings has not been comparatively studied in relation
to kinship structure, or economic activities, or other basic cultural
characteristics of societies.
Professor Whiting proposes to do a preliminary investigation into
the existing "but unexploited materials in the cross-cultural files
preparatory to a large-scale investigation of house and community space
utilization. The preliminary work could form the basis for new research
on virban settlement patterns.
21".. THE URBAN FAMILY HOUSE: A PROJECT IN DESIGN
Serge Chermayeff, Professor of Architecture, Harvard University
Professor Chermayeff proposes to prepare alternatives to the
present stereotyped urban housing accommodations which drive families
to the suburbs. The aim is to design new kinds of individual urban
family houses and new kinds of groupings of these houses which will
combine high density of population with no loss of amenity or privacy.
The design phase will be preceded by a period of analysis of examples
of successful urban housing of the past, and study of the few examples
of more recent proposals such as those for new kinds of row housing,
and by some selected consumer interviews. Subsequent to the design
phase, the more promising of the design alternatives will be examined
for their cost, land use and other implications.
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Professor Chermayeff anticipates that the results of the study
will "be presented in a monograph or other illustrated publication.
22. UTILITY OF BOSTON«S METROPOLITM DISTRICT COMMISSION
Charles R. Cherington, Professor of Government, Harvard University
Professor Cherington has begun an analysis of the Metropolitan
District Commission, the administrative agency with operative functions
crossing corporate boundary lines which has served as a prototype for
both advocates and students of metropolitan integration. Although the
MDC end its antecedent components have a history of more than 60 years,
the agency has never been subjected to thorough critical study.
Professor Cherington has published an introductory account of the
MDC in Stephen Sweeney's Metropolitan Analysis (University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1958) • He proposes to extend this study to a monograph which will
describe the life history of this agency and will assess its usefulness
in the field of urban government. He will examine the reports of the
Commission and the wealth of official and unofficial materials on its
activities throughout the years. The main research effort, however,
will be spent in intensively interviewing those who have served with
the Commission or have been concerned with it in the Legislature and the
metropolitan municipalities.
A central theme of the monograph will be the extent to which a
special agency such as the MDC can be adapted to changing metropolitan
conditions
.
23. THE VISUAL FORM OF THE METROPOLIS: EXPLORATIONS IN PERCEPTION
Kevin Lynch, Associate Professor of City Planning, HIS
The Technology Press is publishing some of the results of a four-
year exploratory study by Professors I^mch and Kepes on the different
impressions of the city held by various citizens, the imageability of
the city, orientation within the city, and how visual knowledge and
experience of urban form is organized. Since most persons do not con-
fine their visual impressions to the relatively small central areas of
two or three square miles as previously investigated. Professor Lynch
wishes to extend his analysis to the images of the metropolitan region
and to the question of how environments at the metropolitan scale can be
given visual shape and form.
Professor lynch proposes a study of the image of the metropolitan
regions its nature, its function, and how it may be clarified and
strengthened by physical arrangement. The study would be conducted by
Professor lynch (an vurban design specialist) and by a psychologist
(specializing in perception). A sample of persons resident in three or
four localities of the region would be interviewed intensively for the
meaning they assign to various elements in the physical arrangements of
the metropolis. The some general procedure woxild be followed as was
employed in the earlier study, to give comparability and additional
insights into this pioneering type of investigation. The study would
include analysis at the metropolitan level of image elements, such as
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paths, nodes, districts, edges, landmarks; the visual role of density
patterns, visual sequences, the organization of nodal points, and the
use of light, space, symbols, and natural features.
2k » RESEARCH STUDIES ON MUNICIPAL MANPOWER
Rohert C. Wood, Associate Professor of Political Science, MIT and
Vladimir V. Almendinger, Jr., PhD Candidate, Department of Government,
Harvard University
1. Iinpact of Technology on the Manpower Requirement of Urban Jurisdictions,
Professor Wood is studying the impact of technology on urban struc-
ture, the organization of the municipal enterprise, and the provision of
municipal services. The relationships between technological advances,
grovth, and patterns of demographic distribution are being considered,
with particular attention being paid to the changing needs for municipal
personnel,
2. The Ecological Dimensions of Municipal Manpower.
Mr. Almendinger is analyzing differences among U.S. cities in
the patterns of demand for public services, in fiscal capacities, eind
in the structure of the municipal organization with a view toward
identifying the key factors in the urban environment shaping the size,
the program conniitments, the rewards, and the incentives of public
employment at the municipal level. The study embraces some 459 cities
in the population range from 10,000 to 1*00,000, stratified into several
samples by region and by size. Factor analysis, and, where applicable,
regression and discriminant function models are employed in the analysis
of a series of demographic, economic, and governmental indices.
25. PUBLIC WORKS PLANNING IN ILLINOIS
Jerome L. Kaufman
Preliminary findings are being formulated. Project to be completed
Winter »60,
Bureau of Ccanmunity Planning
Research Problem . To determine the nature and extent of public
works planning, as well as the public and private groups responsible
for making decisions on the use and development of public works within
Illinois counties.
Previous Relevant Research . Previous research into government has
focused on the operational aspects of government in the areas of law-
making, administration, judicial review and the like. This research
project focuses on a little-studied area of interest to the planning
profession in Illinois — what groups are making decisions regarding
public works developments regardless of whether an official planning
program exists or does not.
Method of Study . Readings in the Illinois Revised Statutes,
readings on Illinois government, and intei^ews with informed persons.
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Ma.ior Findings . Over 25 different types of governmental units
may conceivably te involved in the making of planning decisions regard-
ing public works developments in Illinois counties. Therefore, power
to make planning decisions is quite fragmented and diffused. The
State, through a variety of fiscal, administrative, and legislative
controls exercises the most significant influence over such planning
decisions. Yet the State is not effectively channeling its resources
and often duplicates or overlaps with the efforts of other units of
government
.
The coxmty is a relatively weak unit, neither oriented nor equipped
to moke effective planning decisions regarding public works.
Over 65^ of all funds expended on new or improved public works
in the State annually ore for schools and highways. In addition,
over 70^ of the annual capital outlay on public works in the State
is spent in only 10 counties, or 10^ of the total number of counties
in the State. (JDC)
26. COUNTY ZONING ADMINISTRATION IN ILLINOIS
George T. Morcou and Felix C. Rodgers
In summary stage. To be completed in Spring, i960
Bureau of Commxmity Planning, University of Illinois
Previous Digest report: None
Research Problem . To investigate the practical day-to-day operation
of county zoning in Illinois, and to determine factors enhancing or
deterring its effectiveness in various type counties, in the light of
theoretical and legislative concepts of this planning tool.
Previous Relevant Research . Previous research has concentrated on
the progress and effectiveness of zoning in isolated counties, or has
simply listed zoning permission and acceptance. Most pertinent articles
are theoretical espousals of zoning as a necessary tool.
Method of Study . Interview schedules governing all pertinent facets
of administrative procedure were administered personally to the zoning
enforcing officers of the ik Illinois counties where zoning had been
practiced for at least one year.
Major Findings .
1. There is a tremendous range between counties in the effective-
ness of coxmty zoning odministration, and little conformity of adminis-
trative practices. In only a few of the fastest urbanizing counties,
with combined building and zoning deportanents, are there sxifficient
staffs and budgets to carry ovrt an adequate operation. In many cases,
zoning administration is a farce, with violations often checked only on
complaint of citizens.
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2. The chief zoning administrators are political appointees.
Few zoning officers or members of the Zoning Boards of Appeal have any
knowledge of planning. Decisions are made piecemeal, without the
benefit of a comprehensive plan.
3. Attempts are made in most counties to raise fees in order to
have zoning "pay for itself." There is much reluctsmce to incur general
expenses to accomplish the intended regulated growth.
U. In counties with more assiduous administration, 2/3 to 3A of
exception appeals are granted; in more loosely administered counties,
virtuedly 100^ are granted.
5. Opposition to county zoning is more outspoken than organized
support. It centers largely in specific interest groups, pajrticularly
farmers with prime development land, outdoor advertisers, and municipal
governments
.
6. There is a need to re-examine county or rural zoning from the
enabling legislation (which puts crippling limitations on its effective-
ness as a method of land use control) to administration. (GTM)
27. THE EFFECT OF TRANSPORTATION UPON CENTRAL CITY LAND VALUES
Ronald L. Racster, Department of Finance
University of Illinois
(Supervised by Prof. R. 0« Harvey)
Expected completion date: February, i960.
Previous Digest report: None
Research Problem . Opinions have varied greatly as to the future
of the central business district. It is recognized that a major in-
fluence in determining the prospects of land values in the central city
is transportation. The study will be an attempt to assess the effects
of transportation, traffic, and parking upon the business district to
empirically establish principles and to verify existing hypotheses.
Method of Study . A librauTr research project will be conducted to
summarize and to synthesize the many empirical studies concerned with
the effect of freeways, highways, streets, traffic characteristics,
public transportation facilities, and parking upon land values in the
central business district. The results will be compared with the
theories of urban land values as they have evolved to the present. (RLR)
28.. MEASURING CAPACITIES OF REAL ESTATE FIRMS TO TEST FOR OPTIMUM
ORGANIZATION
Ron Grayheck (under the direction of Robert 0. Hsirvey)
Department of Finance, University of Illinois
Research began September, 1959* with completion scheduled for June, 196O.
ft?eviou8 Digest report: None
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Research Problem . To investigate the internal executive structure
of the small real estate brokerage firm in order to approach its
optimvun organization. The project vill tend toward the solution of
the degree and number of primary real estate functions in which any-
given business may participate.
Hypotheses . (l) That the generally small size of real estate
businesses and high degree of transientness of its members indicates
an organization unawareness. (2) That better organization means better
business, from the standpoint of both services rendered and profits
received.
Method of Study , (l) A preliminary study of the three counties
(Lake, Will, and DuPage, Illinois) to identify the main problems and
weaknesses of the real estate industry in that area. (2) A more
comprehensive study based on a statistical field survey to pinpoint
particular business areas of weakness and/or neglect. (3) An assemblage
of the mateirals and data accumulated to assist in the formulation of
a Pro-forma real estate business.
Ma.jor Findings . The project has not advanced beyond the inventory
stage. (RJG)
29. FACTORS INFLUENCING LAND DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS: AN INVESTIGATION OF
THE RELATIONSHIP BETVffiEN THE LOCATION OF RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISIONS,
MAJOR HIGHWAYS, AND INDUSTRIES IN GUILFORD COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA
Marilyn Nelson (under direction of F. Stuart Chapin, Jr.)
Master's Thesis in Department of City and Regional Planning, University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, in cooperation with Urban Studies
Program, Institute for Research in Social Science. Completed
July 1959; available on Inter-library Loan.
Previous Digest report: None
Research Problem . The purpose of this study was to examine the
influence of major highway and industrial locations upon patterns of
residential subdivision activity. The study was premised on the
hypothesis that the locations of certain elements in an urbsui area serve
as structuring influences in the determination of the total land develop-
ment pattern by siltering the spatial relationships among interdependent
units of urban activity.
Major Findings . At this stage of research, our knowledge of the
factors affecting land development patterns is so meager that an effort
to study the influence of one or two in isolation must, of necessity,
be incomplete. Depending upon the purposes for which the analysis is
needed, there would seem to be at least two approaches to this problem
which merit attention. The first of these requires a conceptual frame-
work which allows the simultaneous analysis of a large number of vari-
ables. Limitations in quantifiable data have prevented the widespread
use of this technique for small area analysis. Recorded subdivisions.
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which were used in this study as a dependent variable, provided only
a very rough measure of patterns of residential development. In
addition, because residential development in a given portion of the
urban area seems to be Importantly influenced by the quality of nearby
development, the location pattern of subdivisons itself may also function
as an independent variable in influencing subsequent development. The
problem of analyzing the specific influence of any hypothesized priming
action, or combination of priming actions, within a single metropolitan
area reoalns to be solved.
A second approach is to reduce the total number of variables
involved, if it is sufficient to predict the combined effects of a
whole range of variables over a fairly wide eirea. Percentage of
developed land or population density have been used in land use
models. The implications for land use planning and for the formulation
of adequate land use controls may be quite different in these two
approaches. If it is possible to isolate the influence of a single
variable upon land development patterns, it may be possible to achieve
desirable modifications in development through control of the location
of these elements. If, on the other hand, it is possible only to
estimate the combined effects of all variables upon the over-all
pattern of development, it may be necessary to exercise regulation over
the effects (the broad pattern of development) rather than over the
causes (priming actions). (FSC)
30. INDUSTRY AND CITY GOVERNMENT: A STUDY OF NEW INDUSTRY IN TEN NORTH
CAROLINA CITIES
Ruth L. Mace
Status of research and publication ;
The study is approximately two-thirds complete. Field research,
which extended over a period of about a year and a half, has just
been terminated. Statistical analysis of the first of three inter-
view series has been completed. Remaining are analyses of the
second two interview series, interpretation of the findings, and
preparation of the final report which will be published in book
form. Expected publication date, late summer or fall 196O.
Agency conducting the project ;
This study is part of the urban research program of the Institute
of Government of the University of North Carolina under a grant
from the Ford Foundation. It is related to the Urban Studies
Program of the Institute for Research in Social Science of the
University of North Carolina which is also being supported by a
Ford Foundation grant.
Previous Digest report: None
Research Problem . To measure the extent to which city government
policy, primarily with respect to the provision of basic municipal
services, has affected the recent (1953-1958) location of industry in
ten North Carolina cities, and the impact of this new industry on the
cities studied in terms of increased service demands.
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Previous Relevant Research . The years folloving World War II have
seen numerous studies of factors influencing the location of industry.
While city policy and city services have occasioneilly been mentioned,
to the knowledge of this vriter, no detailed examination of these ele-
ments as industrial location determineints has been undertaken prior
to the project described in this abstract.
Method of Study . The study focuses on industrial location
experience and municipal services in ten North Carolina cities during
recent years. The nature, size and location of all new industries which
located in these cities during the 1953-1958 period were identified.
On the basis of this information three separate sets of interviews were
conducted: (l) interviews with industrialists in l60 plants in the ten
study cities; (2) interviews with private local industrial development
officieds; and (3) interviews with city officials (managers, planning
directors, and public works directors).
Ma.jor Findings . Analysis has not proceeded to the point where
major findings can be reported.
During various phases of this study the following members and
former members of the Institute of Government staff participated in
the reseeurch: Annette Anderson, George H. Esser, Jr., Douglas Gatlin,
Philip P, Oreen, George C. Henmens, Robert Stipe, and Warren J. Wicker.
(RIM)
31. MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR DWELLINGS
J. P. Brown, Study Director
Ontario Department of Planning and Development and Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation.
The study is expected to be completed within l8 months. Staff and
facilities have already been allocated for the research involved,
the costs to be borne jointly by C.M.H.C. and this Department.
Objectives are:
(1) to produce a "model" set of minimvmi standards affecting the
occupancy and maintenance of dwellings, and
(2) to develop study techniques of general value to other provinces
wishing to study this or similar subjects on an individual
provincial basis.
The study originated in the growing national concern over problems
of blighted urban areas. The high cost - in social and financial terms -
of correcting or arresting urban blight through clearance and reconstruc-
tion has focused attention on remedial and rehabilitation measures.
It is recognized that a number of agencies - provincial and municipal -
have authority and discretion to enforce existing by-laws and other
programmes relating to occupancy and fitness of dwellings, but in most
cases by-laws and provincial statutes have, of necessity, attacked the
problem in a piece-meal fashion. The present study, therefore, is an
attempt to provide a model code of fitness and occupancy which can be
applied to a wide variety of physical situations. Problems of adminis-
tration and enforcement will be a major part of the study.
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Such a study necessarily involves many fringe activities and
interests, including building design and structure, zoning, civic
improvement progranmes, legal agencies, social vork, tax law and others.
Although these fields cannot be examined exhaustively, it is hoped that
more than passing attention vill be paid to them during the course of
the study as well as in the final report.
32. A PROPOSED NAVIGABLE WATEH^Y FOR THE WABASH AMD MAUMEE RIVERS
Paul D. Cribbins (under the direction of K. B. Woods)
Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering
Ph.D. Thesis May 1959. Publication of a Purdue University Bulletin
in process. Available about May I960.
Previous Digest report: None
Research Problem . The purpose of this investigation, a preli-
minary study of the problem, was:
1. To determine whether or not a navigable waterway between the
Great Lakes and the Mississippi River systems via the Wabash and Meumee
Rivers is feasible.
2. To determine the optimum location and design of the waterway
from an engineering standpoint.
3. To coordinate the various phases of the waterway into a
multiple -purpose project.
k. To estimate the average annual tonnage of various commodities
that might move over the waterway during the life of the project.
5. To ascertain the many other benefits which might accrue to
such a project.
6. To calculate the benefit-cost ratio so as to determine if
the construction of the project would be economicaJ^ly justified.
Method of Study . A thorough study was made of all available water-
way studies which had been conducted of this area and of those major
factors and elements which affected the location, design and multi-
purpose use of the waterway. The benefits accruing from the multi-
purpose use were estimated and compared to the estimated cost of the
project.
Major Findings . The project was found to be feasible and to have
benefits in the areas of power supply, domestic and industrial water
supply, stream pollution abatement, irrigation, recreation, fish and
wildlife conservation, and transportation. The value of these benefits
were found to exceed the costs of the waterway by a very favorable
margin and construction of the project is recommended. (HIM)
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33. USE OF THE ELECTRICAL FIELD THEORY IN PREDICTING POPULATION MOVEMENT
Robert T. Howe (under the direction of H. L. Michael)
Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering
Ph.D. Thesis, May 1959
Previous Digest report: Item No. kk, Volume k, No. 2, Novemiber 1957
Research Problem . See previous Digest report.
Method of Study . This study attempts to synthesize an origin-
destination survey by assuming that each type of lemd use may be
simulated by a center of positive electrical charge, vhile each human
being may be represented by a unit, negative, electrical charge. Using
these assumptions and the principles of electrostatic fields, three
basic types of movement are developed in a simple hypothetical community.
Two methods are created for solving one of these types of movement,
that between places of residence and places of employment; the first
method being theoretically justifiable, while the second minimizes
calculations. The validity of the theory is checked by predictions
of work-trip patterns in Lafayette, Indiana, and the standard metro-
politan area of Cincinnati, Ohio, and these predictions are compared
with the findings of recent origin-destination surveys in the two cities.
Major Findings . The work-trip desire lines evolved from this
theory are usuable and similar to those derived from a comprehensive
origin-destination survey. This approach also has the following three
advantages
:
(1) all of the data needed are generally available in public
documents;
(2) with adequate zoning laws, this theory will permit the pre-
diction of future travel patterns on the basis of assxmed land uses,
without any extrapolation from existing patterns; and
(3) the entire work-trip pattern for Greater Cincinnati was
developed with about 600 man-hours of work, including about 50 hours
of calculation time on a high-speed digital computer.
Problems in adapting this theory to the prediction of other types
of trips are discussed, and several suggestions are made for possible
solutions. {ElM)
3k. ESTIMATION BY SAMPLE SURVEY METHODS OF HIGHWAY NEEDS FOR COUNTY
PRIMARY ROAD SYSTEMS IN MICHIGAN AND MINl^SCTA
Donald 0. Covault (under the direction of Harold L. Michael)
Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering
Ph.D. Thesis, January 1959
Previous Digeat report: None
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Research Problem . The applicability of coimty primary road
systems to sampling methods for the determination of highway needs
vas investigated as to:
1. The various types of sampling techniques which may he used
to evaluate needs.
2. The methodology of the statistical approach to be used as
applied to the highway needs pioblem.
3. The cost of the various types of sampling techniques which
may be used.
k. The most efficient sampling techniques from the standpoint
of the ease of gathering and processing data.
Method of Study . Complete county primary highway inventory data
for the counties in Michigan and Minnesota were available and were
utilized. Total needs as determined from these total inventories
were compared with the total needs as found from samples of the same
data. The cost of obtaining the samples in the field and of subsequent
analysis for needs was considered of primary importance.
Ma.jor Findings . Results of this study indicated that sampling
techniques were very useful and that from a practical standpoint, simple
random sampling was very effective. Other techniques of sampling were
also studied and their effectiveness is discussed in detail in the report.
(HIM)
35. lAND USE DEVELOPMENTS AT FREEWAY IKTERCHANGES
Edgar M. Horwood, Duane P. Marble, William L. Garrison
A progress report will be prepared March I960 and the study will be
completed March I96I.
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads is sponsoring the study by the Departments
of Civil Engineering and Geography.
Research Problem . This study is designed to identify the land
uses competing for sites in approach areas and areas adjacent to high-
way interchanges, traffic-generating characteristics of such land uses,
the congestion caused by such land uses, the adequacy of present land
use controls and further needs and possibilities of control over land
developnents at freeway approaches and highway interchanges.
Method of Study . The demand for sites for commercial, residential,
and industrial development is being determined by observations of
developments in freeway areas and by projections of data on urban land
uses. The adequacy of land use planning and control devices is being
determined by interviews and by related studies.
Previous Relevant Research . This research is a continuation of
related research by the investigators. See previous issues of the
Research Digest . (WLG)
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36. TOWARDS SOME DEFINITION OF PLANNING OBJECTIVES
Werner Z. Hicrsch, Professor of Economlce
Washington University
A first paper has been completed and is ready for publication.
The initial paper attempts to explore and define a city's better
future, as discussed by Harvey S. Perloff in his "Education for
Planning; City, State, and Regional".
Research Method . This is done by introducing the notion of a
city's "Health and Well being," and by developing its five main
dimensions—economic growth, economic welfsure, basic employment
stability and instability, net social benefits, and amenities of life.
These dimensions are placed into a means—end framework, and related
to the problems faced in city planning. In these dimensions special
emphasis is placed on the relationship between the physical planner
£ind the social scientist. Some thoughts about city planning, its
foundation emd scope in a free society are presented. (WZH)
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1. LOCAL ORGANIZATION FOR URBAN RENEWAL
Investigators: George Dugger (author Volmne I) vith Pamela Ford
(editor of Volume II), Biireau of Putlic Administration, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley.
Previous Digest report: Volume k. No. 1 (May, 1957)
Status of Research and Publication: Publication to date from this
project: "Organization for Urban Renewal," Public Management
(July, 1958), Vol. XL, pp. 158-63.
"Local Leadership for Urban Renewal," in Proceedings of the
Western Political Science Association, 1958, The Western
Political Quarterly (June, 1958), Vol. XI, pp. 363-?.
Urban Renewal Administration; Provisions in Eedevelopment and
Housing Statutes of Seven States (University of California,
Bureau of Public Administration, 1957 )• (George Duggar and
Pamela Ford)
"Urban Renewal Re-examined," in American Society of Planning
Officials, Planning
. 1957, PP. 209-17.
Publication : A summary pamphlet and a limited edition of
Volumes I and II are proposed for 196O,
The problems, hypotheses and methods were previously described.
The major findings include a suggested perspective for examining local
organization for urban renewal. This perspective envisions that the
local governmental organizations and other formal organizations peurti-
cipate in a common enterprise. The organization of the enterprise as
a whole and not simply the structure of any one of the participants
must be examined. The enterprise itself has been changing over the
years, from redevelopment to renewal and now from renewal to citywide
programs of urban development. There is some evidence that the more
"executive" forms of local government organization within enterprises
are accompanied by greater efficiency, but it is evident also that
the more executive form is best suited to a situation in which there
is substantial general agreement on the program or proved accomplish-
ment and real public confidence. (GD)
2. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS DI CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Nathaniel Lichfield
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic
Research, University of California, Berkeley
Preliminary drafts in process; final results expected to be ready
for publication by September I96O.
Previous Digest report: none.
Research Problem . Research for this study falls into three parts:
A. Hie place of cost-benefit analysis in city and regional
planning;
B, A method of cost-benefit analysis for general use in city
and regional planning;
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C, Examples to demonstrate the use of the method. Two re-
developmental schemes in San Francisco are being used for this
purpose
.
As a by-product, techniques are explored for comparing the
housing welfare of people formerly residents in the Western Addition
Redevelopment Area, San Francisco, before and after their relocation.
(MB)
3. HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY
Wallace F. Smith
Real Estate Research Program, Bureau of Business and Economic
Research, University of California, Berkeley.
Research under way; one or more journal articles stmamrizing results
of the study will be completed by July I96O.
Previous Digest report: none
Research Problem . This study has a two-fold aim — the location
of existing relevant information on housing of the aged in California
and the identification of distinguishable market opportunities and
conanunity problems which exist in this area.
Method of Study . Data have been brought together from several
sources, classifications have been established, and preliminary
calculations have been made, estimating the ntimber of elderly house-
holds in California who might be expected to buy rather than rent if
they were to move to specially designed housing and estimating further
the approximate nimibers of subsidized low-rent units which would fully
meet the needs of the existing popixLation. Feasible price and rent
ranges can also be indicated very roughly. (MB)
k. OPEN SPACE IN THE CHICAGO METROPOLITAN AREA
Gilbert F. White and Harold M. Mayer
Completion and publication expected early in I961.
Department of Geography, The University of Chicago, under grant from
Permanent Committee on Open Land
Previous Digest rejxjrt: none
Research Problem ; To determine the character, extent and pattern
of open land in the Chicago Metropolitan Area, with particular reference
to privately-owned open land which may be potentially available for
conservation by easements, purchase by quasi-public agencies, or by
other means which would preserve the open character of the land and
at the same time permit its present use to continue; (2) to determine
the rate of absorption of open land by urban uses in the Chicago
Metropolitan Area and in selected other metropolitein areas, and (3)
to compare the amoiuit, character, and patterns of open land in
selected large metropolitan areas.
Previous Relevant Research ; Relatively little. Scattered studies,
such as the recent ones of William Whyte and others, and general
studies of "urban sprawl".
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Hypotheses . The spread of urhanization, while increasing the
need for preservation of open space, is making the task increasingly-
difficult. Much open space in private hands would resist subdivision
and could remain in its present open type uses if the presstires
toward more intensive use, as, for example, taxation based upon
present use rather than upon appreciation due to urban pressures,
could be removed. Parallel studies are exploring the legal steps that
may prove feasible toward such ends. The present study is concerned
with acquisition of the requisite knowledge as to the locations,
ownerships, patterns, end rates of urbanization of the open space.
Method of Studv * In collaboration with other agencies, including
the Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, which
is conducting a parallel study concerned with both public open space
end with public regulation of private open space, the study will
include: (l) inventory and mapping of privately-owned open land
in metropolitan Chicago, (2) comparisons of the locations and amounts
of open land in metropolitan Chicago with those of other selected
metropolitan areas, based upon land-use maps of the N.E.I.MJ^.P.C,
and other agencies in their respective metropolitan areas, and (3)
from historical records, reconstruction of the patterns, amounts, and
characteristics of open land in metropolitan Chicago at various times
in the past, in order to obtain knowledge of the trends in the rate
of absorption of open land by urban uses. (HMM)
5. BENEFIT-COST TRAVEL COST AN/^iYSIS
Mail Investigators: gyman Joseph and George Haikalis
Status of Research: Research is in progress with completion expected
by June 1, 196O. Publication may be in a Highway Research
Board paper at the January, 1961 meeting.
Agency Conducting the Project: The Chicago Area Transportation Study
is conducting the project and is sponsored by the State of
Illinois, Cook County, and the City of Chicago in cooperation
with the U.S. Bui^au of Public Roads.
Research Problem . As an aid in selecting an optiDium highway
transportation system for the Chicago metropolitan area the Chicago
Area Transportation Study is ctirrently conducting research in benefit-
cost studies. The economic analysis of a system requires the estima-
tion of the total capital requirements to provide the system and
the total travel costs to its users. Current research at CATS is
aimed at quantifying the system travel cost.
Study Approach . Earlier research at CATS indicated that a most
useful parameter of motor vehicular travel costs is the daily average
speed. Obviously time costs are related to this variable. Operating
costs are related to speed in "Automobile Operating Costs" by Hyman
Joseph, CATS Research News, Vol. 3, No. k. Similarly accident costs
show a definite relationship to speed.
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A method for determining daily average speed is presently under
study at GATS. Speeds vill "be based in part on the type of route,
its capacities, daily traffic flow, and relative location in the
Chicago Area. The relationship between volume, capacity, and daily
average speed has been formulated.
Technique to be Used . The various highway transportation plans
to be analyzed have already been prepared by CATS for its other studies.
Available for economoc analysis are seversil 1980 system plans as well
as the 1956 systems. Each system consists of a complex network of
route segments upon which has been imposed a travel demand. The
traffic loadings on each individual link represent a simulation of
traffic that might be expected.
The economic analysis will consist of determining the travel
cost on each individual link and accumulating the total travel costs
for various analysis zones or areas. First the 1956 network will be
assigned costs. If the insults seem reasonable the cost fimctions
will be extended to the 198O systems and the optimal plan selected.
(HJ, GH)
6. MAPPIUG THE POLITICAL CHAMCTEBISTICS OF MEDIUM-SIZE METROPOLITAN AREAS
Daniel J. Elazar
Research began January I96O. Research in one of the nine selected
metropolitan areas completed. Reports to be issued for each
uetropolitan area with possible book length publication upon
completion of the project.
Institute of Government and Public Affairs, University of Illinois*
Previous Digest Report: none
Research Problem . This project is designed to provide some basic
information on the process of government and politics in medium size
(100,000 - 250,000 population) metropolitan areas, primarily in
Illinois. It is concerned with identifying the general characteristics
of the electorates in such cities and their metropolitan areas; the
character of the political parties and interest groups; the issues
and problems confronting the cities and their civil communities; and
the character of political conflict within them. It is not an attempt
to study these cities exhaustively, but, rather, to gather as much
data as possible in a brief study and arrange it analytically so as
to pjresent a political map of each civil community which will indicate
its major political landmarks. In the course of the study the utility
of the political mapping technique will also be tested. It is hoped
that such political maps will be useful in (a) comparing American
cities BO as to uncover the patterns of city government and politics
in the United States and (b) indicating areas and means for further
research within the mapped cities themselves.
A problem in some way common to ell the commimities has been
selected for more detailed study in order to test the reliability of
the general survey and its applicability to specific situations. The
pzxjblem selected is that of basic governmental and constitutional change
in the metropolitan areas being surveyed during the decade of the 1950s.
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In addition, a variety of relevant research materials made
available from other research projects are "being examined and arranged
to develop political maps of smaller communities, for purposes akin
to those of the larger research project.
Method of Study . An outline guide has "been prepared to provide
an inventory of information needed, a pattern by which to organize the
data, and a series of fundamental questions to be raised in the course
of the mapping. Prior to field work in each metropolitan area, written
materials, published and unpublished are examined. A minijnvan of two
and a maximum of three weeks are spent in each metropolitan area
(except where there is more than one central city and more time is
needed) to interview selected individuals, gather published data, and
investigate local information sources. A file is then assembled and
arranged to include the material gathered for future reference.
Major Findings . Several findings have emerged as a result of the
completed research in Rockford, Illinois, and data from other communities.
These •will be subject to further investigation,
1. There is much value in identifying the "constitution" of the
local civil community as the key to the local political system.
2, Local political upheavals seem to center on conflict between
the newer-suburban-like areas in the city and the older areas,
3« While no single individual or group "controls" the city,
numerous groups have the power of the tacit veto and concurrent
majorities are necessary to make any changes in the status quo.
h. An intra-governmental "preclearance" syston which operates
between executive departments and legislative committees with respoai-
bilities in the same fields of government provides the mechanism for
setting policy and determining actions within each government. (DJE)
7. THE ST. lAWRENCE SEAWAY: ITS IMPACT, BY I965, UPON INDUSTRY OF
METROPOLITAN CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS WATERWAY-ASSOCIATED AREAS.
Joseph A. Russell, Jerome D. Felltnann, Howard G. Roepke, Alfred W.
Booth, Department of Geography, University of Illinois.
Research Completed. Volume 1 published October 1959; Volume 2 to be
published April 15, 196O.
Conducted under joint sponsorship of Chicago Association of Commerce
aM Industry and State of Illinois, Division of Industrial Planning
and Development.
Previous Digest report: Volume 6, No. 1.
Method of Study . Existing manufacturing and non-manufacturing
growth trends of the Chicago Metropolitan Area were extrapolated on
the basis of component analysis. I965 employment projections were
used as a basis against which to compare the impact of St. Lawrence
Seaway improvement upon Chicago Area's economy. Potential capacity
of the iE5>roved St. Lawrence Seaway to deliver industrially significant
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cargo to the Port of Chicago was carefully evaluated; potential nev
market areas and raw material sources were investigated.
Ma.jor Findings . Emploj-ment growth within the Chicago Metropolitan
Area, without consideration of the impact of the St. Lawrence Seaway,
is estimated to amount by I965 to more than 250,000 workers above the
1957 employment levels; of these new workers some 57,000 will be in
manufacturing. Employment growth attributable to the St. Lawrence
Seaway improvement alone is estimated to amount to no more than 38,000
new workers by I965; of these some 8,000 will be in maniifacturing. More
than 100 individual industry types were investigated and these have been
sxmnaarized in six "growth prospect" groups: l) industries in which a
trend to growth may be accelerated by improved water transportation;
2) industries which may grow without reference to improved water
transportation; 3) industries which remain stable in the Chicago area;
k) industries in which a trend to decline may be arrested by improved
water transportation; 5) industries which may decline without reference
to improved water transportation; and 6) industries which may decline
because of improved water transportation. (JDF)
8. POLITICS AI© CCMJUNITY PLAMING
J. H. Bigelow; W. H. Form, major advisor
Ph.D. dissertation in social science. Probable completion sometime in
1961
Research Problem . An attempt will be made to determine the types
of political interaction between planners and other politically
significant sectors of the communities in which they work. The effects
of this political process on the planning programs which they are able
to carry on, and on the implementation of planning goals will be major
objects of the study.
Method of Study . The research at present is still in the design
stage. It is anticipated that a number of planning directors in
mediim to large size cities in Michigan will be interviewed in order to
gain their insights into the political environment in which they work,
and the effects it has on the planning they do.
9. AUTCMATED DATA MASTER PLANNING PROJECT
Richard D. Duke and Claude Coats
Publication Data: Research is still in progress. It is hoped that
publication will result in the summer of 1960. Publication will
be in bulletin form as published by the Institute. It is possible
that two publications will result: (l) a report of Publication
Data: (continued)... master planning for citizens and (2) the
report on the use of automated data processes
.
Research Problem . Basic purpose of the project is to find a
suitable system for utilizing automatic data processing methods in
land use planning.
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Method of Study . Information vas collected in a form to fit
pre-coded classifications which coxold then be readily transferred to
IBM cards. The city itself vas divided arbitrarily into a grid
system. All parcels vere located by code numbers in one of the given
grids, thus making it possible to make data runs on some portions of
the city as veil as for the city as a whole.
Findings, if Completed . Preliminary IBM runs have been utilized
by a senior master planning class in a class subject. At the present
time, additional runs and refinements in the data processing, are
being worked on. There are no substantial findings available at this
date.
10. EFFECTIVEKESS OF ADUIIT EDUCATION METHODS IN RELATION TO THE CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF THE CCM4UKITY WHERE THEY ARE UTILIZED
E. Alchin and D. Seifer
Publication Data: Possible Institute Monograph — date as yet uncertain
Research Problem . The efficient use of adult education methods and
techniques is essential if the professional is to be most effective as
a change agent in community development. At the present time, there
are a multitude of ideas as to what is effective and what is not
effective. There seems to be a continuing search for the "magic
formula" means of bringing about change. For every adult education
concept, educators have their own interpretation cf its meaning and
use. All too often, the method is seen as the end rather than the
means. The development of an effective educational approach would
seem to logically depend upon the kind of problems, kinds of local
leaders involved and their level of understanding of community needs,
the extent to which a crisis situation exists, the amount of conflict
existing within the community, the means of communication that exist,
the nature of the social organization within the area or municipality
and other factors.
Method of Study . It would appear necessary to the problem that
the findings as to the natui-e of the environment to be dealt with
could help in deciding the educational methods and techniques that might
be applied to bring about change. The means of testing the effectiveness
of various Adult Education methods and techniques could perhaps best
be done by developing some combinations of methods and varying the
combinations so as to test the effectiveness of various methods under
similar community circumstances. A major problem will be to find such
similar circumstances. Still another methodological problem will be
to develop devices for measuring effectiveness.
U. A METHOD TO IDENTIFY THE SOCIAL, PHYSICAL Al® ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF AN AREA OR MUNICIPALITY
E. Alchin and J. Bigelow
Publication Data: Possible Institute Monograph — date as yet uncertain
Previous Digest report: none
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Research Probleia . The professional interested in bringing about
change to improve conditions vithin an area or municipality usually
experiences a considerable time lapse from initial contact with local
leaders to the point of gaining acceptance and starting action. Tlie
need to identify leadership and their understanding of community needs;
to identify and understand barriers and conflicts which must be dealt
with within the community; to anticipate major problem areas that are
to be found, and to gain access to the social orgemization are essential
if the professional is to make effective use of his time and energy.
Method, of Study . A set of instruments which might give the
necessary insights into the community environment could be developed
utilizing observation of physical conditions, collection of limited
general data (census, state agency, etc.) and some data from local
sources, and the use of an open ended interview with a limited nimiber
of leaders selected upon the assumption that they would (a) have
useful information and (b) reflect values and beliefs of the general
citizenry. The jobs to be done include (l) development of instruaients
end techniques for their use (2) selection of the data to collect and
(3) selection of types of local leaders to interview. All three of
the above moy vary with size of community. 'X£ r.t is pOoalbi.e to cavry
through these three steps then the testing of the effectiveness of tb^
instruments could be accomplished by administering them before smarting
educational activity within a community and checking the findings
against fje experiences and results encountered in carrying through a
change effort within the community based on these findings
o
TKS COIWROL OF l-JAMJFACTURIWG ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE U.S. (195^):
A STUDY OF DOIffilAKCE IN HWER-COMMUiaTY RELATIONS
Baron Moots
Publication Data: Projected date: October i960, Fn.D. dissertation
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Rs^seejch Problem. The description of control of mfg. establishments
with major emphasis on the pattern of inter-commimity relationships.
Structural characteristics of the productive rystems will be explored
as possible sources of independent variation in the pattern of control.
Included among these characteristics are specialization of comm^jiities,
distaace between conmunities and similsi'ity of productive f'lnctions
between communities
.
Method of Study . Siniple probability models will be used to
describe the pattern of inter-community control. Types of cQntnv.nities
will be evolved utilizing the results of this description in con-
junction with the structural characteristics of the system of pro-
duction. Paired relations, with communities as units, will be analyzed
with respect to these characteristics in an effort to undercover the
basis for emergent types.
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13 . COMPARATI\^ STUDY OF WHZTE COLLAR AND BLUE COLLAR SUBURBAN DEVELOH^IEOTS
W. Freemen and vai^ious graduate students
Publication Data: Indefinite
Previous Digest report: none
Research Problen ; It has been theorized that ecological variables
vill serve to differentially locate individuals of like income but of
different occupational status, to the end that a blue collar sub\irban
development vill be distinguishable from a -white collar suburb by-
location, though housing costs -will not vary videly. The blue collar
location vill be closer to factories and other places of employment,
which in turn are differentially located from the locus of vhite
collar employment. This assumption vill be tested in tvo areas vhich
have been selected in the Lansing, Michigan, area. Folloving this, a
number of sociological variables vill be measured to see vhat other
significant similarities or differences exist in the life styles of the
two areas.
Method of Study . Survey techniques, in-vx3lving a sampling of each
of the -tiro areas, and intensive intervieving -t/ill be the main sources
of necessary data.
Ik. A STUDY OF HOSPILU-COMIIUIIITY RELATIONS
W. Freeman and J. Artis
Publication Data: Final report due September 1, 1962.
Sponsors: Social Research Service, Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology',
financed bj'- grant of U.S. Dept. of Health Education and Welfare
Research Problem ; (l) to determine and describe the relationships
which exist between the hospital and the community; (2) to establish
typologies of hospital-community relationships based upon the range of
relationships found betveen the hospital and its communityj and (3)
to determine the organizational and attitudinal correlates of specified
types of hospital-comaunity relationships.
Method of Study . The first year the research group vill examine
hospital-commiinity relationships, choosing and classifying those vhich
appear significant. On the second year and succeeding years, thi
staff vill scrutinize selected hospitals and compile a series of case
studies. Scheduled for study are the sociological aspects of hospital
financing and building program; and the roles of auxiliary organizations,
volunteer and part-time hospital vorkers, aides, nurses, doctors,
administrators, and civic and governmental agencies.
15
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COMMUNITY TYPOLOGY BASED ON A SCALE OF ADJlKTIylENTS AND VALUES
K. Hereford and F. Vescolani
Publication Data: Will be published as sin Institute monograph, probably
in summer or fall of i960
Previous Digest report: none
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Besearch Probleia . The index of adjustment and values used is an
effort to transfer from the psychology of the individual to the
sociology of the cormunity the concepts of acceptance of self and of
others, or lack of same. In order to do this, and also to account for
the influence on the conmunity if its major institutions and leaders,
it was necessary to determine them, as well as utilize the value scale
instruments with a stratified random sample of community population as
a whole. Upon using the instruments, which have now been tested in two
other communities besides the one in which and for which they were
originally developed, it is possible to locate comrcunities in terms
of their acceptance of themselves, positive or negative, and their
acceptance of other communities. Strong, deeply held values, not easily
subject to change, but possibly providing a ba^e for change agents to
operate from can be distinguished from superficial, more easily changed
community values.
Method of Study. Research techniques used were sample survey
techniques plus leadership delineation studies bsised on the self-
nominating technique. A sophisticated research design, including
scaleable value measurement devices has allowed the use of refined
statistical tests as to the significance of data and findings.
16. LOCAL GCrmBMEm DEBT IW MICHIGAN
A. L. Edwards
Publication Data: Manuscript now completed in draf-b form. Will be
published as Institute bulletin, probably this sumner.
Research Problem . Study attempts to determine the debt of Michigan
cities, counties, townships, and school districts, as compared and
contrasted to each other by size, and as compai'ed to national debt
statistics. In order to better understand the burden of debt of
these \inits of govenaaent, the author applies en index of economic
ability, based en a three part Federal census index, as well as an
index of equalized property valuation.
Method of Study . Statistical study, based on census fig\ires and
Michigan Municipal Finance Commission statistics.
Findings, if Completed . Debt in l»Iichigan is not out of line with
that of other states and local governments. Trend to employ revenue
bonds is likely to continue. Increased service demands in urbanized
and urbanizing areas incurs costs which are great enough to require
long term financing — this must be administered carefully. To
determine with any degree of precision the amount of debt which a city
can safely incur is almost inroossible.
17. HISTORY 0? CITY G0VERI3MENT — VOL. II
Charles R. Adrian and Ernest S. Griffith
Associate; Barbara Luther
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Research Frcblem . This will "be the second of a three-volume
history initieted by Frank S. Griffith of the UcSo Librsiry of Congress.
It vill cover American city government for the period 1790-1870
•
Among the topics to be covered are the following: The Revolution and
transfer of political power to those on the winning side; Pest-
Revolution: The rise of legislative supremacy; Frontier influence on
urban politics; the expansion of the electorate; the rn'onicipal crmpeign
under universal suffrage; the revolt against special legislation; the
requirement of general legislation; relations of the municipaJ.ities
with the states; the expansion of older urban functions; the assi-raption
of new urban functions; finance; executive and legislative patterns --
use of boards and commission; personnel politics; municipal corruption
and its social environment; the early cry for reform; the quality of
government — overview; a survey of trends and changes.
Findings, if Completed . Study will be conducted by the usual
method of survey of pertinent literature and appropriate historical
documents, newspapers, etc.
13 . PUBLIC AUTHORITIES IN I'lICKIGAK
A. Edwards and C. J. Joiner
Publication Data: Late I96O or early I961. Monograph
Previous Digest report: none
Research Problem . Public authorities in Michigan- Their effective-
ness and over-all efficiency as alternatives to regular governmental
financial arrangements and administrative organization. Their
organizationeil arrangements, public accountability, autonomy, indebted-
ness, service charge and other financial arrangements, technical
competence of employees, etc. Political process aspects of their
creation, operations, finances, relations with community, and relations
with units of government.
Method of Study . Questionnaires, personal interviews, analysis
of reports, etc., observation of operations, comparison with public
authorities in other states,
19. NE'J ROLE FOR TOWNSHIPS
Kenneth Verburg
Publication Data: Submitted to National Civic Review
Previous D:^gest report: none
Research Problem . To trace the historical advance in legal
authority given to townships, inquire into the patterns of incorpo-
ration since I909 and the annexation patterns during the last decade.
Method of Study. Dependent l;-j:ge.ly upon the research findings of
the comparison of city and township powers but also upon the Municipal
Year Book and the Michigan Manual.
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Findings, if Completed . Townships appear to be assuming the role
usually assigned to villages, i.e., providing a minimum number of urban
services and guiding the physical development of an area during the
developmental stages.
20, FOUR-CITIES STTOY OF LOCAL POLITICAL PROCESS
Oliver Williams and C, R, Adrian
Publication Data: Hope to have manuscript ready by summer of 196O.
Previous Digest report: none
Research Problem . Interested in the size of city as a variable
in determining the character of the local political process. What are
the general political characteristics of the middle size city is the
initial focal point of the research.
A second phase vould be concerned with the use of a typology of
images of the purpose of the local government. This typology to be
used as an analytical tool in characterizing differences in community
response to similar problems.
Method of Study . An institutional study of the decision-making
process focusing on elections, city council administration, and
interested group ectivity. Data has been gathered from newspapers and
intei-vieys with CMnmimity notables. In addition, a scaleable
questionnaire will be given to a citizens leadership panel to objectively
verify the typology.
21, NATURE IN THE METROPOLIS
Main Investigator: The author. Dr. William A. Niering, is Associate
Professor of Botany and Assistant Director of the Arboretian,
Connecticut College, New London
Status of Research: Tne manuscript is being prepared for publication
and will be published May, i960.
Agencies Involved: NATURE IN THE METROPOLIS is the third of foizr
publications of the Park, Recreation and Open Space Project, a
joint effort of Metropolitan Regional Council and Regional Plan
Association, Inc.
Research Problem . This study is an attempt to bring to the
attention of public bodies at various levels the need for conservation
QlS a part of futiire developmental policies and programs
.
Hypotheses . In natural communities, ecologists observe a certain
harmony among various members -- an ecological balance o If this
equilibrium is seriously disturbed there results a stress which, if
prolonged, may be so unfavorable as to eliminate certain elements of
the community, and in turn threaten the sui-vival of the whole. This
balance is not restricted to natural comaiunities alone but its
principles also operate within our man-made communities or municipalities,
as artificial as they appear.
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Method of Study . The Park, Recreation and Open Space Project
surveyed the existing supply of park, recreation md conservation
lands in public and private holdings and has singled out areas of
special scenic appear for preservation. The Project has been assisted
by county, state and local officials and 100 members of the national
Audubon Society.
Major Findings . Conservation is needed for several reasons:
for vatershed and flood control purposes; to protect the Region's
Fin-fish — Shellfish Resources; for the protection of vaterfovl on
the Atlantic Flyway; for educational, scientific and aesthetic
p-urposesj and for molding our youth, the citizens of toniorrow. With
the tremendous rate of development occurring in the New York Region,
we are, more than ever in need of framing a program to capture and
preserve essential conservation ai'eas. Such areas include watershed
lands, interior wetlands, permanent waters, coastal wetlands, edu-
cational and recreational areas, regional parks and wilderness areas,
natural areas, hunting and fishing lands, scenic areas and agricultural
lands. The several levels of government, industrial organizations,
business groups and citizens groups must all play a role if long range
needs are to be met. (HQ)
Main Investigators: Staff of Park, Recreation and Open Space Project
Status of Research: Research is complete, and the final report is
being drafted.
Agencies Involved: THE PACE FOR OPEN SPACE is the last of four
publications of the Park, Recreation and Open Space Project, a
joint effort of Metropolitan Regional Council and Regional Plan
Association, Inc.
Research Problem . To measure the existing supply of open space
and recreation areas in the New York Metropolitan Region; to ei;:press
the demand for future recreation space in terras of needed acreage; to
offer its program for preserving adequate open space in this era of
unprecedented metropolitan expansion; and to suggest action for local,
county, state and federal governments and for private groups.
Previous Relevant Research, THE RACE FOR OPEN SPACE draws
heavily on the three consultant reports preceding it. Their findings
and recommendations have been incorporated into the final reporb along
with relevant data from other sources. The project inventoried the
existing publicly-owned school and nou-schocl properties in the Region's
550 municipalities. The inventory covered type of area, acreage,
facilities available and activities conducted. An inventory was also
conducted of all county and state parks in the Region. Data included
date of acquisition, acquisition costs, attendance figures, type of
development, activities engaged in, etc. Separate surveys measured
the number of golfing and boating facilities in the Region, At key
facilities, the Project also determined where users came from and the
time spent in traveling to various type facilities.
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Hypotheses . The objective of the Project is to help meet the
growing need for open space in the 22 -county Region by providing
necessary data and developing recommendations which will be useful to
governmental and other agencies having the responsibility for the
acquisition and preservation of parks and other open land.
Major Findings . The Project has not, as yet, reported its major
findings or recommendations, though much of the material presented in
the preceding three volumes will be incorporated in the final report.
(HQ)
23. ECONCMIC INTERRELATIONS IN THE PIEDMONT INDUSTRIAL CPESCENT
Ralph W. Pfouts, Eugene A. Thomas and Franklee Gilbert Whartenby
Urban Studies Program, P. 0. Box II67, Chapel Hill, N.C.; lylarch
i960. $1.00.
Previous Digest report: none
Research Problem . An investigation of the "polynucleated
metropolitan area" concept through tests of the extent of economic
integration among the cities of the Crescent as measured by the flow
of comnodities hauled by trucks, by long distance telephone calls exii
by the locus of charge acco\int customers of the principal departm'Snt
stores.
Major Findings . The results suggest that a marked degree of
economic interaction exists between the Crescent cities. The evidence
is stronger at the pre-retail level than at the retail level. The
coefficients of attraction (based on a gravity model) indicate a
substantial amount of interaction for the trucking data. The co-
efficients do not vary greatly from city to city, suggesting that the
sirea is relatively homogeneous with respect to economic interaction
and consequently can be thought of as an integrated ajrea. No cue city
dominates the area as Charlotte does in the retail trade data. In
svmmary, the economic interactions are found to be "strongest in whole-
sale and industrial trade, rather surprisingly strong in retail trade,
but not strong at all for the socio-economic area presented by the
telephone call data." (FSC, Jr.)
2k. DEMAND FOR HOUSING IN RACIALLY MIXED AREAS
Chester Rapkin and William G. Grigsby
Status of Research and Publication: Completed and pending publication
in the summer of 1960.
Agencies: Sponsored by The Commission on Race and Housing and the
Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority, to be published by the
University of California Press
This study is concerned with market processes in areas that exs
effected by racial change. It investigates such questions as the
number and type of white families that will buy in racially mixed
areas, the effect of the change on house values, and institutional
and social forces which accelerate or retard change » It also is con-
cerned with the likely future of areas of this sort in our larger
cities. (CR)
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25. LAM) DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AT FREElvAY IKTERCHAHGES
Main Investigators: William L. Garrison and Edgar M. Horwood, Uni-
versity of Washington; and Duane Marble, University of Pennsylvania
Status of Research and Publication: This is part of a tvo-year
research project of which the first year's woi-k has been completed,
A hundred-page mimeographed progress report has just been released
to the sponsors, but unavailable for general circulation. It is
expected that the final report will be a limited edition manuscript
transmitted to the sponsors. Subject to release by the sponsors,
the results will be made available for publication in book form,
in either one or two volumes.
Previous Digest report: Vol. 6, No. 2.
Research Problem . This is a study of activity and projected
activity in the vicinity of freeway interchanges and approaches. It
examines both the availability and demand for sites at these locations
as well as existing public policy and controlling land at these
locations
.
Previous Relevant Research . Two volumes undertaken by the same
authors: 1. Studies of Highway Development and Geographic Change,
and 2. Studies of the Central Business District and Urban Freeway
Development, University of Washington Press, 1959.
Hypotheses . 1. It is meaningful to study the baJ.ance bet\7een
the supply of urban land at different locations and demands for that
land. A knowledge of these factors may enhance a proper balance of
responsibility end authority for land use and transportation planning
and control at these locations by different levels of government.
Method of Study. Case studies are going on in six cities to
determine the usage of land at freeway intersections and approaches.
Studies are being made also of factors in the consumption of space
for activities which may locate at these locations. Projections are
also being made of demands for the uses by these same industry groups.
Major Findings . Nationally, the interstate highway system wi-iJ.
make more urban land available than will be needed by 1970, and for a
number of years following. Construction of supplementary local and
state freeway systems will increase the supply of land even more. The
supply of land for urban growth is more than adequate in many small
and some medixan size cities. However, the supply of land from the
Interstate System for urban growth and development is microscopic about
large cities and some medium size cities. The need for local and state
freeway systems to increase the supply of land available for large
city growth is acute for transportation oriented industries. (El's)
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